MINUTES
of the

COUNCIL OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI
May 8,2017
THE SPECIAL MEETING OF THE COUNCIL OF THE COUNTY OF MAUI, STATE OF
HAWAII, WAS HELD IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBER, KALANA 0 MAUI BUILDING,
WAILUKU, HAWAII, ON MONDAY, MAY 8, 2017, BEGINNING AT 9:05 A.M., WITH
CHAIR MICHAEL B. WHITE PRESIDING.
CHAIR WHITE: This Special meeting of the Maui County Council shall please come to
order.
Mr. Clerk, please call the roll.

ROLL CALL
PRESENT:

COUNCILMEMBERS ALIKA ATAY, ELEANORA COCHRAN,
KELLY T. KING, YUKI LEI K. SUGIMURA, VICE-CHAIR
ROBERT CARROLL, AND CHAIR MICHAEL B. WHITE.

EXCUSED:

COUNCILMEMBERS S. STACY CRIVELLO,
HOKAMA, AND DONALD S. GUZMAN.

G.

RIKI

(Coundilmember Crivello was not present when the roll was called; however, she arrived at
10:30 a.m.)
COUNTY CLERK DENNIS A. MATEO: Mr. Chair, six Members present, three excused. A
quorum is present to conduct the business of the Council.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Clerk.
And before we proceed, I would just request that everyone in the chambers please
put their celiphones on silent or vibrate mode. And, with the large number of
individuals we may end of having sign up, and I’ll leave, I’ll ask the Members, we
were going to limit testimony to just the three minutes without allowing the request for
an additional minute to conclude. We currently have 13 testifiers signed up and we
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will likely get more as the morning goes on. But, because we are, because we don’t
have as many as we had expected, the Chair is okay, I think I’m okay allowing an
additional minute to conclude if necessary. Any objections to that?
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, so as most of you know and some of you may not, we have to
provide the same opportunity to everyone when it comes to testimony. So, if we cut
the first one off at three minutes, then we have to cut everybody else off at three
minutes. But we will provide the three minutes and if you need an additional minute
to conclude we’ll be happy to provide that.
Please don’t use minutes if you don’t need them. Just in case we have lots of
testifiers that, that show up prior to the close of testimony. And we should have a
very interesting day today. We’ve got four presenters, two that are here with us, will
be here with us in the chamber and two that will be presenting from their homes on
the mainland.
So with that, without objections, we’ll move ahead with public testimony.
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, thank you.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chair, proceeding with presentation of testimony on agenda item.
We’ve established limited telephone interactive communication that enables
individuals from Hana, Lanai, and Molokai to provide testimony from our District
Offices. Individuals who wish to offer testimony from Hana, Lanai, and Molokai
should now sign up with the District Office staff.
Individuals who wish to offer testimony in the chamber, please sign up at the desk
located on the eighth floor lobby just outside the chamber door.
Testimonies on all locations is limited to the item listed on today’s agenda. And
pursuant to the Rules of the Council, each testifier is allowed to testify for up to three
minutes with one minute to conclude if requested. And when testifying, please state
your name and the name of any organization you represent.
Hana Office. Mr. Chair, the Hana Office representative is not available today, she’s
out on emergency, the office is closed.
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CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK:
testifier.

The Lanai Office, please identify yourself and introduce your first

MS. DENISE FERNANDEZ: Good morning, Chair. This is Denise Fernandez on Lanai, and
there is no one waiting to testify.
COUNTY CLERK: Thank you.
Molokai Office, please identify yourself and introduce your first testifier. Molokai.
MS. ELLA ALCON: Good morning, this is Ella Alcon on Molokai, and my first testifier is
Shaeralee Manosa.
MS. SHAERALEE-TIARE MANOSA:
Aloha, my name is Shaeralee-Tiare Manosa, I am testifying in strong support of Bill
127, banning Styrofoam containers. Please protect our environment for our keikis.
Mahalo.
COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chair, Molokai has two additional individuals wishing to testify.
Should we complete the Molokai testimonies?
CHAIR WHITE: Yes.
COUNTY CLERK: Ms. Alcon, if you could call up the next testifier.
MS. ALCON: Okay, my next testifier is Kamakaho’ominoaka Adams.
MS. KAMAKAHO’OMINO’AKA ADAMS:
Good morning, Maui Councilmembers. My name is Kamaka Adams, and I’m an
eighth grader attending Akaula School. I am here today in support of the passage of
Bill 127, restricting the use and sale of polystyrene food service containers.
We investigated and surveyed the use of polystyrene. Polystyrene is not as safe as
we thought and we realize that we knew very little about the product. Like us, most
Molokaians do not know that polystyrene is a very old product. In 1839, Berlin,
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Eduard Simon collected the
sap from a Turkish sweetgum tree. Simon left the
willow sap to sit for a couple days, letting it thicken and Simon called it Styroloxyd.
.

.

.

Additionally, most Molokai residents do not know that since 1941, Dow Chemical
Company has been polymerizing styrene which produces foam polystyrene. While
styrene occurs naturally, foam polystyrene is a result of a chemical reaction between
monomer molecules to form polymer chains, or three dimensional networks. In terms
of use, we found that 73 percent of the people surveyed use single use polystyrene.
Majority of respondents use polystyrene for convenience.
Most people use polystyrene on a weekly basis due to weekend activities such as
parties, potlucks, and camping and the benefit of no dishes to wash. When I asked
how knowledgeable they were about the effect of polystyrene usage because it is
single use product that ends up in the landfill, most of the people in our sample
who use polystyrene said they were somewhat knowledgeable about the effects of
polystyrene. Sadly, most people in our sampling were unaware of Dow’s risks,
especially to humans because the chemical seeps into our food upon contact.
.

I ask that you pass Bill 127, banning the use and sale of polystyrene. This will
ensure the safety of food, therefore our health and welfare. Thank you for your time
and attention to this important matter.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Adams [sic]. Any need for clarification, Members. Seeing
none, please proceed.
MS. ALCON: Our next testifier is Michael Kahinu.
MR. MICHAEL KAHINU:
Greetings, Maui County Councilmembers. My name is Michael Kahinu and I’m a
seventh grader attending Akaula School. I am here today in support of the passage
of Bill 127, which restricts the use and sale of polystyrene food service containers.
This year, three classmates researched and surveyed the use and effects of
polystyrene on the island of Molokai. We found that while polystyrene is cheap and
easy to find, unfortunately it is the cause of many environmental problems as well as
health risks and safety issues for animals and humans.
They surveyed 158 Molokai residents and when asked if single use polystyrene
should be banned in Hawaii, 27 percent said they strongly agree, and 23 percent
said that they agree for a total of 50 percent agreeing to a ban. While 40 percent
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disagreed and 40 percent strongly disagreeing, and 6 percent remained neutral. We
concluded that most of our sampling on Molokal residents surveyed and agreed or
strongly agreed with the ban of single use polystyrene.
One of the reasons for disagreement to a ban is because polystyrene is cheap
versus the cost of an alternative product. I was interested in finding out the
difference in cost and did some research and found that currently there is a twenty
cents difference in price. In my opinion, a very small price to pay in a long run for the
increased benefits of a healthier and safer environment.
I urge you to pass Bill 127. This will put Maui County in the lead, committing to
keeping Hawaii safe and healthy, safe and healthier for residents, visitors, plants and
animals, mauka to makai. Hawaii will join the ranks of numerous counties and states
that have taken serious action to eliminate and reduce the dangers of polystyrene to
the environment and human.
Mahalo in advance for your vote to pass Bill 27 [sic] and mahalo for your time and
attention.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Kahinu. Is there a need for clarification?
COUNTY CLERK: Molokai, should there be any additional testifiers, we’ll-CHAIR WHITE: Wait, hold on just a second, Mr. Clerk.
Ms. Sugimura.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Thank you, Chair. I wonder if the last two testifiers
Kamaka and Michael Kahinu, it looks like, sounded like they were reading from their
scrip. I wonder if they could submit it, it was sometimes hard or garbled when it
came through. So I wondered if they might submit written testimony.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Clerk, why don’t you check with Molokai.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Curious, or interested in what theyCOUNTY CLERK: Molokai Office, Ms. Alcon, the last two testifiers, Member Sugimura
requests copies of their testimony. Would that be available.
MS. ALCON: Yes, they, they do have, they are students from Akaula and we have just one
more student, if he can testify and they can get back to school.
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COUNTY CLERK: Thank you, go ahead.
CHAIR WHITE: And please send their written testimony by email.
MS. ALCON: Yes, they will.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you.
MS. ALCON: Our next testifier is Peyton Gillespie.
MR. PEYTON GILLESPIE:
Good morning, Maui County Councilmembers. My name is Peyton Gillespie and I’m
a eighth grader attending Akaula School. I am here today in support of Bill 127,
which restricts the use and sale of polystyrene food service containers. I urge you to
pass this bill to protect our environment and human life.
This year my classmates and I researched and surveyed the use and effects of
polystyrene on the island of Molokai. We found that while polystyrene is convenient,
it is dangerous not only to animals and our environment, but it’s also dangerous to
humans. We found alarming statistics about the impact on humans.
In the 1986 EPA National Human Adipose Tissue Survey, residues of styrene was
found in 100 percent of all human fatty tissue tested in 1982 in America. Additionally,
a survey by Foundation for Advancements in Science and Education also found
human fatty tissue containing styrene residue with a frequency of 100 percent, 8 to
350 nanograms or grams of styrene were found in the tissue, which is one-third of
levels known to cause neurotoxic symptoms.
After reading an education fact sheet published by the Foundations for Achievements
and Science, we found that styrene attacks the central and peripheral human
nervous systems. Long term exposure to small quantities of styrene can cause
fatigue, nervousness, difficulty sleeping, low platelets, hemoglobin values,
chromosomal and lymphatic abnormalities, and carcinogenic effects.
Indeed
disturbing and ominous data.
We know from our community survey that 49 percent of Molokai residents agreed to
a ban of single use polystyrene products in Hawaii. When asked how they would be
able to help with the ban, 25 percent said they would support a legislative ban,
24 percent said they would tell friends, 23 percent said they would talk to lawmakers,
14 percent said they would ask stores not to sell polystyrene, 5 percent said they
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would not go to businesses that use polystyrene and would boycott businesses that
use polystyrene.
Today, I am here on behalf of the 49 percent of Molokai residents that agree to a ban
of polystyrene products in Hawaii. I urge you to pass Bill 127 and join the ranks of
counties and states who are committed to protecting the health and welfare of the
people and the fragile life on our planet. Thank you very much for your time and
attention.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you for your testimony.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Thank you, Molokai. Those, Mr. Chair, in the chamber we have
21 individuals who have signed up to provide testimony this morning. The first
individual to provide testimony is Hannah Bernard, Executive Director, Wildlife Fund,
to be followed by John Elkjer.
MS. HANNAH BERNARD, HAWAII WILDLIFE FUND:
Good morning, Council Chair, Members. Mahalo for this opportunity to testify.
Thank you so much for hearing this bill. And man, is that a tough act to follow,
hearing from our kids.
I was going to say there is a lot of science and you’ll hear a lot about it later with the
panel speakers including one of the representatives who’s a Hawaii Wildlife Fund
staff member, Megan Lamson and the head of our Marine Debris Recovery Program
on Hawaii island and also our Vice-President. But you heard so much already this
morning from our kids, so impressive.
The truth is, and let me, do I to say my name again, Hannah Bernard, Hawaii Wildlife
Fund, I’m speaking on behalf of Hawaii Wildlife Fund. But... Megan Lamson later
on the panel. But the truth is, that what we hear from our kids themselves is that
when we did things originally, we were trying to save money with our polystyrene and
using this for our plate lunch containers. But when we, we know better, when we
know things are bad for the environment, we do better. We try to anyway. Don’t we.
So that’s the whole reason behind Earth Day, which we just celebrated and had
massive festivals all over the place, all over the U.S. Mainland, and here. And it’s
because there was an epidemic, a problem that was occurring in the sixties, and it
was known as the “Silent Spring”. The “Silent Spring” is a term that was referred to
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by Fish and Wildlife Service scientists, who discovered that DDT was being used by
the birds in their eggshells, who were laying eggs and it was actually causing them to
crush their own eggs when they sat on their nests. So we learned, okay, DDT, not
good, let’s take it out of the system.
They use to use it here. I know most of you were too young to remember, but there
was a time when people ran behind the trucks spraying DDT on the fields and some
of them, like Rell Sunn, one of our most famous surfers is no longer with us partly
because of her contraction of cancer. So exposure to carcinogens and toxins that
polystyrene can hold, and that can actually hold like a sponge, and then pass to us
up the food chain.
What I have here is a piece of foam or polystyrene, that has gooseneck barnacles
growing on it, found on one of the beaches of Hawaii, but we have them here on
Maui, by Megan. And she will tell you more about this in a few minutes. But this
becomes a FAD, or a Fish Aggregating Device, so organisms colonize it, fish come
around it, feed on it and so do birds, and so do turtles.
And so, and in closing, what we know is that there is something we can do to begin to
address this problem. It’s a start, just like the bag ban that Maui led the way on, was
a start in helping to reduce plastic debris in our oceans, on our roads, in our beaches.
So I am so supportive of this bill, of passing 127 and I thank you in advance for your
wisdom and your leadership in taking care of Maui and keeping Maui No Ka Oi.
Mahalo.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much. Members, any need for clarification?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Ms. Bernard.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. Bernard.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thanks. Mahalo for being here and thank you for sharing.
That piece of Styrofoam in your hand, how was that created? Do you know.
MS. BERNARD: It may have been created locally, it could have been created on Oahu, it
could have come from far, far away. It was at sea long enough, for months to go by,
could have even been at sea for years for all we know. So, it’s hard to say exactly,
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but this is an example, it happens with the foam that floats, that gets blown out to sea
or is dumped overboard, or was dumped overboard accidentally or on purpose.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Cochran.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: The next testifier is John Elkjer, owner, Sustainable Island Products, to
be followed by Magdalena Carey.
MR. JOHN ELKJER, SUSTAINABLE ISLAND PRODUCTS:
Good morning, everyone.
CHAIR WHITE: Good morning.
MR. ELKJER: My name is John Elkjer. I’m here in support of Bill 127. My company is
called Sustainable Island Products, we are distributors of compostable packaging for
the food service industry. That’s all we do. We cover all the islands, we do quite a
bit of business here on Maui and Molokai. It’s great to hear the kids. Wish I was that
smart when I was in eighth grade.
I wanted to touch base on the, the position of the industry right now. Petroleum
prices have increased as you probably know. While it’s not, hasn’t been substantial,
it’s been enough. And when I say enough, it’s been enough for the plastic side of our
industry to make increases in their costs in the recent quarter, and really the first six
months of this year. They were announced in January, and most everything that’s
made out of petroleum has gone up, is gone or going up between five and twenty
percent, somewhere in there.
Depends on the product, depends on the
manufacturer, variety of different products. It’s a huge industry, by the way.
We have not increased our costs in a couple years. The products that the, the
agricultural byproducts that are used in our industry stayed more stable, if you will.
So, what’s happened is we’ve seen those costs come more into line. And I know in
the bill it says 40 percent more is, is too much. Well, we have literally found that
we’re in some cases actually less. Which really surprised me. But we’re closer. And
it’s getting closer year after year after year.
You will find, and you may have already heard a number of the restauranteurs here
that find it not a detriment. And it’s going to get less of a detriment. In addition, we
live on islands and if we have a solid waste issue. We also have Zero Waste
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Initiatives. We have the Aloha Challenge and we have things that have been initiated
by government that we’re not executing on. I’m a businessman, you have to execute,
you have to do what you say you’re going to do otherwise you’re not going to be in
business for very long.
I urge you to execute on the Aloha Challenge, on Zero Waste Initiatives. This is the
beginning. Composting will come, other alternatives will come. It will happen, but it
starts here. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much, Mr. Elkjer.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Yes, Ms. King.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Thank you for being here. I don’t know if you’ve seen this,
we’ve got on our desks a transmittal from Josiah Nishita and its a, it’s a comparison
of compostable versus polystyrene materials for some things like the clamshell, those
kinds of containers. And it’s, the quantities in here anywhere from 50 to a thousand.
The thousand quantity being the lowest differential is like one to four cents.
If you were to, as a, as a provider of these materials, if you were to bring them in in
much larger quantities, because we had so many more, you know, if we get so many
more restaurants providing them, does that affect the cost, will that, will that drop the
cost down even lower than what’s in this report?
MR. ELKJER: Great question, great question. I have not seen that, but that’s what we do
and that’s what’s happening right now. And, and, when you look at a cost
comparison, so, in business, in general, the more you buy the better the price you get
right. I mean that’sCOUNCILMEMBER KING: Right.
MR. ELKJER: --how it works. So, in many case, and, and in what we sell, there are
different value points, and I call them value points because there’s different weights
of product. So if you compare a weight of product of a compostable item to the
similar weight in a polystyrene as far as it’s rigidity, those costs become much closer.
But many of the cost comparisons that, at least that I’ve seen, specifically in, in
government, are the cheapest one of this to the most expensive one of this. That’s,
it’s, it’s, yes, as, as more happens, as this becomes more prevalent in the Hawaii
market, I’m confident that the cost will become more comparable or come down.
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Now, we don’t manufacture, so I don’t want to, there’s no promises, right. But, that
assumption is correct on your part, I would say.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay, so if we, I mean I would love to see a comparison of
those higher quantities and what the differential per unit would be if, if you, if you so
choose to do something like that, that would be awesome.
MR. ELKJER: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Thank you.
MR. ELKJER: You’re welcome.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Any other request? Thank you very much for being here this morning.
MR. ELKJER: Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: The next testifier is Magdalena Carey, to be followed by Kahili Pacarro.
MS. MAGDALENA CAREY:
Aloha, my name is Magdalena Carey. I work with Hawaii Wildlife Fund, I’m the
coordinator, very deeply on Maui. I’m here to supporting the Bill 127. I see, my job is
to clean up and take care of the ama, the community and I want this to be stopped for
this generation. So I from Tahiti, I’ve been here 15 years and I hope with your help
they can understand their job what people doing for long time just supporting.
I’m also supporting Hookipa, with the protection for the honu. So I see the
polystyrene everywhere in the ocean, trash, public and what we can do for this big
issue over. is to supporting those people doing the time too. Mahalo.
.

.

CHAIR WHITE: Thank you for being here this morning.
clarification?
MS. CAREY: Thank you.

Members, any need for
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CHAIR WHITE: If not, thank you.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: The next testifier is Kahili Pacarro, to be followed by Marilyn Jorgensen.
MR. KAHI PACARRO:
Aloha, Chair and Maui County Council. My name is Kahi Pacarro from Sustainable
Coastlines Hawaii. I actually flew over here from Oahu this morning as a, to kind of
to kill two birds with one stone and it’s totally related because there is a giant pile of
trash that’s been collected by dozens, actually hundreds of volunteers, some of them
in this room right now, on the beach at Kaehu. And we’re going to be going through
that, and try to pull out what we know as recyclable. But why it’s related is a lot of
that debris that’s washing up is polystyrene.
And we in Hawaii kind of need to lead by example. It’s really hard for us to point at
the people that are dumping into the oceans, and a lot of the debris we’re finding is
from Japan, China, Taiwan, Philippines, Continental United States, even Canada.
Even some stuff from Central America. So for us to point the fingers at them to tell
them hey stop dumping, stop using Styrofoam, stop using single use plastics, yet we
here in paradise, in Hawaii are openly using it. Using a ton of it. It’s a little difficult.
It’s like calling the kettle black.
So this is our opportunity, especially Maui County to lead again because Honolulu is
not going to do it. We urge you to pass Bill 127 and also wanted to just speak to the
cultural side of the plate lunch. When I grew up, I use to eat a lot at this place called
Grace’s and Rainbow Drive-In and all the others. They Weren’t using Styrofoam so
much, and some of them weren’t even using it yet, and some of them still don’t use it
today. They’re using a cardboard box with a plate, paper plate inside. And before
that, you know, we weren’t, we were using, our, our ancestors were using t-leaves.
They were using, you know, tapa. We were not using Styrofoam. So, having
Styrofoam be a part of our culture is a misnomer. I think it’s a, a sad excuse. And
our true culture is malama pono. And that’s where we should be focusing on. So
thank you for your time and I urge you to support Bill 127.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Pacarro. I’d just like to, I didn’t mention anything earlier,
but because we have people on both sides of the issue, the Chair will not allow
clapping or responding by any member in the chamber. We’re all happy you’re here,
but we want everyone coming up to testify to feel very comfortable and that their
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views are being heard by all of us, all the Members on an equal basis. So, please
refrain from clapping or hooting and hollering, I haven’t heard any of that yet, but.
Thank you very much. Thank you for being here.
Members, any need for clarification of Mr. Pacarro’s testimony?
coming.

Thank you for

Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: The next testifier is Marilyn Jorgensen, to be followed by Chef CJ.
MS. MARILYN JORGENSEN:
Good morning. My name is Marilyn Jorgensen, owner ofCJ’s Deli and Diner in
Kaanapali, Maui. And I am testifying against this premature Styrofoam ban. I’m not
here to fight against protecting the environment. We all love Maui and want to do the
right thing. I had some customers from Netherlands the other day that had heard
about the Styrofoam ban and they were completely baffled. They said the
Netherlands is closing all of their landfills, everything is either composted,
incinerated, or recycled. I was intrigued by their comments so I did some research.
The European Union is a leader in trash solutions and is mandating all households
recycle 50 percent of their trash and landfills will be eliminated by 2020. Their
governments are leading by promoting beneficial behaviors, not focusing and
enforcing bans.
Switching from Styrofoam to biodegradable or compostable containers is not going to
solve Maui’s landfill or waste management problems. Everyone here is saying we
have a trash problem. That’s what we need to address. These alternative products
will not decompose in a landlocked landfill. It’s an airlocked landfill, it’s severely
restricted. It says right on here, compostable, commercial facilities only, which may
not exist in your area. Guess what, we don’t have one on Maui. Why, we need one.
This is what our emphasis should be on. Let’s all work together, let’s come up with a
grassroots solution.
Right now, these are going in the landfill and they’re not breaking down. There’s
been reports of pulling out newspapers from 50 years ago in the landfill and they’re
still readable. It does not break down in the landfill. So we’re exchanging expensive,
more expensive products and we still have a trash problem. A compost is an oxygen
filled soil that has microorganism that will break it down. Right now, everything is
going in the landfill. We need to come up with a solution for the landfill.
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We need better recycling programs on the island. I was so dismayed when I read in
the Maui News a few weeks ago that the Council had decided to take recycling out of
the budget. The Mayor had put it in, you took it out. What kind of message does this
send to your Maui residents? We only care about the environment when it doesn’t
cost us any money.
Passing the Styrofoam ban is not sustainable. All the economic burden is being
placed on the food service industry. Maui’s trash solutions need to be a collaboration
between the businesses, the government, and the community. We all need to work
together, the environmentalist in the room, restauranteurs, business owners, and the
Council. We need to design sustainable trash solutions for Maui. Let’s focus on
coming up with solutions, not bans. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Jorgensen. Members, any need for clarification?
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Chair, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. King.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Yeah, I just have two questions. One, are you aware that we
are doing composting at the landfill, there’s a co-composting operation.
MS. JORGENSEN: That’s for green waste from, from what I understand. ButCOUNCILMEMBER KING: It includes paper and wood as well, but and also that we did, we
did reinstate the three can plan if that’s what you’re referring to. But the question I
have for you for, is it CJ’s that you work for.
MS. JORGENSEN: Yes, my husband and I own it.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Is your, is your defense of polystyrene have to do mostly with
cost?
MS. JORGENSEN: Well the thing is everybody wants to do the right thing. If these were
being composted properly, there’s a misconception that, that because we use a
compostable product, it’s automatically breaking down. That’s not true and I don’t
think the public understands that. There are certain procedures for this to be broken
down and be compostable.
So to make the whole industry switch or, or ban a product, when we’re not handling
the replacement correctly is what I’m here testifying against. I want to come up with
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a real solution. I don’t feel like this ban is a real solution because you’re just
exchanging one trash for another trash.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay, but you’re, but what is, is your concern cost mostly. I
mean, why if there, if both, if both are the same equal problem is your concern
choosing Styrofoam over compostable cost.
MS. JORGENSEN: Right now this cost is about triple, but I want to come up with a solution
for trash for Maui and I think that that’s what I’d like to see everyone sitting here
talking about. Instead of banning things, let’s be leaders and come up with real
solutions. Let’s, let’s build the composting station, let’s have the composting bins and
that’s how we can really be a leader to the world.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Thank you.
MS. JORGENSEN: Okay.
CHAIR WHITE: Any others, Members?
Ms. Jorgensen.

If not, thank you very much for being here,

Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: The next testifier is Chef CJ, Christian Hugo Jorgensen. And following
this testifier we will be accepting testimonies from Molokai.
MR. CHRISTIAN HUGO “CHEF CJ” JORGENSEN:
Aloha, good morning, Mike. Good morning, everybody.
CHAIR WHITE: You can move it up a little bit. There you go.
MR. JORGENSEN: Hard act to follow, that was my boss just speaking there. But any way,
I am Christian Jorgensen and if you hear the accent it’s because I’m from Denmark,
small country up north that is one of the top three leaders in green, in waste, in
energy, the list goes on. And right across the pond is a country called Sweden where
everything is forbidden, and I’m here to testify about solutions and not band-aids.
And talking about food, it’s the chicken and the egg thing. So, the restaurant we use
all the Styrofoam, and the catering company that I run we use all the bamboo leaves,
the everything, amazing green, fantastic product that is made from leaves falling off
the trees right here in Maui. Now the restaurant is one thing, catering is another.
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Now, it’s the chicken and the egg. We need to line up our ducks, we need to do it
step by step. Let’s fix the curbside recycling, let’s fix the landfill, let’s get an
incinerator now.
The Styrofoam is not forbidden in Denmark, in Norway, in Sweden, in Germany
because it burns good, it burns and the burning is turned into energy. So, all this
forbidden things we need to stop, we need to come up with solutions and not do
forbidden things.
Now, nobody is going to vote against not being green in Maui. We are all for Maui
No Ka Ci. Now let’s do the right solution, step by step. This reminds me I did a,
some googling and researching, but everybody remember the tin foil and the
aluminum, can’t even say it but people still come in today, can I get some tin foil to
wrap my food and I’m saying, sorry that was forbidden about 27 years ago. But I got
some aluminum foil, it’s going to be the same thing. But let’s fix the steps. Let’s
make Bill 128 which is going to be the next bill, which is going to be the recycling and
then Bill 129 is going to be that their gone because nobody is going to be need to use
it. Thank you very much.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Chef. Members, any need for clarification? Thank you for
being here this morning.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Molokai Office, introduce your next testifier, please.
MS. ALCON: Our next testifier is Walter Ritte.
MR. WALTER RITTE:
Aloha, my name is Walter Ritte from
teaching that they doing with all of
information that they have. I want to
going hold the bag in the future so it’s
support people like Akaula and the.
.

.

Molokai. First of all I support Akaula and the
these kids testifying. I don’t have half the
congratulate them first. They’re the ones that
really important for us to get the political will to
they represent.

I’m here to talk under the banner of Aloha Ama and the effects on our environment.
And I’m also here to support this bill because I think it’s pretty ridiculous for us to be
using things that are detrimental to our health and to the environment. Whether they
break down or not is not the issue for myself. I’m sure that it’s just common sense
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that we stop using toxic kinds of things when we are delivering food to our people.
And stop using toxic kinds of things for any kind of a reason.
So I’m here to support the bill and I don’t understand, I thought this bill was already
passed, but I guess we’re going through another process and I hope that the end
result of this process is going to be the same result and we stop using Styrofoam.
Aloha.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Ritte. Any need for clarification, Members?
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Ms. Alcon, could you introduce your next testifier, please.
MS. ALCON: Our next testifier is Loretta Ritte.
MS. LORETTA RITTE:
Aloha kakahiaka Councilmembers, staff. My name is Loretta Ritte from Molokai and I
support, strongly support Bill 127. And I too say congratulations to the manao from
the students of Akaula School and the support from their teachers and staff. There
was a lot of information that I personally didn’t know and so this is all good.
And my experiences with Styrofoam has been on the beaches, I remember walking
on the beaches and cleaning up, and going I wish all these lawmakers and
policymakers and makers of this product could be here on these beaches, helping us
to pick up the tons and tons of Styrofoam that is left on the beaches by boats or
people who kind of are like careless. So, I just think that this is a good bill to pass,
Styrofoam that we’re finding is not good for not only the people and, and the animals
but also for our environment. So I strongly support this bill. Mahalo.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Ritte. Members, any need for clarification?
Seeing none, Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Molokai, we’ll take one more testifier at this time before returning back to
the chamber, please.
MS. ALCON: Our next testifier is Fay Pacheco.
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MS. FAY PACH FCC:
Good morning, Councilmembers. My name is Fay Pacheco from Molokai. I would
like to speak on behalf of all God’s beautiful creatures who do not have a voice and
cannot speak for themselves. On behalf of them and myself, I would be in favor of
Bill 127. Please stop listening to those big money companies who are concerned
only to profit themselves. Mahalo.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Thank you, Molokai. The next testifier in the chamber is Tim Lara, to be
followed by Barbara Fernandez. Tim Lara, Chair, Democratic Party of Maui.
MR. TIM LARA:
Thank you, Chair White, and Councilmembers. I want to start off by reading, I
submitted this in writing for you guys too, it’s a letter from the Democratic Party of
Hawaii, the Legislative Affairs Committee. And the main take away is that we are in
support of this, this was a legislative priority for 2017 for the state of, party of, the
Democratic Party. Also on Maui County, I stand in support of this as well.
I was actually part of the task group that took this on under Mike Victorino and I just
wanted to point out that this was passed unanimously last year in front of this, in front
of the Council and I thought what the intent was was just to make sure that there
wouldn’t be a lawsuit if we passed this. And that information came back stating that
there would, that could not be a lawsuit for banning a product as long as it was for
environmental and health reasons. So, again, just want to point out that this did pass
unanimously in front of the Maui County Council and that we were just addressing
that issue. So I hope that, or I applaud you guys for passing that again this year.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Lara. Any need for clarification? Seeing none, thanks for
being here.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier in the chamber is Barbara Fernandez, to be followed by
Joy Gold.
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MS. BARBARA FERNANDEZ:
Aloha.
CHAIR WHITE: Good morning.
MS. FERNANDEZ: Mr. White and Council folks. Nice to see you all smiling again. And
right on Molokai. I just, family over there and stuff.
Aloha, I’m Barbara Halai Fernandez from Waiakoa, Kula. I’m testifying in behalf of
favoring Bill 127. We all know how much it’s changed, but still know that our Maui
County is No Ka 01. Is still a special place and all its residents want to keep it
environmentally pono.
I am at places that now have gone to non-polystyrene, on the to go stuff, at
restaurants. When we go to certain places that we still kind of know, don’t give you
an option, we still ask the waitress, oh do you, are you still using Styrofoam to go?
And the waitress is kind of almost embarrassed and says, oh, no, we still haven’t
done it yet. So, this is what, no matter what the restaurant is, is that we bring our
own containers and it’s not like before where people would think you’re a bunch of
dirt baggers or something. We bring our containers. And, there is no problem in the
nicest restaurants. So I encourage folks to do that for now and you are seeing this
more and more. So, no shame, just do it, please.
Costco, more and more folks, especially young families, you see them wondering out
now, non-polystyrene. So I’m happy about that. So mahalo to take this step to
eliminate the single use polystyrene or foodware, which so many of us, you know a
lot of people don’t know, Styrofoam is a brand name, so you got to use it here and
there. So, whatever is decided on this, the bottom line is, is just aole. Thank you for
your concerns.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Fernandez. Members, any need for clarification? Seeing
none, thank you for being here this morning.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier in the chamber is Joy Gold, consultant, KYD, Inc., Dexter
Yamada, to be followed by Marjorie Bonar.
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MS. JOY GOLD, KYD, INC.:
I have to put my glasses on. Chair White, Members of the Council. I am Joy Gold
and as explained consultant to KYD, Dexter Yamada.
And, in past testimony, we have addressed misinformation about health and safety of
food-grade polystyrene containers, and provided cost comparisons to compostable
containers, which will impact local businesses and ultimately the consumer.
Today, we call your attention to ocean debris, and the presence of PS foam
containers compared to Styrofoam a DOW trademark product used for insulation,
packaging and other industrial uses. The first testifier held up a chunk of Styrofoam,
that is a DOW agro-product, not the food-grade polystyrene food container. It is
ironic that the proposed ban bill exempts coolers, ice chests, packing material, when
these product fragments, which also include debris from marine floatation devices,
are more readily found in coastal areas.
And if you look at the testimony, there is a Pacific Beach Coalition photo of a beach
strewn with Styrofoam. Again, that sample product the first testifier presented.
NOAA states that the five most common items found during the International Coastal
Cleanups are: plastic cigarette butts, food wrappers, plastic beverage bottles, plastic
bottle caps, plastic straws, and drink stirrers.
A recent Ocean Conservancy study based on three decades of international coastal
clean-up efforts found fishing related gear, balloons and plastic bags were estimated
to pose the greatest entanglement risk to seabirds, sea turtles and marine animals.
Plastic bags and plastic utensils ranked as the greatest threat for ingestion.
Locally, the composition of ocean debris is similar with NOAA’s most common items.
Anecdotal testimony from a Big Island marine biologist said that 25 89 percent of
the island’s ocean debris is land-based, predominantly straws, wrappers, insulation,
shipping containers, hot coffee cups, meat trays, and saimin containers. EPS foam
containers were about one percent of the debris.
—

A ban that singles out food-grade EPS food containers does little to reduce litter or
ocean debris harmful to marine life and environment.
And in closing, rather than impose a discriminating ban on only polystyrene food
service containers and mandate the use of an alternative product, the County of Maui
is urged to focus on the cause of ocean debris, much of it from land-based origins.
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Better litter management was a unifying recommendation from the Maui Task Force.
Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much, Ms. Gold. Members, any need for clarification?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you. Do you have the, that price, price sheet, price
list that you could hand over to us.
MS. GOLD: Yes, I can resubmit it.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, good, thank you.
MS. GOLD: Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, any others?
Seeing none, Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Marjorie Bonar, to be followed by Jill Wirt.
MS. MARJORIE BONAR:
Is this a bribe, if I hand out Iilikoi mochi. See this was a

.

.

.

way because--

CHAIR WHITE: Wait, we, we can’t, you need to speak to the microphone.
MS. BONAR: I can’t feed youCHAIR WHITE: I can’t hear what you’re saying.
MS. BONAR: Alright, what I’m saying is this, I’m Marge Bonar and I’ll get to my testimony in
just one second. But I was wondering if it was bribery because this is my Iilikoi butter
mochi.
CHAIR WHITE: Depends on how good it is.
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MS. BONAR: It’s very good. And besides that, these are the containers that CJ’s is looking
for. You’ve all, well no, the new Councilmembers haven’t seen them. These are
polypropylene, three-part container. These are the ones that are currently being
used in Portland for their return, these are returnable, these are not a cheap product,
but they’ve gone through a thousand commercial washings, not these particular
ones, but in Portland, a thousand commercial washings. And this, my ideal is that
this is what you’re going to see. So I’ll leave this, there’s one for
but I do want
those back later.
.

.

.

Marge Bonar from Pukalani, I am not really affiliated with anything, I was a member
of the original Styrofoam task force, EPS elimination task force and the language has
been mashed around a lot lately. However, if we had really been free to do our job,
you wouldn’t be here today because this would have been dealt with two years ago.
So, the distractions aside, I don’t know, excuse me, find, maybe I won’t find my
testimony. You’ve all got it, you can read it. Because I’m always saying the very
same thing, get rid of this stuff.
I can volunteer who may have been here more times in front of this County Council
than anyone else simply talking about excess plastic in the environment. After about
six years of advocacy with these particular problems, I’m pleased that you’ve not let
this issue die. That you’re willing to devote two days with presentations by academic
experts, not just listening to industry lobbyists, to clarify questions about the role of
plastic in our lifeblood, the marine environment. And this shows your sincerity in
making sure that Maui is at the forefront of environmental responsibility.
While some of you were not in office at the first reading and vote for the original bill,
others had questions about clauses adopted from existing legislation in other
jurisdictions. I hope these panel members will be able to ease or give direction for
ironing out your concerns.
The financial motivation of vendors and lobbyists from places other than Maui had
caused distractions that slowed the initial committee. Now that those interests, no
matter how green, are easily identified, you can move forward with your effort to do
the best for our County.
It’s time for me to stop being the old lady volunteer to advance the cause ad
nauseam. I ask that you listen to all the younger volunteers here. They are willing to
help you in preserving their future. Make use of their passion for Maui and the
environment. We all benefit. That’s all.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much. Members, any need for clarification?
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COUNCILMEMBER KING: I have a question.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. King.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Thank you, Chair. Just, because I know you’ve been working
on this a long time Marge. Do you have examples of other communities that have
passed this and, you know, gone through the years of having passed it.
MS. BONAR: There are about a hundred in California alone. Most of the State of
Washington, even D.C. has, New York City now has. You do have in your packets
some place, list, it’s just a huge number because no matter how much we want to
believe that there is another way to deal with it, the only way to clean up the
environment is by not dirtying it up to begin with. And that’s where we are looking.
Including one of the most interesting things is of course the entire country of France,
will not be using any single use plastics after, I believe July this year. That was
legislated last year and of course that’s because everything tastes better if it’s off of a
natural product. We are talking the French.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay, merci beaucoup.
CHAIR WHITE: Any others? Thank you for being here this morning, Ms. Bonar.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Jill Wirt. And following Ms. Wirt, we will be accepting
testimony from Molokai.
MS. JILL WIRT:
Okay, hello. My name is Jill Wirt and I am a conservationist, I, I love everything
conservation and I think that this is a great bill to pass to support more conservation,
especially here on Maui.
I just spent the last two years working on the ocean, pretty much five days a week,
and there is nothing worse than pulling into Molokini, you have 130 people from all
over the world coming to experience the beautiful little spot in the middle of the
Pacific Ocean and then you pull in after a couple days of really strong trade winds
and there’s patches of floating garbage inside Molokini.
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One day we picked up a gas can that had travelled from Japan. There was
Japanese writing on it. And my point being plastic products don’t break down, they
never go away, and they’re staying in our ocean forever. They break down into tinier
and tinier pieces of plastic, which are really good at harboring toxic chemicals like
DDT and PCB’s. And polystyrene cannot be recycled after its used with food.
As a consumer, if I were to walk into a restaurant and the restaurant provided
compostable containers, I would be more inclined to return to that restaurant because
I feel better purchasing their product and it shows to me that that business cares
about Maui’s environmental health.
Styrene is not only bad for our environment, but also anticipated to be a human
carcinogen. When styrene interacts with hot foods, and yes, that includes our
Styrofoam coffee cups, the styrene can leach out of the container and into the food.
Maui County needs to bea leader in environmental policy for the State of Hawaii. By
passing this ban, we will be role models and show other counties that it’s possible
like 80 others have done before us. Being environmentally friendly isn’t hard, but it
can be when you have million dollar plastic corporations controlling everything.
Please vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Wirt.
Ms. Sugimura.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Thank you for your passion. I have a question. At
Molokini, when you found that debris, you mentioned a, sounds like a plastic gas can
or container, I guess, it’s not a can, which came from the orient or Japan.
MSWIRT: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: And did you find any polystyrene there?
MS. WIRT: Yes, we do find polystyrene there.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Versus Styrofoam, polystyrene.
MS. WIRT: Polystyrene, yeah. We’ve found little, like blue pieces and white pieces from
food containers in Molokini.
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COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Anyone else. Thank you very much for being here this morning.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Molokai District Office, introduce your next testifier.
MS. ALCON: Our next testifier is Keani Rawlins-Fernandez.
MS. KEANI RAWLINS-FERNANDEZ:
Aloha and good morning, Honorable Chair and Councilmembers. Mahalo for this
opportunity to testify in strong support of Bill 127. My name is Keani Rawlins
Fernandez and I am from Molokai. The last time I testified before the Council on this
measure I talked about the importance of being a voice for those who cannot come to
testify here, such as the land, the ocean, the marine and avian life, and the future
generations that will be left to clean-up the mess that our generation made.
Polystyrene will not break down in my lifetime nor my children’s lifetime. It makes no
sense why we would continue to use materials that does not decompose for one
meal. This County banned plastic grocery bags with similar intent in mind. I
understand that the argument against passing this necessary policy is around the
cost and reliability of the alternative. The cost of these alternatives may be a bit more
but when given the option, I have as so many others have chosen to pay more for the
compostable alternative, instead of the polystyrene containers knowing that my
choice of purchasing a container that will be used for this one purpose will not be
hanging out wreaking havoc on the environment is worth the additional cost.
Furthermore, if that restaurant offered a fiber-based container, I would return to that
restaurant because of their responsibility to the environment. I can speak to the
reliabilities from my own experience using these alternative containers. These
containers that I’ve used have never leaked from the bottom, and, even after leaving
it in the frig for a couple of days.
Our home is surrounded by an ocean. While I agree that this bill is not a fix all for
trash management, it is a step in the right direction. I’ll close with a sentiment shared
by a testifier before, let’s be part of the solution, not continue to be a contributor of
the problem. Mahalo.
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CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Fernandez. Members, any need for clarification.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Ms. Alcon, could, could you identify the next testifier.
MS. ALCON: Our next testifier is Makena Fernandez.
MR. MAKENA FERNANDEZ:
Aloha. My name is Makena Fernandez and I’m a resident here on Molokai. I am in
support of Bill 127.
also polystyrene is non-biodegradable and unrecyclable. As
a paddler for the past 15 years paddling around the Hawaiian Islands, I’ve noticed
many Styrofoam trash amongst all the islands throughout the waters and on
shorelines. We are trashing our waters and our shorelines, which we don’t need to
do and if we stop it, stop our trash from happening, there will be no trash. Mahalo.
.

.

.

CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Fernandez.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Ms. Alcon, introduce your next testifier, please.
MS. ALCON: Our next testifier is Liko Wallace.
MS. LIKO WALLACE:
Good morning, County Council. My name is Liko Wallace, and I would like to say
that I’m in strong favor of Bill 127 banning polystyrene. It is used as a single use
container and I know there are other options that would be better for our
environment. We just recently had our nature, the Nature Conservancy Earth Day
which as a booth, as a vendor there we were required to use, how do we say that,
recyclable type of material instead of polystyrene. And they also provided us with
recyclable type of utensils, which I know is just a start, but everybody stayed with it.
I know the cost right now is a little bit more to a lot of the food establishments, but I
think it’s well worth it. The effects of, on the people and the animals, to the debris
that is found on shorelines, in the ocean, in the mountains, a lot of them just blow all
over the place. They are light and you can find them everywhere. And the animals in
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some, some instances don’t even know the difference between food and non-food
and they will ingest it.
I was so happy to hear a lot of the information that our Akaula students had come
and shared with us. It brought in my thinking and I appreciate that and I would like
our public schools to get more involved in this also.
I appreciated the idea that one of the wahine who came before and talked about it
not being the solution. That we can come up with better solutions in time with other
ways of getting rid of the waste that we do have. But I think this is a good start by
banning this polystyrene food containers and beginning there. Anyway, I thank you
also, ahead of time for approving this bill. Mahalo.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Wallace. Seeing no need for clarification.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Molokai, we’ll be returning back to you in a few minutes. In the chamber
the next testifier is Mike Moran, President, Kihei Community Association, to be
followed by Gretchen Losano.
MR. MIKE MORAN, KIHEI COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION:
Good morning, Chair White and Councilmembers. Mike Moran, for the Kihei
Community Association. We are dedicated to protecting, sustaining, and enhancing
our ama, kai, and ohana.
First I’d like to remind everyone what we did, we looked at what the title was on the,
on the agenda and it says “A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING A NEW
CHAPTER 20.26, MAUI COUNTY CODE, RESTRICTING THE USE AND SALE OF
POLYSTYRENE FOOD SERVICE CONTAINERS”. So we don’t see the word ban
anywhere and sometimes we get misled and we misconstrue things.
And I go back to the mentioned plastic reduction bill, which was passed here several
years ago. It was often called the ban bag. And then others would say well no,
you’re not banning all the bags, you’re, you’re taking a positive step in the right
direction. And that’s what we see that you’re trying to do today, take a positive step
in the right direction.
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Now it’s not a hundred percent solution, it’s not going to clear up everything. I don’t
think anything clears up everything. So we’re taking one more positive step in the
right direction. We, unfortunately we see in our Federal government a, a striving
toward anti-science where, we’re told to go with counter factual thinking instead of
reasonable science. Try and get people to base their decisions on ignorance,
superstition, hearsay, and fear, instead of science. And we hear it from our youth, we
advocate for STEM, the “S” in STEM is “Science”.
Our Maui News this morning talks about Molokai Robotics. Boy Molokai has been
knocking Maui down today, they’re taking over. But all, looking at reasonable
scientific evidence, which I’m sure is what your, you guys will make your decisions on
in this chamber, not all these other points.
And we’ve come to many hearings on this from over the years as many others have
and the, I think the prime naysayers that we hear is it’s going to hurt small local
businesses and yet you’ve heard the testimonies that I’ve heard from many of these
small local businesses who are saying we are for this. We don’t want these people
saying we’re against it, we’re for it, we’re for doing the right thing. And I’m sure you
people are here this morning as well. Thank you very much for the opportunity.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Moran. Any need for clarification. Thanks for being here
this morning.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: The next testifier is Gretchen Losano, to be followed by Kaliko Teruya.
MS. GRETCHEN LOSANO:
Aloha, my name is Gretchen Losano and I’ve been here, you’ve heard me, a lot of
times trying to, trying to say, say it in a different way so that maybe, you know, my
point gets across a little bit differently but sticks a little bit better. I have been giving
testimony in support of this bill since before I was pregnant with her. So, and she’s
almost seven. So I think it’s about time that we pass this.
But, I did want to talk about a couple things that I think are really important for moving
towards the future and CJ brought this up as well and it’s really important, you know,
the concept of what comes first, the chicken or the egg. And I feel the exact same
way, and I felt the exact same way, for a long time.
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And I’m happy to announce that we are going to be opening West Maui GreenPost,
which is a commercial food waste and green waste composter. And our goal is to be
in operation by October of this year. We will be accepting food waste, we’ll be
accepting compostable food service ware. I know because I’m, I’m the head of the
composting operations.
And it’s probably the most exciting thing that’s ever happened in my life besides my
children, which you have heard in the Council chambers. But, you know, they, they
really are the reason why we do this. And, we’ll be partnering with different
restaurants, we’ll be doing a pickup for their compostable products and we’re going to
be producing a great compost, great resource. We’re going to be using an anaerobic
digester. We’ll be doing a couple different methods of composting because there’s a
lot of different things, obviously, that you can use it for and.
So we’ll be turning all of the, all of these valuable resources back into what they
belong, and that is actually why it is really important that we pass this ban because
we’re, we don’t want to be wasting these resources now and it’s silly. I mean, we’re
on an island in the middle of Pacific and actually after this ban does pass, in the
future, what we really need to do is to ban all of the single use plastics that we cannot
either recycle or compost because our recycling program on Maui is very, very
limited. We can’t recycle #5, we can’t recycle #6 and we can only recycle l’s and 2’s
that have necks. So any of the l’s and 2’s that are, that are clamshells, we can also
not recycle those.
So if we remove all of those out of the waste stream, we’ll have a lot less trash to
even deal with in the first place. And we’ll be able to be a leader for other small
communities around the world. So thank you very much.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much for being here this morning.
Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair. Thank you. Thank you, Gretchen for being here
and speaking on the restricting the use and sale of polystyrene service containers.
MS. LOSANO: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Bans, but anyways, I just wanted to know where abouts
are you doing this composting facility.
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MS. LOSANO: Urn, we have a couple of different spots that we have been looking at. But
it’s going to be on the west side from, in between Lahaina and Napili. Really, there’s
a couple of different spots, there’s one area that might be temporary for about
five years, which I am actually kind of, I would rather have obviously a permanent
operation out there. We’ll only be leasing the land so moving it is an option, but I’m,
I’m the one in the group who’s like let’s not do that, let’s wait until we have the perfect
spot. So, but it’s right around the corner. It’s, it’s happening. We’ve been working on
it for the last two years, so, that’s actually one of the, the last things we’re, there’s a
ton of land so, we’re going to find it, it’s going to be perfect.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. King.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Thank you. Thank you, Gretchen. I’m glad you introduced your
daughter up there because I remember seeing you pregnant not too long ago and I
didn’t realize you had two children, so I was wondering what happened. How did she
get so big so fast.
But, no I wanted to ask you is, this is, this is a private enterprise you’re talking about
for the composting.
MS. LOSANO: It is. It’s a private, it’s not a, it’s not a non-profit, just cause I think it’s
probably harder. I’m sure we’re not going to be making very much money because
that’s not really the goal of the commercial composting operation. But, it’s, it’s going
to be private.
So actually, we, I did just talk to CJ about this cause we are looking for partners and
investors, and whatnot, but we have lots of, lots of people interested. Every
restaurant that I talk to about this because I also am one of the people who certifies
for ocean friendly restaurants, so whenever I go in to certify, I tell them about this
project because almost everybody thinks like this, you know. The chicken and the
egg concept. People are really aware, which is awesome. And I’m really happy to
be able to share this project with people and they all want to be partners and they all
want to support it cause it’s like, it’s, it’s great, it’s yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: That’s great, I hope you don’t turn into a non-profit, I hope you
actually do make some profit off of the.
I know those early years are hard. Are
you getting good cooperation from the County?
.

.
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MS. LOSANO: Um,weCOUNCILMEMBER KING: Or any cooperation?
MS. LOSANO: Well, we had a little, I mean, yes and no. I, I think that the last time we
spoke to the County about this was last year and we modified the concept of our
operation and I think, I mean it fits right into what the County does require for a
commercial composting operation now that we are adding an anaerobic digester. So,
I don’t anticipate too much of a hiccup from the County. We are aware of all the
things that need to happen. The people who I’m working with are very much by the
book and, you know, they do all the research and stuff. I’m more of, you know, the,
theCOUNCILMEMBER KING: The visionaryMS. LOSANO: So, lucky for all of us that we have them. So, we’re just going to follow the
regulations that we need to and, and do what we need to get it done because it
needs to happen. It’s, it’s, it’s 2017, it should have happened about, I don’t know,
30 years ago.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: But thank you for your, for being here and thank you for
stepping out and doing this because, and I wanted to also say that there’s no perfect
spot, so don’t wait for that because you’re, you think you have the perfect spot and
20 years later you’re asked to leaveMS. LOSANO: Right, true.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: --coming from personal experience.
forging ahead. Thank you.

So, so I’m glad you’re

MS. LOSANO: Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Any further clarification? Thank you very much for being here this morning.
MS. LOSANO: My pleasure.
So, my daughter is going to testify. But, is, there’s no way to take this off right, this is
fixed.
CHAIR WHITE: Staff, could you provide her the microphone.
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MS. LOSANO: Oh, perfect. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: She can come over to the, where she can reach the microphone.
MISS KALIKO TERUYA:
Aloha. Ou Kalikookalani Teruya kou inoa. I want to ban Styrofoam because it’s, I
want to, I want to restrict Styrofoam because it’s a good thing to do and it helps the
earth get healthier and healthier for all of us to live. And, why I want to ban
Styrofoam is because it makes lots of pollution and the more it makes pollution the
more the earth will die and then when, if it dies too much, we could die too. And, it’s
really important to me and that’s why I wanted to come to share what I, my aloha
and, in my heart to the world today. Holomua kakou apau.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much. Good job.
Okay, Mr. Clerk, next testifier.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Kaliko Teruya.
MS. LOSANO: That was her.
(Councilmember Atay was excused from the meeting at 10:18 a.m.)
COUNTY CLERK: Oh, thank you. Next testifier is Lloyd Johnson. Following Mr. Johnson,
we will be going back to Molokai for testimony.
MR. LLOYD JOHNSON:
Good morning. My name is Lloyd Johnson, I do a lot of diving here in Maui waters
and I do a weekly cleanup with my dive club. And, I’ve heard a lot here from the
restauranteurs and, and other speakers. And I’ve noted a few things besides the
wildlife choking on this. I think we’re talking a lot about composting this stuff and
biodegrading this stuff and people aren’t quite saying it right, but what happens when
we fail to get into the landfill. Okay, what happens is that our wildlife encounters this
stuff and they choke on it. Now when we look at these paper products that I’m
understand, I hear just this morning that they cost three times as much, do the turtles
choke on those, those paper products or do they just go through the digestive
system?
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Okay, so I’m obviously here to support this restriction on polystyrene and, well that’s
all I really have to say. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Johnson.
Thank you for being very precise.

I don’t think there’s a need for clarification.

Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Molokai Office, Ms. Alcon, please introduce your next testifier.
MS. ALCON: Our next testifier is Nani Kahinu.
MS. NANI KAHINU:
Aloha. My name is Nani Kahinu, mother of Michael Kahinu who testified from Akaula
School earlier this morning. We live on the island of Molokai. I am here to support
the passage of this Bill 127. The amount of rubbish created by one time use
containers is overwhelming and in addition to seeing this bill pass, I would like to see
a composting facility established on Molokai so that we may be able to compost one
time use containers that are compostable.
As a food sale vendor, we choose to order our compostable and biodegradable
containers from Sustainable Island Products. I find it difficult for customers who do
not have large enough compost piles to compost them at home. Hawaii will benefit
from the restriction of polystyrene food service containers and composting facilities
on each island. In addition to the restrictions, more education on the harmful effects
should be shared with the public as we see and hear firsthand, how some are not
aware of how harmful it is on our environment. Thank you so much for your time and
support in passing Bill 127. Aloha.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Kahinu.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Ms. Alcon, could you introduce your next testifier.
MS. ALCON: There is no one else here on Molokai waiting to testify.
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COUNTY CLERK: Thank you.
Next testifier in the chamber is Rob Parsons, Environmental Coordinator.
Mr. Parsons will be followed by Trinette Furtado.

And

MR. ROB PARSONS:
Good morning, Chair, Councilmembers. My name is Rob Parsons. I served two and
a half years ago on the Polystyrene Task Force in my capacity as County
Environmental Coordinator. Since then, I’ve worked with several task force members
and others to advocate to restrict usage of expanded polystyrene foam food service
containers, as over 100 cities and counties have done.
In terms of the Administration’s position on this issue, I can report this. I met a
couple months ago with Mayor Arakawa and task force member Gretchen Losano,
who testified earlier, she’s a board member of Styrophobia, a marketing rep. for
World Centric compostable products, and as you heard a strong advocate of
composting. The Mayor’s primary concern for: 1) would the price of alternative
products be an impediment to business owners; and 2) would the alternative
products perform capably.
Gretchen brought a serving of hot soup to the meeting, and at the end of the half
hour, she opened it. The soup was hot and the fiber-based container was good as
new. We provided the Mayor with a comparative price sheet and also noted that any
small increase could be more than compensated by a pass-through cost, as business
owners have noted in previous testimony.
I have recommendations for you as you review this bill. First, I believe it is wise to
insert the word “foam” into the title of the bill, to distinguish between hard polystyrene
containers, a #6 plastic that may be more reusable and less problematic than
polystyrene foam.
Secondly, I believe it is necessary to insert “prepared foods” in the prohibition
section. We already have a definition of “prepared foods” in the definition section,
and I believe the last draft by Corp. Counsel inadvertently missed adding “prepared
foods” in the prohibition section. This helps clarify the discussion of whether shelf
stable, aseptically sealed products such as Cup-O-Noodles would be restricted under
this bill.
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Last December I was asked to submit scientific studies to illustrate the environmental
and human health concerns with polystyrene, and I collected 35 studies which
hopefully found their way into your binders. Thus, I’m a bit bewildered as to why we
need a panel discussion on these topics today.
I can understand bringing
information to new Councilmembers, but, but speaking from task force experience,
bringing in plastics industry advocates with a history of controverting the truth, serves
only to polarize the issue rather than facilitate finding areas of agreement.
It would be a bit like inviting climate change deniers to the Paris Accord. In my mind,
the discussion should not be about whether or not to pass a bill to restrict these
items, but how to make the language effective and fair.
Nevertheless, I’m happy to see two local Hawaii girls on the panel, who collectively
have a resume of removing and categorizing countless tons of marine debris from
our beaches. Mahalo nui ba Megan and Cheryl for your dedicated efforts.
Finally, a previous draft of the bill, and I can finish in another sentence or two.
CHAIR WHITE: Please proceed.
MR. PARSON: Finally, a previous draft of the bill had a reference in the purpose section to
Maui County Council General Plan, 6.1.2-Action 2, which says develop regulations,
programs, funding opportunities, and/or incentives to among other things, discourage
the use of slow degradable materials, e.g., Styrofoam. Restricting the use of this
fossil-fuel based, single-use plastic is therefore consistent with our General Plan and
makes sense from an overall sustainability perspective.
I do hope Council will help Maui County lead the way by polishing and passing the
legislation before you today. Mahalo.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Parsons.
Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Mr. Parsons, thank you for being here. What you’re
saying, you see deletion or not in current form, are you saying that it was upon our
passing back in 2016, and that what you see today isn’t the same as what originally
we voted on?
MR. PARSONS: There’s been a few iterations of this bill. I believe that what is before you
today is what you voted on, language looks the same as what your Committee voted
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on and then passed it on to the full Council which voted both unanimously. So, yeah,
it is consistent with the, with the last draft of the bill.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, well thank you for that clarification. And also the
points that you did make just now in your testimony, has that been forwarded to us or
can you forward it to us.
MR. PARSONS: I’ll do that right now.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, great. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. King.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Yes, I just wanted to clarify that, I think Mr. Parsons, you are
asking that we add the phrase “for prepared foods” into the bill. Is that correct.
MR. PARSONS: Absolutely.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay.
MR. PARSONS: And I sent that by memo to Councilmember Guzman last November. I
may have sent it to Chair White as well. It may be somewhere in your binder but I
know truthfully you have so much in your binder on this from the past few years of, of
the bill. But it was Councilmember Guzman who brought up the question of importing
something that’s already in a polystyrene container and would it be banned under the
current language. And I think that we could really simplify and clarify the language
simply by adding “prepared foods” in the prohibition section.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay, and then just, I just want to make it really clear because I
do have some testimony from another person that says that the reason why it
doesn’t, if you put in prepared foods, then it would exempt things like the cup of
noodles because you have to do something to them to make them edible, so they’re
not considered prepared.
MR. PARSONS: Absolutely.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay, I just wanted to clarify that. And then so if, are you, the
other, the other issue that I have in this testimony is, I think it touches on what you
said is that it calls for, describing as polystyrene foam, and then (PSF), so that’s the
terminology that you’re suggesting as well, or no.
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MR. PARSONS: No I just think that, I think the title of the bill would benefit by adding foam
in it because polystyrene is a wide class of different, you know, it’s one kind of plastic
but there’s a great deal of variation. And I think that most of the testimony over the
past three years that I’ve heard is concerned with polystyrene foam, which breaks
down very readily in the environment. Whereas, hard polystyrene, sushi containers,
yogurt containers, there’s a lot of things that actually are more reusable so that’s,
that’s the clarification that I would hope to distinguish there.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much for being here, Mr. Parsons.
And Members, we have a display over here and, and many of the items that are
polystyrene are not the foam. One example, I don’t know if the camera can show this
but, the silver container which is a sushi container is, look, look to me like it was foil,
but it’s actually polystyrene. And so, and I believe about 75 percent of the testimony
specifically identified the foam, the extruded or expanded polystyrene as being the,
the focus of the restriction.
Mr. Clerk.
(CouncilmemberAtay returned to the meeting at 10:29 a.m.)
COUNTY CLERK: The next testifier Trinette Furtado, to be followed by Pamela Tumpap.
MS. TRINETTE FURTADO:
Aloha mai, Chair White, and Councilmembers. I am here, my name is Trinette
Furtado, I live in Hamakualoa, Haiku. And I am here to ask you to pass Bill 127,
because I think not just for myself, but for many, it, it shouldn’t be a cost issue, it’s
more of an aloha ama issue, yeah.
I hear a lot of, it’s the culture, you know you see some of the, the ads that have come
out to say don’t take away our plate lunch, ours, you know. It’s not, who’s culture is
single use? It’s not Hawaiian culture, it’s not kanaka culture. If you look at. there
weren’t single use containers, we used ipu, we used different kinds of implements.
And, and I think that using that as an excuse for continuing the practice is just lazy. I
mean, we can and we have done better.
.

.
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(Councilmember Crivello arrived at the meeting sat 10:30 am.)
(Councilmember Sugimura was excused from the meeting at 10:30 a.m.)
MS. FURTADO: And yes, people that are, yes, we need more recycling facilities, yes we
need all of these things. But, it’s not just the kuleana of the end user, those of us that
are taking these plate lunches, it is also the kuleana of those who are manufacturing
and distributing these products. You know, where is their kuleana to ama. Where is
their opportunity to help what happens to the end result of these products, because
once it leaves their warehouse, once it leaves their stores, once it leaves their
establishments, it is not gone, it doesn’t disappear.
So you know, yes while we need to look at educating people on littering, we also
need to look at educating manufacturers and distributors on looking at alternatives
that can constantly be worked in. It doesn’t have to be a cost issue because when it
comes down to it, what is the cost of our ama. What are we telling our children, the
cost of the ama is to us right now because it’s convenient, right now because it’s
cheap. That is not our culture.
And I just want to, I want to stress that because it’s so easy to co-opt kanaka culture.
It’s so easy to use the word aloha and to imprint it, emboss it on a container that is
single use, on something that we will throw away. But we live on an island, yeah.
We live on a community, a county that is made of islands. Where do we throw these
things away? And what happens to them after we throw them away. Because again,
we are not the end users. What happens to them when they break down. That’s the
end use.
So I want you to think about that please, carefully, that’s it not about culture and it’s
not about cost, it’s about aloha ama. Thank you.
(Councilmember Sugimura returned to the meeting at 10:32 a.m.)
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Furtado. Members, any need for clarification? Seeing
none, thank you for being here this morning.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK:
Next testifier is Pamela Tumpap, President, Maui Chamber of
Commerce, to be followed by Joan Moore.
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MS. PAMELA TUMPAP. MAUI CHAMBER OF COMMERCE:
Aloha, Chair White, Members of the Committee. I’m Pamela Tumpap, President of
the Maui Chamber of Commerce and I’m here to provide comments on Bill 127.
First, I appreciate that this committee is taking a balanced approach and hearing all
sides because that’s what we tried to do on the task force, and I served as a member
of the task force as well.
I want to note that a comment was made to me by Rob Parsons in the email I
received that this body doesn’t take in comments to bills like the State Legislature
does. And I found that odd because I’m not sure if that’s true or not, so I hope you
will take my comments as comments as my testimony on this bill has continued to be
comments as it’s been re-brought back up.
You know, Maui Chamber of Commerce supported the plastic bag, well it was called
a ban, but the plastic bag bill to reduce plastic bags. And it was a clear problem that
all of our members saw. And so when we went in to serving on the task force, we
went in with an open mind and an open heart. We believe in science and we believe
in looking at different repàrts on things and studying things from all sides. We
listened to all sides, we heard how we didn’t have the proper facilities.
Well first of all we heard it first that polystyrene was considered to be less than one
percent of the problem in the landfill. Second we heard how the containers that were
considered to be more recyclable or compostable are supposed to be in a
commercial facilities and we didn’t have those proper facilities, nor did we have the
proper landfill management that would allow them to do what they’re intended to do.
So we did get a sense that they’re better than others to some degree if you don’t look
at some of the other factors in terms of how they hold up with hot items, or hold up
with visual inspection and other things. We also saw that the food service industry as
they could, were starting to migrate in this way.
And while the Chamber generally supports proactive approaches versus bans, we did
want to look at different alternatives and look at, we looked at the price comparisons
as well and, and some considered them quite high. But again, obviously not all
businesses do because some are moving in that direction. So we realize that as its
moving in that direction, we have more choices, and as we hear about new
recyclable programs, that’s awesome.
What we were concerned about though is sort of where this is going. And there was
also a lot of misnomers as, as Chair White has pointed out, different terms were
being used. Styrofoam was being used, which is a Dow Chemical product. People
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didn’t understand the differences in polystyrene. They didn’t understand that styrene
exists in food.
So, as we started looking at this, we came down to the biggest issue was litter
control. And that was even in NOAA reports that polystyrene wasn’t the big thing,
they kept pointing out, litter overall was. And we offered to help, the business
community offered to help. We’ve yet been taken up on that offer which we made
both to the task force members and the Council before. And we feel there’s lots that
can be done in recycling, litter control, and looking at the cost, this program will cost
to implement along with all the other invasive species and other challenges we face
to protect our environment.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much.
MS. TUMPAP: Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Members, any need for clarification?
Ms. Sugirnurà:
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Thank you, Ms. Tumpap, for being here.
MS. TUMPAP: My pleasure.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: So, I, I’m, I wanted to know if you could expand on that
you offered to help, the business community offered to help andMS. TUMPAP: Yes, I, I mean, you know, one of the things that we saw in the studies, and
trash was brought in. And I took pictures of albatross dissection, and if you look at
the stomach of the albatross you can see all sorts of litter in there.
And so as we came to this conclusion that funding would be better spent on
addressing a wider product, a project of litter control, there were offers from the
Chamber to keep doing environmental awareness and litter control awareness with
members. Zippy’s even offered to do a cute little, oh, I’m sorry, what you call,
placemat, the coloring placemat that children could use, that could be, you know
looking at recycling.
I brought up, I moved here as a teenager from California, and in California, those who
live there know there was a great program where there was an Indian. And this
Indian chief basically had a tear just dropping down his eye and rolling down his
cheek and, and it changed the culture in California because people didn’t want to be
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throwing trash on the street and spitting their gum out, and it changed a lot, just by an
amazing campaign. So we’ve also offered to help support campaigns like that.
We’ve encouraged the County to look at water refilling stations at County facilities
because again a lot of the litter that’s picked up are the, the water bottles and the
water bottle caps.
I think many people know now, of course, we’ve gotten rid of the bags that fly and to
knot those bags. There are heavier bags that still show up a little bit, they don’t fly
the same way. But continuing those kinds of education and looking at other
proactive things we can do.
The Department of Environmental Concerns said this was going to cost $50,000 and
an education program to educate people on this reduction program. What we’re
saying is what could we do on an expanded thing with that $50,000. And how could
we better leverage that money because of course they also note, really they don’t
want to fine any businesses. We don’t want to ding the small businesses that are still
using these containers because they need to. So then we’re spending $50,000
without recouping any of that. If we’re going to spend $50,000 without recouping any
of that, what else could we do.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. King.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Thank you. Thank you for being here.
MS. TUMPAP: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: So is the, you were talking about offering to help, is that
contingent on getting County funds or are there things you could do without waiting
for the County and just. I mean, if Zippy’s wants to do a coloring, you know, little
informational coloring thing, are they only willing to do that if the County pays for it.
MS. TUMPAP: No, they’re not looking necessarily for County funds to do it per se, but they
are looking to see where the County’s direction is before moving forward with some
of that. We as a Chamber have done other things in the interim to continue to
educate members on an ongoing basis.
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There were certain cleanup days promoted, you know, beach walk and trash cleanup
days that were promoted on the task force and then we found really those were
mostly open to visitors, not businesses. So we’ve done a few on our own and I could
tell you a whole bunch of other startling things we found that were very dangerous
doing beach cleanups that had nothing to do with litter.
But, we are continuing to educate. It’s not that we’re looking for County funding, but
we’re looking for a County initiative. We’re looking for the County to step in and say
this is the direction. As we’ve been, you know, again, this bill keeps coming up and
different things have come up on the administrative side and really at this point the
County doesn’t have a policy on this. So, but yet many businesses are being told,
this is a done deal so they’ve got to migrate anyway.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: You know, I, I guess we’re partially there, this is, we’re working
on second and final reading so we’re getting there but just, I just wanted to say I
wouldn’t wait for direction. I mean I think you’re, I think you’ve got the right idea and I
would just love to see, you know, your, you guys take the initiative and the other
businesses you’re talking to take the initiative and move in that direction if that’s, you
know, I mean they’ve got to be married to that mission and ifthey are, don’t wait.
MS. TUMPAP: Well, I think you see many, many people are doing it. But I also think again
that the County should look at what it can do as well. Whether you, we’re not looking
for you to necessarily partner money and do dollar for dollar matches on these kinds
of programs.
But when I come in with my trash and actually I had, oddly enough the rubber fell off
my shoes on the way in this morning. I had to put it in the same trash, there’s no
recyclable here at this building to divert trash that I could see, or I’ve ever seen as I
come in here. There’s no filling station, there’s things the County can do as well.
And we don’t want that to be last.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Sure, no I totally agree with you, I just think that, you know,
sometimes private sector has to take the initiative.
MS. TUMPAP: Yes, and we agree with that.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: And thank you for working on that.
MS. TUMPAP: Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Anyone else? Thank you for being here this morning.
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MS. TUMPAP: Thank you.
(Councilmember Cochran was excused from the meeting at 10:41 a.m.)
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier in Joan Moore, to be followed by Lauren Buckley.
MS. JOAN MOORE:
Good morning. My name is Joan Moore and I have never been here before and I’m
here to tell you that I support the passage of Bill 127, the restriction and, of use and
sale of polystyrene. And, it, I came down this morning just to read the bill, basically,
so that I wouldn’t get any fake news. Okay, so I wanted to read what it was and it
says here, limit harmful materials from entering the environment. That seems so
simple to me. Really simple.
There’s, I’m not a scientist, but I know that you’ve heard all the scientific things. I’m
not a business person, but I do see the business side. It will cost more, I do. I am
not a Councilmember that has to deal with budgets because it will cost more to build
the particular type of landfill that’s needed. This needs to happen, you know that
from just sitting here this morning. I mean I’ve only been here two hours and I’ve
learned so many things.
This is one percent as someone spoke, this is just, just only affects one percent of
the litter. Good, we start with one percent and get rid of that. That seems very
simple to me. It also takes care of, you’ve put in there, must have been a great
committee because you’ve put in there that if the food needs to be resold to be
cooked, then that container is allowable. So that sounds pretty simple.
Yesterday I read the newspaper and found out that this hearing was being held.
Okay, I just knew yesterday. I’ve been here on island fulltime for four years, I’m now
a permanent resident. My husband and I were driving down from Kihei, North Kihei
to Maalaea on our way to Wailuku and on that little road between North Kihei and the
free, and the highway, polystyrene just kept blowing across the road. And it was like,
there’s another one, there’s another one. I mean by the time I made it, you know to
the road, it, it was like I have to go down there and just tell them. This is really
unacceptable.
So I hope that the Council has the courage, because it will take courage to start with
a little piece and the vision to vote this into law. Thank you very much.
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(Councilmember Cochran returned to the meeting at 10:44 a.m.)
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much, Ms. Moore.
Mr. Clerk. How many, how many more testifiers do we have?
COUNTY CLERK: We have five more, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, we’re going to take a quick break. I should have given you a break a
little while ago, but since we’ve got five more, we’ll take a break. Please be back in
your seats at five minutes to eleven. We’re in recess.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 10:45 A.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 11:00 A.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT, EXCEPT
COUNCILMEMBERS GUZMAN AND HOKAMA, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR WHITE: Let’s proceed with the testimony.
COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chair, the next testifier in Lauren Blickley, to be followed by Ashley
Colmain [sic].
MS. LAUREN BLICKLEY:
Good morning, County Councilmembers. My name is Lauren Blickley. I’m here, you
know once again over the past three years supporting the bill to phase out
polystyrene food containers. I want to thank you for all of your continued support that
you guys have shown this bill. You know, couple of months ago you all were the
ones who passed this bill through first reading unanimously, eight to zero and I
appreciate all the questions that, and the discussion that we’ve had about this.
I do want to bring up and clarify a couple of topics that have come up sort of regularly
about this bill. The first and you guys should have my testimony in front of you if you
want to sort of read along. The first is I do want to specify that this bill is very specific
and addresses foods that are essentially takeout foods or foods that are ready to eat.
So this is literally only those foods that you can go, you purchase and you could like
literally put it in your mouth without doing anything else to it. So that, that definition of
“prepared foods” has come up a little bit and its anything like poke, sashimi, fish
tacos, you know, any, hot food section at Food land.
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Exempted items are items that require additional preparation, so raw meat, eggs,
Cup-of-Noodles, anything that has that shelf stable life, I know that Cup-of-Noodles
has come up numerous times, that is exempted in this bill. So I just want to be really
clear on that.
I also really want to encourage you because this has been another major sticking
point and unfortunately Don Guzman isn’t here right now. But, just to limit the
language to really focus on the jurisdiction here in Maui County. And I think that I’ve
seen you guys go down a rabbit hole with, you know, exempting or prohibiting items
that are coming from outside the County, but are sold in the County, that are
prepared foods. I’ve seen you guys go down the rabbit hole, I’ve seen Corp. Counsel
go down the rabbit hole, this was the whole reason why this particular panel was
called.
And I would just, you know, at this point, suggest, let’s keep it to Maui County, that’s
what, what the majority of the other bills that have been passed have done, have
kept it to their jurisdiction, focused on their jurisdiction, and that is really getting rid of
95 percent of the problem. I say, you know, at this point, let’s pass a bill that is good,
let’s not sacrifice a good bill for a bill that is perfect, and again, I’m not a lawyer, but I,
I really want to see this bill move forward and I think that’s been sort of a big
distraction point.
I do, you know, I didn’t want, want to go into this but I do have to address some of the
issues that Pam Tumpap brought up because they’re just not true. Obviously, she
has not been to one of the multiple beach cleanups that is hosted by the community,
on the, I would at least say a bimonthly basis. We reach thousands of community
members every single year with our outreach and education, with our beach cleanup,
with our community involvement. Now it’s just counting me down.
CHAIR WHITE: If you need, need additional time, you’ll be the first to have taken me up on
my offer for additional time, so, please do so.
MS. BLICKLEY: Well I am a talker. I, I mean, overall I would say that we have learned from
and seen firsthand the success of our plastic bag bill, and we have seen that these
types of bills work. It’s a holistic process, it goes hand in hand With the education.
And it’s unfortunate that the plastics industry and the paid lobbyist, and individuals
like Tom Knox who are representing American Chemistry Council are here again
today and on these panels, that this is our community and when they fly out in the
next few days, we’re still the ones who are left here picking up their polystyrene
pollution. So, thank you.
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CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much, Ms. Blickley. Members, any need for clarification?
Ms. King.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Thank you, Chair. Thank you for being here, Lauren. My
question is about the education piece. What is, I know because, are you here
representing Maui Nui Marine Resource Council today?
MS. BLICKLEY: No, I’m, I’m representing myself as an individual today.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay, because I know you’re involved in the, and I know they
do a big education piece on how it’s happening with the shoreline waters. But, just
my question to you is, is, do you have, do you have an opinion on the solution for, for
all these various different pieces of information that are coming out. And what would
be the best way to educate the public.
Because I’m looking at a, a, a study that was asked, was done by a Legislative
Analyst of the Council and there’s a lot of information in here that’s directly quoted
from the EPA and the EPA Office of Toxic Substances for example that says that 100
percent of Americans have styrene in their bodies and things like that. So how do we
get the word out from the sources that have the correct information on a National
level and then on a State and County level.
MS. BLICKLEY: So, thank you for asking this question, because the education piece has
been a big question and the question kind of has a couple of pieces, so I’m going to
try to break some of those down.
The first that I would like to point out is that the plastics industry has repeatedly said,
they have a favorite one line that you’ll probably hear in the panel tomorrow is that
marine debris, plastic pollution, polystyrene pollution is a people problem, it’s a litter
problem, it’s not a product problem. This is shifting the blame and unfortunately
they’re creating a product that is never broken down to be up taken naturally by the
environment again. And that is unfortunate that they’re creating a product that’s
staying in the environment for thousands of years.
What I mentioned before is that marine debris and polystyrene pollution is
complicated. We get that. It requires a holistic solution, so that’s why you can’t just
say we have to educate. To point it out, a great example of you know California’s
anti-litter policy, the first anti-litter PSA was launched in the 1950’s and over 60 years,
that’s still their best thing to prevent, you know, plastic pollution is anti-litter. Well
that’s obviously not working, it hasn’t worked in 60 years. And in the past 40 years,
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they’ve shown that plastic pollution in our ocean has increased a hundred times. So
obviously the education piece alone is not going to work.
But I will say that our community groups, and I, and I think this is what frustrates me
because we are educating. We are educating thousands of school children every
single year. We are educating thousands of community members and we are
educating thousands of visitors with companies like Hawaiian Paddle Sports, Trilogy
Excursions, Pacific Whale Foundation, who are doing beach cleanups before they go
out there educating our visitors. We’ve had grassroots campaigns.
Our ocean friendly restaurants, we’ve educated restaurant individuals and Kaimana,
a high schooler from Kamehameha Schools who can’t be here today because he’s in
school has personally gone around and probably educated more restaurants than
any of us adults. And he now has a full ride to HPU.
So, when we, and, and I apologize you know, for, for being really verbose on this
subject, but I just want you guys to know that it’s not a lack of education. But again,
going back to our plastic bag bill, we saw that despite again 60 years of anti-litter
education, that we saw the significant reduction of plastic bags once you cut it off at
source. And, it worked then, a hundred other counties and municipalities have
already passed similar legislation with regards to the polystyrene. So, yeah, it’s, it’s a
very holistic solution. We reach thousands of people in social media, I mean, I, I
think you have to look at it as the whole and education is not, not the only thing that’s
going to get us there. We have to have the policy.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, thank you, and thank you, Ms. Blickley for all your
perseverance on this subject matter because you’ve been around for quite a few
years too. But can you please give clarification on the pricing issue.
MS. BLICKLEY: Yes, so, Ashley’s actually going to go right after me and has some really
good pricing information as well. I will share, I like to go back to the 2014 price sheet
that VIP Food Service provided, and this has been provided to you guys multiple
times, and it was in the task force. So that’s why I like to go to it because it was
included in the task force reports so everyone can agree on it and see those
numbers. The numbers, you know, at this point are, are three years old, so the
pricing has become more competitive with compostables. But what those price
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sheets show is that no, polystyrene is not significantly lower for every single different
piece of, you know, clamshell product that you can buy.
And, let me see, here it is. So for example, if you look at it, I think the average is
about ten to fifteen cents different and what we have repeatedly said is that this is a
pass-through cost, so it’s ten cents extra on your plate lunch that you buy. It is not
going to be the twenty times, a hundred times, fifty times more expensive than what
fearmongering has led some individuals to believe.
Does that clarify you rCOUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, yeah, and thank you very much, yeah, I’m looking
at the sheet Chair and actually two prices are equal, one price is three cents cheaper
and two items are 14 and 13 cents difference from that sheet I believe that you have.
SoMS. BLICKLEY: And again there’s, there’s, as, as we can see from this display, there are
multiple options so, yes some of the options for another type of plastic are going to
be more expensive than a polystyrene right now. So you can’t just, you know, there’s
not that black and white and again the, the market has changed a lot and when this
bill is passed, we do continue to see the prices decrease because you’re increasing
consumer demand for it, you know, it’s demand increases, price decreases. So, I’m
not an economist, but I can tell you that.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: You done, thank you. Your testimony says keep current bill language and
exempt prepared food items that are prepared and packaged entirely outside of Maui
County. I believe the current draft does not have that exemption.
MS. BLICKLEY: Um.
CHAIR WHITE: So you’re, you’re suggesting that we exemptMS. BLICKLEY: Well, Don Guzman had added the amendment and I wasn’t sure the status
on that amendment.
CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, current, I believe the current bill does not allow any, any of the
banned or restricted items to be shipped here either. So you’re suggesting that we,
that we allow things that are prepared entirely outside of Maui County.
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MS. BLICKLEY: Right, so I think that, I understand completely where he’s coming from with
this. I think it is a very small percentage, and a handful of items. And, again, I’ve just
seen you guys get really caught up on this. And I don’t want to see issues with this
bill because Corp. Counsel is afraid about Interstate Commerce law.
If you guys decide to keep this in, I have gone through and done, I’ve done extensive
research. The City of Portland has a similar bill that does ban everything, whether it’s
originating inside or outside their jurisdiction for prepared foods. So it has been
done.
And then I did, I did find, and I can provide this to you guys, but this was a case law
opinion that says “Thus an absolute ban of an item does not by itself raise any
commerce clause problems. These cases are illustrative of a State or local
government’s power to ban products which it finds to be undesirable. As long as a
valid public purpose is behind the ban and the incidental burden placed on interstate
commerce is not too great the ban should survive commerce clause scrutiny.” And
then there’s another paragraph which, which I won’t read. But can provide this.
So, I’m not a lawyer, I do think what you guys have now would stand up to legal
scrutiny. But, I don’t want you guys to continue to, to go around and around in circle
and this be the sticking point for you.
CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, my question really was if the, if the current bill restricts things from
being shipped in, in those types of containers, you’re suggesting that we not, that we
allow them. Correct.
MS. BLICKLEY: Only because it’s a very small percentage of what we’re actually dealing
with.
CHAIR WHITE: Right, yeah, okay, thank you.
Any other Members.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. King.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: I’m sorry to be asking two questions, butMS. BLICKLEY: That’s okay.
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COUNCILMEMBER KING: So are you, I mean just to follow up on that discussion. Would
this be, if we left the bill alone and we did restrict incoming Styrofoam and
polystyrene, would this be different than what we’re doing with the requirement for
recycled glass. Because my understanding, Chair is we don’t allow, the State of
Hawaii doesn’t allow a beverage to shipped, beverages to be brought in that aren’t in
recyclable glass as part of the Hl-5 Program.
CHAIR WHITE: I’m not aware of that.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Yeah, so I don’t, are you aware of that?
MS. BLICKLEY: I don’tCOUNCILMEMBER KING: Have you, have you done that comparison.
MS. BLICKLEY: I, I did not know about the recycled glass. It doesn’t, we do not, the State
does not allowCOUNCILMEMBER KING: My understanding is that the State, that everything that’s
brought in in a beverage has to be recyclable, it has to fit under the HI-5 Program.
MS. BLICKLEY: Anywhere in the State?
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Right. It’s a State program.
MS. BLICKLEY: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: So, we have to look into that maybe.
MS. BLICKLEY: I mean, again, I support either bill. I just again, I don’t want to sacrifice a
good bill that we haveCHAIR WHITE: Yeah, just, you’ve alreadyMS. BLICKLEY: --for the peifect bill.
CHAIR WHITE: --yeah, I’m not going to let you keep going on that. You answered her
question. Any other need for clarification? Okay, thank you very much for being here
this morning.
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MS. BLICKLEY: Thank you, guys.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Ashley O’Colmain, to be followed by Mary Ann Pahukoa.
MS. ASHLEY O’COLMAIN:
Good morning, or what time is it? My name is Ashley O’Colmain and I believe you
have this in front of you or something that looks like that.
I made these
spreadsheets, so if you have any questions on those, I can clarify. And no I didn’t do
that for fun. I work with the Maui Huliau Foundation, along with my other like four
jobs, but we do environmental literacy with youth 7th to 12th grade. And Kaimana is
one of our students that Lauren mentioned that has the full ride. And so he’s, did a
lot of the ocean friendly restaurant campaign.
And I, and I went out there with him too, to certify restaurants. And part of that is
using compostable products. And a lot of them were requesting this spreadsheet that
was to serve them to help them to understand where they can get it. So I’m just
saying that a lot of restaurants already want to do it. They’re, this was to help them
get there.
Also we do zero waste events by request. People started asking us to set up stations
to help sort waste at events cause San Francisco, San Jose, Seattle have all made,
all events required zero waste. And what that means is that trash is sorted at the
events.
At our, our events we do manned stations with our students and there is
compostable, recycling, trash, and however the farmer wants it broken down. So
we’ll do the food waste and the compostable products separately. So we’ve done a
few events so far, we did Ocean, we did Ocean Vodka last year. Our biggest one
was Ho’omau, few weeks ago attended by over 3,000 people. And that went really,
really well. We had tons of, nobody said well this is a dumb idea. Like everyone
loved it.
We took, we take all of our compost to a local farm, Kupaa Farms in Kula and he
composts all of it. And, that is a service that we’re providing. We’re going to be
doing Made In Maui County Festival in November. So it is something that the public
wants to see and that is a good idea. And we’re already doing it, and because
people are asking for it. So, it would be great to take it to the next level and it’s not
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only about this product and preventing it from going in the ocean, I think the, the side
benefit of that is that it sends a really good message to the community that we, we
care about our environment and to the visitors coming here. It, it’s just a good thing
to do.
I know other farmers, Kupaa farmer, Kupaa Farms, he collects compost from
restaurants and so this would help add to his compost. So we don’t necessarily need
these facilities. Farmers need compost, it helps to grow good food. And my neighbor
Pono Grown Farms, he collects compost from the restaurants he delivers to. And
yeah, at our zero waste events we divert 70 to 85 percent of the waste from the
landfill. Just me, Malia, and some of our students like it doesn’t take that much to
make a difference.
And so passing this bill would really take it to the next level. That’s it.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. O’Colmain. Any need for clarification?
Ms. King.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: I do. Thank you, Chair.
So I’m looking at your, the, the Maui Huliau graph that you, that you gave us on the
difference of prices. And, I’m going to ask you the same question that I asked of the
Sustainable Products of Hawaii. In looking at this you’ve got, there’s one line here
which is the highest differential, it’s 13 cents more, but it doesn’t really compare the
same quantity. So you’ve got a quantity, a 100 three-compartment clamshells that
are compostable versus 200 Styrofoam. So is it possible for you to do like a
comparison of, I mean cause I’m assuming if you bought 200 or 500 it would be
cheaper per unit.
MS. O’COLMAIN: So the, these prices are just prices that you can find if you go to the
store. When you, when you call up a distributor, it’s not, they don’t want to give over
prices that easily because it’s always changing and then they get undercut, so they
really don’t want it printed out like this for everybody to see. So, what prices I was
able to go with was Maui Chemical, they have everything online. So, all the foam
prices on here are from their website and the, the quantities are just the lowest. I
went with the lowest quantities that you can buy it in because I knew that would be
the greatest price difference, probably.
I, and, and most restaurants don’t want to buy like thousands of product. Of course,
you can see Costco, can buy a lot, so they and, and I don’t know if this is true, but
I’ve heard they don’t actually make money on stuff they sell, they make their money
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on the membership. So, they are kind of undercutting everybody. But, it makes it
really affordable, it’s a cent cheaper to buy their clamshells. So there’s really no
excuse. I mean, you know, some of them are expensive. And the problem with
these spreadsheets is that it’s always changing, you know, if I buy like thousands of
either one of them, it’s going to be a different, difference. So it’s pretty hard to put
together. But, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Well, I just noticed that the, all the quantities in the compostable
column are lower than the quantities in the foam, and even then, there’s, some of
them only have a one cent price differential. So, I, it would be great, I don’t know
how you would do that, but I’m just wondering if there’s a way to buy it from a
manufacturer.
MS. O’COLMAIN: Well they do like buy the, what do they call it, like the bag and then the
case. So this is just the, this is just what they are, so it would be like, I thinkCOUNCILMEMBER KING: The only point I wanted to make is, I would like to see like the
first thing that says, you know, you’re comparing 50 bagasse plates, against 125
foam plates. So if you had 125 of each, you know, maybe the, maybe there wouldn’t
be a differential, I mean.
MS. O’COLMAIN: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: So that, that’s, that’s my point is if you could find that
information that would great to see.
MS. O’COLMAIN: It would probably go up from like they would do a case of like 850. So, it
doesn’t really, they don’t always go with the same number but, I, yeah. I could revise
one with the larger quantity to try to. It’s, it’s really hard to make them all the same,
everybody does like different amounts, so.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay, thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Anyone else? Seeing none, thank you very much for being here today.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK:
Corwin.

Next testifier is Mary Ann Pahukoa, to be followed by Adriane Raff
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MS. MARY ANN PAHUKOA:
Aloha. I support Bill 127. I’m a conscious mother here on Maui, I’m a kanaka maoli.
I know that there are economical reasons why this will be a big shift for Maui to
change, or to ban polystyrene. But I think it’s totally possible and it’s definitely
necessary. I know that Maui County has a lot of problems with waste and the way
we manage our, just waste management in general, and recycling. I mean there’s so
much to do, but we’re on the right track, if you know, this bill gets passed.
And then we have over 300 restaurants here in Maui and like thirty-something,
maybe forty food trucks. And I hate to bring up names, but the Thai Me Up Truck,
they are my favorite; however, they use, you know, Styrofoam and I know they’re,
you know the amount of plate lunches they sell is in the hundreds a day. And so just
to think about the amount of Styrofoam that gets filled up in the trash cans and then
taken to the landfill. It’s really shocking, and it’s hard for, hard to explain if you’re not
the one looking at the trash and taking the trash out which, you know, many of us
aren’t those, isn’t that cleanup crew.
But, for all the testifiers that came here today, you know, who do beach cleanups,
and ocean dives, and cleaning up our reefs, they are the ones that truly know the
detrimental effects of polystyrene and not, you know, micro-plastic and plastic in
general. But, I think it’s really important that we as Maui County respect these
islands as it was stated before. We have limited resources.
I just wanted to bring up a Bolivian law was passed a couple years ago, or maybe
five years ago, and it’s called the “Law of the Rights of Mother Earth”. It defines
Mother Earth as “a collective subject of public interest”, It declares Mother Earth and
life-systems as the titleholders of inherent rights. In this approach, human beings
and their communities are considered a part of Mother Earth, by being integrated in
life-systems defined as “complex and dynamic communities of plants, animals, micro
organisms and other beings in the environment.
Banning polystyrene will protect these, our coral reefs, our organisms, our wildlife,
and you know our keiki for future generations. And that was said, you know, I’d hate
to repeat things; however, it’s so simple that polystyrene is toxic, like Uncle Walter
Ritte said in his testimony early today. This is a toxic bill and so it’s so simple just to
move forward and pass it.
I wanted to read my girlfriends testimony, if possible
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CHAIR WHITE: You have time.
MS. PAHUKOA: Okay, Aloha. I strongly support Bill 127, restricting the use of polystyrene
containers. I believe this bill protects our future along with the livelihood of countless
marine wildlife and birds that have been directly affected by our careless usage or, or
proper disposal of such single use containers. This bill helps invoke the responsibility
and discipline the food and beverage industry lacks to be ecologically conscious
suppliers in support of Maui County’s unique ecosystem.
And that is Kuulei, who will be, I think, two people ahead of me. Other than that, I
really like to mahalo those restaurants and food distributors who honor our island and
use compostable, like Farmacy Health Bar and what not. I think that’s a huge step.
Bringing your own containers is something that I started doing, bringing your own
straws because we all know, you know, it’s not just Styrofoam, it’s plastic in general.
But this is a huge step and I think, you guys have the chance to make history today
and leave with a legacy that will keep our children and our reefs safe. Mahalo.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you for being here. Members, any need for clarification? Seeing
none, appreciate your testimony.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Adriane Raff Corwin, Coordinator, Sierra Club Maui
Group, to be followed by Kuulei Gunderson.
MS. ADRIAN RAFF CORWIN:
Aloha, Chair. Aloha, Council. Thank you for having me to testify. My name is Adrian
Raff Corwin, and I am the coordinator for the Sierra Club Maui Group. Sierra Club is
very for, supports this proposed law. And I, I would agree with basically all the other
testimony that has come before me that is also in support of this law.
So what I’m going to talk about actually is about the actual containers. There is a
sign on one of the South Kihei churches, you know, the churches they have the little
billboards outside that says, I can’t remember the exact wording, but it’s something
like you can’t testify until you’ve gone through a test.
So, I decided to test the containers. Actually one of the containers I tested is not over
there, it’s those little brown, little lunchbox type things, it’s like a brown container with
little folds that flap in and, you know, like connects, that you can really close it.
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So I took that container and I took the paper soup container that’s over there, that’s
like meant for liquids. I boiled water, so we’re talking 212 degrees, very, very hot. I
immediately poured that boiling water into the soup container, and this little brown
container. The brown container is not even meant for liquids, it’s meant for, you
know, like food with sauce. I did this experiment on the brown container three times
and on the soup container five times. All times no leaks, nothing at all. I didn’t even
cover the containers.
But by the time after about 20 minutes after I basically filled it with boiling water, left it
for 20 minutes, checked to see if there was leaks, then poured the water out, then
boiled more water, filled them again, did this three times, no leaks any of the times
and the water was still quite hot. And you don’t want to be, you know, having boiling
hot water. McDonald’s got sued for that anyway with the coffee.
So, so these containers I found held up extremely well and again we’re talking about
one of those containers is not even meant to hold liquids. It did in all honesty get a
little condensation on the side, I’m sure if I kept testing it like seven times maybe
eventually the brown container would have, you know, suffered. But it held up very
well for three times. So I think the argument that these containers are not as good as
polystyrene food containers does not hold up. They are very, very good at holding all
of that food.
In my last 45 seconds I would also just like to mention that I think Council at this
moment has a, the, the time to be a real great leader on this issue. None of Hawaii’s
counties have passed this ban yet and this is like our moment. Maui will stand out,
we will be shown as like the eco-leader of the County. Council will get a huge
amount of praise for this. It’s going to be a momentous occasion if we ban this as the
first in Hawaii, and I think that we will be the leader that will help it sweep through the
State.
And this will help our oceans throughout the State not just around Maui. And so I
really hope that Council takes this mantle and makes Maui the first one through the
door on this ban. Thank you very much.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. I just have one question for you.
MS. CORWIN: Sure.
CHAIR WHITE: Did you try to carry either of those containers across the room.
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MS. CORWIN: Oh, yes I did. So the brown container obviously it’s not meant to hold liquid
so it was only liquid in there, so it was a little bit shaky, so I closed the flaps on it and
then I carried it around and then I opened it up and then I poured out the liquid into
the sink, you know. So and carrying it around, no leaks. It’s obviously a little shaky
cause it’s not meant to hold only liquid, it’s meant to hold food with liquid. But yes, it
held up very well also being moved around the room. And the soup container was
completely fine, the White Paper one as well.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, thank you. Any other need for clarification?
Seeing none, thank you for being here this morning.
MS. CORWIN: Mahalo.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier, Tiare Lawrence, to be followed by Antonio Gimbernat.
MS. TIARE LAWRENCE:
Aloha, Councilmembers. My name is Tiare Lawrence. So I just kind of wanted to
reiterate from the last meeting, so on December 16, the Maui County Council passed
this bill on first reading, 8 0 as you know.
—

There was a question to Corporation Counsel about whether the banning of
polystyrene would open Maui County up to a lawsuit from the polystyrene industry.
In summary, the opinion of Corp. Counsel was a ban of a particular product would
hold up to a legal challenge as long as there was substantial scientific evidence that
the ban was passed to protect the health of humans and/or the environment.
So in response, Councilmember Hokama requested that there be a panel where
experts could present such evidence so that it would be on record in the event of a
legal challenge. This purpose of this panel is not to discuss the merits of a
polystyrene ban, that has already been done. This panel is to present the scientific
evidence that substantiates the ban so that the Council can pass this bill on second
reading without fear of a lawsuit.
An opinion issued after the Rockland County polystyrene ban, I wanted to share that
opinion which was the other paragraph that Lauren didn’t, didn’t get to, to talk of. In
that opinion it says “There is no doubt that the proposed ban on Styrofoam is
intended to further the health, safety and welfare of persons and property within
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Rockland County and thus would be within the scope of the delegation of home rule
power. Furthermore, the local law is not inconsistent with any provisions of New
York’s Constitution or general laws; nor is there any indication to date that the
Legislature has preempted regulation in this area. There are no Federal laws which
preempt the proposed ban on Styrofoam.” So just kind of wanted to, to bring that up
and then I’ll finish with this.
You know Maui County passed the plastic ban years ago and sometimes, you know,
change isn’t easy but we adapt because simply it’s the right thing to do for our
environment and for future generations to come. Recycling and litter control
awareness is just simply not enough, and we can do a better job with implementing
policy plus educational efforts.
So let’s get to the root of the problem. Banning polystyrene will send a message
once again to Counties across the State that our Maui County Council is No Ka Ci
and that our elected officials truly do care about the health of our people, our land,
and our resources.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Lawrence. Members, any need for clarification?
Seeing none, Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier, Antonio Gimbernat, to be followed by Barbara Barry.
MR. ANTONIO GIMBERNAT:
Good morning, Councilmembers. I was just in the building, I didn’t even know there
was testimony going on today so I figured since I’m here I might as well give some
input. So my name is Antonio Gimbernat, and I will support the passing of this bill
cause I’ve been a lifelong surfer and I also work as a service technician for Pure
Water Technology and we support reusable containers such as hydroflasks.
I’ve been told when your average bottle of water warms, if being left in the sun, toxic
chemicals can leach into the water, which is then consumed by consumers, and
that’s not a good thing. And some of our clients do use those polystyrene cups, you
see them just sitting on top of our machines, and you know, they just get tossed away
and stuff. So, we, we prefer them use hydroflasks and stuff.
And then I just have some other general testimony on just the same kind of
environmental protection stuff. Furthermore, I do my best to recycle all of my
groceries packaging. So everything I buy at Costco or whatever, in my house, I’m
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like literally taking the Cheerios box and the bag out of the Cheerios so there’s
cardboard and a plastic bag, and I’m literally recycling every piece of packaging that
comes with everything I buy. And then I take it up to the Maui Disposal place.
I read on an internet blog that the recycling is a $250 billion industry. That’s a lot of
money. That being said, me as a consumer, I would like to get paid for all my trash,
you know, not just for the bottles and the cans. You know, cause when I purchase
items at Costco, I am paying for that cardboard, I am paying for that plastic
packaging. So, I know it costs money to recycle the item, but I should get a partial
refund for some of that back. So, and I tweeted that to President Trump too, I want to
get paid for my trash, you know. I don’t know what he’s going to do with it but.
Okay, so that was one other, and then in light of today’s testimony I will also mention
my concerns about the automobile waste, automobile waste such as tire tread and
brake pads, which turn to dust. You know, when you look at your tire treads, where
do, where does, can I request a little more time.
CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, you’re not exactly, you’re not exactly on topic.
MR. GIMBERNAT: Oh, okay. But again, it goes to the pollution issue. The tire tread, as
your tire tread goes down, where did all that tread go? Well it turned to dust, and
then the next time we have a rain, all that dust, automobile waste, goes into the
ocean and pollutes the ocean. So, I think there should be some research into that.
And then regarding sewage spills, you know, I think there should be a tax on toilet
paper. If they can’t, if you cannot afford to rebuild the wastewater plants, then put a
tax on toilet paper, you know. It sounds funny, but it’s a serious issue. Because me
as a surfer, I don’t want to go swimming in the water and have a bunch of sewage
floating in, where I’m supposed to be having my recreation, you know, that’s not cool.
And these hotels and stuff.
And then the last thing I’ll mention is I’ve had a lot of experience with the mental
health industry. And, you know, there’s corporate greed and what is called, I refer to
it as being money hoarder, money hoarding: So these corporate companies who are
lobbying to keep these products, perhaps they should have a mental health
evaluation based, you know, is, it just seems like the corporate greed sometimes gets
out of control and it could be a mental health thing. And that’s all I have to say.
CHAIR WHITE: You know, I think you’ve said enough. Thank you very much.
MR. GIMBERNAT: Okay. Aloha, have a wonderful rest of the day.
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CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Barbara Barry, to be followed by Jerry Riverstone.
MS. BARBARA BARRY:
Aloha, Chair and Councilmembers. Thank you so much for addressing this problem
that we’re having getting this bill passed. This is such an important bill. When I
came up from the lobby
my elevator, we had these in, in the lobby of our County
Building and I think iVs really important because not only are we here to talk about
the ban of polystyrene containers, which are toxic to start with, anytime you are trying
to ban something and the lobbyist show up, you know you’re on the right track
because they’re going to be losing money
.

.

.

So, I love Maui County, I love being here. I collect trash, I haul Styrofoam to Seattle
in my empty suitcases and recycle it there because they have a really smart program
on how to recycle Styrofoam, polystyrene containers. So I just want to urge the
Council to wrap this up, enough already with all the time being spent on it, you know.
Cities and states are not being sued from the, the chemical industries for banning
their product. We have so many awesome substitutes that are very comparable in
price. So, you know, I was here on December 15 and/or the 16 and witnessed the
Council passing this, the first, the first vote through. So I know you have the courage
to do it, the legal stuff is going to work itself out and let’s just move on because we
have a lot of other recycling issues to face.
And, recycling the Styrofoam that comes in in packaging is one of those issues that
still needs to be dealt with. It’s not going to just magically all go away when
polystyrene is, is banned because there’s still a lot of other Styrofoam coming onto
the islands that need to be addressed and find a good way to recycle it. So,
basically, that’s all I have to say and I thank you so much. Thank you for everything.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Barry. Members, any need for clarification. Seeing none,
thank you for being here today.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier is Jerry Riverstone, to be followed by Aviad Cahana.
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MR. JERRY RIVERSTONE:
Good morning, Chair and Council. Jerry Riverstone from Pukalani. Thanks for
entertaining this issue. I had dinner on Saturday at the Haiku Marketplace and I was
happy to see that the containers weren’t Styrofoam, they were one of the ones over
there, biodegradable container.
Sometimes environmental issues I think can seem overwhelming. Climate change,
how we’re going to get off of fossil fuels within a few decades. How we’re going to
handle sea level rise. Some of those things can just seem so huge it’s like are we
really going to tackle that.
This one seems so doable to me. It seems like a, a slam dunk for the Council. The
science is there, the public opinion is there, the alternatives are there. I don’t have
any new scientific evidence to provide but I just want to say that I, I really support you
with the ban and I like some others have said I think it’s going to be a great way for
the Council to show that you care and that we’re willing to take a leadership role in
Maui County. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Riverstone. Members, any need for clarification. Seeing
none, thank you for being here.
Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Next testifier Aviad Cahanu. Mr. Chair, that would have been the final
individual who signed up to provide testimony in the chamber this morning. If there’s
any individuals in the Council chamber or at the District Offices who would like to
offer testimony, please identify yourself to the appropriate staff and proceed to the
testimony lectern or the District Office phone at this time.
Lanai Office, are there any additional testifiers?
MS. FERNANDEZ: There is no one waiting to testify at the Lanai Office.
COUNTY CLERK: Thank you.
Molokai Office, are there any additional testifiers?
MS. ALCON: There is no one here on Molokai waiting to testify.
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COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chair, there is no other individual in the District Offices nor the
chamber who wish to offer testimony.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much, Mr. Clerk. Members, we were hoping to get to the
first two presenters before lunch. But we will, if it’s, if you’re okay with it I’d like to
recess now and be back here at 1:00 instead of 1:30. Any objections?
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, so we will be, our presenters, first presenters will be Cheryl King and
Megan Lamson. They will be presenting together, each having their own 15 minutes
and we have allotted 15 minutes per presentation and then half hour of question and
answers following each presentation. Since they are going together, we will allow for
an hour of questions and answers following their two presentations. So with that.
COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Yes, Mr. Clerk.
COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chair, if we could receive the written testimony and close public
testimony.
CHAIR WHITE: Oh, thank you very much. Good reminder.
Members, without objection, we’ll receive the written testimony into the record.
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
THERE BEING NO OBJECTION, WRITTEN TESTIMONY
RECEIVED FROM THE FOLLOWING WERE MADE A PART OF
THE RECORD OF THIS MEETING:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Democratic Party of Hawaii;
Dexter Yamada, KYD, Inc.;
Marjorie Bonar;
Rob Parsons;
Maui Chamber of Commerce;
Lauren Blickley;
Maui Huliau Foundation;
Adriane Raff Corwin;
Barbara Barry;
Megan Lamson;
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II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

Maren Anka;
Josef and Jamie Birrer;
Arianna Feinberg;
Nucific policy@mail.newstatement.org;
Archie’s Petition;
Jack’s Inn Petition;
Millyard Hamburger Steak House Petition;
Minit Stop Petition;
Qyako Tei Petition;
Sheik’s Restaurant Petition;
Mark Lau Hee, Lau Hee Chicken Hekka;
Roger Santos, Paradise Supermart & Fast Food;
Tokyo Tel Restaurant Petition;
Raymond Hew, Ah Fooks Supermarket;
IHOP;
Max’s Restaurant;
Lance Takamiya, Takamiya Market;
Barbara Kikuchi, Waikapu on 30;
Kapulani Antonio;
Nalani Clark;
Bud Antonelis;
George Burnette;
Karl Hyrenbach;
Kaia Hill;
Erick Tjom;
Emma White;
Dinos Zagouras, Dinos Gourment on the Go;
Jini’s Curry Petition;
Wook Jin Yi, Piilani L&L;
Lynne Toma, Sam Sato’s;
Uptown Chevron Petition;
Vietnamese Cuisine Petition;
Lina Gooley;
Danann Mitchell;
Theresa Marino;
Courtney Thomas;
Shane Albritton;
Courtney Avichouser;
Wyatt Bartlett;
Yuri Cardenas;
PrueEade;
Sylvia Litchfield, Green Party of Maui;
-
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53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.

Alana Merry;
Bridgett Parker;
Lauren Tyler;
wolfganqct~hawaii,rr.com;
Robi Campbell;
Angie Sobolev;
Mike Donohoe;
Lisa Hinano Rey, Environmental Caucus
Democratic Party of Hawaii;
Surfrider Foundation;
Sheila Murphy;
Laura Parks;
Simon and Angela Tay, China Bowl;
Tingyan Chen, Maui King’s Chinese BBQ #2;
Jiamin Jim, Wei BBQ & Noodle House;
Nagasako Okazuya Deli;
Bale;
Sandy Callender;
Tova Callender;
Liz Foote;
Tulsi Greenlee;
Cathy Maxwell;
Victoria McGee;
Alycia Rajendran;
Hawaii Food Industry Association;
Alan Espiritu;
Deborah Kremins;
Ann Strong;
Denise Boisvert;
Donna Brown;
Marcy Cayton;
Pam Daoust;
Nick Drance;
Diane Fell;
Lauri Fritsch;
Laura Hagan;
Debbie Hollomon;
Georgie Hunter;
Kim Jorgensen;
Lory Ono; and
Sara Patton.

of the
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CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. And without objection, we’ll close public testimony.
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, thank you very much. And thank you all for being here, and we’ll be
back at 1:00. Recess.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 11:46 A.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 1:03 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT; EXCEPT
COUNCILMEMBERS ATAY, GUZMAN, HOKAMA, AND SUGIMURA, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR WHITE: This meeting of the Council will please come back to order. Members, we
are going to switch gears a little bit. The ladies who are from here Cheryl and Megan
have offered to allow the, the folks from the mainland to present first and then they’ll
follow the mainland presenters.
And, for Mr. Flickner, you have in your binder, or you should have the presentation
from Mr. Flickner. And so please follow along with that because since he’s doing a
presentation, his face will be there but the, the presentation that he’s sharing with us
will not be up on the screen. On Akaku they have his presentation as well, they will
be switching back and forth from covering Mr. Flickner to covering the, the
presentation. So with that, Mr. Flickner, if you’d like to proceed.
MR. KERRY FLICKNER, FOODSERVICE SUSTAINABILITY SOLUTIONS, INC.:
Thank you very much. Thank you for allowing me the opportunity to share my
perspective on this issue.
I’ll start with a quick background on who I am and what my company does. My
company, Foodservice Sustainability Solutions, we’re a waste solutions company.
I’m the National Director of Waste Solutions. Our primary mission is to provide a
practicable waste solution specifically for polystyrene foam food service waste. And
the impetus behind our mission is specifically to mitigate the anthropogenic impacts
of this material through reduction and aversion technologies that contribute to
preserving and protecting our natural resources and environment.
We are involved in education for future generations in primary and secondary levels
on realities of waste streams and their long-term impacts. And mitigating propagation
of alternative organic material being disposed in our landfills.
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If you look at Slide No. 2, we have currently to date, we have diverted 60 million
polystyrene foam trays from landfills and the environment. That equates to
approximately 280 tons recovered and diverted for recycling. We have over
200 programs nationwide. So we have proven out all of our betas over the past five
years that this material can be recovered, captured, reduced, diverted, and recycled.
I’m an environmentalist and I’m very cognizant of the issues of plastic waste in our
environment. And I agree that any form of this anthropogenic resin ending up on our
oceans is a terrible thing. However, I do not support any ban that cannot and does
not provide quantitative benefits, and in reality will actually have negative impacts on
the environment we are attempting to protect.
The National trend right now, if you look at Slide 3, the National trend right now for
dealing with this issue of PS foam in the environment is banning for the alternative
based organic products which are compostable or biodegradable. Now, there is a
difference between compostable and biodegradable. I’ve not heard the other
testimonies so I’m not sure what everybody understands but there is a difference
between compostable and biodegradable. If you don’t understand the difference
between compostable and biodegradable that’s a testament too, that this is an issue.
There is a lot of misinformation out there both on the product side and the impacts to
the environment when it ends up in the waste stream.
What I’ve realized over the past five years being all over the country, working with
communities with this issue, for some reason our brains shutoff when we hear the
word compostable and believe that this by default is green and sustainable with no
consideration or true understanding of the realities associated with such a transition
from PS to an organic based material. Subsequently by embracing this paradigm, we
are driving massive amounts, massive amounts of organic material under false
assumption that making compost is the answer.
(Council member Sugimura returned to the meeting at 1:07 p.m.)
MR. FLICKNER: However, what we are currently seeing in this industry sector composting,
commercial composting is that the end markets for compost product does not meet
the growing supply for this material. Many cities and municipalities do not have the
infrastructure and the end market demand for this material.
An example of this is Peninsula Composting Corporation. Peninsula Composting
Corporation was permitted for 600 tons of organic material, that includes food waste.
It was the largest commercial composter east of the Mississippi. It was going to
receive all the material from up and down the Eastern Seaboard, from New York
down to Florida. Unfortunately this system, this particular outlet was closed down
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due to environmental issues such as smell, leachate, and the primary reason for this
is that the end markets could not sustain the amount of material that was being
produced.
Slide No. 4, the Maui 3-Can guidelines support this reality, so this is where we start to
run into a significant environmental consequences choosing bans over practicable
solutions to mitigate this litter. Good intentions, but potentially profound long-term
residual environmental impacts which I’ll talk about at the end of this presentation.
Should a ban be imposed, there is currently no offlake infrastructure for alternative
organic waste streams. Subsequently this material is going to end up in the
municipal solid waste stream, It will end up in the municipal solid landfill. Any and all
organic material that ends up in a landfill will break down anaerobically and that is per
EPA landfill design. Thus, creating methane gas.
When we look at the current infrastructure on Maui, there is no offtake as you, I’m
sure you’ve already heard, there is no offtake for the alternative materials, therefore,
it will all end up in the landfill and this is not an option. Landfills are designed to
prevent aerobic biodegradation, that’s what happens in our backyard composting
pile, and our commercial composter. Landfills are designed to mitigate any aerobic
degradation, therefore it’s anaerobic degradation producing methane. The EPA calls
this dry tombing. If the EPA could actually petrify the contents of a landfill, they
would do so, but instead they come as close as possible by reducing the amount of
water oxygen through compression of the landfill to mitigate leachate.
Slide No. 5, there is so much, the methane global warming potential is over 20 times
that of C02 and that’s per EPA, and over 60 times per Natural Resource Defense
Council. Landfills are the number three contributor of methane to our atmosphere.
Twenty-seven percent of the 252 million tons of waste entering our landfills annually
is organic. This includes compostable food service, paper fiber, sugarcane fiber, or
even PLA, it doesn’t matter what the product is, if it’s organic based and it ends up in
the landfill, it’s going to produce methane gas.
This is why California; Massachusetts; Austin, Texas; Boulder, Colorado where I live;
Seattle; Vancouver; have all implemented organic diversion legislation to mitigate the
amount of methane gas that is entering our atmosphere. A foam ban will
exponentially contribute to this waste stream and the residual production of global
warming methane.
Slide No. 6, so some of you can’t see this, but here’s some statements provided and
previous comments supporting this bill. These are the paradigms that are keeping us
from moving forward as a society and how we manage our waste and mitigate our
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litter. You know for 150 years, we have been in a linear model of take, make waste.
It’s time for a new change, and a new transformation in how we are managing our
waste, how we’re managing our environmental impacts from our waste and the
environmental impacts from our litter.
One of these for those who cannot see this is that “Following in the footsteps of
nearly 100 other cities...by allowing only items that are readily compostable or
recyclable”. That’s the argument in, in favor of the ban, that we should follow in the
footsteps of 100 other cities.
Another is “A ban on EPS will improve our quality of life, the natural
environment.., and impacts on marine life and birds.” There is nothing quantitative at
this time that says that it will improve our quality of life by banning PS foam. In fact,
the contrary is actually the truth.
There is so much at stake right now preserving a waste management and recycling
system that even after 40 years, after 40 years our society, we still only divert
one-third of all our waste. We have not improved or changed in over 40 years. Most
of our waste systems and most of our waste management practices have really
become an illusion.
So Slide No. 7, Rollo May, he was a mentor of mine while I was in college. He’s an
existential psychologist and philosopher and he said that the opposite of courage in
our society is not cowardice, it’s conformity. And here’s a few examples of why
following the crowd versus leading with an innovative change is, is weak and only
contributes to a net negative environmental impact.
On Slide 7, an example is following in the footsteps, what is the trend. We look at the
Urban School Food Alliance, it’s five of the U.S. largest school district, 4,700 schools.
They switched from polystyrene trays to a paper fiber compostable tray. All good
intentions, but a misunderstanding of what the overall impacts are, and what these
waste streams do to the environment.
They switched from polystyrene foam trays cutting 225 million PS trays per year,
that’s in nine months, from the waste stream. That’s their quote. But what they’ve
done is, all they’ve done is switched 225 million PS trays, polystyrene foam trays for
225 million organic based paper fiber trays. There is no commercial composter in the
universe that can manage that particular carbon feedstock into a composting
operation. None of these trays, of these 225 million alternative products are being
corn posted.
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My team has done extensive research, has reached to the Urban School Food
Alliance, and has asked for qualification on this and we have gotten information from
the, the five districts participating in this and none of these trays are being
composted. Volume prohibits this. This is just five school districts. Volume prohibits,
there’s weak infrastructure for the composting to receive this, there’s weak endmarkets for it, therefore it’s landfilled, it’s going to create methane gas, and that leads
us to my major point, and that is contributing to global warming and ocean warming.
The other issue that I have with this is that what are we teaching this next generation.
What are we providing them for the future as far as understanding the ways to
manage these issues with
into our oceans.
.

.

.

This represents five schools-CHAIR WHITE: You have about three minutes to go.
MR. FLICKNER: Okay, thank you.
What if China were to follow the same suit in the Pacific Rim, or if Indonesia and
India were to do the same thing.
I’d like to take your attention to, skip to Slide 9. Ocean warming, plastic debris in the
ocean and what it’s doing to our marine ecosystems is a horrible reality. And we
need to change our systems and mitigate and clean this up, but we cannot justify any
actions that contribute on a massive scale the continued production and release of
greenhouse gases into our atmosphere. Banning foam food service and replacing it
with organic based alternatives is not a solution, it’s a good intention, but with
negative net impacts. We know the oceans are warming because we have 15 years’
data from the Argo Buoy Program. Over 2,000 papers have been published and
refereed journals that have extensively and exclusively used the abiotic data for this
program.
Ocean warming, the ICUN Director General, lnger Anderson said “Ocean warming is
this generations greatest hidden challenge and one for which we are completely
unprepared. The only way to preserve the rich diversity of marine life, and to
safeguard the protection of resources the ocean provides, is to cut greenhouse
emissions rapidly and substantially”. That’s the IUCN World Conservation Congress,
Hawaii, 2016.
—

“Most of the heat from human-induced warming since 1970 staggering 93 percent
has been absorbed by our oceans, which acts as a buffer against climate change,
but this comes at a price. We are surrounded by a scale and extent of ocean
—

—
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warming that effects on the entire ecosystem.” This is Dan Laffoley, Marine Vice
Chair of World Commission on Protected Areas, ICUN.
When I see pictures of starving sealion pups because nothing has happened to their
food source besides overfishing, California brown pelicans have been experiencing
high rates of nesting failures, and thousands have been dying because they can’t get
enough food to feed their chicks. Any species trying to survive from starvation
because of food resources are decimated, in this case from changes in their
ecosystem’s environment, ocean warming. What do they do? They eat things that
are not food. This is a natural survival instinct. Are these animals choosing plastic
debris over what they know as food? This may occur in some circumstances but not
at the level that is occurring right now.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Flickner.
MR. FLICKNER: The Starfish Wasting, the Starfish Wasting Disease that decimated more
than 20 species of starfish from Alaska to Mexico is now understood to be the largest
observed die-off of wild animal in the oceans. All due to warmer temperatures.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Flickner, we’re, we need you to provide a concluding comment, please.
MR. FLICKNER: Sure. Transitioning to practicable solutions. We need to transform our
current systems instead of banning. What is needed here is a holistic and
comprehensive approach to waste management, litter control, and public education
and accountability. Quantifying environmental impacts propose alternative organic
waste streams. Banning is not a solution.
I’ll take questions, thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much for your presentation.
Members, to prevent feedback, we need to keep our microphones off when
Mr. Flickner is, is speaking. So at this time, I will open the floor, to questions for
Mr. Flickner.
I guess, Mr. Flickner your, your presentation was thorough enough. Members, if we,
if you don’t have questions for Mr. Flickner we’ll, I guess we’ll let, let him go.
Thank youMR. FLICKNER: Thank you very much.
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CHAIR WHITE: --so much for your, your time, we really appreciate your providing us the
presentation and the, and sending us the written copy.
MR. FLICKNER: Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you.
Members, we9I take a quick recess to setup the next presentation.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 1:21 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 1:28 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT; EXCEPT
COUNCILMEMBERS ATAY, GUZMAN, AND HOKAMA, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR WHITE: This meeting of the County Council will please come back to order.
And welcome Ms. Dyer, thank you very much for taking the time to make your
presentation to the Council today. We look forward to what you’ve got to say.
Please proceed, and we all have written copies of your documents.
MS. LYNN DYER, FOODSERVICE PACKAGING INSTITUTE:
Thank you very much. I really appreciate the opportunity. I only wish I could be
there in person, for sure. So.
Thank you very much for the opportunity. I just wanted to talk to you today, a little bit
about some of the comments that I had on the County of Maui’s proposed
polystyrene ban. So, to quickly go through these, if you switch to Slide No. 2, I want
to talk to you a little bit about the Foodservice Packaging Institute so you get a bit of
a background on who we are and who I am.
So FPI is a trade association that was founded back in 1933. And we’re actually the
only trade association that, that focuses specifically on foodservice packaging across
all of North America. And our members actually manufacture those
containers,
boxes, bags, cutlery, whatever it happens to be. And so they are the actual
manufacturers of products as well as the raw material suppliers and the machinery
folks as well.
.

.

.

In total our members represent about 90 percent of the entire industry. The other
thing I would say is that we do offer a free membership for foodservice distributors
and operators, so we actually represent the entire supply chain.
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Now I mention the membership about FPI because I want to raise, raise one of the
questions that I have about the bill. And if you move to Slide No. 3, you know, one of
the concerns that I have is that frankly one of my members is located in Hawaii.
Hawaii Foam Products and their sister association K. Yamada Distributors is located
on Oahu. And they’ve been in business for over 50 years at this point and they have
contributed millions to the State in terms of payroll and taxes. They manufacture
foam products and given the fact that they employ about a hundred different people
in Qahu and other places. The concern about the impact this bill would have
specifically on one of our members. So I did want to mention that one.
If we move to Slide No. 4, I think one of the other things that I know Kerry just talked
about in his presentation is that I know one of the, the hopes for this bill is that you
are going to be able to encourage the use of recyclable and compostable materials.
But in fact, what’s really going to happen is that it’s really going to limit the
marketplace for the foodservice operators and that’s something that we can’t support.
We believe that the foodservice operators themselves should really be able to
determine what types of materials they should be using.
Now if you look at what is actually currently being recycled or composted in, in Maui,
one of the things is when you look at the recyclable materials, that’s really only going
to mean that any of the PET materials could be recycled and potentially some of the
aluminum materials and frankly that’s really in question too. So, are those materials
really going to be recycled or not.
And then, as we already talked about I think one of the things that’s concerning is
suggesting that you move only to compostable materials. And I will tell you from
FPI’s standpoint we support the use of compostables. But in this case, those
products would not actually be composted and all the, would end up going to the
landfill and that’s certainly concerning. So impact, your hope that this would
encourage the use of recyclable or compostable materials is not necessarily going to
come to fruition.
So if we move to Slide No. 5, I was told that you wanted my opinion on, on the
definition of “food service container” and also the definition of “polystyrene”. And my
interpretation from the language in the bill. So just that you know, I think it’s pretty
clear in the bill that it, how it’s drafted that food service container includes the cup,
containers, dinnerware, trays. I don’t think there’s anything strange about that, I think
it’s very clear.
I think what is not clear is your definition of polystyrene. Typically, what we have
seen in these types of bills is that it really, the focus is on, on foam polystyrene. But
the way your bill is currently drafted it could also include rigid polystyrene, so if you
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think about those clear takeout containers or your red solo cups, or those types of
items, those might also be caught up in this bill as well. So I’m not sure what the
intent of the Council is, but that’s unclear at this stage and certainly we would not
support a ban on either of those products.
So if we go to Slide No. 6, one of the things that I was asked to talk about is really
focusing on what this is going to do to mitigate litter. Certainly no one wants to see
litter of any type and I think one of the things that concerns me the most is when you
decide to focus on one type of material and in this case I think it’s foam for
foodservice packaging that you’re really focusing on. That’s actually a pretty small
pieces of the pie when you’re talking about what type of litter items you find in the
litter stream.
So I did find information from Ocean Conservancy on litter in Hawaii. So in, in your
beautiful State, not necessarily in Maui, but if you look at from a statewide
perspective, you know, you look at other plastic and foam packaging, that’s far down
on the list. And when you start considering what percentage, what percentage foam
foodservice packaging is in the litter stream, you’re talking about 4 percent of all the
total, the top ten items and actually only 2 percent of all the total items that they
collected in the State. And I would think that what they found at the statewide level
would be very similar to what you’d find specifically in Maui.
So if we go to Slide No. 7, I think one of the other things to think about too, is often
people think that, you know, a foam ban is going to help to mitigate litter. But I think
what you do is you take a look at some real-world examples and I would point you to
San Francisco. So San Francisco was one of the first cities that banned foam
foodservice packaging and actually they did a litter audit both before the ban took
place and after the ban took place. And it was actually pretty interesting to see the
results of that, of that audit, because what it showed is that the amount of foam cups,
if you just look at the cups for example, if you look at the foam cups, the number of
foam cups actually decreased by over 30 percent, but the amount of paper cups
increased by over 30 percent.
So I think this really speaks to the thing that it’s not about the package, it’s about the
behavior. Somebody’s going to litter no matter what the material is, and that’s
certainly something that’s very concerning. So again, I think that points to, is this ban
really going to help to mitigate litter. I don’t think that’s necessarily the case. And
certainly some of this data shows that.
If you go to Slide No. 8, if we know that just changing the type of material that’s in the
litter stream is not going help, then what would potentially help? Keep American
Beautiful has done a lot of research specifically on this topic and it’s interesting to
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start looking at where does litter specifically come from. In most cases, its coming
from motorist dropping things out the window, it’s from pedestrians that are dropping
things as they’re walking around, and actually a small amount is actually related
specifically to things like, materials coming out of a truck or out from a vehicle. And
then also a very small amount coming from secured containers, dumpsters, trash
cans, etc.
So if we go to Slide No. 9, I think one of the interesting things is why people litter.
The vast majority of litter happens because an individual purposely decides to drop
that cup or container, or whatever it happens to be on the ground. You can’t
necessarily blame, you know, other things. There are certainly, there are other, other
issues, things like the number of receptacles, but I think the vast majority of litter
happens because this, that individual person decides to do it.
I think the other thing too, that concerns, that is concerning is that typically litter will
happen because if you see litter on the ground people will automatically think oh, well
it’s okay to litter and so I’m going to add to it. And that’s certainly not okay, but that’s
certainly one of the reasons that we see that people litter. I think, and I mentioned
this earlier, I think the other thing is too, you know the availability and proximity for
the trash cans themselves or recycling bins, whatever they happen to be. You know,
are they available, are they not available and I think ultimately what we find is that
people think that it’s just frankly not their responsibility to keep an area clean.
And when we see clean beautiful spaces, like Keep America Beautiful talks about,
you know, what we end up seeing is that people take pride in their location and they
want to make sure to keep it clean and
litter.
.

.

.

So if we go to Slide No. 10, so if we think about, if, if, if we take the information that
we get from Keep America Beautiful on understanding the consumer behavior and
how important that is, and recognizing that we do want to keep Maui clean and we
want to make sure, we want to try to mitigate litter, we need to think about what other
types of solutions there might be out there.
You know, a foam ban is frankly not going to be the comprehensive solution to
mitigating litter in Maui that you’re thinking about. And instead you really need to
focus on that behavior, that human behavior. And I’m not trying to point fingers, I’m
just saying if you take a look at the data, that’s where the data leads us to, is we need
to make sure we’re changing consumer behavior.
So the thing is, you know, how can we work with the County Council, how can we
work with citizens to make sure they understand that they shouldn’t be littering. And
so for example, the Foodservice Packaging Institute a couple years ago actually
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developed a guide on typically on how to reduce litter in and around food service
establishments. We worked with the National Restaurant Association and Keep
American Beautiful with some very simple action oriented
some of those food
service operators naturally undertake. And I’d be happy to send that to you, that’s
free, available, you know, something we could easily distribute to a lot of food service
operators on your beautiful island.
.

.

.

So if we go to Slide No. 11, you know, I think the other thing we want to think about
is, while we talked about consumer behavior being the, the number one reason that
we find litter, certainly, you know, things like making sure we have enough trash or
recycling bins, making sure we understand where we’re placing them, understanding
what types of bins we might need, that’s going to be important as well. You know, it’s
interesting, and, and we have this in the, in the litter document that we made for
National Restaurant Association and with America Beautiful, like, something like Walt
Disney World, they have done actual studies to figure out exactly how many feet you
need to have in between some of those litter, in between those receptacles to really
make sure that someone’s going to actually put it in the right place. And what they
found is something like 30 feet is ideal to avoid any kind of litter. Now maybe that’s
not, not something that you can do on the island, but just look at some of the data
that’s available and figure out what might work specifically for you.
I think the other thing too is when you start thinking about, even just things as simple
as, you know, using carts and not necessarily just putting bags of trash or, or
recyclables out on the corner because, or out on the curb because I think what tends
to happen is sometimes, you know, something will come out of those bags so is there
a better way to actually put your trash and recycling out on the curb so it’s not going
to end up potentially as litter.
And then I think when we look back at why people litter and where some of the
sources of litter are, one of the things that we pointed out although it’s a small
amount is even something as simple as truckloads and making sure that trucks are,
are covered. You know, I know Hawaii has an uncovered truck law and so the
question is, is that being enforced, is there an opportunity for stricter enforcement of,
and use some of the existing litter laws to make sure that people aren’t littering.
So, with that I went very quick, but I do hope that you have any questions for me and
I look forward to hearing them.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much, Ms. Dyer.
MS. DYER: You’re welcome.
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CHAIR WHITE: Members, questions for Ms. Dyer.
I have one on page 4-MS. DYER: Yes.
CHAIR WHITE: I’m not sure where that interference is coming from. Can you hear me
okay?
MS. DYER: I can, yes.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, thank you.
On page 4, what is PET?
MS. DYER: Ah, PET, so that’s the resin that you would think about with plastic bottles, so
when you think of plastic water bottles, that’s that material. So in, when you look at
all foodservice packaging on the plastic side, that material is typically made out of
polypropylene, polystyrene, PET, or also PLX. So there are really four different resin
types that are available for foodservice packaging. And so right now according to the
way your recyclables are listed, PET would be the only resin type that would be
allowed.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, great, thank you.
MS. DYER: Or, actual, it would actually be recycled.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay. Thank you. And, and your feeling is that our current, currently
worded definition is not clear as to whether the focus is on foam or foam and rigid. Is
that correct.
MS. DYER: That’s correct, that’s correct. So you may want to take a look at that definition
when you as a Council decide what you want to target. Frankly, I hope you don’t
target either, but I think that’s something, you know, as we see other communities
decide to go down that path, the clearer you can be, I think that’s, that’s important.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, thank you. Members.
Ms. Crivello.
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COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you, Chair. So, as I listen to your presentation,
your suggested process is to improve and reduce, find a better solution. But it still
does not address, eventually it goes to the landfills, right, and is it biodegradable.
So, whetherMS. DYER: No, but nothing, sorry. So landfills weren’t designed for things that biodegrade
in them. If you go to today’s landfills you find newspapers and banana peels from
50 years ago. You know landfills were designed to entomb materials and that’s what
they were designed to do. It’s not looking to biodegrade at all.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: So even if it’s compostable, you would still have-MS. DYER: It’s not going to biodegrade, no.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: --okay, so-MS. DYER: Paper, it doesn’t matter what the material is, it’s not going to biodegrade in a
landfill because that’s not how landfills were designed.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Right. If I may also ask another question.
So are there price differences versus the alternatives.
MS. DYER: Yes, there are. But to be honest with you, as a trade association, we don’t get
into price discussions. So, I can’t answer that, but I do know that there are price
differences.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay, alright.
MS. DYER: That would be something you’d want to research separately.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Any other questions, Members. Seeing none, I want to thank you very
much, Ms. Dyer and appreciate your taking the time and, and thank you for being so
flexible that we can call you up and we may do so again. Thank you so much.
MS DYER: The beauty of the internet, right.
CHAIR WHITE: Yes.
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MS. DYER: Thank you. Take care.
CHAIR WHITE: Take care.
Okay, Members, we’ll be in a brief recess, this is, this should be relatively brief
because I think we’re, oh, I don’t see the computer here but we’ll be able to setup the
two ladies that are coming up next in relatively short order, so please stay in your
seats.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 1:44 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 1:46 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT; EXCEPT
COUNCILMEMBERS GUZMAN AND HOKAMA, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR WHITE: This meeting shall please come back to order.
Members, we will now have a dual presentation from Ms. Cheryl King and Megan
Lamson. So whichever one of you would like to start.
MS. MEGAN LAMSON, HAWAII WILDLIFE FUND:
Aloha mai kakou, Chair White and the rest of the Councilmembers. Mahalo nui ba.
My name is Megan Lamson, I am a marine biologist and the Vice-President for
Hawaii Wildlife Fund and I appreciate the opportunity to speak with you today.
CHAIR WHITE: Before we start your time clock, Members, Ms. Lamson has about
72 slides, so it’s going to be a challenge for her to get through it all, but we have, we
have the printed presentation so when we get into the, if she doesn’t make it within
15 or so minutes, you can still ask questions based on her full presentation.
Please proceed.
MS. LAMSON: I have 19 slides, Cheryl’s going to take us home with 72.
At any rate, I, I have a Master’s degree in Tropical Conservation Biology and
Environmental Science from the University of Hawaii at HiIo and I believe there’s a
full bio in you packets so I won’t go on about that.
But Hawaii Wildlife Fund as you may know is a very small but mighty non-profit
organization. We are dedicated to conserving native wildlife here in Hawaii and we
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were founded in 1996 by Hannah Bernard and William Gilmartin. We’re based out of
Paia here on Maui and Volcano on Hawaii Island.
So I’m not going to spend lots of time talking about our history and accomplishments
with marine debris removal. In summary, we have removed four hundred and, I’m
sorry 242 tons, which is 484,000 pounds of marine debris from shores on Maui,
Hawaii Island, Midway, and the French Frigate Shoals. Thousands of volunteer
hours, lots of, lots of time and energy. And the reason we do this is because our
mission is to protect our native wildlife. And marine debris is severely impacting our,
our native wildlife.
So I’m going to be presenting a lot of peer viewed research, journal articles related to
what I’m talking about today. But focusing on the fact that, for example this paper
published in March 2015 by Gall and Thompson from the UK was a literature of you,
of all, of the, the scientific journal articles up to that time that noted some sort of
interaction with wildlife and marine debris and they listed at least 693 species of
marine debris have, I’m sorry, species of wildlife have interacted with marine debris,
e kala mai. And 92 percent of these individual interactions are with plastic debris.
Kind of more frightening is 17 percent of those species are listed on the IUCN Red
List as threatened or near threatened. So these are creatures that are already
struggling and then they are getting hit harder with plastic debris.
So for the majority of my presentation I will be focusing on one particular component
of plastic marine debris that we are here all to talk about today which is polystyrene.
So expanded polystyrene foam or what I like to call future marine debris is negatively
impacting marine wildlife. And so today my presentation is going to focus on the
science, give examples of locally, local sources of marine debris, and also just
common sense of the reasons why we should all be supportive of Bill 127.
So this particular article was published last year by Lonnstedt and Eklov, two
researchers in Sweden. They actually had a laboratory test where they were feeding
European perch microplastic particles, polystyrene microplastic particles. And so this
research showed that exposure to environmentally relevant concentrations of
microplastic particles, polystyrene particles inhibits hatching, decreases their growth
rates, and alters feeding preferences and behaviors of the European perch.
In addition, these individual perch that were exposed to microplastic didn’t respond
properly to their olfactory cues, and so they were more likely to die of mortality due to
predator-induced interactions. So these results are demonstrating that microplastic
particles made of polystyrene operate both chemically and physically on larval fish to
performance and development. And this is something that should really strike us
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close to home here in Hawaii when we are so very reliant on our coral reefs for our
own survival.
So another journal article that was published recently in 2014 by Gun Kwon and
colleagues in Korea focuses on the beach sand and seawater samples that they
were, that were taken from the Northeast Pacific, so areas from Alaska, the West
Coast as well as Hawaii Island and Oahu.
And so the study found that polystyrene analogues can originate from polystyrene
decomposition. So what this means is the polystyrene, when it’s degrading, turns
into styrene monomers, styrene dimers and styrene trimers that can be traced and
found all throughout the world’s oceans. There was not one sample that they took
that didn’t have styrene analogues in there. And so, this was the first of its kind to
report the regional distribution, the study of styrene analogues. And their beach sand
and seawater samples taken from Hawaii, investigated, were able to determine that
this is, there are detectible levels of polystyrene analogues in sand samples both
here locally in the sand samples in Oahu and off the seawater off of the coast of
Hawaii Island.
So this concludes that polystyrene including items like these food service containers
are new sources of global chemical contamination. And in addition the data
suggested that there’s a possible proportional relationship between polystyrene
pollution in our oceans and population size. So the more people, the more
polystyrene.
So with that I’d like to give a couple local examples. This paper was published by
Dr. Hank Carson and myself and several colleagues within the UH system. In 2013,
and it was a two part study based out of Hawaii Island. And so for the first part, we
were actually able to deploy debris-retention booms in rivers that are draining out of
Hilo, the city of Hilo. So Wailoa River and Alenaio Stream and we were able to
determine that small island communities such as Hilo can produce at least a half ton
of marine debris annually from land based sources. And these land based sources,
they spike and are coincided with high heavy rainfall events. So things get littered
and then they do eventually end up in the ocean. And once at sea, they can pollute
both locally and distant locations.
So the second part of this study was deploying these little red blocks. We cut up
1500 of these and etched them and said Hilo Drifter Project and we deployed them
from four spots around Hawaii Island. And interestingly enough, 25 percent of which
were collected, and of those about 21 percent were retained locally on Hawaii Island,
the other four percent came to Maui Nui. We had, within eight days after
deployment, one of the Hilo drogues ended up on Hana and we had 42 total land on
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Maui, 8 on Lanai, and 5 Kahoolawe.
Kanapou and Kahoolawe.

So, this is a picture that Cheryl took from

So, you know, Hilo is upstream from Maui, maybe Maui is upstream from Oahu and
Kauai, and we’re also polluting locally. So, I guess the end message from this study
is that plastic pollution has both local and remote sources and it’s our responsibility to
reduce the local one.
So thanks, Lynn in a previous presentation kind of introduced this international
coastal cleanup. This is something that’s been hosted by Ocean Conservancy for
decades now. And, locally it’s managed by the Malama Maui Nui group and so this
data is a little bit different from the data Lynn presented. This data is specific to Maui
County and it’s for this year.
So the top chart is the top ten debris items collected from shorelines on Maui in
September 2016. And so these are significant numbers. Number four collected item
was foam pieces, 3300 of those. Number eight was other plastic/foam packaging.
And number, I’m not sure which number, but take out and take away foam containers
there was also an additional 436 of those so in total from collections on Maui in
September, at the end of the month, there was over 4600 foam items collected,
representing closer to ten percent. So I’m not sure where that one percent number is
coming from, but the data we’re seeing on our, this island is for ten percent.
And so Ocean Conservancy published an article on their website in July last year
celebrating that San Francisco was going totally foam free and they write that as you
may know, the problems associated with EPS foam products is that they often
fragment into smaller pieces once in the ocean where fish, sea turtles, sea birds can
mistakenly eat these tiny plastic
So last, so two years ago in 2015, worldwide
there was 425,000 foam cups, plates, and food containers removed by volunteers
worldwide. Serious issues.
.

.

.

Bringing it back here close to home, photos speak a thousand words, and this is a
photo of the Kahului landfill prior to the January 2011, establishment of your plastic
bag reduction bill. And so these photos were taken within eight months of each
other, so before the reduction ban on plastic bags, grocery store bags, and after.
Serious difference. You don’t need any sort of scientific study to see that.
However, conveniently Lauren Blickley and colleagues on island published a paper
that was published on Earth Day last year and a quote from the author is that over
this course of 17 months, so her study began in August 2013, two and a half years
after the, the bag ban was passed, they, over 10,000 pieces of debris items, there
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was not a single grocery store bag on the beaches during her survey. So this is
serious, this is huge. And it brings the message close to home.
So with that I’m going to transition into our common-sense reasons that we should
pass Bill 127 and hold the foam. And this picture I took June, last year out, outside of
the Kailua Bay Pier in Kona. Just a nice example of our waste stream.
So we’ve been talking about plastic pollution in the environment and reduction bills
for at least over 20 years. This, this scientific article was published in 1994 in the
Netherlands talking about how, here’s an excerpt, “Land-based marine pollution,
including pollution from upland discharges of marine debris, are not to be considered
an isolated set of problems. Rather, they are an integral part of a sound
environmental management and pollution control for every waste management
activity. So the very policies that reduce the generation of solid wastes will prevent
them from entering the environment to begin with.”
This here is a report and apologies I didn’t know they would be printed, all hundred
plus pages of them in your packets, so sorry about those trees. But, this report was
done in California, dozens of cities in California produced for a National Resource
Defense Council and talks about the actual hidden costs of cleanup of our oceans
and our waterways. And so the report focused on, focuses on costs to communities
for waterway and beach cleanups, street sweepers, storm water capture devices,
storm drain cleaning, maintenance and manual cleanups, and public education. But
does not include any sort of indirect costs to wildlife, for litter and debris.
And as you can tell, if you fit Maui County, the last census we were at like 163,000
people, we’re in the large category give or take another extra 200,000 tourist every
year, I don’t know large to largest, the average supported annual cost in California is
well over a million dollars. So we’re talking about pennies to the dollar on each of
these products. But the true costs are in the disposal we’re not talking about that and
we should.
A second report produced in 2016 by the State of Hawaii, Department of
Transportation. So this was a report created to focus on long-term plans to enhance
successful control measures to meet their trash litter reduction goal, which was the
reduction of 297 cubic yards for Oahu. And if you notice in their long-term control
measures, considering an ordinance to ban Styrofoam was listed as one of their
number one items.
CHAIR WHITE: You have a little less than three minutes.
MS. LAMSON: Okay, thank you.
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CHAIR WHITE: Thanks.
MS. LAMSON: So kind of breeze through this, the point is that at least nationally we’re only
recycling and composting about 35 percent of our debris. If you break this down
specifically to Maui, we’re creating something line 366,000 tons of municipal solid
waste a year and even if we’re at the 30 to 35 percent level of recycling, it’s kind of
dismal. And, we could do a lot better.
According to Smithsonian Magazine, “Styrofoam or expanded polystyrene is made of
#6 plastic, so plastics are ranked from one to seven, seven being the great big giant
other, and generally speaking they do get more challenging to recycle as you move
up the, that number chain. And so there’s less of a market of Styrofoam recycling
than other recycling and we’ll talk a little bit more locally.
This is just another article reiterating that polystyrene waste is basically its unfeasible,
economically unfeasible to recycle polystyrene especially in the islands. So here
from your Maui County website, we can tell that you guys can recycle #1 and #2
plastics only. So again polystyrene is #6, there is no viable recycling means for this
product on island. And so I think we really need to take that fact alone to heart. We
live on islands, these are vulnerable island ecosystems, and it’s really irresponsible
for us knowing what we know now, to continue to bring in products that can’t be
disposed of properly.
So, polystyrene as far as I know, is, is not recyclable in Maui nor is it recyclable on
my island, Hawaii Island, or Oahu. And there are clear foam alternatives available.
So, if you’re looking here from left to right, these are all quick google search of local
vendors who sell foam alternatives. Things that are not made out of petroleum
products.
So, with that, thank you for your time and I guess I’ll transition to Cheryl and we’ll take
questions or how does that work.
CHAIR WHITE: Well we’ll take questions after Cheryl’s presentation.
MS. LAMSON: Okay.
CHAIR WHITE: If that’s alright. That’s alright with you Members.
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
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CHAIR WHITE: Okay, thank you.
Please proceed at your leisure.
MS. CHERYL KING:
Alright, can everybody hear me airight. Aloha, thank you so much for having us here
and just really excited about talking about these two topics. And, really impressed
with everybody’s testimony so far, I think everybody has kind of given us a good
summary so far to build on. But we really want to be here to answer any questions
you guys have and just do our best on that end.
So I do have 72 slides, I’m going to just breeze through a lot of them. A lot of them
are visual, just to kind of show you guys what we deal with on a day to day basis,
pretty much.
And so this is the, basically my favorite two topics to talk about, turtles and trash.
And they are very comingling, so it’s tough to kind of break them apart. But, this is
what we’re going to talk about today is our grand vision for the ocean, I think
everybody here wants to see this happen. That’s why we’re here, this is the dream.
And I really do believe passing this bill will make this vision more of a reality versus
not passing it.
So, we’ll jump into some, oh yeah, my little quote “More Turtles Less Nurdles!” that’s
our vision. Nurdles are the preproduction plastic pellets that kind of symbolize the
marine debris that we hate so much to see.
So, there are a lot of really good infographic out there describing the pure amounts of
impacts that the ocean is having right now. Some say 12 million tons of debris are
going into the ocean every year. That’s really tough to quantify and I can’t quote that
but bottom line is the oceans are in serious danger with so many impacts of marine
debris. And, it all really starts here at home and these are the kind of photos that we
see a lot and we see this every day. And these single use plastics are going to
outlive us and that’s scary. There’s too many of them in the world, and it’s our
chance to eliminate them.
And so again, they all get into the ocean one way or another and we can’t address
the littering, the psychology of littering right now, that’s a way huge topic, but we
know it’s getting into the ocean. So if we can stop that at the source, that’s the point
of this bill. And that’s how we’re going to be successful in eliminating all of these
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impacts to the ocean becoming microplastics and smaller and smaller. The, the
whole thing is that this debris doesn’t go away. As much as we’d like to think it’s
going away, we don’t see it anymore, it’s still there. So these alternative products do
go away, in a much safer way for our environment.
So we, this is a huge overwhelming issue even for us scientists, trying to get some
good papers to you guys and we did inundate you guys with a lot of studies that I
can’t imagine anybody could have read. And there are a lot of people though that are
trying to quantify this on a bigger level and this is the Litterbase and you can go
online and check these guys out and they’ve kind of brought it together and
quantified it a little bit for us, which we very much appreciate, so you guys don’t have
to read all these right now for sure.
The bottom line is, animals from the smallest Cyano-Bacteria to the largest whales
are being impacted by the, by this litter. And how do we know this? A lot of, a lot of
researchers from all over the world are conducting necropsies on animals to try to
figure out why they died. And so this is what they’re finding, stomach contents,
contents with this debris in them and you know, this is an ongoing study. But imagine
if we just had this for lunch, this is, this is a huge problem that’s happening a lot.
And so, this ingestion, besides entanglement, the ingestion part is what we’re
focusing on here with the polystyrene. And there are a lot of infographics out there
and it is being well documented so if we do have an issue of being, having this come
up in a court of law or some, something like that, which I doubt will happen, but if we
do have that we’ve got some good ammunition for you to, to deal with.
And then when it becomes particularly to foam, this is the kind of foam that we pick
up on our beaches, and yes this is a definitely a combination of packaging as well as
the food service containers. And a lot of studies don’t partition those out as far as
what exactly they are made of or what products they were before they came to us.
But that’s really hard to do and, but we’re going to work on that a little closer, but we
know that this is what’s washing ashore.
And the global composition of litter we’ve, we’ve seen so many different statistics
today, so you know, anything from two to six percent or so. We really do believe that
this is only the tip of the iceberg as far as these data go. Because everybody is
collecting data but it’s, it’s, there’s still so much out there that we’re not seeing.
And I was just at the International Sea Turtle Symposium and this was just a couple
of the studies that were presented on this topic and it really is a hot topic right now.
Everybody is seeing these impacts and these are just two, two examples of studies,
one’s Peru and the other one’s in the Indian Ocean. And I think this title on the right-
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hand poster, the “Alarming trends” is a really good indication of what we’re dealing
with right now. This is an alarming trend.
And so bringing it down to our local side of things, how we are dealing with the
problem. We’re right here in Maui Nui and in these beautiful ocean waters, but we’re
still getting really impacted by marine debris and what Megan kind of touched on a
little bit, thanks for sending us your trash. That’s happening, it’s, we’ve shown that a
lot.
And this is just a couple good photos from what we call “Slipper Island” on Oahu.
“Slipper Island” is right off the Honolulu Airport and is really the prime example of the
direct impacts from a watershed and the boaters in the harbor. And if “Slipper Island”
wasn’t there to catch these types of debris, they would, that would have been all out
in the ocean already. So, this is just an example of how difficult this stuff is to clean
up. These huge piles. And a lot of it is polystyrene, the foam, is very airborne, goes
up into the bushes, yeah, this is, this is what we’re dealing. It’s so scary.
And we also get all the debris from the Gyre, depending on the currents and the
winds. And so that’s what brings me to talking about Ka’ehu, right makai of here, It’s
another catchers net so to speak for marine debris, from all over the Pacific, neighbor
islands, and from just upstream, essentially. It’s a good example of what we’re
finding.
So I got a call about this place in 2007 about, you know, having a possible turtle nest
be in this area. So I went down there check it out. And, I don’t know if you can really
tell in the photo but this is turtle, a green sea turtle nest and it’s nesting in the middle
of all of this debris. And of course this was very concerning for us so we started
doing cleanups here, you know, off and on, but not until 2012 did we start doing this
really regularly. And that’s because these kind of situations with hatchlings crawling
over single use plastic is just not acceptable. We really want to make it a better
habitat for these animals.
And so, there have been hundreds of volunteers from all over the world, all age
groups have come and pitched in helping us clean this section of Maui and this is just
one beach. There’s all these beaches that are being impacted. And so thank you to
everyone involve, who has ever been involved in this study.
And so the fun part is going to the beach and picking it up. So, the not so fun part
about all this is analyzing it and taking a closer look at what we’re picking up. We
basically empty the bags onto a sorting table and this is kind of what we’re looking at.
And this is the part that takes forever. But, we have about a hundred categories on
how we identify each piece of debris and I just added the insulation packaging versus
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foam food related packaging. So I don’t have enough data on that right now, but we
will in the future come a year from now.
But yeah, we’re looking at everything, we want to know what, what we’re picking up.
And we try and make it fun for, for people who are involved and educational for sure.
And then what we do with it when we’re done is we recycle what we can and then the
rest of it does have to go to the landfill, which is unfortunate. So I actually brought
some visual aids. A bag of this kind of debris for you guys to check out. I’ll pass it
around in a little bit.
And you guys all have this summary and it’s been posted online, so go over it really
quickly, we basically find about nine, we have found nine percent of our debris is the
foam, and this is just a quick daily, or per cleanup visual of, it’s very consistent, foam
is always there. We’ve never had a cleanup where we haven’t picked up foam.
Yeah.
So another study by Lauren Blickley, same, actually Megan brought it up as well.
Her study for three different places on Maui, which did get different current driven
accumulations of debris all the time, and another, all of her, all of her sites had
polystyrene as well, and her site which was just up from Ka’ehu had a very similar
finding, about eight percent of, of ocean debris was polystyrene or foam.
And then crossing the channel at Kahoolawe real quick. Kahoolawe does not have
any land based contributors to, to the marine debris, it’s this stuff that comes straight
in from ocean. And like Megan mentioned, we got three of her blocks, so we know
that some of the stuff comes from Hawaii Island. And this is what it looks like from
the air looking down and it’s a huge amount of debris that goes there.
And we’ve tried cleaning it up and we’ve been successful and it really just comes
right back. So, it’s just a good example of what we’re dealing with. And one quick
cleanup I took some data on, to present here, we found about 15 percent that was
Styrofoam on that one particular cleanup. And so just because it piles up on the
beach and is an eye sore, that’s one thing, but really when it’s in the ocean, how is it
affecting the animals, that’s what we really want to know. And so these are just some
photos from our helicopter surveys around the island and can’t go through this data
real, too specifically right now, but essentially almost 13 percent of our turtles that we
saw from the air were associated with these marine debris lines. And that’s a huge
issue. Speed up here.
So the questions are they actually eating the debris? They are attracted to it for
some reason obviously, and there’s, this is a picture from Megan that has the
gooseneck barnacles growing on the polystyrene. And if you could look at this piece
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of polystyrene particularly, you can tell that there have been bitemarks out of it. So
that’s a definite indication of issues we’re having. And similar to this piece of plastic,
there are, they almost are eating it because it looks like food and it smells like food.
And part of it is food, so they are getting some of the nutrition out of it, but what
remainder is left in their bodies.
So, yeah, we don’t know if these guys are dying from this issue, cause they are
offshore and we are not going to see them. That’s the big indication. And, one of the
studies, or one of the summaries of the data collected as our sea turtle training
network does necropsies on the turtles, like we were showing pictures of earlier. And
for the critically endangered Hawksbill Sea Turtle, that’s one thing we’re really
worried about here in Hawaii is all the impacts that they’re facing. And three of them
have died from ingesting plastics. So, and I’m not sure if it was foam related or not, I
haven’t gotten those details back, but it is an issue for them and that’s something we
need to work really hard at solving.
And, this is another study that’s similar to Menger Stricter Study, we let out buoys to
see where they would go to replicate where the hatchlings would go. And this is, the
trash travels, that’s kind of what it shows and one of our hawksbill, one of our
hawksbil I-CHAIR WHITE: Two minutes to go.
MS. KING: --that grew, one of our hawksbills that washed ashore, very small juvenile, had
plastic and foam in its body and it died.
And real quick to run through some pelagic studies, the Greens and Olive Ridley, and
Leatherbacks and Loggerheads, 99 percent of these, I think the stats are in here, you
guys can read later, but most of them had plastics in them as well. And the only one
that didn’t have it was Leatherbacks and that’s kind of awesome. Actually, good
news for once but this is kind of an example of what was in their systems, not good
overall. And about only two percent of it was foam, but that’s still a significant
amount.
And so that’s what we’re studying. The, the type of debris and why they’re eating it.
And so a lot of it’s white, similar to Styrofoam and that’s what we want to talk about
the bitemarks that are left on the plastics that we collect. I’ll just zip through those
really quick. And this is an example of some polystyrene, or some foam I should say,
the products that leave marks on them. A lot, foam isn’t the best material to show the
bite marks since it’s so crumbly. But these are some good examples of the fact that
they do bite these, bite these pieces as well.
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And so we also color sort those and we also find a lot of white pieces and that may
be a factor of what, the more the white debris is in the ocean to begin with. There’s
not many things that are made out of purple bottles to begin with. So we have more
white products. So more research is being done, maybe these animals are just testbiting the plastics, and if they’re actually ingesting these items, it can’t be good from
them, but we are still looking at the long-term and short-term effects of that.
And real quick, some photos from the Marinelife Center in Juno Beach, Florida, they
get a lot of wash backs from their hatchlings because the currents that they ride once
they leave the beach allow some of them to get washed ashore, versus our turtles
that go out and we never see them again. So almost a hundred percent of their
hatchlings had marine debris inside of them. So, this is just a photo of each little tube
or vial, has, that got contents of individual little hatchling turtles and it’s very extensive
and so they are seeing a huge issue.
So this is what our ocean is kind of looking like right now, plastic and polystyrene and
all these products. Is, is this what we want to see and contribute to, or is this what
we want to see. I think we’re here to see this. So hopefully we can all come up with
a good solution, whatever that may be and pass this bill because this is a really good
start. So, thank you very much.
CHAIR WHITE: Well done. We’re only about 20 seconds over. Members, questions for the
two ladies.
Ms. Crivello.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Hello, thank you for being here, I appreciate the work that
you do. I have a question looking at, and maybe you have to clarify for me, so say I
take a look at this right here and many of the other photos you have, is actual
Styrofoam from fishing and from shipping are, do you identify that as part of the
polystyrene containers.
MS. KING: So, yes, a lot of these material, I’ll pass this around, so in summary of it is yes,
there’s a lot of packaging material as well, but there’s also a lot of pieces that you can
definitely tell were either Styrofoam cups or little take away containers or plates and
things. But yeah, and overall data, in most of these studies that’s kind of what we’re
mentioning before that it’s tough to really tell for sure sometimes and to quantify that.
And most people just throw it into a lump category as foam because you know, you’re
dealing with volunteers and you know just trying to get it all counted and its so
overwhelming. And, but that is what we need to start looking at closer.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Right.
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MS. KING: But it is definitely in our cleanups, this is an example of just one cleanup.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: So, the other question you show a nice view of what we
call slippers or slippahs.
MS. KING: Yeah, slippahs.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Maybe we should ban that too.
MS. KING: Oh, yeah, no, no, it was just, it was kind of a pun, it was a bad pun that didn’t go
off, a local slipper, local perception of, of marine debris and, yeah, I mean if you, I
would love for you guys to come to one of our cleanups just to kind of seeCOUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Right.
MS. KING: I mean everything, every item you’ve ever probably ever used in your life has
washed ashore at some point in time and we’re not trying to ban everything by any
means, but we know there are good alternatives to polystyrene that we can make a
difference andCOUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: On the Northshore of Molokai, there’s been massive
cleanups and a lot of them are nets and heavy duty type of Styrofoam.
MS. KING: Sure, Mo’omomi. Yeah, yeah, every island kind of has their collecting points of
wind driven and current driven deposits so to speak that are typical. AndCOUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: So many in your opinion, would many of those debris
come from the shipping, the boats, the fisheries, those that are out there because
from what I seen in cleanups, lots of those are from, adrift from afar.
MS. KING: Absolutely, yeah, and we’re, we’re getting inundated by everybody’s debris.
And it’s, it’s impossible to target one user group or one, you know, we can’t blame the
fishermen on everything, we can’t blame the kid at the park that always throws his
polystyrene container in, in the debris and it washes, it just washes and blows away.
So, it’s, it’s so many reasons, so many sources, its intimidating. But this is one thing
that we can control, this debris going into the environmentCOUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you.
MS. KING: --more information on that.
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COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. Lamson.
MS. LAMSON: I was just going to add, Lauren could probably chime in on that in terms of
composition on the Maui beaches. But, I mean, what we do know is that the debris is
coming from humans and so now it’s all in our human hands, our responsibility to
control things that we do have power over. So, flip that question around, yeah,
some, a lot of it is coming from afar, but some of it is coming from local sources so. I
don’t know if I can punt a question out to the crowd, no, not allowed to.
But Lauren, Lauren’s article, that was published in, we can circulate that to the, to the
Councilmembers, will discuss exactly land based versus ocean based sources on the
three sites that she researched in Maui.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. King.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Thank you, Chair. Yeah, I have a couple questions, one is yeah
I know there’s a lot of this Styrofoam pieces on the beaches because the last time I
did a beach cleanup, I mean it was a couple months ago, I spent all my time picking
up little pieces like that and filled up a half a bag and my husband who focuses on big
pieces like the whole thing, filled up three bags in the same amount of time.
But, my question is I really like that, that test you did of, of finding out where the drift
is and where things are ending up from the Big Island. Did we ever, has there been
one that’s been done from Maui so we could see where our trash ends up when,
when it leaves our shores, what other islands it washes up on.
MS. KING: Not that I’m aware of.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Because I think that’s, and that’s, you know, that’s kind of the
reverse kuleana as what is our, you know, responsibility for our trash.
The other question I had was and I think it came up with a testifier earlier who asked
this question, couldn’t answer it is what, you know, the different, are there any
difference between when a piece of that Styrofoam gets into the ocean and the
compostable, like how long does it take for or how short does it take for the
compostable material to break down in the ocean so that it’s not being ingested by
marine life.
.

.

MS. LAMSON: I hope that you can ask that question to, to Dr. McCauley who will be
presenting tomorrow. Cause for the Hawaii Island, Bill 140 efforts to reduce
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polystyrene, they actually cut up a clamshell, an alternative compostable container
clamshell and a polystyrene clamshell and put it in a glass jar and shook it up to sort
of simulate ocean conditions and brought it in a year later for, for show and tell and
you know, showing that the degradation of one versus the other. So hopefully he can
speak to that. I believe the samples might, I’m not sure if they still exist, but.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay, so I think that was the, the question was, you know, and
then the other part of that is the difference between marine life, like a turtle ingesting
one of the plastic pieces versus one of the cardboard or compostable pieces. Is
there any study on that?
MS. KING: Yeah, well the thing is, the bottom line even without the studies, we don’t find
these items really, at, on our beach cleanups. Like cardboard container is not going
to be around long enough for a turtle to eat it and maybe if it ate it straightaway, but I
think that not being that, being my forte, just the common sense of the fact that if they
ate a piece of paper based product versus a polystyrene, you now, fuel based
product, the, the health effects are going to be way different. And, the, we just don’t
find those. I don’t know if you ever see these on the side? Versus, I mean a
Starbucks cup of course is going to wash in right from, right down that road probably.
But these aren’t things that are going to be in our, in our life very long versus the
ones over there. But yeah, that’s a great question.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Well I know I hear from people all the time about how, you
know, the landfill doesn’t, doesn’t really break down compostables.
MS. KING: But the ocean does.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: But, I think in water it’s a different situation.
MS. KING: Yeah, absolutely.
MS. LAMSON: And along the shorelines, so I mean the studies that have been done
surveying marine debris concentrations in the open ocean versus the shoreline have
proven that they’re actually greater concentrations of marine debris in these
accumulation spots like in the northeast corners of most of the main Hawaiian
Islands, like Ka’ehu here on Maui and or for us in the southeast corner at Kamilo on
Hawaii Island so there, there are more, more concentrated there. And I completely
lost my train of thought. I’m sorry.
Just so going back to what is compostable and biodegradable. Thank you, sorry, got
up really early this morning. The, the marine debris if it is along the shoreline, those
products will degrade, they will biodegrade. Plastic does not, it will photodegrade, it
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will break down into little pieces that are more and more ecologically worrisome
because they are more likely to be ingested at all levels of the food chain, whereas
those products, so we’re talking about ten percent basically on Maui of foam products
on our shorelines so those aren’t going to last. The polystyrene ones will.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair and thank you, ladies. Sorry, thank you
ladies for being here and thank you for bringing up your, you know the scientific
points of view and actual studies and numbers, and, and all of that. So, I want to
thank you, and I think the main take away and correct me if I’m wrong, but I would,
and Ms. King and you just touched on it too is that there is a difference between, I
mean litter is litter is litter, and we’re all doing our part to, to deal with it and educate
and pick it up ourselves and what have you. But it’s what that litter is made of and I
think that’s what the intent of this entire bill is about is that we want to take away that
type of litter that is never ever, ever, ever, ever, ever going to leave. It continues to
break down into microscopic pieces as you say versus the other, I believe as you
explained does degrade, does compost, does break down and disappears. So is that
kind of the gist in the message you ladies are bringing here.
MS. KING: Yes.
MS. LAMSON: Thanks for the executive summary, that was perfect.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And, and thank you for condensing I don’t know how
many hundreds of pages that are here into your presentation and perfect timing and
again just thank you for all the work you do.
Another, I think you mention Malama Maui Nui and they are an entity that this County
funds to help push forward their programs and I guess just tell me how they are
interactive and, and just the, you know, how, what positive impacts they are having
on our, in our community and along our shoreline.
MS. KING: Yeah, so they are one of my hero groups as well as all these, the people I
mention on the, on my little mahalo slide. There’s so many people working on this
effort, we have no idea. And they are all dedicated to this cause. And Malama Maui
Nui personally comes to Ka’ehu when we can’t truck all of the debris away ourselves,
they come and get the tires because they can take them to the landfill without us
having to pay for that disposal and what not. But yeah, they’re a really good
resource, they do education all the time, and the amount of debris that they pickup,
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land based more, even is astounding. And it, if it weren’t for them our islands would
be so much more trash. So I very much appreciate that organization so much.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you very much for your comments and again your
expertise in this. Thank you, ladies. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. Sugimura:
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Thank you, Chair. So question on Cheryl, I guess this is
your slide. Marine debris items collected from 40 Ka’ehu cleanups from 2012 to
2017. And on here I think other presenters have similar data, but plastic is
78 percent of it and polystyrene and foam is only, well, what is it 9 percent. So can
you make a statement on how do we attack the, the bigger problem which is the
79 percent really and this is only about the, our bill, our bill is only about polystyrene,
it’s not about plastic in general, so, do you have a statement about that.
MS. KING: Yeah, that’s a, that’s the million dollar question really, if we all had that answer
we wouldn’t ever have a problem with pollution again. I know educations been
brought up a lot and I don’t believe that is the perfect solution because we are all
educated about it and its still happening so much.
And plastics are tough to trace the origin of because there’s so many different types
and they break down to smaller pieces as well. And they are just coming from
everywhere, everywhere. And I don’t know the solution to that. I wish I did, and I, I
don’t know, but this, I think this bill, what this bill does most is it creates kind of ripple
effect. If we’re, if we’re tackling this polystyrene issue even though we say oh it might
only take, you know, solve our debris problems by ten percent or whatever, that’s a
huge start. And that is going to create a movement that I think will be far more
outreaching than just saying oh we’re just only going to save our island ten percent of
the debris. But, yeah, it’s, it’s a, it’s a global issue in every, every level and we try to
tackle it every day. And I wish I had a good solution to it but, plastics are forever,
they are everywhere.
MS. LAMSON: I just want to add on to that. I mean marine debris is a global problem and,
and it’s,, the composition of debris is going to be a little bit different on each island
ecosystem, and each mainland peninsula. But, it’s going to take a multitude of
solutions, it’s not just, we’re not going to have like one solution. So it’s going to be
reduction bills like this, it’s going to be beach cleanups, it’s going to be big pushes for
education, you know, we’re, we’re out into the classrooms, we’re looking for
innovative solutions. We want designers to come up with products that are cyclical,
so when you’re thinking with the end in mind like the product that Marge brought up,
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that you can reuse over and over and over again. This container versus use it once
and throw it away.
It’s going to take industry, it’s going to take fishermen, it’s going to take scientist,
community members, all of us and our concerted effort. So this is one great step in,
you know, small step, but a great step in the right direction. And, yeah, that’s how we
get the other 79 percent.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Atay.
COUNCILMEMBER ATAY: Yeah, my involvement sitting here is to listen in on this panel
seeking connection with substantial scientific evidence that would correlate this bill’s
passing on the affects, or effects of polystyrene foams or container products into
protecting the health of people, the health of, the health of animals and wildlife,
marine life and also protecting the health of our environment. And in sitting here
through, listening through scientific evidence that will substantiate the reality of this
bill towards meeting the protection of all things. So I want to commend your folks and
your efforts and all your agencies and I await more evidence tomorrow. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you..
Ms. Crivello, anything more.
Mr. Carroll. Okay, thank you.
Ms. King.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Thank you, Chair.
You know, I have another question since the idea of plastics has come up. Have
you, have you looked into the, the burgeoning industry of bioplastics and is that going
to have any, any, does that play a role in what we’re seeing here? You know, bio
based plastics.
MS. KING: Bio-based plastics, you mean like the bottles that are coming out that say they
are 25 percent recyclable or 25 percent made from plant based products forCOUNCILMEMBER KING: Urn, you know, yeah, yeah, plastics that are made, not with
petroleum, but with you know plant matter.
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MS. KING: With lessCOUNCILMEMBER KING: Yeah, like the hard plastics, you know, that we’re, I don’t know
what kind of plastics you’re talking about here but you know as, as we get more and
more into displacing the things we are used to seeing with bio-based material. Is that
going to have a, an impact?
MS. KING: Yes, and no, I think. I don’t think those are the ultimate solutions either. I think
one, for example, straws. Straws can be replaced by paper straws now a days, and
so we don’t have to use the plastic straws. That’s a really easy solution straight up.
The bottles that are created that are partially plastic and partially plant based, are
they going to break down faster? Maybe, little bit, but they’re still going to be
primarily made from petroleum products and that, then you’re still kind of getting the
same result. I mean it’s a good idea, and I think the technology is moving forward
and it’s going to happen within our lifetime hopefully, and there is hope. But that’s
sort of sort of, they call greenwashing, that they think that oh it’s such a good product
because it’s whatever their claim is. And it not necessarily be that in reality. But I
guess it’s just going to depend on the product that’s available.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Right. Yeah, I mean I think it’s going to take a while to move in
that direction but-MS. KING: Absolutely.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: --it’s better, it’s like this, like we’re trying to do here with the
Styrofoam bill, it’s the foot forward instead standing still or going backwards so-MS. KING: Exactly.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: --I just, I’ve been, I was curious about that with the plastic
component here because I’ve sort of been periphery following it although I’m not
involved in it because, but I just, I thought it was interesting that we had, you know
we had two industry trade people give presentations before you ladies and, and both
of them were just more focused on recycling and, instead of, instead of talking about
the, you know, the restrictions on polystyrene. So, I’m, I’m, I was happy to come
back and focus exactly what’s happening with the polystyrene but I do, I do
appreciate you ladies being here and I appreciate the extent of the information and
the sourcing of the information. So, thank you for being here.
MS. KING: Thank you for listening.
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CHAIR WHITE: Ladies I have a question on coolers and packaging materials. Because
I’ve, I think most of us have been following or have had an opportunity where we’re
following a pickup truck and see a, a foam cooler blow out the back and get hit by the
next car, and the next car, and the next car, and it breaks into lots and lots of pieces.
Why does this bill not include those type of coolers?
MS. LAMSON: That’s a really good question. I’m not sure if you could propose an
amendment to get rid of exemption “B”. I’m not sure why, why that was included. It’s
also an exemption on the, the current Bill 13 on Hawaii County, there’s an exemption
for meat trays.
MS. BLICKLEY: Because there’s-CHAIR WHITE: You know, I’m sorry, if-MS. KING: Yeah, it’s supposed to be-CHAIR WHITE: If you want to come, if you’d like to come to the microphone that’s fine, but
all this is being recorded and transcribed so if you’d like to make, like to respond,
please come to the microphone.
MS. KING: Yeah, just agree with you on that factor, absolutely. I mean, you’re, these are
the items that you’re taking to the beach directly and half of them are breaking apart
when you’re at the beach and that’s exactly our whole point of trying not to let that
happen. So it’s, it’s a tough one but yeah, Lauren will explain a little.
CHAIR WHITE: The, the other question I had was there is a lot of, you know, if you receive
a, an appliance, it’s inevitably going to have Styrofoam packing material. Sometimes
you have to break the packing material to get it out of the box and I’ve gotten to the
point where I, I put the box in a plastic bag before I break it open and so I keep
everything in a plastic bag and I tie that up before disposing of it. Are there any
efforts to, to deal with the disposal of packing materials responsibly?
MS. LAMSON: Besides giving them to Barbara to bring back to Seattle.
MS. KING: Yeah.
CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, in her luggage.
MS. KING: Yeah.
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MS. LAMSON: I think it was, kind of goes back to what Lauren was talking about in her
testimony. We don’t want to sacrifice a good bill for a perfect bill. And I would
imagine that this particular bill was written, keeping in mind with some of the other
ordinances that have been passed around the country. But, maybe she can answer
your question directly about that particular exemption.
MS. BLICKLEY: I was, I’ll be very short. With regard to the foam coolers, we were really
trying to target single use plastics and so with the foam coolers, those can be used
over and over and over. Some places have outlawed those and this was kind of a
concession when we were sitting in the polystyrene task force. And also fishing is
such a big deal here, and we didn’t want to, you know, start trying to target those
different type of user groups so that was a concession that we made, but of course it
could be, you know, we’d love to see none of it. But it was because it was more of a
reuse thing.
And then in terms of packaging, San Francisco, their bill, they just recently passed a,
a very wide sweeping, the largest wide sweeping polystyrene legislation in the
country that does ban packaging. And again, I think that’s a huge step and we’d love
to see that, but that was another concession that we made on the task force and
trying to be very specific. But you can take your packaging, any packaging material
right down to Dairy Road, I take mine there, and they will actually reuse the
packaging material and, and take it back. So, so there are options. But, hopefully
That clarifies those two things.
CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, the, the San Francisco bill, I can’t imagine it bars the sale of
televisions that are packaged and, I’m assuming that the ban means that somebody
operating in San Francisco can’t use packaging materials that are Styrofoam.
MS. BLICKLEY: Right, like packing peanuts and things like that.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. Did one of you have aMS. LAMSON: The ban in San Francisco that went into effect January 2017 prohibits the
sale of all polystyrene including foam packaging, cups, even
There’s no foam.
.

.

.

CHAIR WHITE: But it’s the sale of packaging material, not, not banning shipments that
include existing packaging.
MS. LAMSON: Good question.
CHAIR WHITE: Don’t know.
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MS. LAMSON: Get back to you on that.
CHAIR WHITE: Any more questions for the two presenters? If not, I’d like to thank you
both very much for making the time to be here this afternoon and thank you for your
flexibility of letting the others go first.
So, Members we will be in recess until, I believe, Mr. Clerk, it’s 9:30 tomorrow
morning. So we’ll be in recess until 9:30, we’ll have four more presenters tomorrow
morning and then we’ll have an opportunity to get down to working, to see what we
can do with this measure.
So any questions, Members? Seeing none, we will see in, see you at 9:30 in the
morning. We are in recess until then.
THE SPECIAL MEETING OF MAY 8, 2017 WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT
2:44 P.M., AND WAS RECONVENED BY THE CHAIR ON MAY9, 2017 AT 9:33 A.M.
CHAIR WHITE: This Special Council meeting of May 8, will reconvene.
Mr. Clerk, please call the roll.

ROLL CALL
PRESENT:

COUNCILMEMBERS ALIKA ATAY, ELEANORA COCHRAN,
G. RIKI HOKAMA, DONALD S. GUZMAN, KELLY T. KING,
YUKI LEI K. SUGIMURA, S. STACY CRIVELLO, VICE-CHAIR
ROBERT CARROLL, AND CHAIR MICHAEL B. WHITE.

EXCUSED:

NONE.

COUNTY CLERK DENNIS A. MATEO: Mr. Chair, nine Members present. A quorum is
present to conduct the business of the Council.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much. Members as you recall we are going to go through
four more presentations this morning and our first presenter is Mr. George Cruzan, a
toxicologist and you have his bio in your materials and you also have his presentation
in your materials, and we look forward to hearing his words of wisdom for us this
morning.
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Dr. Cruzan, thank you very much for taking the time to join us and please proceed
with your presentation. Everyone has a copy of the presentation itself.
DR. GEORGE CRUZAN, TOXWORKS:
Yes, good morning. To me, it’s good afternoon, but good morning to you.
I have a bachelor’s degree in Chemistry in 1965. A PhD in Biochemistry in 1969.
I’ve been a professional toxicologist since 1976, that’s 41 years. A Diplomate of the
American Board of Toxicology, 35 years, and I have run my own consulting company,
ToxWorks for the last 22 years.
I have been studying the health and environmental effects of styrene since 1989, so
for the last 28 years or so. I’ve been, a great part of my time has been involved in
looking at what’s in the literature on styrene, estimating what needs to be done to
understand the health effects and supervising about a twenty to twenty-five million
dollar research program on styrene health effects over that time.
So, let me go on then. Slide No. 2 in the slide deck, in the draft regulation, the last
part in Section I says that, “polystyrene is a suspected human carcinogen.” That is
not a correct statement. There is no one that considers polystyrene could be a
suspected carcinogen, and we need to make sure we don’t confuse polystyrene with
styrene.
Okay, the next Slide No. 3, just contrast that polystyrene is a solid; styrene is a liquid.
Polystyrene is quite unreactive; where styrene is a reactive chemical. And in fact, if
you have styrene when its stored after it’s manufactured, it is stored with an anti
oxidant mixed with it to make sure it doesn’t polymerize to polystyrene. So, styrene
is somewhat reactive. Now, I thought maybe, since I don’t know that you are chemist
or toxicologist, that a couple of words on chemistry and toxicology might be important
because I find a lot of people get confused on the difference between a polymers and
monomers.
First of all, as shown on Slide 4, when chemicals react, the product that’s formed has
different properties from the materials that it was synthesized from. And I just gave a
classic example of that. Sodium is a very reactive solid metal, its silver in color. If
you throw it in a glass of water, you would get a very violent reaction with it reacting
with water and boiling most of the water away very quickly as it reacts. Also,
chlorine, we know is a poisonous gas and to some extent that’s been used in some of
the conflicts around the world where people are trying to poison people with chlorine
gas. But if we mix sodium and chlorine together and get a chemical reaction, then
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we have sodium chloride, which is common table salt. It neither has the properties of
sodium metal, nor the properties of chlorine gas. The same is true of all chemical
reactions.
So if we look then at Slide 5, polymers do not have the same properties as the
monomers that compose them. And I give an example here, glucose is sweet
tasting, its sugar. We use it for sweetening, but if you polymerize glucose molecules,
many glucose molecules together, then you can form cellulose, a polymer. And
cellulose is wood fiber or plant fiber. And, so obviously a cellulose has different
properties than glucose. You put glucose or sugar on your berries t~ sweeten um.
You certainly wouldn’t put saw dust on your berries to sweeten them, that wouldn’t,
wouldn’t be very sweet.
So the same is true for styrene and polystyrene, they have very different properties
and we should not confuse those. So again, styrene is a reactive chemical; and
polystyrene is a polymer and it is non-toxic. In fact, if someone ingest styrene, that
styrene cannot be absorbed into the body. If someone were to ingest polystyrene,
that is not absorbed at all into the body, it just passes right on through. So there are
major differences.
Now where styrene comes into the issue of polystyrene is that there is a small
amount, residual amount of styrene that gets trapped in the polystyrene and doesn’t
react. And that amounts to less than 300 parts per million. Obviously, the
manufacturers would like to keep the amount minimal cause basically their wasting
styrene if there is a lot of residual in the polystyrene. Also, if there is more residual
styrene, it makes the polystyrene less functional. Creates more holes, etc. So
there’s a small amount of styrene in there and that can migrate to the surface of the
polystyrene.
So, I would like then to move on to Slide 6 and talk about sources of styrene
exposure. The biggest exposure for most people is from ambient air. If you take the
sample, I’m sure anywhere in Hawaii, you will find styrene in the air. Whether that’s
in the city. Whether that’s out in the country. Maybe if you get out in the ocean, you
won’t find it. But anywhere on land, you will find styrene in the air. In comes from
automobile exhaust, it comes to some extent from factory emissions, it comes from
cigarette smoking, it comes from wood burning, it comes from a variety of sources.
But there’s always styrene in the air, and that averages about 80 micrograms per
day.
Now styrene also is naturally occurring in a number of foods. Cinnamon is very high
in styrene, in fact, the active ingredient in cinnamon is called cinnamaldehyde and
there is only one carbon difference between styrene and cinnamaldehyde, So
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styrene has eight carbons in it, Cinnamaldehyde has nine. So, it’s not terribly
surprising, but the highest levels of styrene we have found in any natural food is in
cinnamon. It’s also in coffee, it’s also in fruit and nuts and so the estimates are that
people get about nine micro grams of styrene per day naturally occurring in their
food.
Now most people have some amount of their food packaged in polystyrene, whether
that is food that’s pre-packaged like yogurt or dairy products, ice cream or cream
cheese, sour cream. A number of dairy products and other things are packaged in
solid polystyrene which is called, “general purpose” polystyrene. As well as, food
service polystyrene or foam products like cups and plates. And if you look at the
migration of styrene from all of those polystyrene sources, it’s estimated that people
are exposed to about 6.5 micrograms per day from polystyrene. Now of that 6.5,
maybe 4 micrograms per day is migration from food service products.
So all together, people on average are exposed to about 96 micrograms per day of
styrene. Now, that sounds like a big number, we could talk about it in terms of
milligrams and then we would say it was .09 milligrams, or we could talk about it in
terms of grams which would be even a thousand-fold lower number. So the size of
the number is relatively meaningless without the units, and so the estimate is about
96 micrograms per day, four micrograms from food service packaging. That is about
one millionth of a teaspoon, so imagine that you take a teaspoon and you divide the
contents into a million parts, and one of those parts would be the equivalent of
styrene from food service packaging.
Okay, so now let me move on to styrene health effects. In 2011, the U.S. National
Toxicology Program listed styrene as “Reasonably anticipated to be a human
carcinogen” based on suggested increases of cancer in reinforced plastics workers,
based on lung tumors in mice. There were no other tumor increases in mice and
there are no tumors increased in rat, so it’s specifically in terms of animal studies and
there are a large number of animal studies actually that have been done, and its only
lung tumors in mice.
So on Slide 8, since the Report on Carcinogens listing, most of the human studies
that were, that they looked at have been updated and are being published; either
have been published or are being published at the present time and the tumors that
they were concerned about in the Report on Carcinogen are not showing up at this
point. You know when you start looking at a cohort, and the average age of people
in the cohort is 60 years of age let’s say, you have very few deaths to look at and so,
if you have a large number of a particular type, you think well it might be related to
the chemical. As the people get older, or the cohort gets older and more of the
people die, you have a better handle on what kinds of cancer incidents there is or
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cancer deaths among that cohort. And so as these studies have been updated with
10 to 15 years additional looking at people looking at 15 years; 10 to 15 years later,
there’s not the cancer increases that we’re seeing a few years ago.
Okay, now let me move on to Slide No. 9 and the mouse lung tumors. There are five
studies that has been done in mice, normally we only have one in rats and one in
mice, but we have eight in rats and five in mice. Three of those five show increases
in lung tumors, the other two do not. But in all of those studies, there are no other
kinds of tumors that are increased and so one asks the question, what’s going on in
mouse lung that’s causing tumors. It’s not going on in rat lung, or it’s not going on in
any other tissues in mice. And in addition, we don’t find increased lung tumors in
humans.
So a lot of work has been done and there is a specific enzyme now that’s been
identified in lung, it’s called CYP2F2. It occurs to a large extent in mouse lung, very
limited in any other mouse tissues, and much less in rat lung, and even much less in
human lung. And so, as, as a result of a number of studies that we have, that
industry has, has done, we developed some genetically modified mice that do not
produce Cytochrome 2F2. So they’re just like every other mouse, other, other normal
mice, but they don’t have any 2F2 in them. And so that way, we can get a real
handle on the role of 2F2.
So about, we just finished a study looking at normal mice and these genetically
modified mice and about 78 percent of the normal mice had what we call
preneoplastic or neoplastic lesions, that is hyperplasia or tumors. And that would be
after two year of exposure at 120 parts per million styrene my inhalation.
In contrast, in the genetically modified mice that do not have Cytochrome 2F2, none
of the mice had any preneoplastic or neoplastic lesions. So that gives us a really
strong indication that it’s metabolism by Cytochrome 2F2 that’s causing the problem
and it, and it also indicates since we know there is very little 2F in humans that this is,
should not be much of a problem for humans.
So in Slide 10, I have tried to summarize what we consider the mode of action that is
how styrene causes lung tumors in mice and what we look for, or what we call key
events, the key things that happen. So first of all its metabolism by Cytochrome 2F2.
There is no evidence of gene mutation or genotoxicity. The metabolites damage and
kill some of the lung cells. As a result of the lung cells being killed and as a result of
stimulation, the lung produces new cells to replace them and they overproduce,
basically cells and we end up then with hyperplasia, excess cells in the lung airways
and eventually in some mice, tumors develop.
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So a little bit on the metabolism in Slide 11. Normal metabolism of styrene is
catalyzed by an enzyme CYP2EI, this catalyzes oxidation of a large number of
materials and this produces styrene oxide. And, in the next slide I have a picture of
that.
In mouse lung, styrene oxide is produced and produced in quite a large amount, but
in addition, the Cytochrome 2F2 causes oxidation of the aromatic ring of styrene. So
you can see in the next slide, on the top we styrene and it’s reaction by CYP2E1 to
styrene oxide. And neither of these are toxic. If you give styrene or styrene oxide to
normal mice, even over a short period of time, you will see that they kill a lot of lung
cells. But if you remove Cytochrome 2F2 so that, you don’t have any Cytochrome
2F2 metabolism, you get no toxicity, no death of any cells, no affect on cell
production. So it’s very clear then that neither styrene nor styrene oxide are causing
these problems. It is metabolism by Cytochrome 2F2 that produces the ring oxidized
that is you can see 4-Hydroxystyrene, you have the oxidation on the side chain, and
we also sometimes find Hydroxystyrene oxide. And, the, the, both of those actually
can be further oxidized by putting, by Cytochrome 2F2, putting more Hydroxyl groups
on the benzene ring.
So if we summarize what we know in Slide 13, lung toxicity occurs, lung tumors occur
in mice, they do not occur in rats from styrene. Lung toxicity occurs in mice from
styrene, but not in rats. Toxicity and metabolism of styrene occurs in what are called
the Club cells in the lining of the, of the airways; the metabolism and toxicity do not
occur in those cells in rats. We also find lung toxicity from 4-Hydroxystyrene in mice,
but not in rats. We can eliminate the lung toxicity from styrene or styrene oxide by
eliminating Cytochrome 2F2 metabolism. And, and again in rats, there’s a lower level
of the Cytochrome 2F and we do not get toxicity.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Cruzan.
DR. CRUZAN: Yes.
CHAIR WHITE: You’ve, you’ve reached the 15-minute mark and can you provide us some,
just conclude with the more important of the, the notes on the final pages.
DR. CRUZAN: Sure, I’m sorry.
CHAIR WHITE: No problem.
DR. CRUZAN: Let me just jump over to the risk assessment. Again, we looked at
reinforced plastics workers are exposed to like two million micrograms per day.
Ambient styrene is 80. The total is about 96. So if, if you were to ban polystyrene
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food service products as a way to eliminate styrene health effects, you would be
reducing the average person’s exposure to styrene by less than five percent.
So if you really want to get rid of styrene exposure to people you need to ban
automobiles and wood burning and cinnamon and coffee and beer, how’s that. And
just a couple of comments from the Director of the NTP and the Associate Director,
after, after the announcement of the putting styrene itself on the report on
carcinogens, both of them saying here that polystyrene is not a health problem.
Okay, and just a brief note on, EPA considers 20,000 microgram per day exposure
as an acceptable level. The food service exposure is about four, so that’s about a
5000-fold safety factor. And no agency considers polystyrene to be carcinogenic.
Okay, so I would take any questions that you have.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much, Mr. Cruzan.
Members, we’ll open up for questions.
Mr. Guzman.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Thank you, thank you, Dr. Cruzan for spending your, your
time with us. I had a question on the, the chromosome CYP2F2, the metabolic,
metabolic system on that. That CYP2F2, is that in humans as well on the
chromosome...
DR. CRUZAN: Humans, humans have a, a very similar enzyme which is 2F1, it’s not
exactly the same, it does not metabolize styrene nearly as well as Cytochrome 2F2
does, and there’s, there’s probably only one percent as much 2F in humans as there
is in mouse lung.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay, thank you. I had one more question. On the, you
mention the $25 million study on the styrene. Who funded that? What source
funding did that come from.
DR. CRUZAN: That was all funded by the styrene industry.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay, thank you.
DR. CRUZAN: And, and all of those studies have been published in the peer reviewed
literature.
CHAIR WHITE: Other questions, Members.
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Ms. Crivello.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you, Chair. Thank you for being here Dr. or at least
via the technology. So can you just basically tell me if there is a difference between,
with polystyrene and Styrofoam.
DR. CRUZAN: Well I can say yes and no, how’s that. Technically Styrofoam is a trademark
of Dow Chemical Company for rigid polystyrene insulation sheets,. Now, like a lot of
other things, polystyrene foam is often referred to as Styrofoam. But, technically
Styrofoam does not refer to cups or plates, it refers to insulation sheets made by
Dow.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. Crivello.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you, so, polystyrene, I guess what I’m trying to
determine is what I see with drastic litter affecting marine life is what we call the
foams or the Styrofoam that come from the ships or, or our fishing boats that are at
deep sea. So, when you say it’s more of a rigid type, is that, would you also say it’s
polystyrene for myDR. CRUZAN: Yes, that, that, yes, Styrofoam is polystyrene, but it’s a specific brand and a
specific purpose.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay, so it has different purposes, but it’s, you’re saying
it’s basically the same thing.
DR. CRUZAN: Yeah, it’s, it’s basically foamed polystyrene, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you.
Mr. Guzman.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Mr. Cruzan, in the, the chromosome CYP2F2 is that found
in marine animals as well?
DR. CRUZAN: I don’t know that it’s been studied in any marine animals.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Any other questions?
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Ms. Sugimura.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Dr. Cruzan, thank you for your presentation. So I just
wanted to, if you could just repeat what you had said about polystyrene and styrene
and that one element passes through the body, our body, or did I misunderstand that.
DR. CRUZAN: Okay, yes, styrene, whether you breathe styrene in from the air or you take
styrene in from your food, that, if it goes in, if you breath it in, it gets absorbed into the
blood through your lungs. If it’s in your food, and goes into your stomach, it will be
absorbed into your blood and pass through your organs, styrene will.
Polystyrene is not absorbed at all. So if, if someone were to ingest polystyrene, you
know it will pass through the stomach and the intestines and, and pass out just like it
came in.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Okay, thank you. So I guess, what your point is is that
the polystyrene is not, is not cancerous.
DR. CRUZAN: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: And that it is, it is something that just passes through
your body. And I like your statement about if we wanted to ban we would have to
ban automobiles and your last closing statement was, was very interesting. I do want
to also say that when my husband looked at your presentation, he said, oh you’re in
Bridgeton, I just wanted to say that’s where he grew up, so. Welcome fromDR. CRUZAN: Oh good.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: --yeah he was happy to see that you are there, so thank
you Dr. Cruzan.
DR. CRUZAN: Okay.
CHAIR WHITE: Any further questions, Members.
Mr. Cruzan, I have a question. In the presentation there was a mention of the
exposure to mice at 120 parts per million. How would that compare, you know
comparing the 120 parts per million to the size of a mouse, how would that compare
to the 20,000 micrograms that the EPA says is acceptable to humans based on a
human’s weight.
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DR. CRUZAN: Urn, that would, just let me get, make sure I get it right. That would be about
40,000 times what humans, the average human is exposed to.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, thank you.
Members, any other questions for Dr. Cruzan. Dr., Dr. I’d like toDR. CRUZAN: Excuse me, let me correct that. Let me correct that statement, it’s about
4,000 times what humans are exposed to, not 40,000.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, we appreciate that, I’m sorry to put your, your math skills to work
there for a second. But, we certainly appreciate your taking the time to share your
thoughts with us and thank you very much.
Members, no further questions?
DR. CRUZAN: Okay, thank you for the opportunity.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. Aloha.
DR. CRUZAN: Aloha.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, Members, I believe the next presenter will be Gary Saldana. The
two presenters Hillary, Doug McCauley and Hillary Young will be here shortly, but in
the meantime, Gary is going to present, as I mentioned yesterday the three items that
we passed out yesterday, Gary’s research, he’s going to go through that and also go
through a presentation on the, on the display up here. So, we’ll take a five-minute
recess.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 10:03 A.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 10:14 A.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT EXCEPT FOR
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA AND VICE-CHAIR CARROLL, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR WHITE: This meeting shall please come back to order.
And Members, we’ll be proceeding with a presentation from Gary Saldana. And
before I turn it over to Gary, I want to acknowledge the amount of work that both Gary
and Josiah Nishita, our Deputy Clerk have done in the last couple of months pulling
together the presenters and also doing, doing research to make sure we understand
what it is that we’re dealing with. And Gary, I believe has gone through, he says
around a hundred different ordinances.
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So, with that I’ll turn it over to Gary to first share the information included in the
handouts we provided you yesterday of Gary’s research and then he’ll get into a
presentation of the various items that are here on the, the display in front of you.
Gary.
(Vice-Chair Carroll returned to the meeting at 10:15 a.m.)
LEGISLATIVE ANALYST GARY SALDANA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Thank you for the
opportunity. And as the Chair mentioned, there were three memos that were handed
out by the Chair yesterday and one of them is quite long, one is, one is eight pages,
so I wanted to have the opportunity to kind of summarize that. And then the other
two are related, related to research that was done with other entities, other
jurisdictions and one that focuses on the actual definition of polystyrene that we have
in our bill compared to other jurisdictions. So those are the three that were, that were
passed out.
What drove the research was relative to one of the amendments that was made for
including outside prepackaged food vendors to comply with our ordinance. The
Corporation Counsel stated in the meeting, or in a, in a memo to the Council and to
the IEM Committee that a legitimate reliable statement supporting the determination
that the ordinance furthers a legitimate public or legitimate local public interest, so
basically they’re, they’re wanting to have evidence of the fact that this, that this bill is
substantiated by, by studies, by reports, things of that nature. So that’s kind of what
drove this particular memo.
(Councilmember Hokama returned to the meeting at 10:16 a.m.)
LEGISLATIVE ANALYST SALDANA: And, what I did was, I initially went to the, to the
jurisdictions, to the Federal jurisdictions that I thought might be able to lend some
information for me. Initially going to the EPA, I was able to get some assistance from
the Southwest Regional Coordinator for Building Waste and Green Buildings and she
states in her response to a question of the EPA’s position, “EPA does not have a
specific policy statement on polystyrene food containers; however, the EPA has
supported projects to reduce disposable plastic food packaging”.
In, accordingly, she attached some studies to kind of backup the fact that, that EPA
does in fact support the reduction of, of plastics into the environment. And I highlight
this particular statement “It has now become evident; however, that such materials
can also have serious impacts on human health, wildlife, the aquatic environment,
and the economy, and therefore the problem of floatable debris should be
addressed.” The reason I quote this is because the City and County of San
Francisco utilized this statement as part of their findings for the adoption of their
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ordinance and we thought when it made the pitch that it has serious impacts on
human health, wildlife, and the aquatic environment, that was kind of an important
statement to follow-up on. So that document is part of our, is part of the documents
we received and then we can make it part of the record if you’d like.
Another study that they provided was a White Paper that was quite an extensive
review of ingestion of plastics by a variety of different wildlife, birds, Hawaiian Monk
Seals, turtles, fish, mussels, all kinds of different, different wildlife. And so they didn’t
center specifically on, on polystyrene, but they focused on plastics. And in the
conclusion, they say plastics in aquatic systems contain chemicals originating from
plastic material, chemicals added during the manufacturing process. They also
conclude that the potential toxicology impacts of these chemicals associated with
plastic once ingested by aquatic organisms and aquatic-dependent wildlife is an area
of concern. They did note in their study that it does require further extensive study.
Also, another report that they provided us, not relative to this specific ocean
environment, but this particular study you may have heard this statement from
testifiers and other people, “100% of Americans have styrene in their bodies”. This
particular study was where they got that statement is because they conclude “several
compounds, including styrene, xylene isomers, dichlorobenzene, ethylphenol, were
detected in all composite samples”. So they were actually taking cadavers and they
were testing their tissues for various types of chemicals that were in their system.
And they said 100% of the cadavers or the bodies that they tested had the substance
styrene in their bodies. So that’s, that’s where you may have heard that, and that’s
where it came from.
The FDA, going to the FDA, they’re, they have pretty much so codified their position
on, on polystyrene, this is the section and it basically states that “Polystyrene and
rubber-modified styrene identified in this section may be safely used as components
of articles intended for use in contact with food, subject to the conditions of their, of
their section”. And, in, in diving a little bit more and trying to get a little more
information as to whether or not they actually conduct studies.
Catherine McDermott from the Regional Office of Food & Veterinary Medicine,
provided this statement: “In evaluating the safety of an intended food contact use of
substance, FDA reviews the toxicology information submitted by the proponent of the
use. This includes toxicological studies on any chemicals that might migrate into
food as a result of the intended use of a food contact substance.” So I think this
particular statement in here reviews the toxicology information submitted by the
proponent of the use, is telling them that the industry is actually doing testing on this
particular item.
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And in additional to toxicology information provided by the industry when submitting
their intended use for approval, FDA also reviews applicable publicly available
information on substances that migrate to food as that information becomes
available. So they look on the internet, sounds like just the way we would look on the
internet to find information, which is, I, you would think they would do a little bit more.
But that’s the way it is, I guess.
The other studies that, that were, that in, in the research we were able to come
across is a study that was sent to me from the Centers for Disease Control, and it
was done by the agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry. And the World
Health Organization also had a study on styrene exposure which I thought was very
important. With regards to the agency for Toxic Substances and Diseases, it states
that “most styrene associated with food is the result of packaging of the food material
in polystyrene containers.” It’s a direct quote from their observations. And then, they
identify that smokers, and those eating high proportions of foods packaged in styrene
may have above average exposure to styrene.
The World Health Organization also stated that polystyrene is a copolymer and it’s
copolymers have been used widely as food packaging material and residual styrene
monomers can migrate into food from such packaging, that’s for the World Health
Organization, a study they did for them. And “Exposure to general population occurs
at levels of micrograms per day, micro-grams per day mainly to inhalation of ambient
air, cigarette smoke and the intake of food that has been in contact with polystyrene.”
So this is the basic information that was provided in the, in the first memo, the memo
that’s dated May 1, just to kind of provide this type of information to kind of help
determine whether or not this is in your mind sufficient enough for a substantial basis
for passing this bill as is.
The second memo is just an attempt to look at other, other jurisdictions. This
particular map, you’ll notice all these little black dots are all the jurisdictions that have
passed polystyrene. One thing that you’ll notice that is pretty common is most of the
ordinances are passed close to the water. So, one of the main concerns that I, I
found that many of the entities and jurisdictions were concerned with polystyrene
foam because it breaks down into little bits and pieces and that’s what can be
ingested by the wildlife. So you’ll see a lot of these are in fact along the coastline.
In fact, these two organizations, Suririder and 5Gyres Institute note that California
has 100 bans that they have passed. The Culver City ban which was passed
recently is, was noted as the one-hundredth. San Francisco is, is highlighted
because it’s considered the most extensive. When they passed San Francisco back
in 2007, it was just polystyrene food containers. But here it is nine years later, they
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wanted to take it to the next step so now they are still banning polystyrene foam
containers, but they’re also banning styrene foam packing material, coolers, ice
chests, pool toys, dock floats, moorings and buoys. It’s important to note that if those
items, these later items are in a more durable material, then they are allowed. But if
they are just polystyrene foam, they are in fact restricted.
The City and, the other important thing to point out about the City and County of San
Francisco is the fact that even though it’s the most extensive, it only focuses on the
foam. It doesn’t, it doesn’t get into, it doesn’t get into other, other types of
polystyrene. The ordinance itself does not apply prepackaged food, it states that
specifically in the ordinance that it is exempted if the, if the food is packaged outside
the City.
And, in fact it does make a statement in their ordinance that they encourage
businesses outside to use compostable, recyclable material and that is in whole or in
part not made from polystyrene. So I just wanted to identify that particular ordinance
because that, that one is considered the most extensive. In my reading of the
various ordinances, it looked to me like almost all the, all the ordinances focused on
polystyrene foam, they do not restrict polystyrene oriented, which is the hard plastic
that will, that will, I’ll show you in a minute and that jurisdictions focus all of their intent
on their own jurisdictions. So that seem to be common threads throughout most of
the ordinances that I, I read. I may, I didn’t get through all of them, so there may be
one out there, but I, I didn’t, I didn’t see it.
Now the third memo is the memo that deals with, with the definition of polystyrene
and how we, how Maui County has, has developed it. And, before I went into it I kind
of wanted to see where the task force was on polystyrene, and they make a
statement in there that says every type of foam and non-foam polystyrene is subject
to the ordinance. Also in there they, they kind of, it’s almost as if they’re kind of back
peddling a little bit and they say considering whether to limit the restriction to only
cups and clamshells and consider to limit on restrictive polystyrene to only foam
polystyrene. I guess, that was a major discussion because mostly all the jurisdictions
focused on the foam itself.
Now in this third memo, you’ll notice there’s a lot of, there’s four references to
different jurisdictions. Why I took these jurisdictions is because a majority of the
definitions of these jurisdictions are pretty much the same as, as ours. You’ll notice
in the red, that that’s the same exact language that we use, the items identified in red
is the same exact language that is used in our, our, our definition. And you’ll notice in
each of those, in each of the definitions, it’s almost consistent.
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The one thing that I need to point out though, is those definitions that are highlighted
in that memo are, are polystyrene foam ordinance. So even though there’s a lot of
similarities, their focus is mainly polystyrene, once again. Now a number of these
cities do have the ability to recycle the, the hard polystyrene so that’s why they didn’t
include it. And, they’re also, their jurisdictions are really being close to the ocean,
they’re concerned about the impacts of the breakable polystyrene foam, so that’s why
they focused a lot on, on that itself. And as I stated before, could not locate a
ordinance banning the hard polystyrene.
Now this is our definition, and what I’ve done is I’ve highlighted two things. This
statement including all polystyrene and vinyl chloride polymer. Those are two things
you won’t find in the other bills. So in my opinion, this was an attempt to include
foam and other polystyrene. What makes it a little bit confusing is the next
statement, meaning that any styrene, any styrene or vinyl chloride polymer which is
blown into foam-like material. So that, that in itself sounds like it says foam, you
know, it’s referring to the foam. So it’s a little bit confusing in that respect.
Vinyl chloride polymer, polyvinyl chloride is used per PVC piping. So I’m a little bit, I,
I tried to find why this was included in there. Corporation Counsel was not clear on it,
but the City, or the County of Alameda has vinyl chloride polymer in their definition as
well. They’ve, they have not gotten back to me, I wrote them numerous memos to try
to, or emails to try to, to find what their intent was on this to see if I could clarify it for,
for us as well. But this kind of identifies how we defer and the difference is to me,
which is, which is very blaring is, is this particular statement there. I think the intent
itself is that they wanted to include more than just, just foam but I’m kind of new to
the dance so to speak, I just came online and started to do the research within the
last three months so the, those that were on the task force might be able to lend a
little more guidance in that respect.
So Council that’s, that’s, that particular review of the memo. If you want me to, if you
want me to review the difference s in the, in the items I can do that as well.
CHAIR WHITE: Members, are there questions on the first portion of the presentation
regarding the definition or any other questions. The reason that Gary did the
research as he did with the EPA and other Federal organizations is that they were
not willing to participate either by, by phone or any other way. The only way that they
would respond I believe is by, and correct me if I’m wrong Gary, but my
understanding was that they would respond to written questions and they would
respond only in writing. Is that correct.
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LEGISLATIVE ANALYST SALDANA: That, that’s correct, sir.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, so hence the sharing of that information in the, in the way we did.
Any questions on the definition or any other parts of the initial presentation.
Ms. King.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Yes, thank you. And thank you so much for doing this
Mr. Saldana, it was really eye opening. I just want, there’s you know I don’t think the
big issue is whether it’s cancerous to humans or not, I think there’s a bigger issue
than that that has to do with litter. But we have this big conversation going on and I
just wanted to clarify that there seems to be conflicting science, or conflicting opinion,
conflicting information on whether polystyrene does have, because I, I highlighted in
your report that the statement from the U.S. EPA that says, “Due to the physical
properties of polystyrene foam, that such materials can have serious impacts upon
human health.” So we’ve heard other people in the polystyrene industry saying it has
no impact and it’s different from styrene. So, I mean, is that your conclusion that
there’s just, there’s a lot of conflicting information.
CHAIR WHITE: Before you answer that, I’d also like you to include in your answer because
Mr. Cruzan said that the EPA standard is 20,000 micrograms exposure per day and I,
so I, I agree with Ms. King that there’s some disparate perspectives.
LEGISLATIVE ANALYST SALDANA: Yes, Mr. Chair and Councilmember, Councilmember
King. I, in doing the research, I, it was, it was very difficult to find specific
documentation as to the impacts on, on health and, and finding organizations that
actually focused on, on the actual effects of polystyrene on the body. In fact, a report
that was given to us by, by the EPA identifies that, that the EPA does not have a
carcinogen classification for styrene. The chemical currently is undergoing an EPA
Integrated Risk Information System review to establish such a classification. So at
this point, the EPA hasn’t classified it as such but they are doing a lot of, it sounds
like their doing the research on it.
It’s also in this same document it says several, several studies suggest that there
may be association between styrene exposure and increased risk of leukemia and
lymphoma.
However, the evidence is inconclusive due to multiple chemical
exposures and inadequate information on the level and duration of the exposure. So
it, there’s the speculation out there, but in terms of, in terms of pinning it down they
haven’t gotten there yet.
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COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay, well I, I just thought that was a pretty strong statement
that, or they, you know they’re saying that, that these materials can have serious
impacts and the one we heard from other folks that there’s nobody saying that they
have impacts or that they’re toxic so that just kind of leaves a lot of inconclusiveness
to that statement.
LEGISLATIVE ANALYST SALDANA: Yes, there are, they, they seem to allude that there’s
potential and, and they always conclude that more study is needed.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Any other questions for Gary, at this time?
Ms. Sugimura, followed by Mr. Guzman.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Thank you, Chair. So, Mr. Saldana, thank you for all the
research that you did and for the last three months, good job and
of everything
else, in midst of everything else.
.

.

.

I’m just curious, I know that Dr. Cruzan who just spoke earlier, I was kind of
interested in his analogy and we seem to be using styrene and polystyrene, you
know, interchanging it. But he said the styrene, I think was a more harmful one
rather polystyrene, and I think he was saying like polystyrene are, is, we get it in, you
know, like our daily dosage of different things that we may do including breathing.
But it could be, and the thing, the thought that just struck me is a, a millionth of a
teaspoon, is, you know, what we may be exposed to during the day. And from what
you read, styrene versus polystyrene foam, foam seems to be the important word
that we don’t have necessarily in, in ours. Whereas in San Francisco or some of the
others, their definition, they did. What is, what is your analysis after, you know that
research as to what are the things that we may need to include in our, in our
proposed bill.
LEGISLATIVE ANALYST SALDANA: I was afraid you’d ask me that question. The, the, it’s
evident that, that in the, in the, in the definition there is, there is reference to extruded
and expanded foam. So, to that extent, it, the foam is included in our, in our bill.
And, where we take it beyond is, is where we’re including the, the hard, or the plastic
polymer that’s used in, in styrene containers that are the firm, clear in colored
containers. So, it, our ordinance seems to be wanting to take it a little bit, step further
beyond. So we do include the foam, it’s just that we’re also focusing in on trying to
include the, the harder plastic.
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And in, in the studies, in one of the studies in the White Paper that I, I, I referenced
in, in, in the memo, it, it does a series of studies on, on ingestion by, by various
wildlife and marine life. And, and it’s, in it, and they focus on plastic. So, to a certain
extent, they are finding not only the little beads, and they may not find the beads
because they’re so small, but they’re also finding plastic ingested as well. So, in that
respect if you consider you, really wanting to focus in on preserving the health and
safety of marine life, avian life, that the plastics, the harder plastics should be
included as well.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. Sugimura.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: So I wonder if what you just said, I wonder if I could ask
him to show us with your display. Thank you for doing that display because it surely
shows the differences.
CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, we can do that as soon as we get through any other questions.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Okay. I would like to see the differences.
CHAIR WHITE: Any other questions, Members, on the presentation.
Okay, oh, I’m sorry, Mr. Guzman.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I’m sorry. Mr. Saldana, when you were doing, oh yeah
thank you for doing the research, I think the last meeting that we had on this I
requested various jurisdictions, the analysis on it. But when we’re talking about the
non-foam, styrene polymers, versus the foam styrene in the different legislations that
you encountered, was there any type of legislative intent behind it wherein there was
a difference between the biodegradability of either one. Which one could be
biodegraded sooner or faster, and what was the difference when they were trying to
look at banning the, the non-foam in San Francisco.
LEGISLATIVE ANALYST SALDANA: I think the main thing that drove their decision in
terms of not including the harder plastic polymer type was that they, many of the
mainland jurisdictions have the ability to recycle.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Right, and, and you pointed that out.
LEGISLATIVE ANALYST SALDANA: And, and that’s, that seems to be, that seem to have
been the driving force because they, they, because they could they have the
equipment to burn and recycle the, the plastic polystyrene. They could, they could
make it into park benches and things of that nature and do other things with it. And
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the focus of the, the foam in itself is the fact that they, they could not recycle that and
they, and the way it broke down into, into the smaller pieces. So I think that’s kind of
the drive, a lot of them, a lot of them focused on, on, it was partially waste
management, but it was focused on, on preserving and protecting the safety and the
environment.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay, it’s interesting point that they created an industry
from the recycling of the non-foam.
LEGISLATIVE ANALYST SALDANA: Yeah, they have the ability to do that, which is a great
thing.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. King.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Thank you, Chair. That kind of leads me to the question of, I
think at one time we had the ability to recycle plastics here and we stopped doing it.
I’m not sure why, but I know Aloha Recycling was making those two by fours out of
recycled plastic that they don’t do any more.
But I wonder if the reason why San Francisco focused on foam was also the fact that
their, their restrictions were much, were wider, they were restricting other things that
we seem to be excluding in our bill, meat, fish trays and egg cartons, packaging
materials and the coolers. So, right now we have, we’re including more materials,
but we’ve got, we’ve got less restrictions within those materials.
(Vice-Chair Carroll was excused from the meeting at 10:44 a.m.)
LEGISLATIVE ANALYST SALDANA: Right, right.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: So we’re, we’re allowing for a lot of exceptions within that.
LEGISLATIVE ANALYST SALDANA: Yeah, yeah, there’s definitely those exceptions in
terms of the, in terms of the ice chests that, that, as the Chair say may come flying
out of somebody’s back of their pickup truck that, that are excluded. But as you
stated the meat trays, and those are typically made of polystyrene foam and San
Francisco felt it was time to include those because they weren’t able to, to recycle
those and, and they found that they were attempting to try to get the businesses to
move on their own and, and on that particular subject, and they didn’t, so they
legislated it.
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COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay, and then so since, since 2007 when they passed this
ban, have there been, have those, have there been these types of packaging
materials
components in San Francisco, have you, have you, do you, did you do
any research on what is replacing the foam components.
.

.

.

LEGISLATIVE ANALYST SALDANA: Yeah, they, they, actually both, both San Francisco
and San Jose have quite extensive lists of, of what they can, what can replace them.
And, some of them are on display here. You’ll notice there are a lot of different
alternatives.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay, I do see a tray there that’s made out of compostableLEGISLATIVE ANALYST SALDANA: There’s, there’s fiber, there’s, there’s bagasse, or
bagasse, I don’t know if I’m pronouncing that right. But there’s, there’s the, polylactic
acid which is a clearer and there’s the fiber that is, that is molded. So there’s
different types of, different types of options that they are going to. San Jose, this is
their list of alternatives, there’s 400 alternatives in this list. And, it includes bowls, it
includes clamshell containers, it includes cups, things of that nature. So, all total
there’s about 360 alternatives that they have to, alternative that is either recyclable or
compostable.
COUNCILMEMBER KING:
because its banned.

Okay, and I’m assuming those are what they’re using now

LEGISLATIVE ANALYST SALDANA: Right, right.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, that list just to be clear, that list does include some, a selection of
hard polystyrene. It just excludes the foam.
Any further questions before we move to. Okay, why don’t you.
LEGISLATIVE ANALYST SALDANA: Mr. Chair.
Councilmember Sugimura wanted clarification on, was it the definition, is that correct.
Okay, so as you can see, let me get up there. So as you can see, where, where we,
where we talk about the foam in our, in our definition is identifying it as a, as a
monomer that is actually blown into a foamlike material. It also refers to expandable
beads and extruded foam beads. So, those expanded and extruded are the way you
make the polystyrene foam. And so that actually includes the foam as part of our
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ordinance in addition to the, the harder plastic which is, which is referenced by
including all polystyrene and I’m just assuming that by
including that, they were
attempting to include a wider variety of, of polystyrene in their restriction as well.
.

.

.

Does that answer?
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, Members. Mr. Hokama.
Your, your microphone.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So why is that vinyl component in our proposal?
LEGISLATIVE ANALYST SALDANA: That’s one of the things that I was, I was noting in my,
in my statement that it’s, it’s not totally clear to me. It’s a issue I raised with, with
Corporation Counsel as well to try to clarify and we, we’ve tried to identify whether or
not that’s appropriate because it refers to, it refers to PVC piping. So, it’s like, what is
that, my question is why is it in there as well. So that’s something that may need to
be clarified in terms of our, our definition.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So who put it in our proposal?
LEGISLATIVE ANALYST SALDANA: I would imagine it, it happened through, it happened
through the Committee study, or Committee recommendations, or through, since
they, since they gathered a variety of different jurisdiction’s definitions.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I don’t care about the other jurisdictions, yeah.
LEGISLATIVE ANALYST SALDANA: Yeah, but, but.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: All I care about is this County.
LEGISLATIVE ANALYST SALDANA: Yeah, but, yeah, I agree, but, but I think that’s where,
you’re asking where it came from and that’s all I can say is that itCOUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --explain how it got there.
LEGISLATIVE ANALYST SALDANA: --yeah. So it’s not clear at this point, Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay, soCHAIR WHITE: So, Ms. Cochran, maybe you can shed some light on this.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I have another-CHAIR WHITE: Oh, I’m sorry. Go ahead, Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I, I, you know, my point is made on that one.
So, I’m trying to figure out yeah, what is, we’re trying to address, we’re trying to
address polystyrene as it impacts litter or we’re trying to, are we addressing litter as
it’s been impacted by polystyrene. What is this bill trying to address? Because I’m
kind, little confused what is the issue. Is it the litter component and how this
particular component impacts us, or is it the other way around.
Because what I’ve picked up from yesterday, this is a multi-component issue. We got
to take care of the landfill. We got to do one recycling program, cause nobody came
up and mentioned how we going deal with the excess methane so far that I’ve been
reading about. So, for me this is not the silver bullet. This is one of multiple steps to
deal with this environmental concern.
So, is this just step one as you see it, Mr. Saldana, until we get that recycling
component, cause we’ve been supporting a MRF for decades. Council has
appropriated big money for MRF. Where are we with that? Okay, we still dealing
with expanding landfills. We need to acquire more land.
LEGISLATIVE ANALYST SALDANA: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So, let’s be clear on how this fits and somebody better tell
us what it’s going to potentially cost this County to make it happen.
LEGISLATIVE ANALYST SALDANA: Well, in terms of the intent of the bill, I, I perceive it as
two-fold, is that you are trying the enhance the environment, you’re trying to protect,
you’re trying to protect the health and safety of human life and marine life and avian
life. And not only that, you, it was like the plastic bag ban, we were finding plastic
bags on the beach, on the trees, everywhere, on, on fences. And, and as has been
stated in, in these meetings is that people are finding polystyrene everywhere,
plastics everywhere. So, it relates to the health of the environment as well. So I
think it’s two-fold.
(Vice-Chair Carroll returned to the meeting at 10:53 a.m.)
LEGISLATIVE ANALYST SALDANA: And, I do agree with you that, that as part of this
component, we, we need a more effective recycling and compostable program to, to
make the reduction and the dependency on land, on our landfills, a situation where
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we’re, we’re not, we’re not just adding on to something that’s, that’s currently the
same, It’s like for example if you, if you, if you ban these polystyrene products, you
going to have these other products that are going to replace it. And if you don’t have
a recycling program then they’re going to go into the landfill as well. So you, it’s
almost that you, you absolutely still need that component to it.
So, I, I do agree with you there in terms of the costs that’s another, another
Committee and I think that’s something that you guys might have to address at some
point. But, it, it’s, if we don’t deal with some kind of recycling or compostable program
on these, it’s not going to do any good in the landfill, you’re going to replace liken,
you’re going to replace one thing with another thing.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, Members. Our next presenters are here, so the Chair would like to
take a five-minute recess and bring on our next presenters which are Hillary Young
and Doug McCauley and, and Gary can pick up on his presentation after that.
So, we’re in recess for five minutes.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 11:01 A.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 11:06 A.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT.)
CHAIR WHITE: This meeting shall please come back to order.
Members, we are going to proceed with the presentation first from Doug McCauley
and second from Hillary Young. So, please proceed.
PROFESSOR DOUGLAS MCCAULEY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SANTA BARBARA:
Thank you, Council Chair. Thank you, Councilmembers. I’m grateful, very grateful
for the opportunity to address you today and to entertain any of the questions you
may have about this issue. Very grateful through your leadership on what is a
hopeful development. important issue for ocean health.
.

.

I’m a professor of, again, my name is Doug McCauley, I’m a professor of Marine
Biology at the University of California Santa Barbara. I’ve had the privilege of
spending a lot of time out here, nearby doing research and also working
professionally so I was the Acting Deputy Refuge Manager for Papahanaumokuakea
Marine National Monument and I worked prior to arriving UC Santa Barbara as a
fisheries observer with National Marine Fisheries Service, NOAA out of Honolulu,
fishing boats here around Hawaiian Islands.
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So, I know that our charge here with this specialist panel is to explore specifically
whether there is a strong case, whether there’s research backing as to whether the
bill that you’re entertaining or discussing has in terms of the protections that it
provides for both public health and for environmental health. Of course as a marine
scientist, as a Professor of Ocean Sciences, I’m going to stay very close to a
conversation about environmental health. There-CHAIR WHITE: If you could move the microphone just a little further away.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: You bet, okay.
CHAIR WHITE: That’s good.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: The, it’s a, a very important time as an environmental scientist
to have conversation about issues like this, about ocean health and ways that we can
make positive advancements for ocean health, as I think we’re all aware on the
leadership side at the national level we’ve lost a little bit of our traction there with
having conversations about important moves that we can make to look after
ecosystems that matter to our economies, that matter to our own nutrition, that matter
to wellbeing, such as the ocean. So we are really looking to local governments, and
local leaders like you to carry forward these important conversations at the, at the
local level here, at the island level here, at the County level.
I’m going to talk a little bit about marine, material science, I’m going to transition there
to marine science. First on the material science front, the estimates that I’ve
reviewed about the production for EPS here across the State are quite staggering.
So it’s 65,000 pounds of EPS that’s produced across the State of Hawaii every day.
When you consider material as light as EPS, 65,000 pounds is, is truly impressive.
I, I understand there’s been some conversation, I’ve been following from the sidelines
about the relative value of education. Around this is a materials problem versus
replacement or a change out of materials. On the education side, of course, I’m an
educator, I value education, but as a, a ocean scientist that sees this material, EPS in
the ecosystems that I work with, the ecosystems I study, the wildlife that I work on,
I’ve also seen education fall a little bit short on this front.
Since 2008, for example, in May when Maui, or excuse me, when Oahu passed their
first education bill as a potential solution for curtailing the amount of EPS that ends
up in our oceans, we cranked the numbers and estimate that since that, the passage
of the education bill, there has been enough EPS that’s produced here across the
State to reach from Maui to the moon 8.7 times. So, that clearly is, has been
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ineffective at least in terms of slowing the leakage of this insidious material into
ocean systems.
There are some serious issues about the persistence of EPS as a material. It is a
particularly persistent material, there are a lot of different estimates in circulation in
the scientific community about how long EPS lasts. Some scientist go as far as
saying that EPS actually doesn’t break down whatsoever. So it becomes a
permanent product of our waste streams, a permanent presence in our oceans.
Some scientist have seen, have generated minimum estimates that suggest that EPS
will break down in 500 years. Now, that’s a minimum estimate, 500 years. I think it’s
important to sort of put that into context. You know, I’m a, a plate lunch guy, first
thing I do when I get back out here is I’m actually a chicken katsu guy. I don’t know if
anyone else out there is plate lunch, but, when I get off the airplane here in, in
Hawaii, first thing I do is go get plate lunch.
And it really is striking to me that this food that I love that is sitting in a container that I
don’t appreciate as an ocean scientist, this container, EPS that my food is served on
is in my life for five minutes, the time it takes me to finish my lunch, but again when
looking to as material science estimates as here in Maui, here in Hawaii, for 500
years, a minimum estimate.
That means, it becomes a gift that we are passing down to many different
generations of younger people in Maui. Again, just to get this right, 500 years is the
minimum estimate, means that this gift we’re passing on to our oceans, the gift we’re
passing on to future generations will be there not only for our kids, but our grandkids,
and our great great great great great grandkids, will all be experiencing the gift of this
EPS that was in my life for five minutes of my chicken katsu lunch.
So an important point of reflection, I think again, on the material side as we think
about what kind of archaeology we’re leaving for future generations here on Maui.
What kind of gifts you’re leaving in the environment for these future generations.
I’d like to move onward here to my home base of authority, which is marine biology
and marine science. We know through a review of the literature and some science
that I’ve been involved in that EPS specifically interacts negatively with lots of
ecologically important charismatic marine megafauna here around Maui, that
includes things like humpback whales, manta rays, sea turtles, and seabirds. Hillary
is seabird specialist and will dive deeper there on the impacts specifically between
seabirds and EPS. These four species are just some of the 600 plus species that
United Nations Environmental Programme is documented, have interacted with EPS
and other plastics globally.
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In terms of value, of course there’s a diverse set of value as a marine biologist I think
first about the value of something like a sea turtle, or the value of something like a
manta ray in terms of its ecological role in a coral reef or in a pelagic system in and
around Maui. There are also a diverse set of other values I’m sort of preaching to the
choir here in Maui about the value of these species. Again if I was having this
conversation in D.C., which by the way does have an EPS ban, if I was having this
conversation in D.C. today, they, the conversation perhaps would be a little bit longer
on the front of making a case that these are not disposable species. Out here, for
thousands of years, at least 2,000 years, there has been a strong awareness that
there is value in these species in, in the value and safeguarding the future of these
species around Maui. Right, they’re a part of our cultural identities, your cultural
identities here in Maui, they’re an important part of the ecosystems in Maui.
Another important value beyond their cultural value, beyond their ecological value
relates to the other species you’ll see in each of these pictures with the whale, with
the manta ray, with the sea turtle, with the seabirds, and that is us, that is humans,
right. Important outcome that comes from people in Maui being such amazing
stewards for ocean ecosystems, for ocean wildlife for so long is that it’s an incredibly
important attractor for people from all over the world to come and see and share, and
spend time with these amazing wildlife, right. And that is the outcome of very
important leadership that people here on Maui have input and looking after the
sustained future of these species.
There’s a value there. There’s a dollar value there, I don’t need to tell many of you
this, you know this and across the State of course, it’s $15 billion of value that comes
in through tourist revenue every year. So, whether you identify these as important
parts of Maui’s cultural heritage, whether you identify these as important interactors
in a diverse
ecosystem, there are values. If you don’t recognize or identify those
values, they connect an important way to monetary values through people that come
to see these special species.
.

.

.

These species, all of those here that we’re looking at on this screen interact with EPS
and interact negatively with EPS. There are a variety of different pathways by which
they can take up EPS. Here’s a manta ray foraging as they do as filter feeders
through a flotsam array, through debris fields on the surface. And they are
indiscriminate feeders, they just simply have their mouths open, they use their gill
rakers as filter feeding devices and they sieve out all kinds of good food from the
oceans and unfortunately bad foods.
You’re actually seeing them here going through this plume, the same kind of debris
field you might see as it aggregates quite often on the inside of Molokini and lots of
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other places that.
fishermen, current breaks out in and around Maui, collect good
food, but also collect EPS. So something like a manta ray that feeds indiscriminately,
takes up the good, and unfortunately takes up the bad too.
.

.

Sea turtles, seabirds, other marine species will also consume EPS directly, and it’s
not that they’re unintelligent animals, it’s simply that these species have no ecological
history with the material like EPS. Remember, you know, these are species that are
thousands, hundreds of thousands of years old and we’re talking about a material
that’s just entered our oceans, perhaps 50 years ago, right. So they’re not being
dumb, they’re just, it’s a case of mistaken identity when they see a chunk of EPS
floating in the oceans and they mistake if for a, a jellyfish or a clump of, of fish eggs,
which would be an important food source.
You can see here specific to sea turtles that in terms of the amount of debris and the
kinds of debris that sea turtles as a species, or as a collection of species that are, are
taking up, that EPS, Styrofoam ranks quite high, it’s one of the top five forms of
marine debris found inside the bodies of sea turtles. This is a report that
amalgamated, put together and collects results from over 30 different studies, looking
at interactions between marine debris and sea turtles. Depending on which species,
depending on which region, you see quite high levels of interaction with EPS.
Loggerhead Sea Turtles for example 35 percent of any random sea turtle, in the
species you take out of the oceans would, have been found present, found marine
debris present in that sea turtle. Of those 15 percent were found to have eaten EPS.
There’s a variety of ways by which, whatever mechanism, whichever pathway you
take in EPS, there’s a variety of ways which that’s deleterious or harmful to the health
of these marine species. The first is a mechanical impacts, you can imagine if you
sort of took one of these clamshells, EPS clamshells over there, balled it up and fed it
to your kids, there is a mechanical impact, right, your, you would, it causes a
blockage in you Gl tract.
There is also another potentially even more harmful root, I think, Hillary will speak
about that comes from secondary chemical poisoning. These Styrofoam in particular,
this EPS material in particular acts as a kind of chemical sponge picking up
hydrophobic chemicals, things like PCB’s and, and mercury from the environment,
concentrating them, so you get this dose of both this blockage and then the leaching
of these poisons that are already adhered to this EPS surface.
We have EPS, as I said entering into the bodies of these charismatic marine animals
in Maui. But that is not something that’s isolated from us. Unfortunately, we interact
or fortunately we interact with the same marine system in important ways as
predators, as consumers. So there’s the sort of Disney like concept that there is this
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circle of life, right. My business as an ecologist really sort of in some ways reinforces
that indeed ocean ecosystems, all ecosystems do have this interconnected nature,
we are part of that circle, we interact and feed in these ecosystems on these species.
And unfortunately, EPS also finds its way into some of these species which are
important and, commercially important, culturally important parts of our seafood
portfolio here in Hawaii, here in Maui, right.
Surveys of fish in the fish markets across Hawaii have documented alarming rates of
plastic ingested by some of these commercially important marine species including
EPS and that includes, you know, not peripheral species but truly important species
in terms of food systems like mahi that have these plastics like EPS in their bodies.
The other important entry point and harmful entry point for some of these plastics like
EPS is not at the top, but at the bottom of these food webs. We understand that
there’s a high fragmentary potential that these, that a material like EPS fragments
into microparticles very easily. Can you imagine if you took a EPS cup and you were
to smash it? You get all of these little tiny pieces. Those pieces go into the ocean
ecosystem, and they are eaten by things at the very, very base of these food chains.
We’re looking here at a group of euphausiids, they are taken up by copepods, these
are the tiny microscopic plankton that you see on our oceans. Now it’s easy to write
off, okay, who cares if EPS is being taken up by tiny microscopic animals. Well it’s
really important as an ocean ecosystem or as stewards of ocean ecosystem health to
know that what begins at the bottom transits very rapidly to the top of these ocean
food chains.
And in this case these tiny diminutive species like copepods, like euphausilds, like
krill, are actually future whale chow. And estimates of the density of microplastic,
including EPS particles in things in, in the zooplankton, these tiny particles in our
oceans, actually add up to some pretty alarming numbers when you look at, at
consumptive potential for something like a great whale.
So you can take for example, the humpback whale which of course is the whale that
we all appreciate here around the waters of Maui. Scientist estimate, based on field
surveys for how much of the microplastic is found at the bottom of these food chains,
estimate that humpback whales ingest over 300,000 microplastic particles per day.
That’s 300,000 microplastic particles that a humpback whale would be taking up per
day.
So the decision you’re making today certainly impacts things like turtles, but it also
bounces from the bottom to the top of these food chains to impact our largest marine
animals around Maui like humpback whales.
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You are certainly doing something very important here. You’re in good company with
this conversation and I’m grateful that you’re having it. You’re in good company in
that the State that I now call home, California has over 60 and rapidly growing more
cities have already passed EPS bans that are very, very similar in construction to
what you’re debating and considering.
Across the U.S. many other cities and many other States have passed similar kinds
of replacement measures, this includes places like I mentioned D.C., cities in Texas,
cities like New Jersey. Now I think of environmental leadership and I think about
progressive stewards, progressive leaders for ocean ecosystems, I don’t think about
New Jersey, I don’t think Texas, I think about Maui first. And so in some ways its
quite surprising to me that we have cities in Texas, in New Jersey, across California
that have taken a leadership stance in this issue and we’re playing a little bit of
catchup here. But there’s a really important opportunity I think across Hawaii to take
a stance, to do something very positive for the oceans with the conversation you’re
having today.
To just sum up my section, and I would say that my charge was to present
information from the marine science community. The bill that you’re discussing has a
very, it will have very important positive impacts for ocean health. I think there is
unambiguous support from the marine research literature that that is there, that you
can, that what you’ll be doing, what this bill proposes to do would be a very positive
step forward for reducing a harmful plastic EPS that’s getting in front of, and getting
into these food chains and getting in front of these commercially and culturally
important marine species around Maui.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Dr. McCauley.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Dr. Young.
PROFESSOR HILLARY YOUNG, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SANTA BARBARA:
Thank you. My name is Hillary Young, I am also a professor at UC Santa Barbara.
I’ve been working out on seabirds in the Central Pacific since 2006 when I did my
dissertation at Stanford out there. I am really a community ecologist but I focus
particularly on seabird community conservation issues. And so today I wanted to talk
to you about what the likely impacts of an EPS ban would be on seabird
communities.
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So the reason I have been studying seabirds out here in the Central Pacific for so
many years is because this is a global seabird hotspot. So you may not be, may or
may not be aware, but you have about fourteen million seabirds that use the waters
of Hawaii. About 22 species. To put that in context, there’s only about 100 million
seabirds globally. So you have a really large portion of the world’s seabirds using
Hawaii’s waters.
And globally seabirds are in trouble. So we have experienced more than a
70 percent declines of all seabirds, or all individual animals of seabirds across the
world since 1950. So here you can see that data going from about 330 million
estimated individual animals in 1950, to less that about 100 million estimated today.
So they’re really experiencing dramatic declines and many species are in trouble.
Some of the species that are most at risk and most in trouble, include long ranging
species like the Hawaiian Albatross, the Laysan Albatross that you can see in waters
over Hawaii. These species are experiencing particular threats.
Another group of species in general that are experiencing threats in, in the global
context are tropical seabirds. And that’s because tropical seabirds face particular
foraging challenges. So the waters in the Tropics are warm and they’re low
productivity and it’s hard to find resources for seabirds. The food doesn’t aggregate
in high intensity patches that the seabirds can just return to. So they have to forage
really long distances, this is the track of an individual seabird going from Hawaii back
to Alaska. Many times they have to find this food and then return to the nest to feed
their chick. They’ll be gone for days, even weeks to make the journey back to bring
enough food home to their chicks to feed them.
They can only forage in the very top part of the water, so because the waters are.
productivity all tropical seabirds forage exclusively in the top two meters of the water
column. So there’s sifting materials, there’s various foraging strategies to get the
very top parts of the resources in the environment. And so that’s a particular problem
for EPS, for expanded polystyrene because expanded polystyrene floats. So here,
Doug did mention but we put some polystyrene plate, from, you get in a plate lunch
and we put an alternative plate and about four days ago, five days agoPROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Seven days ago.
PROFESSOR YOUNG: Seven days ago, into the water and you can see what happens is
that the polystyrene hasn’t changed, it’s sitting there and it’s floating on the surface of
the water. Whereas the plate, you know the natural, the substitution product has
sunk to the bottom. It’s not only biodegraded but it sunk to the bottom.
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So for animals that forage on the top of the ocean, this is a real problem to have EPS
or expanded polystyrene because it floats. And it looks, when it breaks down from
these into these tiny little pieces that you see up here in the upper right, it looks a lot
like their natural food sources which might include small fragments of things like fish
eggs, also squid, copepods, small food sources that float near the surface and is their
primary food source.
Here you can see at the top, plastic, and EPS heavy refuse drift, and here you see
their, them engaging in their natural surface foraging behavior. They have to make
these foraging decisions very quickly, split seconds in order to catch their natural
food sources and they can’t discriminate between their natural food that looks quite
like EPS and EPS products.
We’ve actually observed many seabirds foraging specifically on EPS, you can see
there on the right, and many other plastic products. Indeed, because polystyrene is
so resistant to biodegradation this, these polystyrene fragments are going to persist
in the environment essentially forever. So compared to these alternatives which
might take a week or might take months, or potentially, you know, even decades, but
nothing like the kind of polystyrene that’s going to last forever because of this
difference in degradation. We expect that seabirds are going to have enormous
rates of exposure to plastics and particularly polystyrene in the next 50 years.
So by 2015, 2050, we predict that 99 percent of all seabirds in the world will have
been exposed to plastics in their diet including a large proportion of polystyrene. So
you can see here this is data showing the percent of plastic ingestion in seabirds by
decades, over time, kind of climaxing at around 99 percent by 2050, kind of full
exposure of all seabird communities.
As I and Dr. McCauley have already mentioned, these polystyrenes quickly breaks
down into small pieces. Here you can see these little tiny fragments in the soils and
the sands. And that can aggregate into the seabirds in many ways, including as
Doug mentioned through the bottom of the chain.
So these little green dots here, and Doug showed you a video of earlier, are
fluorescently labeled polystyrene microbeads. So you can see that we’ve, you know,
intentionally labelled them so you can see them, that they get into the copepods. So
even when the seabirds do eat the right prey, they’re getting these polystyrene
fragments. And these little tiny fragments are very deleterious to the birds because
they contain so many toxins, so many, very negative toxins such as mercury and
PCB’S bioaccumulate on these polystyrene fragments.
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So what you can see here is some data on mercury in particular. And the level of
accumulation, that “Mean” value here of poly, mercury in the polystyrene. So when it
comes out it’s clean polystyrene has only about .23 nanograms per gram dry weight
of polystyrene. But by the time you get it to debris, floating in the ocean, you have a
twentyfold increase in mercury levels on these polystyrene, vastly exceeding what is
naturally present in their ecosystem and that accumulates into the, up through the
system, so it bioaccumulates.
So every kind of eating, foraging, exchange, every time something is eaten this,
these levels of mercury aggregate and get higher and higher concentrations. And so
the little bit of mercury that was present in the polystyrene can then aggregate and
cause a kind of toxicity levels in the seabirds themselves. So because I showed you
data on mercury, I just highlighted here the levels of mercury in feathers that have
been found in, this is Shearwater fledglings, so baby Shearwaters. And you can see
that’s at 2.4 levels, much, much exceeding the natural levels in the environment. And
we think a lot of that aggregation is coming through the ingestion of these
microplastics and EPS particles through their prey.
These, the cause of secondary poisoning, that level of mercury or PCB ingestion
some of the negative side effects of this secondary poisoning include obviously
mortality, you can actually die of mercury poisoning, but also morbidity, including
reduced body size, infertility, disruptive neurological function, altered sex ratios, all of
which are probably contributing to some of the large rates of seabird declines that I
mentioned globally are occurring.
In addition to these kind of toxic accumulations of mercury and PCB’s up the food
chain, polystyrene as Dr. McCauley mentioned can also cause mechanical problems
in seabirds. So the polystyrene, the larger chunks, can cause gastrointestinal
problems, blockages, they also can cause interrupted breathing, so problems getting
enough air and they cause false feelings of fullness. And this we think is a major
problem for young seabirds because the parents feed them these Styrofoam pieces
and they think it’s food that they’re feeding their young.
So this is a broken down here on right, a picture of the broken down diet contents of
an albatross. That black stuff on the right is the real food that the seabird is trying to
feed its chick. Everything else is plastic. And that huge chunk in the middle is EPS,
it’s Styrofoam. And this is a fairly typical albatross bolus that you could find in an
young albatross’ belly. Indeed 98 percent of dead albatross’ now are found to have
plastic in their stomachs. And plastic is considered to be one of the leading causes
of death of young albatross chicks and many other seabird species.
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So, to summarize this, polystyrene and, and plastics in general, but particularly
polystyrene because of this unpleasant characteristic by which it floats at the surface
and looks like the food that Tropical seabirds in particular are targeting, can cause
many, cause declines in seabirds via multiple pathways, both via these chemical
effects, secondary poisoning and via these physical effects, the false fullness, the
gastrointestinal blockages. These lead to mortality, morbidity, disrupted physiology.
All of this is probably a major contributor to the decreases in abundance of seabirds
we are experiencing globally and I would argue as a particular reason for the people
of Maui and of Hawaii to be concerned because this is
Tropical seabirds
differentially because of the way Tropical seabirds forage, which is really different
than the foraging behavior of seabirds in other parts of the world.
.

.

.

So really, particularly likely to have high exposure and is why we’re seeing such high
rates of plastics in the stomachs of many of the seabird species here.
Of course as Dr. McCauley already mentioned, seabirds are only one group of
wildlife that are exposed. The roots that I have talked about is chemical and physical
disruptions will apply to many of the other species, sea turtles, manta rays, are both,
and whales and many other
are all going to be vulnerable to these multi
mechanisms of exposure to EPS in particular.
.

.

.

There has been hundreds, you can count it in different ways, but certainly we know of
hundreds of species that are now exposed to plastics and EPS in particular. As
we’ve already discussed this is not only a conservation concern, I, I care about these
species in particular because I think about their conservation, their intrinsic value, I
would like to see them persist and survive.
But these species have economic value, and they also have cultural significance.
Seabirds have very important roles in Hawaiian culture including their traditional
wayfinding roles for voyagers. And it would be a true loss to lose these charismatic
and really iconic species of Hawaii.
And so I’ll just conclude to say that, you know, I think that this ban is well supported
not only by conservation people that focus on these issues like myself, but also a
broader segment of Hawaiian society. So there was a study out of University of
Hawaii a few years ago in 2011 that surveyed a bunch of Hawaiian residents and
found that the vast majority, 81 percent of Hawaiian surveyed supported an EPS ban
on food products in particular.
So with that I’ll just thank the Council for your support and really hope and advocate
for this issue for the conservation of marine species and seabirds in particular. Be
happy to take any questions.
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CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much.
I’ve got a question for you.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Council Chair, if I may, I wanted to-CHAIR WHITE: Sure.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: If we have a few minutes remaining to, a quick slide that
interprets some science that was shared for young scientist here in Hawaii, in Maui.
CHAIR WHITE: Sure, do you have-PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: If we have a few minutes left. Let me-PROFESSOR YOUNG: Do you want me to address the question while we’re waiting for
this to load.
CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, the, you mention that a variety of toxins aggregate on EPS. To what
degree do those same toxins aggregate on other plastics?
PROFESSOR YOUNG: So, EPS, you can answer too, Doug, but EPS is particularly
receptive to these toxins and so we get higher rates and accumulation on EPS than
many other forms of plastics. I don’t know the exact rates, maybe you can-CHAIR WHITE: That’s what, that’s what I had heard but I just wanted to clarify that.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: I don’t think I have much to add except that yeah, its particular
to the, you know, these hydrophobic, these, sort of water aiding compounds like
mercury and PCB’s find a very strong attractive force to EPS in particular. They, you
do find them on other plastics but my understanding is that it’s a very good settlement
substrain for thosePROFESSOR YOUNG: I think part of the reason is that EPS breaks down so well into
these microparticles with high surface area to volume ratio so really high areas for
these chemicals to attract to.
CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, you need to speak into the microphone.
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PROFESSOR YOUNG: Oh, sorry, yes, because of the structure of EPS and how it breaks
down into these small particles with these high surface area to volume ratios that the
chemicals can adhere to it particularly well.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, thank you. Please go ahead.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
What I want to do,. I think, I’m very grateful for the opportunity for a group of
professors to present a view of the impacts of EPS on ocean ecosystems and, and
the survey of the science of these impacts. I wanted to just in a couple minutes,
share, a similar summary that was produced by young scientists, the next generation
of scientists, and the reason for this is simply the conversation that we had that really
the decision that you’ll be making today will be influencing ocean health for our kids
and our grandkids, and of course way, way down the line.
What we did to try to get them involved in understanding more about the importance
of this conversations you’re hosting, more about these impacts is we took kids from
across Hawaii, we took several kids here from Maui, in fact some students
cinematographers from Maui to go and meet with some of Hawaii’s best scientists
and researchers. A researcher from NOAA that shared impacts and science about
interactions between sea turtles and EPS and plastics. They dissected fish at NOAA
headquarters in Honolulu and found plastic in, in, an array of plastics they found in
these fish they dissected.
They went over to UH and they worked with a set of seabird biologists to actually look
at these boluses, boluses are actually puke from, from seabirds, from albatross. You
can imagine some students were delighted by this exercise, some less so, and,
looked at the contents of EPS and plastics in this. And I think as I say, there is
something important in hearing their summary in addition to a set of professors’
summary, their summary of the state of the impact and the state of the science of
interactions with EPS and oceans.
(Played a video presentation.)
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Mahalo.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. Members, questions.
Mr. Hokama.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, thank you. So, just couple of questions for you.
I suppose, prolonged exposure to sunlight, you know, of this EPS floating in the
ocean, does it change the chemical structure of the material when it’s exposed to
direct sunlight for a period of time. Does it get worse, does it get, does it make any
difference?
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: The major issue with itCOUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I just say that because if you leave a plastic bottle of water
in the sun for a long time-PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --when you open it up, it will taste different from the time
you first purchased it.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Yeah, that’s right.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: It’s a good point. So UV degradation and the UV impacts
amongst other sorts of weathering impacts will definitely change materials including
EPS in different ways. The one major impact, I, is going to think as a marine biologist
think, mostly what’s the fate of a clamshell, an EPS clamshell that’s rolling around in
the surf, out in the reef and then beyond is, is simply fragmentation, is that the
mechanical influence of being pushed and pulled around along with this UV influence
causes it to slowing break down into smaller and smaller fragments. As I mentioned,
unfortunately it doesn’t break down into eventually nothing and biodegrade. I mean,
again, you know, you end up with a fiber container doing that, but this very jar, I could
give to you, and you could, as I say, pass on to your great grandkids, etc.COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Right, right.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: --etc. and it would look just like that. So unfortunately, you
know, it doesn’t, it doesn’t break down in the way that other materials would but, that
is a very good question because certainly a lot of materials are UV sensitive in that
way.
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PROFESSOR YOUNG: As far as I understand it’s, it’s mainly the physical degradation that
will happen with UV radiation, it will enhance and further that physical radiation,
physical break down to smaller microplastic pieces, or micro-EPS pieces and not
change it from its form.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And then, so, you know, let’s say on the fiber areas. Is that
what we going look forward to, more cloudy turbidity in our water since that’s what it’s
going to look like? I, I would, so are we dealing with now another issue in the water.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Yeah, so that’s a good, that’s a good question here, so is this
our future right. Well you have to understand this is a liter of seawater so the minute
that this hits the water, if I was to take this and pour this out in the beach out here, it
would completely dissipate. And I, as a marine scientist, as a parent, as a aficionado
and someone who appreciates sea turtles, I would very gladly take a drink of this, but
I would not serve up any part of that, the material, the top of that into any of these
marine food chains in, well, I certainly wouldn’t feed that to my children
wouldn’t
be delighted with feeding that, as we are to sea turtles.
.

.

.

This is basically like a piece of paper that has degraded into
so you end up, the
same kind of thing if you have coconut husk washing out to the oceans, or any of the
stuff from, you know, any of the beaches on Hana side or, Hana side or whatever, all
that material from land that goes in the ocean. An important and natural part of
material sourcing, natural fibers, sourcing from land to the ocean. This is a bit more
in that genre of, of transfer, this is something quite different.
.

.

.

PROFESSOR YOUNG: Yeah, I mean I think anytime you put trash into our ocean it’s not
going to have a positive impact. But we just shook this up five minutes ago. This
would rapidly settle out in a, in a real system and you would get this settling to deep
sea, so I don’t think you’re going to experience a negligible decrease in water clarity
or water quality due to organic inputs and certainly no more than you would from
putting coconut husks or any other organic material you could think of into the water.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: No I just wantPROFESSOR YOUNG: To be honest, we like to keepCOUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: to be awarePROFESSOR YOUNG: Yeah.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: You know, taking one option over another and there’s still
consequences.
PROFESSOR YOUNG: Yeah, I mean, I don’t think you would experience, if, serious effects
in water clarity or quality.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Right.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: I feel confident to say you would experience none, just given
the volume of currents leaving offshore and the amount of water that we’re talking.
classic is the solution to pollution is dilution, right, that doesn’t really work, please
don’t take that to heart, but when it comes to a natural fiber, this immediately
becomes dissipated and becomes.
I think this is an important point, you’re having some important conversation about
what do we do with some of these materials here on the right when they’re on land
and I think you have some important conversation to have about that. But we raise
this to say look, as ocean scientist, as a reef scientist, this is what you want to see
hitting your reefs because this is innocuous, this is very much what has been hitting
your reefs the last several thousand years here on Maui.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And lastly, the current technology of longline fishing, what is
that material considered? Is it a plastic, polymer plastic, is it, what is now the new,
because that to me is one of the bigger environmental marine issues is-PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --the lines.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Yeah, unfortunately, you have a handful of marine issues to
have conversation about around Hawaii, around Maui. So, it’s a monofilament, but
the base polymer, I’m actually not sure what, I spend a lot of time around long-liners
and, different types of fishing line, but I’m not actually sure what the plastic
compound is inCOUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Would that be under that vinyl something polymer.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: I’m afraid I can’t say, Councilmember. I, I don’t know what the
actual compound is that makes up these mainlines or even the, the offset meter lines
from a longline, so I’m glad to look it up and to return with that. It’s obviously not
EPS, but which plastic compound it is I’m not certain.
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PROFESSOR YOUNG: And I would certainly echo your concerns about that from a marine
wildlife, as another issue, it’s not the EPS issue, but it certainly is a wildlife health
issue is longlines.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Well for me, you know, if we looking at litter as the issue
and this is one of the components that we got to deal with litter, then I think we in the
right area.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Because it’s sad, all of these things that you talking about
that’s in the ocean is basically because a human person decided to let it go.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Yeah, I know I think that’s a good point. I mean, I think, we
highlighted EPS and where it stands in terms of its impact on marine wildlife health.
But there are other plastics in circulation including fishing line, you saw the student
scientists talking about fishing line they encountered next to EPS.
The question just becomes, what is politically tenable and what can you actually
make some action on, you know. Because there is this right side of the table where
there’s a substitute product that to me suggests that there is an opportunity for
tenable action. And, and a substitute product that costs, in most cases only cents
more, that’s a different conversation for other experts.
But, you know, you’re not going to be fixing all problems, just of course to be clear,
you’re not fixing all problems that are facing sea turtles, that are facing whales, that
are facing overfishing or seabird health with this bill.
But what you are doing is you’re fixing an important problem that is solvable, that
there is a solution for. They’re not solutions for all parts of fish and health and, so
we’re talking about climate change, right, my gosh, how do you make a, a
this is
something that you can pass today that would fix one part of the problem.
.

.

.

I think of it as like this way, that you have a patient, think of a sea turtle or a seabird
as a patient that has a broken leg and a sprained ankle and a cold right. Can’t fix the
cold, but you can maybe fix the broken leg, and maybe you can fix the sprained
ankle. You’re fixing one part of a composite of illnesses that are affecting the, the
health of many of these species and that will matter.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I just replaced that one piece of trash with another.
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CHAIR WHITE: Ms. King.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Thank you. Thank you, both for being here. I don’t, I don’t
know, it’s frightening but like you said there is something we can do about it today. I
had, I had a lot of questions here, but the, one of the things that struck me because I
have a friend who got mercury poisoning from eating fish here and you know like me
she’s Japanese American and she ate a lot of sashimi. She was not diagnosed for a
couple of years and she had this horrible illness until someone finally tested her
mercury. So what I’m wondering, when you start talking about the mercury that is
absorbed by the, is that, is that like one of the main causes of that kind of mercury
poisoning in the ocean.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: So, mercury will naturally, bioaccumulate. Mercury does so
the, so you have the fragments of EPS that are floating out there right and they are
basically, they have their own set of chemistry, but they then become as I was
describing these sponges for mercury pollutants. Mercury is mostly, enters our
environment, enters our oceans through other industrial pathways like certain kinds
of coal, for example will get mercury into the environment. It rains down in the
oceans and stays in the oceans.
So when that mercury that’s in the oceans, you know, floating in these relatively
defused form, latches on in a concentrated way onto this sponge, then the turtle eats
it, or the mahi eats it, or the ahi eats it, or whatever, and that ends up with a sponge
that’s now leaching, this higher concentration as Hillary has showed, higher
concentration you add the sea water much higher concentration, much, much higher
concentration than found on, on virgin EPS. That then is the sponge that’s leaching
mercury out, contributing to these problems of biomagnification of mercury in species
like ahi or, in Maui here in Hawaii. So, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay, because my understanding is it doesn’t dissipate, it
accumulates and it actually compounds and so it’s a really intense therapy as a
human being to try to get that out of your system.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: That’s right. And it’s for myself, I think one of the most special
things about being in Hawaii, being an ocean person is the privilege of eating from
healthy ocean ecosystems. It’s a concern when we’re actually making that a risk
factor, it’s a, it is, the pathology again, I think more about sea turtles than I think
about human health, so it’s better to stay with my expertise, but my understanding is
that the pathology and the treatment for some of these mercury seafood based
mercury illnesses are, are quite unpleasant.
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COUNCILMEMBER KING: Right, yeah, I think it took as long to get out of it as she did to
get, she had that illness.
But the other thing I wanted to ask you about was the, I mean there’s no, there isn’t
any manufacturing of polystyrene in the islands, is that correct. So when you talk
about like the 65,000 pounds per day, that’s what we’re throwing away from the
islands, that’s what people in Hawaii are putting into the, the waste stream.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Yeah, unless I’m mistaken, I think in Oahu, you do have a
production facility for EPS.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: AndCOUNCILMEMBER KING: One, one, I think one-PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: --but, but the vast majority of what EPS that hits Maui is
imported, a fair amount from Michigan, thank you Michigan. And a fair amount from
China and from abroad. But I don’t know if that addresses your question.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Yeah, yeah, no, you just reminded, yeah, I forgot, I mean I knew
that that there was one, one-PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Yeah, that’s actually, the 65,000 pounds a day is how much is
consumed, in circulation by consumers.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: So, acrossCOUNCILMEMBER KING: So that’s what I was trying to get is that what we’re actually
making in Hawaii or is that what we’rePROFESSOR MCCAULEY: --consumingCOUNCILMEMBER KING: --we’re consumingPROFESSOR MCCAULEY: --what you’re bringing in andCOUNCILMEMBER KING: --and throwing away. Okay.
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PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: That’s right.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Thank you.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you.
Ms. Crivello.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you. Thank you, for your presentation and for
being here. So, you said the 65,000 pounds of Styrofoam that you collected, the
ocean.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: No, I’m sorry, I should be more clear on that. That 65,000
pounds of Styrofoam that are used by consumers across the State every day. So
that’s how much essential Styrofoam is used in all retail restaurants and in all the
forms that you’re talking about, how much EPS is used per day.
PROFESSOR YOUNG: I don’t think we, I don’t know what proportion of that leaks into the
ocean butCOUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I guess that was my next question because you show a
photo of all the debris floating when you have that statement up there-PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: And I often, you know, I, I, I support the intent and, but my
question to you as a marine scientist is that do you find that these debris come off
from shore, you know, a majority, or does it come from deep waters like cruise ships,
you know, fishing fleets, that sort. Because I think a more scary stuffs are just solid
Styrofoam that I see the seabird munching on, if you want to put it that way. But
we’re exempting, this, this bill exempts the, those Styrofoam and then we have
different types that’s available, I guess to replace.
So, that, that being said, do you find that it’s basically food containers that are your
biggest mess of debris or is it more like the Styrofoam, the other kind of fishing linesPROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Yeah.
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COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: --or you know what they use for their floaters or what have
you.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Yeah, that’s a great question. So, there’s unfortunately a fair
amount of uncertainty around some of the numbers so what is easy to calculate is
that number 65,000 pounds of Styrofoam that are produced. Some of that goes into
landfills, of course that’s still better, there’s no difference, that’s there for the next 500
years for all of the generations to have present on the, on the land. Some, some
fraction of that leaks out of waste streams and, and then ends up in the oceans, and
that’s what I think some of the scientists that were speaking yesterday were giving
you some estimates of how much container material, how much EPS you actually
find here on the beaches of Maui, right.
There is a diverse array of plastics that end up on our beaches, a diverse array of
plastics that end up in front of these marine animals. And my sense here and of
course this is more a matter for Council discussion, but which of this portfolio of
problems can you actually make an inroad on. We can layout the dots for you that
there’s a lot of EPS, more EPS produced per capita in Hawaii than any other State.
There’s a lot of EPS containers, specific container material that end up in the ocean
and on the beaches and we find EPS container material in these marine species that
we’re talking about, in sea turtles, and, and some of the seabirds. So, we can
connect a line between all those dots and know that the decision that you make, and
a decision that you would make on EPS will influence the future of ocean health. But
we can’t put a number on it. I can’t tell you exactly how many sea turtles we save.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you. I’m just trying to make some sort of
understanding to determine when we say polystyrene food containers, we’re not
identifying the other mess that floats out there that-PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Sure.
PROFESSOR YOUNG: I agree, you’re just going to be hitting, you know, one part of the
problem, but I think you’re hitting a substantial chunk of the problem, at least from the
seabird perspective. We can’t tell you when we look inside the seabird definitively,
especially with those microplastics, what their source was. But we know that a major
use of EPS is in food containers. So if we get rid of one major source of EPS, we
can assume that we will dramatically cause a reduction. Absolutely there’s going to
be other sources of EPS, including sources that aren’t from MauiCOUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Right.
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PROFESSOR YOUNG: --much less Hawaii, but I think that this is an important step and
you, you really don’t have much leverage to kind of negotiate those other, with those
other parties until you’ve kind of done your part in banning EPS here.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: I would, I would emphasize that last point is that, you know,
right now, if Hawaii, if the State, if Maui doesn’t have a stance for leadership on EPS
and you’re, maybe, I wouldn’t say, you’re floating in a glass boat, living in a glass, you
can’t, there’s not a lot of foundation to, to have conversation with other industries with
some of these offshore polluters, with other neighbors in the Pacific about some of
their plastic use unless there’s some leadership here in Maui, here in Hawaii on a, on
a plastic that could easily be substituted.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: We, we also note that, can you also say that many of the
debris floats from afar as to how our current brings everything in.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: That’s an excellent point and I think as one of the student
scientists pointed out, Hawaii, Maui in particular is an aggregate, unfortunately we’re
using the Pacific, and I don’t mean just the waters around Maui, we’re using the
Pacific Ocean as a rubbish bin right now. That some EPS that’s coming from states
in, cities in California that haven’t banned EPS containers, some of that’s coming
from Japan, some of that’s coming from China. I guess the point I was trying to make
was if you’re really trying to begin bit by bit to solve this problem, you can’t have very
meaningful conversations with your neighbors in California, Japan or China unless
Hawaii itself, unless Maui itself decides I want to actually take a step forward
because this is ocean health problem.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: So, Chair, if I can ask one more question because he, you
mention the bill. Have you, have you noted the 20.26.050 all of the exemptions.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Yeah, I, I have seen those, and I mean I guess what I would
say is simply the more bold action you can take to curtail the amount of plastic that
ends up in the oceans, the more positive that will be as an outcome for the
ecosystems and species we’re talking about. The less ambitious, the least ambitious
forms that, of just what you have on paper right now will still make a tangible and
important difference to ocean health. If no action is taken, we’ll still be looking at the
same problems in the same animals for decades. But I think, thank you for raising
that point, I don’t know if you have anything to add to that.
PROFESSOR YOUNG: I think certainly the more of these plastics and the less exemptions
we can have and the more plastics and the polystyrene products we can get out of
the oceans the better. I mean these are not isolated around food products, but this is
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an important first step, or an important step, you guys have already taken important
first steps with banning plastic bags and other things here on Maui.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Further questions?
Ms. Sugimura.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Thank you, Chair. Thank you, for being here. I, my
question is EPS. So what is EPS, you’re using it interchangeable, is it polystyrene?
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: No, when I mention EPS, I’m specifically talking about
expanded polystyrene and so I think when I arrived there was materials definition
before expanded polystyrene where you’re actually air blowing, you’re blowing air into
creating a foam out of polystyrene. I know that there have been various, we, we try
to, if you will cast a bit of a wide net in the way that we present it and summarize
some of those research because there’s been some conversation about exactly
which material you’re going to be deciding upon so we wanted to have a broad view
of the science in front of you to help you make a decision.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Okay, thank you. So you’re talking about more foam, is
that right.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Yeah, so for example, when I showed you the results for sea
turtle ingestion, the, what is mislabeled is Styrofoam by the researchers that
produced that study is expanded polystyrene is EPS. So it depends exactly which
part of the conversation, or which of these graphs you’re referring to. We included
both polystyrene and expanded polystyrene to give you all that information to have it
available to you.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Thank you.
PROFESSOR YOUNG: It also varies a little bit, some of the studies that we cite include all
polystyrene products and some of them include only expanded polystyrene. So,
we’ve moved a little bit between both of those in, in the data we’ve provided.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: If I could Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Sure.
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COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: So the photos that you had Dr. McCauley in, in your
opening presentation and then what Dr. Young had, I think when you’re talking about
the, one of your photos you have all this, all this foam in the ocean. Is that in Hawaii?
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: So there’s some pictures are for example, the image of the
manta ray feeding underneath that debris field, that’s not a Hawaiian image, but I was
just in Molokini this weekend and the same thing occurs out there just a little harder
to film. And so, the research that we’re reporting comes directly in almost all these
cases from Hawaiian studies, from Hawaiian species, from Hawaiian coastal waters
and, and so, you can draw directly inference from the results we’re seeing,
interactions from EPS and these wildlife. This is the conversation you’re having, this
is the debate you’re having, this is germane to a marine biological discussion for, for
Maui.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: So that, that opening photo of yours is not a Hawaiian
photo of all this Styrofoam in, in some bay, is what it looked like, it’s not Hawaii, or is
it Hawaii.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Well, that’s not Hawaii, but I’ll have to say some of the capture
booms that you see, now unfortunately you guys aren’t Oahu, but Ala Wai Canal and
there are days when some of those capture booms look, and unfortunately quite
similar to that. And the challenge is seeing that, which is why we draw on some of
these visuals, when we have this number like 65,000 pounds produced every day.
How do you actually get that into your head. And there’s leakage that comes out of
that stream.
Now of course I’m not saying 65,000 pounds every, every plate lunch that, every EPS
plate lunch does not end up on the ocean. But, it’s the hidden nature of this that
makes it so challenging. It’s the hidden nature because it gets directly out onto the
reef and then beyond into the world of these marine species. So, an image like that I
think helps us gets our head around to what does it look like to see that amount of
material and it. you cherish the oceans.
.

.

PROFESSOR YOUNG: And from my photos I can say that the images mostly came from
the published papers, and I actually don’t know the sources that they took their
images from. Much of their data comes from the Pacific region, but I don’t know
where they got their images from.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Images for the albatross are from Hawaii, with the EPS, the
images and the video for the students that dissecting and removing Styrofoam from
the bodies of fish and from albatross that’s from Hawaii.
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COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: If I could Chair.
So, I was wondering with your, both of your studies because you’re talking about, you
know, fish and marine and turtles and whales, and all the, you know, what Federal
agencies are you working with to get to better control of, of our marine life and, you
know, safety of, of them, birds and whales, and manta ray and turtles, I think is your
study.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Sure, so NOAA is one of the principle, the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration is one of the principle organizations at the Federal
level that looks after the wellbeing of animals like sea turtles and whales. They also
have a marine debris program, basically like a trash removal program, they go out,
for example they do some trash removal, marine debris removal in the main
Hawaiian Islands, but a lot up in Papahanaumokuakea. They are essentially trash
collectors, right, they are cleaning up the trash, all this, all this EPS and other plastic
that leak out of these food systems.
So, a decision that you’re making, makes their life easier. They are there to, to try to
deal with what happens at the County, at the local level when we have this EPS that
leaks off an island like Maui into the system, how do they then capture it, can they
actually capture it and get some fraction of it back onto land. And then, they’re in
charge of, of, you know, doing the very costly work of, of animal wildlife rehabilitation.
There’s also quite a lot of local level work, of course Maui Ocean Center, right, they
do a lot of work with sea turtles and so there is, there is both work done at the local
and Federal level, the principle agent at the Federal level is NOAA.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: And you’re working with them?
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: We do, I like literally worked for them previously. Now what I
do is I, my current position is professor, so most of what I do is on the research
sector. There are researchers in the NOAA arm as well so we pool results, some of
the results I even talked about today are drawn in aggregate from some of the
science they produce. I think I see our role really in collaboration is getting science
like this in front of you to help you to make decisions about ocean health.
PROFESSOR YOUNG: Yeah, I would just add, you know, for clarity that neither myself nor
Dr. McCauley are, work for a regulatory agency of any kind. So my work is research
and I work independently, it is regulated by U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and I
provide all of my data and results to Fish and Wildlife Service. But I don’t actually
work for any agency and neither do you--
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PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Sure.
PROFESSOR YOUNG: --at this point.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: So to make that clear, yeah, our only affiliations are simply as,
as professors at UC Santa Barbara.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you, Chair. And thank you very much for bringing
not only just the scientific background and first hand actual, you know, knowledge
and experience with this and the environment, but you know, bringing us back to
where we are, who we are, what we’re doing to our culture, what we’re doing to our
oceans, to our environment as a whole and to be part of the change we want to see.
And so, just, you know, reconfirm for me that those two bottles and the left and right,
you know, piles of stuff over there. One definitely is something that is never ever,
ever going tç go away. The other has clearly shown only within seven days in a
bottle of water, has started to break down and go back to nature so to speak. Is that,
I mean, really, I’m just trying to bring it back home to some everyday language and
thank you for bringing keiki into the picture because they get it. So, if you can just
elaborate. Thank you.
PROFESSOR YOUNG: I think this was so compelling, you know, we put this in an, and just
amazed to see it and how clear about a fact that this is just a bottle of seawater.
And, seven days, this is okay, this is okay to put in your oceans and, and this is not,
and it’s not going to change. So I honestly think that if you think about this from a
marine biologist perspective, what is leaking into the marine ocean, you don’t need to
go too much farther, you know, we can tell you why this is bad. But it’s pretty
apparent that this is a problem for your oceans.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: I think you summarize it very well, Councilmember. I mean the
only thing that I would have to add is that it’s very clear on the research side,
unambiguous in the marine research side that this bottle, this future is not positive for
ocean health, not positive for not just biodiversity but for income, you know. However
you want view a species like a sea turtle whether it’s you know, aumakua or whether
it’s, you know part of the billion dollar trade for tourism, it’s not good for that future of
the ocean health.
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And one thing that I think has been brought up in the conversation is that it’s clear
that there are a lot of agents and this is a large problem. But unfortunately, there’s, in
this part of Pacific there’s been a lot of passing the buck. Like it’s NOAA’s
responsibility, it’s California’s responsibility, it’s Japan’s responsibility.
Unless
somebody steps forward, in California, as I say, we’re stepping forward, you know,
we have over 60 cities that have banned that future, we now have a State level bill
that is, looks very similar in composition to the bill that you’ve put forward.
And, and, as I say, I think of Maui as a place where, we’re thinking about keiki, we’re
thinking about the future, we’re thinking about oceans, we get that. You guys got that
memo 2000 years ago that ocean health and human health, and ocean futures were
interconnected. I just hope for leadership here on this issue as well.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you. And Chair, lastly, I know we’re kind of cutting
into our lunch hour. Thank you for bringing up economics of this. So not, yes, in
relation to our culture and why people come to visit and our marine life and what
have you. But also, as I am reading it, the industry has profits. I mean that’s why
they’re here is to sell us a product to get profits.
So this, the biodegradable, compostable is also a product that’s created, sold on the
market, utilized by people but in the end result does break down and go away versus
the other type of product does not. So, I think there’s room for everyone and can be
a win/win all the way around whether you are in business solely as a, you know, a
manufacturer, a producer of sorts or not and that’s kind of, so thank you for, you
know, enlightening me on that aspect too.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: I think that’s an important point. I think it’s important you all
represent constituencies for which cost is important. Of course, it’s expensive here
on Maui. But I would just urge you to think about cost all the way from start to finish.
It’s several cents for whatever it is you’re debating, then that would cause you to go
from the, this side of the table to an alternative on this side of the table.
But perhaps what you’re not seeing is the rather immense cost that it costs us to try
to rehabilitate a sea turtle that has ingested EPS. A rather immense cost that’s lost
as an opportunity cost when you have less sea turtles around Maui and it becomes,
you know, less of a known destination for people to come interact with ocean wildlife.
And this is, you know, your economic future as much as it is your cultural future, and I
think you couldn’t have said it better. Thank you.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And Chair, in reference to that I handed out, everyone
should have on their desk, the latest price list as of today from VI, is it, I’m not sure, I
think it’s VIP. Yeah, and everything is, cost less. The alternative product actually as
of today as we sit here costs less. So, closing, thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Ms. Cochran.
Question for you. In, in your reaction to somebody’s question about the exemptions.
Which of the exemptions, I have a problem with the Styrofoam cooler going out of
backs of cars. I have a problems with seeing peanuts flying out of the backs of
people’s cars as well. Your focus is significantly on the expanded polystyrene, the
polystyrene foam because it’s more of an, if I’m understanding you correctly it’s more
of an aggregator than the other polystyrenes and it also is more likely to breakup
relatively easily. If we were to focus on eliminating some of these exemptions, which
ones would you first focus on.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: I, I should probably have a more careful look at the exemption
list before, but I-CHAIR WHITE: Well I’ll, I’ll just lead off with, well basically, if I’m not mistaken, the, the, the
San Francisco ordinance doesn’t allow buoys, coolers, etc., unless the polystyrene or
Styrofoam, whichever it is, is encapsulated for lack of a better word.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Right.
CHAIR WHITE: So it’s protected from being distributed or disbursed. Is that something that
you feel would be an important step in addition to what we are already dealing with.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Right. So, on the, again, when we move from marine science
to material science, I just want to be clear that there’s a little bit of less expertise here
so I want to be clear what I do know well and don’t know well. We, when we end up
seeing expanded polystyrene, EPS in, in, as Hillary mentioned in marine animals it’s
very difficult to, to determine an origin.
I think the, the way that I would lay out the logic is best pathways forward is that a
core conversation about EPS is going to solve a large part of this problem. EPS in
food systems that there’s clearly a lot of this EPS in food systems that are ending up
on the beaches and then we see out at ocean, we see in these fish and animals. So
a home base from there is clearly going to make a difference.
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Anything you can do that is politically.
economically feasible in your own context
here on Maui to then reduce inflows of EPS through, you know, thinking about what it
means for
on coolers, thinking about what it means for you know, material that
could be for meat packing, thinking about what it could be for, for Styrofoam floats.
Any reduction you make, it’s incremental that goes out from there will make a
difference. You know, I guess, to just re-summarize.
.

.

.

.

.

A, for me a bullseye target and a major source of progress would be doing something
in a way that no other county, no other island has yet been able to do and yet
states across the U.S. have been able to do for expanded polystyrene. How exactly
you expand from there, the, the more rings, the more buffers you’re able to add that
are politically tenable, the better that will be for ocean health. And quite where you
draw that line, I would defer to people that know more about Maui industry and more
about Maui economics. I don’t know if you have more to add.
PROFESSOR YOUNG: I would only say that those encapsulated polystyrenes that you talk
about is a very powerful tool by which to contain some of those break down and so
would be a great set of exemptions to add, in particular those, that is a powerful tool
to contain it.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY:
Sure, yeah, specifically we end up for example, at
Papahanaumokuakea, you see a lot of fishing floats, that’s, that is more innocuous if
it’s an encapsulated fishing float than say a, some floats are not encapsulated, they
fragment and that’s the source of a lot of the ingestion, a lot of the chemical
compositions, chemical concentration and the ingestion. So a hard, a buoy that is
encapsulated that would use for, you know, for. fishing or you would use for some
of the longline boats, they don’t, most of the longline fishing boats don’t even use
Styrofoam, it’s air encapsulation amongst a hard-plastic exterior. But, no one is
swallowing a buoying that is encapsulated that size, I guess is what you said better
than I did.
.

.

CHAIR WHITE: Okay, any further questions.
Mr. Guzman, do you have one.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yeah, I was wondering on, when I’m looking at the table on
the alternative products, and this harder shell here that almost is similar to the hard
plastic, it’s not the foam type which I completely understand in the consumption of
that via the marine life. But the hard plastic one, the hard type of foam, how does
that degrade in comparison to. I, I just don’t want to replace one piece of trash with
another piece of trash. So, can you explain, is that even viable to even go with that
route, you know for the marine life.
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PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Yeah, from an ocean science perspective, what you really
want is materials that head in this direction and that’s the fiber, fiber alternative, right.
So that harder plastics are designed, you know, there’s an array of different plastics
and again, it would be better to have somebody who could speak to their degradation
capabilities and different kinds of context as you know, some of these are designed
to be able to break down quite well in compostable facilities; however, you know is
that environment here in Maui. The very best alternative is something that is more
fiber based, more paper based and that is what this sample is.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Right, right, cause when you’re pointing to that sample, I’m
sure that’s not comparable to the hard-PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: That’s right.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: --the hard foam right there, that’s, as an alternative.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: So you can’t break that down in seven days, right.
PROFESSOR YOUNG: Fiber based.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: One of the, the, the challenge with EPS as we talked about are
that it fragments very easily and it’s not recyclable. It’s not economically feasible to
recycle that. I mean that’s, any conversation you hear to the, to the contrary is at
least in my experience trying, hoping for a recyclable solution is simply an alternative
fact. But, the, what you, you don’t want to be replacing one problem with another. If
you get to some of these other types of plastic, some of them are recyclable and
some of them are recyclable Maui and some aren’t. And I think you’d want to look
hard at which of these are actually, which can be recycled locally.
Like for example in California, replacement can be made from EPS that is nonrecyclable to a plastic that is recyclable and that ends up being reused multiple times
and, not ends up in landfills and not, ends up much less in the oceans. If you were
looking at a future where you have capabilities, as I hope you’re thinking about, about
increasing bandwidth for recycling capabilities here on Maui, and composting
facilities on Maui, that’ll help you engage more of these products into an end point
that looks like this. May not be five days, but it may be 180 days, or 365 days in the
right conditions, so, because you have such a diverse array of different materials, the
answer is a little bit, idiosyncratic to each of those different types of containers. But
each of those has a more positive future than EPS.
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I would say, you know, if the sky was the limit in terms of economic and political
opportunity, engage in compostables, engage in biodegradable alternatives, engage
in these sort of fiber products, you know, again seven days and you end up with
future like that.
PROFESSOR YOUNG: I would also say that the EPS is maybe the worst of many of these,
so you, because in particular of this floating capacity which makes it highly vulnerable
to a lot of marine wildlife and the high rates of break down. So, you know, in
discussing the polystyrene, you know, my understanding, and again I’m also not a
material scientist, but comparing the, the polystyrene, EPS is, you know, even some
polystyrene, you know, a non, EPS is kind of the worst because it breaks down so
quickly and because it’s buoyant and it breaks down these microplastics.
So even though some of these other plastics, these other alternatives are not as
good as the fiber, we’d like to see everything go to fiber based alternatives. They’re
still probably better than EPS plastic. So, you know, there’s the perfect solution and
then there’s kind of levels of bad, and they should be moving away from the worst.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. Members, thank you very much. And thank you both for being
here, and really appreciate your contributions.
We will be in recess until 1:30.
PROFESSOR MCCAULEY: Thank you for a wonderful set of thoughtful questions.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 12:15 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 1:39 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT, EXCEPT FOR
COUNCILMEMBERS CRIVELLO, GUZMAN, HOKAMA, AND KING, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR WHITE: This meeting shall please come back to order.
And Members, before I invite Dr. Lunn to begin her presentation, I just wanted to
point out that one of the, you know, one of the issues that we wanted to discuss was,
you know, whether there were concerns, constitutional concerns with banning
polystyrene products from being shipped in.
But the other concern that I had, which we haven’t really mentioned was the continual
reference that, that styrene is a really difficult and likely carcinogen. And, so I wanted
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to know because I think the public should know and needs to know whether styrene
or polystyrene is a challenge for them to use in a food product.
And I think Mr. Cruzan this morning shed a significant amount of light on that. At the
same time Mr. Cruzan is focused on studies that have been paid for by the styrene
industry. The importance for me of, of Dr. Lunn’s presentation is that she is the
Director of the Office of the Report on Carcinogens, so it’s her organization that is
responsible for identifying through various studies what is and what is not a
carcinogen. I’m not, and I’m not going to try to explain her job, I’ll let her do that. And
with that, Dr. Lunn we’ll be happy to welcome you to start your presentation.
DR. RUTH M. LUNN, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF THE REPORT ON CARCINOGENS,
DIVISION OF THE NATIONAL TOXICOLOGY PROGRAM, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCES:
Okay, so I want to thank the Council for giving me this opportunity to provide and
share some information about styrene’s listing in the Report on Carcinogens as
reasonably anticipated to be a carcinogen. And so what I want to talk about in this
presentation is just to tell you want NTP is, what the RST is. What does reasonably
anticipated to be a human carcinogen mean? Go over just briefly the process that
we use for the 12th Report on Carcinogen and the scientific evidence supporting the
listing and then just briefly talk about how people are exposed to styrene and
potential exposure to styrene from polystyrene containers.
I’m going to really focus on styrene, I do not know a lot about polystyrene and I want
to point out that the NTP’s review was on styrene. So the National Toxicology
Program is an interagency program and we do testing and research, and we also
carry out analysis activities to determine both cancer and noncancer effects. And so
the analysis activities aren’t studies per se, but it’s literature based research where
we go out and look, gather out all the studies that have been published and assess
their quality and interpret them and, and make conclusions about whether they pose
a hazard. And so, my office is part of this analysis activity.
And so just to give you some background information on the Report on Carcinogen,
this report is congressional mandated. And the mandate was under the Public Health
Service Act. And this Act directs the Secretary of the Department of Health and
Human Services to publish a list of carcinogens in which the significant number of
people residing in the United States are exposed. So what I want to point out is that
the language of the legislation defines both the listing categories and the language of
the two categories. So, the language define “known” and “reasonably anticipated
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human carcinogens”. And we often get this, why reasonably and why just two
categories. But that came from the legislation.
(Councilmember Crivello returned to the meeting at 1:43 p.m.)
DR. LUNN: But the legislation didn’t define the criteria by which we assess whether
something fits into these categories or the process for how we do that and NTP has
developed a formal process and established listing criteria. And I’m going to show
you that in a little bit.
And the other thing I would like to point about this report it’s what we call hazard
identification. And so we’re identifying something that poses a hazard. We do not
make any determination of the risk for, in people’s daily lives and so there’s many
things that might determine whether somebody gets cancer when they’re exposed to
something and that might be the potency, the level, the duration, and susceptibility.
And then lastly, the l4t~~ Report on Carcinogens was released in November of 2016.
It’s a cumulative report and it contains all the listings of the previous edition including
styrene as well as newly reviewed listings.
So what does reasonably anticipated to be a carcinogen? Well, we have known, and
that’s when you have causality. Recently, we see the association but a causal
relationship in humans has not been clearly established, meaning there is some
uncertainty. And so, we’ve developed this criteria for how we evaluate whether
things should “known” or “reasonably anticipated to be a human carcinogen”. And I
will go into that in a little more detail in the next slide.
But first I wanted to just give you an example of there’s 186 substances that are listed
in the report as “reasonably anticipated to a human carcinogen”. Some of them
including Acrylamide, a Phthalate that’s used in plastics, lead and lead compounds,
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons that are environmental pollutants, and there’s
more. So, I invite you to go to our website and google it and you can see all the stuff,
the substances.
(Councilmember Guzman returned to the meeting at 1:45 p.m.)
DR. LUNN: So now I want to talk a little bit more about our criteria and so for known to be a
human carcinogen, we need sufficient evidence from studies in humans. And these
are usually human epidemiological studies. And, we’re concerned about humans.
I, to be reasonably anticipated to be a human carcinogen, well there’s three different
ways by which something can be listed as reasonably anticipated. We can have
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epidemiological studies, but in this case, the evidence isn’t sufficient, there is, it
shows an association, but we can’t rule out chance by
finding. Or, we can have
sufficient evidence in animals, so we’re very clear that it causes cancer in animals,
but because animals is not humans, there’s some uncertainty, and that’s why it’s
reasonably anticipated. And then the third reason why, the way that something can
be listed in the RoC is via some mechanistic or structure related, it belongs to classes
that are listed in there.
.

.

.

And finally, the criteria allows us to use our scientific judgement using all relevant
information. So this is just a short-condensed version of the criteria and again if
you’re interested the criteria is available on our website.
So we looked at styrene, we used that criteria, and we also followed a formal
process. And our process has undergone some revisions and this is not the process
that we use now, but it, there are some very similar elements to this process. So the
process had scientific input, we had experts who helped us evaluate this. We had
peer view of this by experts of our scientific information supporting our conclusions.
And there was plenty of opportunity for public comments.
So, in, basically there are four parts of the process, one is just really where we’re
identifying what we’re going to review. The second is where we prepare these
documents, scientific documents where we review all the relevant literature and
interpret it and apply the criteria and make a decision. In this case the expert panel
in the l2t~~ R0C is the one who peer reviewed that document and made a
recommendation.
And then, we for the 12th R0C we also had, we had something called a substance
profile, which is written for each of the different substances and that’s what goes in
the report. And so that substance profile was peer reviewed by another board of
experts.
And then the last process is where we submit the substance profiles and the
recommended listings to the Secretary for review and approval, and as I mentioned
before this is, we prepare the document for the Secretary.
Okay, so with the evidence for the evaluation of styrene. So I just want to point out
that this is mainly based on the literature published in 2009, the report was released
in 2011, but the, the meetings, those expert panel meetings were around 2009. And
so for styrene, we concluded from the Epi studies, which are the studies of styrene
exposed workers, that they showed an association between exposure to styrene and
an increased risk of lymphohematopoietic cancers, which are lymphomas and
leukemia. But we did not feel like we could rule out chance.
so we said that this
.

.
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evidence was limited. And then in addition to that, we had, there were some studies
that didn’t look at cancer, but they looked at blood cells from these exposed workers
and saw that they were genetic damage, chromosome aberrations, DNA damage.
And, and that, we thought also supported this limited evidence.
Then we looked at the animal studies and we thought this met our criteria for
sufficient evidence, both oral exposure and inhalation exposure caused these lung
tumors. And then finally there was some mechanistic data where styrene is
metabolized to styrene-7, 8-oxide, that metabolized
toxic and listed in the Report
on Carcinogens.
.

.

.

So subsequent to our review, Congress requested that the Department of, the
Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services commission a National
Academy of Science panel to review our listing of styrene in the 12th Report of
Carcinogens. So in addition to peer reviewing our documents, they also carried out
their own independent assessment. And they looked at the literature up to
November 2013 and they agreed with our assessment. So, they endorsed our listing
in the 12th RoC, and not only did they agree that it should be reasonably anticipated
to be a human carcinogen, but they agreed with our conclusions from human studies,
from studies in experimental animals and the mechanistic studies.
So now I just want to switch gears and now talk a little about exposure to styrene.
So, I think I mentioned at the beginning that one of the reasons, one of the legislation
also need to be a significant number of people exposed to styrene. So that’s why we
look at exposure information. And I want to point out that in the workplace, people
are exposed to very high levels of, of styrene and it in what we call the parts per
million range. And the workers come from three main industry; the reinforced
plastics, which are laminators that make the boats; the styrene-butadiene which
makes the tires; and the styrene, and people who are producing styrene that are
polystyrene. And so these are in the parts per million, they range, this is just meant
to be representative and these are just different levels that have been reported in
different studies.
The general public is also exposed to styrene, but at orders of magnitude lower than
what’s in the workplace. They are in parts per billion. So you know, one here is
equal to a thousand in this scale of parts per billion. And how, and we do have blood
levels on, that show people have styrene in their blood, but it’s really just the top five
percent of people who you can really detect those levels. And so the sources to the
general public are coming from tobacco smoke; from food, there’s a wide range;
indoor air, there’s higher levels as you would expect near an industry that’s emitting
styrene; and then outdoor air.
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So then lastly I just want to talk a little bit, this is not really my area of expertise but,
about exposure to styrene from polystyrene containers. It’s my understanding that
the USDA has regulations for polystyrene, about how much styrene can be in there
and there’s levels that are reported here. There was a study, this study was
published after the styrene was listed in the 12th R0C where they measured styrene
in different types of polystyrene containers and reported these level that seems to be
higher in coffee lids and these levels are under the regulated levels.
So it seems that polystyrene which is a solid, you can get very low migration of
styrene from polystyrene. My understanding is, is that it’s very low and it depends on
the duration, contact, the fat content and some other things. So, in some of the
information we had in our document, butter seemed to have the higher levels, but
again, this is parts per billion, so it’s low levels and it depended on how it was stored.
If it was in the refrigerator for a long time, there were higher levels. And this has
higher fat and then these are just some values of what has been reported either by
our document or this newer study of levels in food.
So then I just want to conclude and summarize styrene is listed and it’s reasonably
anticipated to be a human carcinogen. This is mainly based on cancer studies of
workers who are exposed to very high levels of styrene. It is also based on studies in
mice that were exposed in somewhat of the range of the levels that we see in the
workers.
I want to remind you that NTP’s evaluation is a cancer hazard evaluation and did not
make a risk assessment to determine the level that is safe. That is left up to the
regulatory agencies. But I also want to point out that at least with the exposure
information we know, that the general public is exposed to really orders of magnitude
lower levels than what is seen in the workers. And that the levels of, in addition to
styrene being found in food with contact with polystyrene packaging, it, it can be
found in food maybe from the environment, from natural sources, and there’s been
some reports of very high levels of styrene found in some cinnamon samples, but not
in others. And from what my understanding is that might be from a mold that’s
growing on, in the cinnamon, and that’s contaminating it.
And that’s, that’s, I’d be happy to take any questions.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you very much, Dr.
I’ve got a question. We have heard about levels of concentration in the studies that,
the mice were exposed to and you note that they are exposed to 20 to 160 ppm. I’m
just wondering, you know, when we hear from various agencies or various people,
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they, I believe the EPA says the, the acceptable level for them is 20,000 micrograms
and I’m just wondering who makes the call on acceptable levels of exposure.
DR. LUNN: The regulatory agencies do what’s called a risk assessment and
of
expertise but what they would do is they would take an animal study or a human
study in which they have so-called dose response data, meaning that they had
animals exposed to different levels, or humans exposed to different levels, and then
they can do some regression and statistics to try and figure out what level they think,
because they have the incidence of the tumors, or the cancer incidents and they can
do some modeling, and to figure out what level they think is safe.
.

.

.

CHAIR WHITE: Okay, thank you.
Members, are there any other questions for Dr. Lunn.
I think you did a pretty good job of going over information and helping us understand
the challenge and I think especially for me because that was my, my concern was the
toxicity.
So, oh, I’m, yes, Ms. Sugimura.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Thank you very much. So I wanted to read this, which
was part of our proposed ordinance to see what your general statement is. In
Section 1, I’m going to, the very last part of the sentence relates to, to your
discussion but it says: “SECTION 1. Due to its lightweight nature and ability to break
down into smaller fragments that persist for decades, polystyrene has significant
negative impacts on the environment, contributes to the potential death of marine
animals and avian populations through ingestion, and is a suspected human
carcinogen.”
Could you make a statement about “and is a suspected human carcinogen”.
(Councilmember King returned to the meeting at 1:58 p.m.)
DR. LUNN: I would modify that to say styrene as a suspected human carcinogen.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: But not, not, okay. I think, yeah, cause polystyrene is
what we’re talking about in, in this proposal, so this in incorrect.
DR. LUNN: Right and we did not study polystyrene, styrene can be released from
polystyrene, but we did not evaluate. So it, it’s sort of like, we evaluate a chemical, a
chemical might be in a product, we’re not evaluating the entire product. In this case,
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the styrene levels are low so I, I don’t think you, at least my personal opinion is that
you, you probably cannot say polystyrene is a suspected human carcinogen, you can
say styrene is a suspected human carcinogen. You could add a modifier if you
believe that, that you could say that styrene, low levels of styrene might be released
from polystyrene, but that to me is what the data is saying. I think you haven’t
evaluated polystyrene, or we haven’t.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Thank you. I think that Dr. Cruzan who was a speaker
earlier also kind of confirms what you just said too: That was his assessment also on
this one statement, so thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Members, any other questions for Dr. Lunn.
Seeing none, thank you so much for your time this afternoon, or I guess it’s evening
where you are. Really appreciate your helping us out with this.
DR. LUNN: Thanks. Thank you so much. Have a good evening-CHAIR WHITE: You too.
DR. LUNN: --or day or, alright, bye.
CHAIR WHITE: Bye bye.
Members before we move on, I did want to point out that there was a, evidently one
of you got a comment that the folks that have participated in our presentations were
paid a stipend. None of them were paid a stipend, nor did the Council pay for any air
fares or anything of the sorts. So this was all done at no cost to the Council and they,
the folks that came definitely did, well either came or presented on video, none were
provided a stipend of any kind. So no compensation, I just wanted to make that
clear.
Okay, with that, Members, I, are there any general questions or shall we get into our
deliberation? I think we’ve, I think we’ve had a pretty good list of presentations and I
think they’ve been very helpful in kind of shaping, shaping what we may want to do
whichever side of the issue you might be on. So, are there any items or anything that
you would like to hear more on at this point from others than the, the nine of us.
Ms. Sugimura.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: So, Chair I have a, and it’s because I’m getting in on this
at probably the second and final reading, but I wondered if, I had heard that Jason
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Higa from Zippy’s or there was another group that could kind of talk about the
business aspect of it. I think this was framing all of the health and scientific aspects
of this. And I wondered if there was a summary of the business side of this because I
am concerned about this and how it would affect small businesses. And, and, you
know I know this is about, you know, those kinds of businesses and I just would like
to hear from them also. Although you may have had it, maybe as film, you can direct
me to where I can look on Granicus.
CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, I believe Mr. Higa sent all of you a link to a video. I don’t know
whether that was, let’s take a quick recess.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 2:02 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 2:17 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT, EXCEPT FOR
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR WHITE: This meeting shall please come back to order. Members, without
objection, with respect to Ms. Sugimura’s request for a business perspective, if you
don’t have objections, I would like to ask Pam Tumpap from the Chamber of
Commerce to come down and, and share her thoughts for us.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Chair. Thank you. I think we already heard from Ms. Tumpap,
and, you know, my feeling is that the business community has sent in testimony, has
had opportunity like everybody else and so are we going to just keep calling more
people back as we-CHAIR WHITE: No this is, we’re going to, I think this, to the fact that the three, the three
new Members didn’t sit through the variety of things that the rest of sat through. I
think it’s a reasonable request to give Ms. Tumpap five minute or so and then, then
as far as I’m concerned we’re, we’re going to move on.
COUNCILMEMBER KING:
Ms. Tumpap-

Okay, but is this different than we, I mean we heard from

CHAIR WHITE: I don’t know, I don’t know what she’s going to share and, it maybe the
same thing that you have heard, but I think the Chair feels it’s a reasonable request,
and a reasonably small request based on the, the amount of time that we’ve allotted
for the various presentations.
Other comments?
Okay, Ms. Tumpap.
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MS. PAMELA TUMPAP, MAUI CHAMBER OF COMMERCE:
Aloha, Chair. Thank you for the opportunity to share again, a little bit more about the
business concerns. You know, I think looking back as a member of the task force, I
think what’s occurred over the last two days would have been ideally really done
during the task force setting because so much new information is coming out.
One of our, one of my concerns today would be, and it never came out in the task
force is the issue of PVC pipe. So that was something new, so it was really great to
hear the experts and learn along the way. And that’s something I think, you know
there’s remedies for that, given that expanded definition. And as the Council works
through that, you could look at that as a definition issue.
From the business standpoint over the last couple of days, I think a lot of the things
that a lot of the business members who sat through the task force, our, our
takeaways continue to be reinforced. So, you know, we continue, when we left, when
we went in, we were learning about polystyrene. I did think we learned more today, a
little bit about polystyrene and some of the toxins that can attach as we get to smaller
particles. So that was new and not something that was really presented.
But overall the issues continue to come back to the challenge that really what we’re
dealing with is the bigger issue as being litter overall. And looking at how we can
address the challenges that we face. You know all care about the marine
environment, all of us live and work here and care about our environment and the
marine environment and our community. And so we all want to see how we can best
help and work towards this.
We continue to feel as we go through the issues and it continues to be reinforced that
whether polystyrene is actually a one person issue or one or nine, or whatever it is,
it’s still a small fraction of the bigger issue which is litter control. So we want to
continue to see the focus be on litter control and how we address that and best
protect our environment.
I was deeply concerned about the definition now including PVC pipe, because that
never came up and obviously that impacts agriculture and landscaping. And
obviously landscaping doesn’t deal with food, but agriculture does. And, currently
while this bill is centered around food, the definition of polystyrene isn’t specific to
we’re only looking at polystyrene bans in, in relation to food. So there’s some
concerns there.
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We, we really honestly feel that, you know, the County is looking at all of this and it
comes down to priorities. As, as I have said before and I’ll say it again, we, we
looked at the health issues and the science and we couldn’t, again there was too
many studies this way and that way and things were inconclusive. So on the health
side, we felt it was inconclusive.
When we looked at how we best protect the marine environment, you know, terms
keep getting, throughout this whole process, terms keep getting mishmash back and
forth. Polystyrene, Styrofoam, foam, you know, we use those terms interchangeable.
We also seem to use some of the other terms interchangeably, plastic but, plastic
that includes polystyrene. So as I listened today over and over again, the
overarching theme was plastic, plastic, plastic and it includes polystyrene.
So we feel that in many ways, the issue is about priorities. And the issue is about
resources as well. You know for many small businesses, the people who are mostly
going to be hurt by this bill are some of the mom and pops that need, feel they need
this. A lot of the industry is moving to recyclables. There’s a story that I tell where
you talk about some of the restaurants, say TS Restaurant is an example, they
indicate and have moved towards more recyclable materials, but they note that that’s
because their clientele can pay more and also that by the time the clientele need that
container, it’s after the food is already cold because they spent their evening eating
dinner, the food’s now cooled off, it will work in those containers.
There are some who still feel they need those, the existing containers for the type of
materials that they’re serving whether it be hot or heavy, or some of those other uses,
or visual inspection. So we feel the market is moving in this direction and we feel, I
see I’m being filmed so, we feel the market is moving in this direction, we feel it’s
about a level of priorities and the County needs to look at sort of where things are
going overall and where we best spend our resources.
We have felt more could be done addressing the larger issue of recycling overall and
working on keeping things from going into the ocean. And I also understand and,
and obviously I’m not an expert in pricing, but we have experts here today with Joy
and Dexter. There’s so many different charts and pricing is so hard to tackle. And as
was noted in a lot of testimony there’s competitive issues and, and people feeling
challenged to share those things. So I think it’s really important that we get a clear
handle on what that actual pricing really is so we can understand what the impact
really are.
And, and if I can answer any questions I’d be happy to.
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CHAIR WHITE: Okay, thank you.
Ms. Sugimura.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Appreciate s’our perspective because it, and thank you
Members also for allowing Pam Tumpap to speak because today we had a lot of the
scientific knowledge that was presented and I just wanted to hear, you know, kind of,
and, and sounds like you were on the polystyrene committee or something.
MS. TUMPAP: I served on the polystyrene task force.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Task force.
MS. TUMPAP: So the way we operated was it was a group of people brought together sort
of from an environmental perspective and a business perspective and that’s sort of
how we were redeemed the sides if you will. People with more of a business
background and, and, but you know those who came from the environmental side
also had a business background. Some of the business people also had some
environmental perspectives but that’s sort of how the group was tallied up.
We did not have the opportunity to get to hear a lot of these experts. Often what was
put forward was if you have research on these issues or your side of the perspective,
if you have environmental issues and you can put forth papers that, that share your
perspective, submit those. If you have business issues or pricing of things that you
want to share, put that. Those were all sent into the Chair and the gentleman who
helped him with that Mr. Molina, and so that data was compiled and then the Chair,
you know, we all, there were times when we could have access to it, and times where
we didn’t have access to all the studies that had been submitted. So it was kind of an
ongoing thing. A lot of it was about our internal discussion. And Chair Victorino
worked very hard to try and bring kind of both sides together. And, you know, it, it, it
didn’t mesh that way.
And, and again from the business perspective it’s because we continue to see sort of
uniformly and that came out in the report the larger issue as being litter control and
thought that that would be something that would easily be able to be worked on
together. And we understand the other side had a different sentiment and really felt
this was the most important thing to champion and so they’ve continued to do that.
But we didn’t have these levels of expertise that you’re getting today so I really
commend you all for sitting together and sifting through a lot of data. And, and it’s
tough because as we go through the data, you know, again, it’s not that if we came
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out with conclusive evidence that for example polystyrene is, you know, has huge
health concerns, you’re not going see us up here championing huge health concerns.
We were taking all of this in and, and saying okay, you know, what, what are the
things that we feel are most important to address and that’s where we came up with
litter control to address not only the polystyrene, but help address so much more.
And recognizing that again polystyrene is moving with the ocean restaurant program.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Members, any other questions for Ms. Tumpap. Seeing none, thank you
very much for your perspective.
MS. TUMPAP: Thank you very much.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, Members, open up the floor for discussion. I guess before we do
that we need to, well the Chair won’t call up the bill just yet because once I call up the
bill you’re, you’re limited to two chances to speak so I’ll hold off on calling up the bill.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. King.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: You know, just since we’re hearing from people, I wonder if we
could call up somebody else who was on the task force who has experience with the
restaurant, working with the restaurants who are actually using the compostables and
who haven’t had a problem with that and get their perspective as well.
CHAIR WHITE: Any objections, Members.
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: I believe Ms. Blickley is here, or was here.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh, yeah, she’s here in the back.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Thank you, Chair. So, Ms. Blickley can you, I know you’ve
been in touch, and you’ve been working with a lot of the restaurants who are moving
forward with, you know, using compostables and, and understand the difference
between the polystyrene foam containers and what they do in the environment. So,
maybe you can give us a perspective of those who are using the, the alternatives
and, you know, don’t seem to have a hardship with it.
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MS. LAUREN BLICKLEY:
Absolutely. So, so there are a couple things to note with this bill that, that we’ve
really tried to repeat and to say that number one this is a pass-through cost and that
that means that it isn’t the hardship directly on the restaurants, it’s just like what we’re
seeing with the plastic bag ban. For many, like Target now, like if you don’t have
your bag, you’re charged to buy a bag or you have to buy a bag for a dollar or two.
And they’re appreciating that. There are some restaurants even now on Maui who
say if you want takeout, I’m going to charge you 25 cents if you take a takeout
container. So the whole idea that it is all the burden on these small mom and pop
stores is again we, we’ve pointed out that it is that pass-through cost. So it’s adding
10 cents to your or my plate lunch.
The other thing that I would like to point out is we did have some businesses,
unfortunately the task force, we, we didn’t find a lot of common ground. But I will say
that Cheryl King was on the task force and she was one of our experts yesterday. I
was on the task force, I authored the paper that two of the experts shared yesterday.
So we did, they did, we did have access to that. But, again, reiterating that
thousands of other restaurants have, have passed and, and done this.
And that on the task force we actually did have a couple of business including one of
the individuals who helps with Whole Foods, we had Gretchen who works with World
Centric and Styrophobia about the pricing. So, so this, this information was available
and we did discuss it.
We have worked with the Ocean-Friendly Restaurants Program and we have
educated like I said, Kaimana, the high schooler has educated many of our
restaurants here. A number that have converted, I, as I was walking down Pinatas
has just converted. So Tin Roof that was in here last time, I mean, that, that, that is a
mom and pop store. Choice Health Bar, so we have a number of them that have
converted and again it’s been a bill that’s passed in a hundred other places and we
really do not feel that the burden is going to be placed on a restaurant so that they’re
going to go out of business.
And as you increase the demand for these alternative, these alternative products,
you’re going to continue to decrease the cost of them. And in many cases, if it
happens to be that an alternative product is more expensive, because it is not always
more expensive and I think that is a huge misconception. It is not, and we have the
prices from VIP in 2014 and Sarah from Elle’s office has VIP price lists now that show
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that’s not always more expensive. But if it is, it averages to be about 10 cents. I
hope that helps.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Any other questions for Ms. Buckley. Thank you, Ms. King. Thank you,
Ms. Blickley.
Okay, Members, further discussion? If not, the, Clerk, will you please call up the bill.
COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chair, proceeding with ordinances for second and final reading.

ORDINANCES
ORDINANCE NO._____
BILL NO.
127
(2016)
A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING A
NEW CHAPTER 20.26, MAUI COUNTY CODE
RESTRICTING THE USE AND SALE OF
POLYSTYRENE FOOD SERVICE CONTAINERS
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, Chair. Chair, I move to, well first of all I think was
the, was there an amended version handed out to-CHAIR WHITE: You need to, you need to make the motion first.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Oh.
CHAIR WHITE: And then we can deal with any amendments.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN:
OH, SO, CHAIR, SO MOVE, I MOVE TO PASS BILL 127 ON
SECOND AND FINAL READING.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN:
SECOND.
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CHAIR WHITE: We have a motion from Ms. Cochran, and a second from Mr. Guzman.
Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank you very much. And getting back to the discussion
portion at this point. I think via Ms. Thomson, Corporation Counsel, there was a
amended version handed out to this body and just wanted to-CHAIR WHITE: Do each of you have copies ofCOUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --ask, it has red Ramseyered version print on it. It says
“Rev. 5/8/2017” at the top left corner of it in red. And so if, Chair I think at this point
since it got just handed out-CHAIR WHITE: Let’s take a, let’s take a quick recessCOUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay.
CHAIR WHITE: --and make sure everyone’s got the copies.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 2:34 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 2:35 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT, EXCEPT FOR
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR WHITE: This meeting will come back to order.
Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair, thank you very much. So Members, as you can
see the changes are printed in red so it pops out at you, hopefully you had a chance
to sift through this. And this was, I guess drafted in, in reference to some talk, I think
with Mr. Saldana’s discussion and the, I think Ms. Tumpap also mentioned that, that
polyvinyl chloride, whatever definition in the polystyrene definition was a concern. So
this is removing that and also the foam, I mean, rather than be so broad and general
in addressing all things polystyrene, hone in and back down just to foam per se. And
Chair, I believe you were bringing that point up over and over throughout our
discussion here too. So that’s where, why these amendments are here and so I’m
just looking for feedback from the rest of the Members at this point on these and just
to start that discussion.
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CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, there is, Members, do you need any time to go through this?
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Orwe can go page-CHAIR WHITE: There is also another amendment on page four, an exclusion or exemption
for “Prepared food packaged outside the County and sold or otherwise provided to
the consumer in the same food service container in which it originally was packaged.”
Pardon.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, Chair, I think, the added item “G.” is that it on page
four, at the top the-CHAIR WHITE: They added item “G.” correct.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: --page.
CHAIR WHITE: And then the remainder of the changes are to add “foam” wherever
polystyrene food container, food service containers, or actually wherever polystyrene
is mentioned.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Chair, I have a question.
CHAIR WHITE: Let’s let Ms. Cochran, finish her presentation.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, no, yes, right, and that’s, I mean that’s pretty much
it, Chair, in reference to polystyrene and then inserting “foam”, the word “foam” after
all that, those words throughout the document. And then the other is the limiting the,
the scope of this legislation to the jurisdiction of Maui County and to protect us from
potential litigation as he, and the vast majority of municipalities have chosen to go
this route which does seem quite prudent. In regards to the Interstate Commerce
concerns that we have previously discussed also. And of course Ms. Thomson is
here because she is very well, familiar and helped draft this whole version.
CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, I was just going to ask Ms. Thomson to comment, my understanding
is that the current definition of polystyrene foam that you’ve suggested is close to or
identical to the definition in, for San Francisco.
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DEPUTY CORPORATION COUNSEL RICHELLE THOMSON: Yes, thank you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: And if you can share your thoughts with us on that.
DEPUTY CORPORATION COUNSEL THOMSON: Okay. The definition on the polystyrene
foam is identical to San Francisco’s with the exception of the last sentence which
specifically calls out that for the purposes of this chapter “Polystyrene foam does not
include clear of solid polystyrene which is called oriented polystyrene”.
When we reviewed the ordinance and I, I think I agreed with some of the
commentators and also the EPA and noted to Gary Saldana that there were some
ambiguities in the, in the definition that we have in the current bill. And so decided to
go with suggesting that we use San Francisco’s definition, it’s been tried and true, it’s
been, you know, law in that jurisdiction for about 11 years.
So, other, the other suggestion was based on also discussion throughout the last
couple of days, and a review of other jurisdictions’ polystyrene ban, ordinances and
most of them, I would say the vast majority that we reviewed are limiting their ban to
just those foods that are prepared and packaged within their jurisdictions, not brought
in fully packaged.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, thank you.
Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Thank, thank you very much, Corporation Counsel. No,
at this time Chair, I’d like to just open it up for discussion from the rest of the
Members.
CHAIR WHITE: Alright, thank you. Members, other discussion?
I believe Ms. King asked first and then Mr. Guzman.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Thank you, Chair.
I’m a little bit confused by the change on page four under “G.” because I think what
the testimony we heard was to add the words “prepared foods” to section “A.” so that
it focuses on a prohibition being about prepared foods, not exempting prepared foods
packaged outside the County. So, the, the clarification that I heard, that I understood
was that this would, this would still allow foods that are packaged outside of Hawaii
and shipped in, or outside of Maui and shipped in to, to be, like, you know, the
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Cup-of-Noodles was brought up. But that that’s not called a prepared food because
that’s not ready to eat, you have to modify it before you can eat it. So, that was my
understanding was that, that, but now it looks like we’re exempting all prepared foods
instead of focusing the prohibition on prepared, on containers for prepared foods. So
that to me I’m, I’m a little confused because it almost feels like we’re giving an
advantage to anybody outside of Maui to be able to still use Styrofoam whereas if we
make prepared foods in Maui, we can’t use them.
DEPUTY CORPORATION COUNSEL THOMSON: Thank you, Chair. And thank you for
the question. So if you look at the definition of “Prepared food” on, it’s at the top of
page three. “Prepared food means any food or beverage prepared for consumption
using any cooking, packaging,” which is important “or food preparation technique”,
and then it goes on to listing different food prep techniques. The way that we read
that definition is that it’s very broad, so it would include also, there are certain stores
on Maui that package produce, and on polystyrene trays, and price it and then put it
in their display cases. So, if you buy a peach that was on a polystyrene tray, you
wouldn’t really need to do anything to that peach to be able to eat it. But we would
consider that to be a prepared food because it is packaged in polystyrene.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: So-DEPUTY CORPORATION COUNSEL THOMSON: So I disagree with, and some of the, the
comments that were made before. I think that that definition of “prepared food” is
very broad.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: So, well with, I’m just trying to figure out what this, this is going
to do because if prepared foods is, is still a prohibition within Maui County, other than
the ones that are specifically exempted in, in 20.26.050 that calls out “raw or
butchered meats, poultry, fish, or eggs unless provided for consumption without
further food preparation” so, um and it specifically says sashimi and things like that.
So if you, if you’re making that in Maui County, you cannot use the polystyrene foam,
correct.
DEPUTY CORPORATION COUNSEL THOMSON: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay, but if you make it outside of Maui County, you bring it in,
you can under this exemption.
DEPUTY CORPORATION COUNSEL THOMSON: Under the, under that exemption it
would if the food is entirely prepared and packaged outside of Maui County, but
brought in and sold by anyone in Maui County. That particular product wouldn’t be,
the ban wouldn’t apply to that product.
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COUNCILMEMBER KING: Alright, so you, that would be allowed.
DEPUTY CORPORATION COUNSEL THOMSON: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: The, the Styrofoam.
DEPUTY CORPORATION COUNSEL THOMSON: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay, under this, so that’s what I’m, I’m not getting why we’re
giving an advantage to, you know, people who prepare foods outside of our
jurisdiction. I thought we were trying to. you know-.

.

CHAIR WHITE: That’s been one of the, the conundrums that we’ve been dealing with and
there’s no easyMr. Guzman.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yeah, thank you, Chair.
I believe I, I argued that the last time this bill was before the, this body and I believe
that section “G.” was actually stricken or it was amended.
CHAIR WHITE: Something similarCOUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Yes, yes, so my argument was, you know, this, Ms. King’s
argument was very similar to my argument. So, yeah, we, that, that’s the only issue
that I have. The rest of the bill I think has been cleaned up very well to narrow it to
the foam, polystyrene foam containers, and to be used, those containers to be used
as food service type containers; therefore, not affecting some of the other products
that are out there.
But, other than the disparity between products coming from outside this County and
being allowed to be sold and serviced on, or food being sold within that type of
material or container versus those foods that are prepared within the County and
we’re not allowing them the same equal footing.
There could be a definition of cleaning up the “prepared food” definition could be
cleaned up or it could specify specifically what we’re, you know, like dried foods,
things that need to be heated, you know, that could be cleaned up and therefore
possibly those type of Cup-of-Noodles soups products could then come in from
outside as well as some of the products similar to that that are made within Maui
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County be served in those type of containers as well. I think the only issue is just
cleaning up “prepared food” definition and I think we can solve this. But I don’t have
the, to do this right now on the floor. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, yeah, the Chair, I believe I was in full agreement with you during the
last discussion on this. The Chair’s concern at this point is that I really don’t have a
clear sense of what we’re banning if we do that because I, I don’t know what all
comes in and now that we’re adjusting it to foam, I’m, I’m more comfortable with not
allowing, but I still don’t have a, a reference as to what, what all we’re banning. And
so, maybe, maybe what we should do since there’s no motion on the floor yet, maybe
we should take thisCOUNCILMEMBER KING: I think there is a motion.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: There is.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: There is a motion.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: There is.
CHAIR WHITE: No, we have, we have the main motion, we don’t have a motion on the
amendment.
So, Ms. Cochran if you wouldn’t mind, the Chair would entertain a motion that would
make all the changes as noted on the “foam”, with the exception of item “G.”.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yes, Chair, that’s not a problem.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, I’m very, very open and willing, cause I completely
understand this was.
CHAIR WHITE: So if maybe, if you don’t mind, craft the motion, or I.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, so the amendment.
CHAIR, I MOVE TO AMEND MY AMENDMENT AND REMOVE
ITEM “G.” ON PAGE FOUR.
CHAIR WHITE: From the motion.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN:
FROM THE MOTION.
COUNCILMEMBER KING:
SECOND.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, we have a motion from Ms. Cochran, and a second from Ms. King.
Any further discussion?
Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No, no further discussion, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. Sugimura, followed by Ms. Crivello.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: I just want to be clear on that display, what things are
considered, all the things that are on the left side of that table, that was put together
that is foam, is what’s going to be included in this, exclusively.
CHAIR WHITE: Mr. Saldana if you wouldn’t mind coming down and holding up the items
that are foam.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Vanna, come on Vanna.
LEGISLATIVE ANAYLYST SALDANA: Mr. Chair, if you, pretty much so take away items
like this, it’s stuck together, move these over, move these over to the side. Then,
then pretty much what you’re looking at here, you can remove that too, pretty much
what you’re looking at here, this is questionable too, and it’s no, no reflection on
Zippy’s but basically it’s, this is, this is, the styrene extruded, and the styrene
expanded products. So it’s these Styrofoam products that, that will be included in the
amendments that is now included in the ordinance.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. Sugimura.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: That’s the, that’s allowable, that’sCHAIR WHITE: No that’s, noCOUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: --that’s supposed to be the foam, that’s the foam that
we’re talking about, sorry.
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CHAIR WHITE: --that’s the foam that will be restricted from use.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Restricted, I’m sorry.
CHAIR WHITE: One polystyrene that will be restricted.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: So sushi container is, is okay.
CHAIR WHITE: The, the silver sushi container is, is, is the hard version of the polystyrene.
Pardon?
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: And it’s not-C HAIR WHITE: No, it’s not foam.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: And we’re not too sure about Zippy’s, the Zippy’s
container, or is that, is that being allowed.
CHAIR WHITE: I believe the Zippy’s containers are foam. Well, okay, the, it brings up
another definitional challenge because thatCOUNCILMEMBER KING: Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: How do we determine what is and what is not foam,
sorry. From the looks of it, I mean, you know, we’re not experts but-CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, if it can, if it can be ripped, it’s foam.
LEGISLATIVE ANAYLYST SALDANA: It probably, it, I think it could be ripped.
CHAIR WHITE: Go, try it.
LEGISLATIVE ANAYLYST SALDANA: Yeah, you want me to try it.
CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, so that is, that is foam.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: That is foam.
COUNCIL SERVICES DIRECTOR SANDY BAZ: Mr. Chair.
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LEGISLATIVE ANAYLYST SALDANA: It would, I, you know this one is a, is a good guess
and we, we talked about whether or not this would be included. So, that is, that’s the,
something I guess we just need to do more research on.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, so basically it’s, it’s the white polystyrene is generally foam unless
it’s the hard, I don’t know of any, I don’t see any white hard styrene.
But you know, Members, I have to, I have to admit when we started going through
these meetings, my vision of what we were talking about was all the white stuff. I had
no idea that the, that the clear stuff, and the black stuff, and the colored stuff, solo
cups, I had no idea those were polystyrene.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Wait.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: So I have a, I have a-CHAIR WHITE: Ms. Sugimura has the floor, followed by Ms. Crivello, and I’ll come back to
you.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: So I have a kind of related question, sometimes we do
things it has unintended consequences-CHAIR WHITE: We do that all the time.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: --I wonder how this kind of thing affects institutions like
schools, you know. I, things, organizations like that that may have a lot of foam
polystyrene, I’m not sure, and I would hate for us to implement something for Maui
County and all of a sudden we find out we can’t feed our children because of, you
know, some glitch in it. So, I’m wondering what the unintended consequences of us,
are doing. I mean even the discussion that came up earlier about possibly affecting
PVC pipes, that was just blown me away cause, you know, we support agriculture.
CHAIR WHITE: None of us know where that came from.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Okay, so I hope somebody in the future doesn’t look at
this and go oh, okay, now we can excludeCHAIR WHITE: Under the, this proposal removes the polyvinyl chloride.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Right.
CHAIR WHITE: Or the vinyl chloride reference.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Right.
CHAIR WHITE: In fact, why don’t you do ahead and read the, read the definition as it’s
been proposed.
DEPUTY CORPORATION COUNSEL THOMSON: So the, the definition as proposed by
the amendment is “Polystyrene foam means blown polystyrene and expanded and
extruded foams that are thermoplastic petrochemical materials utilizing a styrene
monomer and processed by techniques including fusion of polymer spheres which is
expandable bead polystyrene, injection molding, foam molding, and extrusion-blown
molding. Those types are extruded foam polystyrene.” That definition up until that
point is identical to San Francisco’s. What we’ve added is “Polystyrene foam does
not include clear or solid polystyrene (oriented polystyrene).”
I believe that, that inclusion, that last sentence being included clarifies that we’re just
targeting the foam products and we’re not targeting clear of solid products.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. Ms. Sugimura, did you have any further questions?
Ms. Crivello.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you. I have just some, couple questions. When
does this go into effect, what sort of time table do we have for businesses to deal with
their existing inventory. And is there something that, I would say, some sort of space
time, for them to-CHAIR WHITE: As it stands right now, the effective date of this ordinance is July 1, 2018.
So there, I think it was decided to give them 18 months from the initial planned
passage, so it may be appropriate at the right time to extend it a little bit further than
July 1 of 2018 to give everybody time. I, I think that’s appropriate.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO:
I would hope so because you got to take into
consideration businesses that have their supply and inventory.
And, the other question I have, it is for Corp. Counsel is, what is the difference
between expanded and extruded foams to solid polystyrene. When I, when I--
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CHAIR WHITE: Go for it.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO:
expanded.

--when I read the word solid, I’m thinking that’s also

DEPUTY CORPORATION COUNSEL THOMSON: Thank you for that. That’s, that is the
million dollar question and that was one of the, one of the reasons that we were
suggesting that you brought in all of those experts to really give you an idea about
what these products are so you’d be clear on what you were banning and what you
weren’t banning.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I, I’m sorry, but we really didn’t deal with the products
themselves. We, we dealt with more of the scientific and the environmental impact.
What, to me what was missing was so we can identify, or know what we’re, I don’t
have a problem with, with this, except I don’t know what, what it is. We didn’t deal
with the products itself. As far as my understanding, and you may have it, someone
else may have that understanding, but I’m sorry I don’t really understand all the
different products that has come before us. That’s not to say I don’t support this, how
it is amended. It’s just like it says, unintended consequences, yeah. And, and you
haven’t defined for me, all you said was the million dollar question, so.
CHAIR WHITE: One of the, we had two options, we can either have Mr. Saldana come
down again, or we could ask Mr. Yamada to provide us with, okay.
Please come to the microphone.
we’re--

No, don’t speak until you get the microphone,

MS. GRETCHEN LOSANO:
Okay, my name is Gretchen Losano and I work for World Centric, I am a sales rep
among a lot of other things that I do, but I work with these products all of the time and
if I could actually go grab that one that was just ripped too, I can tell you guys about
the product and I can tell you exactly what will be exempt and what will be included in
this ban.
CHAIR WHITE: We’ll bring that to you.
MS. LOSANO: So, this is polystyrene, but this is not the polystyrene foam. And
only includes polystyrene foam. So this is exempt. This is also polystyrene,
is not polystyrene foam. This will also be exempt, because this is the hard
So this is exempt, this Zippy’s thing, this is exempt, this is exempt, this is also

this bill
but this
plastic.
exempt
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because it’s all the hard plastic. The only thing, you, you can rip this, but it’s still, it’s
still a foam. Do you want to see it, I can pass this down so you can tell?
CHAIR WHITE: Well I think the question also was what, what is expanded and what is
extruded.
MS. LOSANO: Expanded and extruded is the same thing. I mean it’s all blown, it’s all
expanded from the beads themselves, so it’s, you can, if you put your nail in the, I
mean you can, you can chew it, you canCOUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Yeah, so, it also says solid.
MS. LOSANO: This is the solid.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay, thank you.
MS. LOSANO: And, and this is exempt. So this is the solids, it does look a little confusing
cause it’s a little grainy, but this is, this is one that is exempt.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay.
MS. LOSANO: So it’s hard.
CHAIR WHITE: Yeah, I know people frequently reuse those.
MS. LOSANO: Oh, yeah, yeah. Yeah, I mean I wouldn’t use it in the microwave but you
can if you want. But, anyway, so is, are there any questions about any of the other
products up there too?
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. Crivello, you have the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I’m, I’m good, I appreciate youMS. LOSANO: Okay, you’re welcome. I’m sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: --doing your demonstration.
MS. LOSANO: SorryCHAIR WHITE: Ms. Sugimura.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I’m not done, I still have another.
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CHAIR WHITE: Oh, I’m sorry. You have the floor.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you. So if I understand it right, just so I can get
clear on what we’re voting on is, item “G.” on page four has been removed as part of
the-CHAIR WHITE: As part of this motion.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: As part of this motion it’s deleted. Okay.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, any further questions.
Ms. Sugimura.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: So I wonder since we have Dexter Yamada here, and I
wonder if he could also give us a similar explanation.
CHAIR WHITE: Any objections, Members.
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, Mr. Yamada.
MR. DEXTER YAMADA, KYD, INC.:
Councilmembers, I’m Dexter Yamada and I’m with KYD, Inc. so I’m not sure what
kind of questions.
CHAIR WHITE: I, I think the question was if you could explain the difference, or if there is a
difference between expanded and extruded.
MR. YAMADA: Well I think she explained it pretty much, it’s both blown, you know, into a
expanded or blown into a use by air. And, it’s, it’s, the rigid is rigid, it’s hard. And,
expanded is just blown with air into the resin type and 90 to 95 percent of that is air.
So, you know, in terms of sustainability, I, I can’t see what they’re talking about, you
know, carbon footprint and all that. You know, you just, you just using more material
on the other side. But anyway, that’s to answer your question on the expanded and,
and the, you know regular type polystyrene. It’s injected with air.
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CHAIR WHITE: Okay, thank you.
Ms. Sugimura.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Further questions. Any other questions for Mr. Yamada.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: So he-CHAIR WHITE: Ms. Crivello.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you. So you define expanded and extruded. How
does that differ from solid?
MR. YAMADA: I think the expanded and extruded is basically the process is a little
different. The hard, rigid plastic is not injected with air and so it’s, it’s solid material.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay.
MR. YAMADA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Thank you for that explanation.
CHAIR WHITE: Any other questions, Members.
Thank you very much, Mr. Yamada.
MR. YAMADA: Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Any further discussion on the amendment that’s on the floor.
Mr. Guzman.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: Oh, thank you, Chair.
Yeah, I would support the amendment on the floor and, and given the fact that it is
something that we need to be moving towards, the, a paradigm shift in looking at and
protecting our environment, especially the oceans. And if what the, the study that
we’ve heard today on the floor about it, the foam type styrene affecting certain marine
life, is very concerning to me.
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And, you know, my kids never grew up in an era that had plastic bags. So, when you
talk about plastic bags attached to the fences, they have no clue what you’re talking
about. And that’s the type of future I’d like to see.
You look at the example of California. I think they’ve got it right. They initially
banned foam styrene, and then they later on created an industry of recycling the nonfoam type styrene. And then, they took that and were, they allowed outside states to
import those or export those into their state thereby having the sources of other
products feed into the recycling business.
And I think that’s what we need to start thinking about. If we can get rid of the foam
right now, but the non-foam styrene, we need to look into the future, how can we now
with these solids type styrenes find a way to recycle them and show the next
generation that we’re doing something.
So I, I would support this, this narrow legislation, it’s a first beginning, it’s a first start
of something that can later on in generations to come, the next generation not even
know what Styrofoam shell is. You know, so that’s quite amazing, I think we could be
very instrumental in our future in terms of our environment. So, thank you. Thank
you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Guzman.
Members, other discussion?
Ms. Crivello.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I’d, I’d like to thank Ms. Cochran to, for the consideration
to submit these amendments because then for me it’s more specific than when I think
about the environment. At least this is a start for us to look at the, the foam type of
materials that have been full of debris in the ocean. Though I think a lot of the litter
comes from, aside from the, in, in the, from the deep seas and maybe then too, that
we can start the educational process of not littering the shorelines or what have you
with the, the foams.
The other thing I, I think in all fairness to the businesses that stocks up in their
inventory, I think 2018 if the maker of this bill would consider extending it, instead to
2019. I think in fairness to the, especially the off-island, I’m talking about like my
island, they, because shipment hardly comes in, they stack it up and give them an
opportunity to see how we’re going to rid of it or you know, how, what it will take for
them to deplete their.inventory. And I’m sure that also fits into a lot of the businesses
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on Maui and so, so, if that can be taken into consideration, to extend the, the
effective date instead of us revisiting it again, in another few months, in 2018.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yeah, thank you.
AND THANK YOU, MS. CRIVELLO, YEAH, I MEAN I THINK
WHAT I’D LIKE TO PERHAPS, MS. CRIVELLO, IF MAYBE
DECEMBER 31, 2018, MAYBE GO ALL THE WAY TO THE
END OF THE YEAR 2018. AND, IF THAT SEEMS AMENABLE
TO YOU, THAT WOULD BE, I THINK SUFFICIENT TIME FOR
EVERYONE TO GET ON BOARD AND DEPLETE WHAT
SOURCE THEY MIGHT HAVE AT THAT TIME.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: I, I can take that into consideration and appreciate it. And
then if it, getting feedback.
CHAIR WHITE: Members, any objections to that adjustment.
MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTION.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. Thank you, Ms. Crivello.
Mr. Carroll.
COUNCILMEMBER CARROLL: Thank you, Chair. I think it is the right direction, I support
the amendment on the floor as amended and I will support the main motion as
amended. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you.
Mr. Atay.
COUNCILMEMBER ATAY: Chair, you know, I sat here the last couple of days and a lot of
data.
One of the most astounding data that came across to me is that
65,000 pounds of polystyrene foam is used every day, 65,000 pounds. And majority
of it is used once and then it’s opala, then it’s trash. Not all of it finds its way to our
landfill. And to also know that the lifetime of this foam is 500 years. Opala is opala.
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And I look here and I say here we are, we honoring our voyaging canoe who has
gone around the world on the philosophy and the concept of malama honua, take
care of mother earth. And yet this is such a hard decision because of economics.
I look at this passing of this bill, this ordinance, this is just one of the many steps that
we must do on the journey towards fulfilling the philosophy as decreed in our County
Charter, page one, paragraph one, yeah, as decreed by the Hawaii State motto. The
philosophy is “Ua Mau Ke Ea 0 Ka Ama I Ka Pono”. “The Life of this land is
perpetuated in righteousness.” And with that we mandated to make tough decisions
for our future generations.
This is one of the steps and decisions that must be done. Economics will come,
people will adjust, just like when the first steps of the plastic bill, of the plastic bag bill.
People adjusted, economics adjusted. So with that, I stand and, and I, I gladly
support my colleagues amended motion to move this forward. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you, Mr. Atay.
Any further discussion?
Ms. Sugimura.
COUNCILMEMBER SUGIMURA: I, I appreciate the narrowing on, of the definition of this
bill to foams. I do want to mention that I, I stand with many of the food trucks, or
people who I have talked to who were really concerned about us trying to ban
polystyrene in general, you know, just trying to get the definition of that.
But, one of the places that I do frequent is Stillwell’s and I get may salads there and
whatever and I was talking to Roy the other day and he goes you know government,
we’ll do whatever you want. And the thing that really sticks with me in this thought is
that why are we, he says why are you always trying to pick on small businesses?
Why doesn’t government fix the problem, which is the greater thing, I think Member
Hokama brought it up about being able to recycle and, and treat the recycle at the
landfills or recycle and take care of it, you know, instead of it just being dumped into
the recycling, you know, the central landfills or the landfills in general.
And I think that this effort is a good effort. It is a step only in that we as government, I
think people will look towards us and say what are we going to do about the bigger
problem and that’s what I think it is.
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I am concerned that, I’m not sure if we know at this point by sitting here what are the
other unintended consequences that’s going to come out of this and I wonder if
someone here maybe Corp. Counsel can, I’m not sure Chair, if you would allow me
to ask that question, what happens if we have unintended consequences that will be
affected by this, by us not knowing today. You know just like that one phrase which,
which was not significant anymore about PVC piping being included in this definition,
which it’s not anymore. But, things like that that may come up, how does this affect
DOE, who’s going to be the gage as to, you know the impact of this bill and I’m
concerned about things like that.
CHAIR WHITE: Well I appreciate that concern, but at the same time, we have a, an
effective date which is 18 months from now and so for the next 18 months if people
look at this and feel that there’s a burning issue that they need to bring back to this
body, I think that’s appropriate and they have plenty of time to, to share their
concerns.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. King.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Thank you, Chair. I’ve been testifying on this bill for I think
about as long as this Council, or the previous Councils have been considering it. So
I’ve looked at this from a lot of different angles. I don’t think it, it’s not aimed at small
business, there are plenty of big businesses that will also bear the burden of this bill
and have to, have to change some of their containers.
I think the bigger question is how much is it going to cost us not to do it. And what,
what are we going to do to our environment if we don’t take these kinds if steps.
We, the, you know, I was, I was so proud of this County when we became the first
entity in the State to ban plastic bags and it’s been incredibly successful despite all
this, these same kinds of concerns that we’ve just heard just by people saying it was
going to cost them more. I think stores are actually saving money because of the
plastic bag ban, because they don’t have to buy plastic bags for their customers
anymore and people come in with reusable bags and then they can sell reusable
bags to their customers.
That was one of the unintended benefits of that bill. The benefits of this bill are going
to be a lot less money spent on cleaning up our oceans as a State. A much more
attractive marine environment for our visitors and our local people.
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And, I also want to say that I, I mean it’s been a long time since I was on the Board of
Education, but I spent a lot of time in a lot of schools. I never saw any Styrofoam in
the kitchens, or us giving food out in Styrofoam in the schools. But if it does end, if
there is that, if it has become that, to that point where we’re using Styrofoam in the
schools, I’m glad we’re doing this because I think we need to stop doing that in the
schools too and set an example.
We heard from children, students yesterday, who called in from Molokai with their
studies and with the work that they had done exploring what we were doing to our
environment with the Styrofoam. And it’s their future. They’re very concerned about
their future. So I’m happy to support the future of our children, our children’s children.
And, and I think it’s frightening to think about the amount of, of Styrofoam that we’re
putting into our environment whether it ends up in the landfill, whether it ends up in
the ocean, whether it ends up on the land, and every day. So if we can, if that’s the
consequence of doing this, is at some point we end that, 50 to 65,000 pounds, I think
we can all be very proud that we took this first step today and focused on the foam.
But I also want to say that we, because we were the first entity to ban the plastic bag,
the plastic bag and it spread throughout the State, that we’re going to be able to
affect not just Maui County, but I think this is going to have an influence on other
counties. I know on the Big Island they’re already looking at the styrene restrictions
that we’re looking at because I have a friend on that Council who asked me for a
copy of this bill. So I want to, I’m going to support the amendment, I’m going to
support the bill and I want to thank everybody who was on the Council previous to me
who brought it to this point. I hope we can move ahead on it. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you.
Mr. Guzman.
COUNCILMEMBER GUZMAN: I just wanted to also address some of the, Ms. Sugimura’s
concerns as well. You know, this, this bill is not as you, we’ve mentioned on the
floor, it’s not the fix-all bill. We still need to look ahead and, and figure out how we’re
going to create a recyclability, a system and process. I think, but, the, the main,
concern here, or main point is we’ve at least taken one component out of, out of play,
which is the styrene foam.
And now looking forward, can we build the capacity that can recycle the hard, the
hard styrene and the clear styrene. And we know it’s possible. We know by scientific
evidence that the Styrofoam cannot be recycled. But there’s industries in California
and across the mainland had, that have invented and continue to, to recycle, or at
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least come up with that concept of being able to build the capacity to recycle these
type of hard styrene and clear styrene. So this is to me it’s just one component that
we, we have to not deal with later on in, in reaching our goals of sustainability. So,
thank you, Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you.
Members, the Chair’s in full support of this amendment because I think it responsibly
narrows for now the, the focus to Styrofoam, Styrofoam and polystyrene foam and to
feel that we are able to at least take a small bite out of what is happening in our
ocean environment, I think is well worth the challenge.
To look at, I was similarly impacted as Mr. Atay was by the 65,000 pounds of
polystyrene that is being used on a daily basis. And it does become opala. And it’s
a, it’s difficult to imagine that all of it, we’re ever going to be able to get all of it to end
up in the landfill.
I hate to say it but we have a lot of residents that don’t malama the ama. They don’t
care. And they allow things to blow into the ocean, they allow things to blow into
gullies, they allow things to blow all over the place where they don’t belong. So I
think this is a responsible step.
Having spent a lot of my youth in the ocean, it’s hard for me to watch those pictures.
At the same time as we’re making this small step, I’m struck by the photographs of all
the bottlecaps that are in the stomachs of albatross chicks. And it makes me feel like
this, you know, I don’t think we have the ability to, well maybe we have the ability to
ask the State to add all kinds of containers to the recycling. Right now it’s beverage
containers, but why shouldn’t it be the containers that have the plastic bottle caps
that are found in all these birds. I’m, I’m astounded by that.
So I think this is a step in the right direction and I realize it’s a challenge for some, but
these are the kinds of decisions that we have to make. As you all know, making the
right decision is not always an economically popular decision. But there are also
things that we deal with on which we cannot place an appropriate price. And for me
this is, this is one of those items. If we can do a small part to help solve what’s going
on in our oceans around us, and after seeing these pictures, it is a small part. We
can say it’s a small part, but when you think about the 65,000 pounds that’s not small,
that’s big.
So it’s with that perspective that I’m very comfortable with this. I think the businesses
because they’re all, they’re not great alternatives in every case, but they’re workable
alternatives. And so I think the businesses will respect the decision, they’ll be with
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us, and, and it’s our job to make decisions that are not necessarily popular, but I think
we’re doing the right thing.
So, Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Lastly, Chair. Thank you, and thanks for everybody’s
manao on this. And in yours especially Chair, and so what is mind blowing is that
staggering number, that 65,000 or so pounds. And as we heard from the experts on
foam itself, a lot of it is air, so imagine lightweight air adding up to that kind of
tonnage is just, that to me is mind blowing.
But also Chair, having you be supportive of this says a lot too because of your, the
business that you have. I recall being there and the Green Flash was there too. And
he, we saw the Styrofoam when we didn’t eat all our food cause you provide such
wonderful portions. So, this tells me that you are going to actually be a living
example too.
CHAIR WHITE: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: And make the changes appropriate according to this bill.
So, I, I want to thank you very much for that and looking forward to passing this out.
Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Chair.
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, remember this is not the bill itself, this is just the-COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No, no, I mean eventually.
CHAIR WHITE: --just the amendment.
Ms. Crivello.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: So, clarification. We’re going to vote on the amendment
and then the bill itself is, isCHAIR WHITE: Unless there are other amendments.
COUNCILMEMBER CRIVELLO: Okay, I, I just want to say that I think, I do believe each
and every one of us walk with the love for our environment. The, we, this is a
beginning, this is not the only issue we have, we have disappearing beaches, we
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have people building, vetting other items that causes the disappearance of beaches
and it affects our marine life also. So it goes on and on.
And there is no question, as, as long as I feel that we’re talking about expanded
polystyrene I, I can, come, come truthfully in supporting, makes sense bill. It’s just
basic fundamentals what we got to do and, and then perhaps we can all work
together to build some sort of infrastructure to make us a true recyclable island
community that will just about do away with everything that people decide instead of
littering, just plain littering. Yeah, so I don’t know how we going to address the
automobile part that somebody, one of the presenters mentioned, but who knows
what’s next in store for us with our environment. So, thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. Any further discussion, Members. All those in favor of this
motion, please say “aye”.
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
ATAY,
COCHRAN,
CRIVELLO,
GUZMAN,
KING,
SUGIMURA,
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL, AND CHAIR WHITE.

CHAIR WHITE: Those opposed say “no”.
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA.

CHAIR WHITE: Measure passes with eight “ayes” and one “excused”, Mr. Hokama.
Back to Ms. Cochran.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Yes, thank you. Main motion and I think we spoke a lot of
our points. OhCHAIR WHITE: Yeah, unless, unless you would like to propose the other motion that we,
we took out so that we could have a separate discussion on that.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: The deletion of “G.” That’s, that was what we just voted
on, correct.
CHAIR WHITE: No, we basically segregated the two so that we could take, take the, the
foam issue and then deal with the other.
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Okay, oh, wait, the didn’t, sorry, Mr. Clerk, can you bring
us back to.
COUNTY CLERK: Mr. Chair, brief recess please.
CHAIR WHITE: Recess.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 3:26 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 3:38 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT, EXCEPT FOR
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR WHITE: Okay, Members, we are back to main motion.
Are there any other amendments that anyone would like to recommend at this time?
Seeing none, all those in favor of the main motion, please signify by saying “aye”.
AYES:

COUNCILMEMBERS
ATAY,
COCHRAN,
KING,
SUGIMURA,
CRIVELLO,
GUZMAN,
VICE-CHAIR CARROLL, AND CHAIR WHITE.

CHAIR WHITE: Those opposed say “no”.
NOES:
EXCUSED:

NONE.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA.

CHAIR WHITE: Measure passes with eight “ayes”; one “excused”, Mr. Hokama.
I want to thank all of you who have been out in the gallery and who have come to
support us, and especially I want to send out a big thank you to the presenters and to
all the Members for your patience with this. And please don’t expect me to do this
again.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Chair, okay, real quickly, thank you everybody for their
support and I mean, the, you know, everyone and the ama and kai, thanks from all of
us. I just want to say that the unintended consequence issue and what have you
always can revisit. But, I guess you won’t be there Chair, because you don’t want to
do this again, but anyways, I’m justCHAIR WHITE: I say that half-jokingly, it’s just--
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COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: No, I know.
CHAIR WHITE: --you know, as you know, Mr. Carroll has always said don’t do Committee
work in Council. And we’ve done a lot of Committee work over the last couple of
days so.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Chair, question.
CHAIR WHITE: Ms. King.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: So is this considered a substantive change, it does have to
come back to Council.
CHAIR WHITE: Yes, it does, have to come back for a secondCOUNCILMEMBER KING: So you will be doing this again.
CHAIR WHITE: --no, not, this because I’ll just be dealing with the final bill.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay, okay, so we don’t have to have the presentations.
CHAIR WHITE: Hold on, just, just a second.
You know what, let’s take a quick recess.
(THE MEETING WAS RECESSED BY THE CHAIR AT 3:40 P.M., AND WAS
RECONVENED AT 3:47 P.M., WITH ALL MEMBERS PRESENT, EXCEPT FOR
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA, EXCUSED.)
CHAIR WHITE: This meeting will please come back to order.
Members, we have identified that the next, the soonest possible time that we can
meet to provide final passage will be on the 18th~ And you know the Planning
Commission, Planning Committee meeting has been cancelled for that morning, and
then we have HHT at 1:30. So the Chair is going to post for a meeting at 4:30 on the
l8t~~, which would be immediately following the HHT meeting that day. Any concerns
with that.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Chair, I don’t have any concerns, but when I was asked to
cancel the meeting, it was for the luncheon, the senior luncheon, which is in West
Maui, so, and then that goes from, I thought it, they said it was going till 1:30, or 1:00.
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CHAIR WHITE: Generally, the Members usually leave in time to get back for HHT.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay, but, so anyway I just-CHAIR WHITE: At least the HHT Members will be here and the others can come at 4:30.
COUNCILMEMBER KING: Okay, because I am, I am planning to go to that since I had to
cancel my meeting to do that, so for everybody else to do it. But, so I might be little
late. Thank you.
CHAIR WHITE: Thank you. Anything else, Members.
COUNCILMEMBER COCHRAN: Sorry, Chair, what time did you say again on-CHAIR WHITE: 4:30.
COUNCILMEMBER CbCHRAN: 4:30.
CHAIR WHITE: Immediately, yeah immediately following the HHT meeting that day.
Okay, anything else staff.
adjourned.

Okay, again thank you all very much and we are

ADJOURNMENT
The special meeting of May 8, 2017, was adjourned by the Chair on May 9, 2017 at
3:49 p.m.

DENNIS A. MATEO, ~OUNTY CLERK
COUNTY OF MAUI, St~ATE OF HAWAII
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Bill #127
Monday, May 8th, 2017 9:00 am Special Council Meeting
“A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING A NEW CHAPTER 20.26, MAUI
COUNTY CODE, RESTRICTING THE USE AND SALE OF POLYSTYRENE FOOD
SERVICE CONTAINERS”
Submitted on Behalf of the Democratic Party of Hawaii
Aloha Maui County Councilors:
The Democratic Party of Hawaii supports Bill 127 to ban polystyrene foodservice
containers. Polystyrene containers have been found be especially harmful to marine life, in
particular marine birds. Establishing a ban on the sale of polystyrene foam is one of DPH’s
Environmental Wellbeing legislative priorities for the 2017 Legislative Session.
At the State Legislature, the Hawaii Department of Health urged passage of County level
legislation restricting the use/sale of polystyrene foam so hopefully Maui will do so this year.
—

Respectfully,

Tim Vandeveer
Chair of the Democratic Party of Hawai’i
/s/ Margaret Wille
/s/ Sean Smith
Legislative Affairs Committee Co-chairs

DEMOCRATIC PARTY OF HAWAI’I
P0 Box 2041 Honolulu, HI 96805 ~J (808) 596-2980

www.hawaiidernocrats.org [ info@hawaiidernocrats.org
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May 8, 2017 9:00 a.m.
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Bill 127
A Bill For An Ordinance Establishing A New Chapter 20.26, Maui County Code, Restricting ~
Polystyrene Food Service Containers
COUNTY cLERk
Testimony From: Dexter Yamada and Joy Gold
Position: Oppose
—

Chair White and Members of the Maui County Council:
Dexter Yamada is President of KYD Inc, doing business as K Yamada Distributors. Joy Gold is a consultant to
Dexter Yamada and KYD, Inc a locally founded, family run business in Kalihi since the 1940’s as a florist and a
supplier of florist supplies. In 1958 KYD evolved into the packaging company of today and later expanded into
a distributor of many other fine products.
KYD, Inc and its sister company, Hawaii Foam Products, LLC produces and distributes many of the packaging
materials all of us see and use every day, such as food-grade expanded polystyrene (PS foam) food containers.
We supply these containers to food processers, food establishments, supermarkets, hotels, hospitals, and
other major institutions. We stand by the safety, functionality and affordability of PS Foam and our
employees.
In past testimony, we have addressed misinformation about the health and safety of food-grade polystyrene
(EPS) food containers, and provided cost comparisons to compostable containers, which will impact local
businesses and ultimately the consumer.
Today, we call your attention to ocean debris, and the presence of PS foam food containers compared to
StyrofoamTM a DOW trademark product used for insulation, packaging and other industrial uses. It is not
the same as food-grade PS foam food service containers. It is ironic that the proposed ban bill exempts
coolers, ice chests and packing material when these product fragments, which also include debris from marine
~ mnr~ r ‘~‘found in coastal areas.

;tyrofoarn on
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Beach)

NOAA (National Ocean and Atmospheric Administration) states that the 5 most common items found during
the International Coastal Cleanup are:
• plastic cigarette butts,
• food wrappers,
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plastic beverage bottles, and plastic bottle caps,
pIa≤tië~tra~A}~ and drink stirrers.

Plastics can enter into the ocean through ineffective or improper waste management, intentional or accidental
dumping and littering on shorelines or at sea, or through storm water runoff. (Trash Talk: Marine Debris and
Plastics, NOAA, Sept. 17, 2015)

A recent Ocean Conservancy study focused on the most common types of litter that are found along the
world’s coastlines, based on data gathered during three decades of international coastal clean-up efforts.
Fishing related gear, balloons and plastic bags were estimated to pose the greatest entanglement risk to
seabirds, sea turtles and marine animals. Plastic bags and plastic utensils ranked as the greatest threats for
ingestion. (Work/international-coastal-cleanup/2014-ocea n-trash-index. html)
Locally, the composition of ocean debris is similar with NOAA’s most common items. Anecdotal testimony
from a Big Island marine biologist said that 25-89% of the island’s ocean debris is land-based, predominantly
straws, wrappers, insulation, shipping containers, hot coffee cups, meat trays, saimin containers. EPS foam
containers were about 1% of the debris.
A ban that singles out food-grade EPS food containers does little to reduce litter or ocean debris harmful to
marine life and the environment.
Rather than impose a discriminating ban on only polystyrene food service containers and mandate the use of
an alternative product, the County of Maui is urged to focus on the cause of ocean debris, much of it from
land- based origins. Better litter management was a unifying recommendation from the Maui Task Force
(2014).
Please reconsider the ban on EPS foam food containers. Thank you for the opportunity to provide this
testimony.
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Marjorie Bonar
margebonar@gmail.com
Pu ka Ian i

I am the volunteer who may have appeared in front of the County Council the
most persistently regarding excess plastic in our islands. After about 6 years of
advocacy, I am pleased that you have not let this issue die. That you are willing to
devote 2 days with presentations by academic experts, not just industry lobbyists,
to clarify questions about the role of plastic in our life blood, the marine
environment, shows your sincerity in making sure that Maui is at the forefront of
environmental responsibility.
While some of you were not in office at the first reading and vote for the original
bill, others had questions about clauses adopted from existing legislation in other
jurisdictions. I hope these panel members will be able to ease or give direction for
ironing out your concerns.
The financial motivation of vendors and lobbyists from places other than Maui
caused distractions that slowed the initial committee. Now that those interests,
no matter how “green” their titles, are easily identified, you can move forward
with your effort to do the best for our county.
It’s time for me to stop being the old lady volunteer who has advanced a cause ad
nauseam. I ask you to listen to all the younger volunteers here. They are willing
to help you in preserving their future. Make use of their passion for Maui and
the environment. We all benefit.
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TESTIMONY OF ROB PARSONS
RE: BILL 127, A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING
A NEW CHAPTER 20.26, MAUI COUNTY CODE,
RESTRICTING THE USE AND SALE OF POLYSTYRENE
FOOD SERVICE CONTAINERS

Aloha Chair and Council members;
My name is Rob Parsons. I served 2.5 years ago on the polystyrene
task force in my capacity as County Environmental Coordinator.
Since then, I have worked with several task force members and
others to advocate to restrict usage of Expanded Polystyrene Foam
(EPS) food service containers, as over one hundred cities and
counties have done.
In terms of the administration’s position on this issue, I can report
this: I met a couple months ago with Mayor Arakawa and task
force member Gretchen Losano, who is a board member of
Styrophobia, and marketing rep for WorldCentric compostable
products, and an avid advocate of composting. The Mayor’s
primary concerns were: 1) Would the price of alternative products
be an impediment to business owners?, and; 2) Would the
alternative products perform capably?
Gretchen brought a serving of hot soup to the meeting, and at the
end of the half hour she opened it. The soup was hot and the fiber
based container was as good as new. We provided the Mayor with
a comparative price sheet and also noted that any small increase
could be more than compensated by a pass-through cost, as
business owners have noted in previous testimony.

I have some recommendations for you as you review this bill.
First, I believe it wise to insert the word “Foam” into the title of
the bill, to distinguish between hard polystyrene containers, a #6
plastic that may be more reusable and less problematic than
polystyrene foam. It makes sense to also add “foam” in section
20.26.040, “Prohibitions.”
Secondly, I believe it is necessary to insert, “prepared foods,” in
the “Prohibitions” section. We already have a definition of
“prepared foods” in the “Definitions” section, and I believe the last
draft by Corp Counsel inadvertently missed adding it in the
“Prohibitions” section. This helps clarify the discussion of whether
shelf-stable, aseptically sealed products such as Cup-O Noodles
would be restricted under this bill.
Last December I was asked to submit scientific studies to illustrate
the environmental and human health concerns with polystyrene,
and I collected 35 studies, which hopefully found their way into
your binders. Thus, I am a bit flummoxed as to why we need a
panel discussion on those topics today. I can understand bringing
information to new Council members, but speaking from task force
experience, bringing in plastics industry advocates with a history
of controverting the truth, serves only to fuel debate rather than
facilitate finding areas of agreement. It would be a bit like inviting
climate change deniers to the Paris Accord. In my mind, the
discussion should not be about whether or not to pass a bill to
restrict these items, but how to make the language effective and
fair.
Nevertheless. I am happy to see two local Hawaii girls on the
panel, who collectively have a resume of removing and
categorizing countless tons of marine debris from our beaches.
Mahalo nui ba Megan and Cheryl, for your dedicated efforts.

Finally, a previous draft of the bill had a reference in the “Purpose”
section to the Maui County General Plan 6.1.2.-Action 2. “Develop
regulations, programs, funding opportunities, and/or incentives to:
(5) Discourage the use of slow degradable materials, e.g.
Styrofoam.” Restricting the use of this fossil-fuel based, single-use
plastic is therefore consistent with our General Plan and makes
sense from an overall sustainability perspective.
I do hope this Council will help Maui County lead the way by
polishing and passing the legislation before you today.
Mahalo.
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RE: BILL 127, A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING A NEW CHAPTER
20.26, MAUI COUNTY CODE, RESTRICTING THE USE AND SALE OF
POLYSTYRENE FOOD SERVICE CONTAINERS

Aloha Chair and Council members;
My name is Rob Parsons. I served 2.5 years ago on the polystyrene task force in my
capacity as County Environmental Coordinator. Since then, I have worked with several
task force members and others to advocate to restrict usage of Expanded Polystyrene
Foam (EPS) food service containers, as over one hundred cities and counties have done.
In terms of the administration’s position on this issue, I can report this: I met a couple
months ago with Mayor Arakawa and task force member Gretchen Losano, who is a
board member of Styrophobia, and marketing rep for WorldCentric compostable
products, and an avid advocate of composting. The Mayor’s primary concerns were: 1)
Would the price of alternative products be an impediment to business owners?, and; 2)
Would the alternative products perform capably?
Gretchen brought a serving of hot soup to the meeting, and at the end of the half hour she
opened it. The soup was hot and the fiber-based container was as good as new. We
provided the Mayor with a comparative price sheet and also noted that any small increase
could be more than compensated by a pass-through cost, as business owners have noted
in previous testimony.
I have some recommendations for you as you review this bill. First, I believe it wise to
insert the word “Foam” into the title of the bill, to distinguish between hard polystyrene
containers, a #6 plastic that may be more reusable and less problematic than polystyrene
foam. It makes sense to also add “foam” in section 20.26.040, “Prohibitions.”
Secondly, I believe it is necessary to insert, “prepared foods,” in the “Prohibitions”
section. We already have a definition of “prepared foods” in the “Definitions” section,
and I believe the last draft by Corp Counsel inadvertently missed adding it in the
“Prohibitions” section. This helps clarify the discussion of whether shelf-stable,
aseptically sealed products such as Cup-O Noodles would be restricted under this bill.
Last December I was asked to submit scientific studies to illustrate the environmental and
human health concerns with polystyrene, and I collected 35 studies, which hopefully
found their way into your binders. Thus, I am a bit flummoxed as to why we need a panel
discussion on those topics today. I can understand bringing information to new Council
members, but speaking from task force experience, bringing in plastics industry
advocates with a history of controverting the truth, serves only to fuel debate rather than

facilitate finding areas of agreement. It would be a bit like inviting climate change
deniers to the Paris Accord. In my mind, the discussion should not be about whether or
not to pass a bill to restrict these items, but how to make the language effective and fair.
Nevertheless. I am happy to see two local Hawaii girls on the panel, who collectively
have a resume of removing and categorizing countless tons of marine debris from our
beaches. Mahalo nui ba Megan and Cheryl, for your dedicated efforts.
Finally, a previous draft of the bill had a reference in the “Purpose” section to the Maui
County General Plan 6.1.2.-Action 2. “Develop regulations, programs, funding
opportunities, and/or incentives to: (5) Discourage the use of slow degradable materials,
e.g. Styrofoam.” Restricting the use of this fossil-fuel based, single-use plastic is
therefore consistent with our General Plan and makes sense from an overall sustainability
perspective.
I do hope this Council will help Maui County lead the way by polishing and passing the
legislation before you today.
Mahalo.
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Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) Please Ban
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
-

Lauren Buckley <Icblickley@everyactioncustom.com>
Thu 5/4/2017 10:24 AM
To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,•

~

~

Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui~~ty.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
•

-~

C)

•~ m

~

rn-i
7~ffl

~J1•

Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawaii.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our island. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Lauren Blickley
14 PaniniPI Paia, HI 96779-9601
lcblickley@gmail.com

Testimony Supporting Bill 127
Lauren Buckley <Icblickley@gmail.com>
Fri 5/5/2017 10:13 AM
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To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>; Mike White <Mike.White@mauicounty.~F~j~.•

AN 10: 42

OF TH ~

COUN Y GLERV<
Aloha County Council,
I want to strongly urge you to adopt Bill 127 that will phase out single-use, polystyrene foam food containers.
•

Polystyrene, as a single-use toxic plastic, poses significant environmental harm to terrestrial and ocean environment.

• Polystyrene foam products do not biodegrade and instead break down into micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and
other marine animals.

•

Nearly 100 municipalities across the U.S. have banned polystyrene, due to its significant environmental impacts

•

Compostable containers are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in Hawaii.

•

The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container could make 3 compostable containers

• To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants or food providers going out of business because of similar polystyrene
phase outs.
•

Polystyrene cannot be recycled after use with food, and ultimately, less than 1% of polystyrene is recycled.

• Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. Compostable and reusable products are economical and eco-friendly
alternatives to polystyrene.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use polystyrene containers on
our island. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance.
Mahalo for your support of this bill!
Sincerely,
Lauren Buckley
Paia, HI
Lauren Blickley
t. 808-280-4736
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Testimony received to distribute Maui Huliau Foundation
Maui Compostable Products 4-21-17.pdf; Compostable to foam comparison
4-21-1 7.pdf
-

Thanks,
Josiah
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COMPOSTABLE TO-GO PRODUCTS AVAILABLE ON MAUI
Notes: This is a working list and was updated 4/1912017. waiting on information from Triple F suppliers and HFM Food Service. Pricing was included to the extent available. Products from wholesal
distributors are affected by quantitiy and quality purchased. Sustainable Island Products will price match any compstable products. This list was compiled by Maui Huliau Foundation for use by th~
~,I ,.nn,nn~t~hI~ .,nI..,.6~
~
...Ih.,...
public. When in question Inni,
.~.. Cm.
.~. I.tPl and ASTM certifL....
~ ~
~
~
...~. ~, 8Q8~7774598, htt1.
Sustainable island Products
Maui Chemical
TJ’s
island Grocery (VIP)
Hopaco
Tnpple F
HFM Food Service

Distributor
Distributor
Local Store
Local Store
Local_Store
Distributor
Distributor

http:Ilwww.sustainableislandproducts.coml
http://ddLmauichem.com!
http:Ilwww.lslandprocervdepotcoml
http:Ilhooacohawaii.com!maui12763769
htt~:ilwww.ffthawall.comIabout-us/triplefmauil
http:Ilwww.hfmfoodservice.comlindex.htm

831 Leiiani St., Hiio
875 Aiua St. Wailuku
875 Aiua St. Waiiuku
90 Amaia Place, Kahului & 58
80_Hana_Hwy._Kahuiui
98-735 Kuahao, Pearl City
716 LJmi St., Honoiuiu

808-7694905
808-244-7311
808-249-0825
808-877-5055
808-873-3464
808-842-9133
808-843-3200
If

Maui Chem
Maui Chem
Maui Chem
Maui Chem
Maui Chem
Maui Chem
Maui_Chem
Maui Chem
Maui Chem
Maui Chem
Maui Chem
Maui Chem
TJa
TJ’s
TJa
Isiand Grocery (VIP)
Hopaco
Hopaco
Hopaco
Hopaco
Hopaco
Costco
Coatco
Coatco

2252008
2252028
2252070
2252076
2254000
2254001
2254003
2254005
2254006
2253020
~j~j0
2657011
2252028
2254002
2252008
957007

EcoProducts
EcoProducts
EcoProducts
EcoProducts
Primeware
Primeware
Primeware
BndpeGate
BndoeGate
EcoProducts

EcoProducts
Primeware
Primeware
EarthChoice
PrimeWare
PnmeWare
PrimeWare
PnmeWare
PnmeWare
Hefty Diamond
Hefty Diamond
~j!iet
Chinet
PL-6-BR WoridCentric
PL-6 WorldCentric
PL-9-BR WoridCentric
PL-10-BR WorldCentjic
PL-7 WorldCentric
PL-7-BR WorldCentric
PL-7-SQ World Centric
PL-9-BRlWoridCentric

_____________________
___________________
_____________________

PL-°

__________________
)__________________

P1

PL-1~
PL-1 0~3BRIWnrI,Ii’~nIth,

_____________________

PP-9-CtlPlWorldCentric

—

ii Chem
ii Chem
ii Chem

—
2656005 White Valley
2656015 White Valley
2656015
961032
961055 WorldCentric

id Grocery (ViP)
id Grocery (ViP)
pace
pace

Z

Bagasse Plate
Bagasse Plate
Bagasse Plate Oval
Square Sugarcane plate
White Paper Plate
White Paper Plate
3 Compartment Bagaase Plate
White Paper Plate
White Paper Plate
White Paper Plate
Sugar Cane Bowl
Paper Hot Dog Tray White
Bagasae Plate
3 Compartment Bagasae Plate
Bagaaae Plate
Bagasse Plate
3 Compartment Bagasse Piate
Bagasse Plate
Bagaase Plate
Bagasse Square Plate
Bagasae Square Piate
Paper Plate
Paper Piate
3 Compartment Paper Piales
Paper Plate
Tan Ripple Edge Plate
White Ripple Edge Plate
Tan Plate
Tan Plate
White Plate
Tan Plate
Fiber Square Plate
ITan Plate
Fiber Square Piate
White Plate
Tan Plate
Compartment Tan Plate
Fiber Party Plate

13

Oval White Platter
5 Compartment Tray
5 Compartment Tray Lightweight
5 Compartment Tray
5 Compartment Tray Lightweight
5 Compartment Tray
5 Compartment Tray

50
50
125
500
125
125
125
125
125
125
1000
500
50
125
50
125
125
125
125
125
125
225
150
100
300
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
50
50
80
70

‘
‘
‘

~_________________

—

—

White Jumbo Oval Platter
Unbieached Fiber Box
Unbleached Fiber Box 36 oz
Unbieached Fiber Box 54 oi

10”
9”

10”
10”
l2oz
6”
9”

9”
6”

9”
9”
9”
6”
6”x6”
10”xlO”
9”
10”
103/8” x 83/8”
6 3/4”
6”
6”
9”

10”
7”
7”
7”
9”

ASTM,
ASTM
ASTM
ASTM
ASTM, BP
ASTM, BP
ASTM, BP____________
ASTM, BP
ASTM, BP
not certifie I
ASTM
not certifie I
ASTM
ASTM, BP
ASTM
ASTM, BP
ASTM, BP
ASTM, BP
ASTM, BP
ASTM, BP
ASTM, BP
not certified
not certified
not certified
not certified
ASTM, BP1
ASTM, BP1
ASTM, BPI
ASTM, BP1
ASTM, BP1
ASTM, BPi
ASTM, BP1
ASTM, BP1
ASTM, BPi
ASTM. BP1

10”

ASTM. BP1

f
f

.2”x6.5”xO.8”

E

IC”
12”
.5”x5”xl .5”

2

280 oz

2

280 oz
112 oz
104 oz

—

ASTM, BP1

TM, BPi
~TM, BP1
:TM,BPI
STM, BP1
STM, BP1
STM. BPi

IPU

FT-L-P’

F-CA-3

~_____________________

FL-CA~

~_____________________

FL-CA’

~
~
~
~

Fiber Catering Tray
2 Camp. Fiber Catering Tray
3 Camp. Fiber Catering Tray
Lid Fiber Catering Tray
Lid Fiber Catering Tray

104-1 20 oz

104-1 20 oz

___________________

_____________

___________________

_____________

___________________

$2.92
$ 6
$6.81
S 0.14
$9.94
S 0.08
________$86.7r
S 0.17
________ $6.61 3
$ 0.05
_______ $7.4 7
5 006
_______$17.6 7
$ 0.14
________ $9.3 7
$ 007
$ 0.10
_______$12.6L?
_______$35.36
S 0.28
_______$82.37
S 0.08
_______$13.08
S 0.03
_______ $8.68
$0 .17
_______$17.38
$0 .14
_______ $4.92
$0 .10
_______$16.69 _________________
$0.13
_______$13.99 _________________
$0.11
_______$10.99 _________________
$0.09
_______

$7.99

$0.06

_______$16.59 _________________
$0.13
_______$29.99 _________________
$0.24
________$15.59 ____________________
$0.07
_______$15.99 _________________
$0.11
________$12.49 __________________
$0.12
“

$0.0
__________________
__________________

____________
_________________
__________________
_________________
__________________

ASTM, BP1

10”
10”

—

___________________

_____________

ASTM, BPi

—

—

___________________

_____________

litrTrI.em~mse10r~.sa

9”
10”
10”

lOx 12.5”

—

:—
PL_12_O~iIWnHrW’~nfn~FTFl
Fl

7”

40 9”

‘
~

6”
9”
lOx 7
6”
6”

_____________

TM,
STM,
STM,
STM,
STM,
STM,

BPI
BP1
BPI
BP1
BPI
BP1

—

$0.:
$0.
$0.:

FT-L-36-t
FT-L-36-5
FT-I -S
Chem
Chem
Chem
Chem
Chem
Chem
Chem
Co
0

TJ a __________________
Ts ____________
Ts ____________
T
_______________
Grocery (VIP)
H
co
H
co
H
co
H
co
___________________

P

_________________
___________________

P

_________________
__________________

JE

________________

P

________________
_________________

JE

___________________
_________________
__________________
_________________
__________________
_________________
_________________
__________________

~

_______
_______
_______
_______

ware

_______
_______

1

_______
_____
_____
_______

7

_________
________

W7PL
_______
_______

CL~l1~1
CL-P
CL-BA
CL-B-HG
CL-P
CL
CL
CL-B-9•
CL-B-9 3________ CP- 4
________ CP-4
________ CL-P
________ CL-P-i
________ CL-P
CL-P- ________ CL-P

‘
‘~

c

—

—

________
________

olo Bare
CU-P-4
CU-P-4-

-

CU

Chem
Chem
Chem
Chem
Chem
Chem

—

6

6.5”x5”xl.5”

1
1
1
1
1
1

6x6’
8”
9” x 9”
8” x 8’
9” x 9”
8”x8”x3”
8”x8”x3”
9”x9”x3”
6”x6”x3”
“x8”x3”
“x8”x3”

I
I
I
I
1

M, BPI
M, BPI
M, BPI

.
.
.
.
.
.
.

ST

,
,
,

“

,

“

.
,

—
—

—

5
3
—

3
3

“x9”x3”
“x9”x3”
“x8”x3”
“x6”x3”
“x6”x3”
7.2” x 5.4” x 2.6”
“x6.5”x2.5”
“x6”x2.5”
5”x8”x3”
5”x8”x3”
“x9”x3”
“x9”x3”
“x9”x3”
4 oz
48 oz
“x6”
“x7”

,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

ST
ST
ST
ST
ST

,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,

2

BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
OPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI

$18.8
$32.6
$33.
$32.9
$37.2
$ 4
$
7
7
5
7
7

$0.
$0.
$0.
$0.3
$0.
$0.
$0.
$0.
$0.
$0.
$0.
$0.
$0.
$0.
$0.3
$0.3
$0.2
$0.

lcLi1II~Is

Chem
Chem
Chem
Chem
Chem
Chem
Chem
Chem
Chem

nd Grocery (VIP)
nd Grocery (VIP)
nd Grocery lVlPI

I Compartment Clamshell
3 Compartment Clamshell
1 Compartment Clamshell
I Compartment clamshell
3 Compartmnet Clamshell
1 Compartment clamshell
3 Compartment Clamshell
3 Compartment Clamshell
I Compartment Clamshell
3 Compartment Clamshell
1 Compartment Clamshell
1 Compartment Clamshell
3 Compartment Clamshell
I Compartment Clamshell
I Compartment Clamshell
3 Compartments Clamshell
3 Compartments Clamshell
I Compartments Clamshell
1 Compartment Clamshell
I Compartment Clamshell
2 Compartment Clamshell
Hoagie Box Tan
3 Compartment Clamshell
I Compartment Clamshell
1 Compartment Clamshell
1 Comp. Heavyweight Clamshell
3 Compartment Clamshell
Fiber Compost-A-Pak
Fiber Compost-A-Pak
PLAI Comp.ClearClamshell
PLAI Comp.ClearClamshell
IPLA I Comp. Clear Clamshell
IPLA 3 Comp. Clear Clamshell
IPLA I Comp. Clear Clamshell Loaf

_______

____

—

IUnbleached Fiber Box Lid
IUnbleached Fiber Box Lid
Unbleached Fiber Box Lid

_______

Co
—

12
12
12

d Ct
Prodt~c(~
Prodi.ic(s
Prodt~c(~
~

Paper Cor
Paper Cor
Paper Cor
PLA Cup
PLA Cup
IPLA Cup
PLACup
PLA Cup
PLACup(nologo)
PLA Cup
PLA Cup
PLACup
PLACup
PLACup
PLA Cup
Paper Water Cone Cup
PLA Clear Cup
PLA Clear Cup
IPLA Clear Lid Flat No Hole
IPLA Clear Lid Raised No Hole
IPLA Clear Cup
IPLA Clear Cup
IPLA Clear Cup (SQUAT)
IPLA Clear Cup
IPLA Clear Cuo
IPLA Clear Cun

IPaper Cup
IPaper Cup
IPaper Cup
Paper Cup
_____________________________
Paper Cup
IPaper Cup
HotCupHolder
_______________________________
Paper Cup
Paper Cup
Paper Cup
Paper Cup
PaperCup

S6J
$1 5J
$6.:
$7.
$14
$10
$9.
$77
$8.
$7.4
$157
$11.
$14
$7.
$4.

rtified
oz
12 oz
I 18 oz
24oz
20 oz
6 l4oz
14 oz
—
9 oz
II l6oz
—
24oz
11 I8oz
—
l4oz
4 oz
10 l2oz
10 16 oz
2,
4-9 oz
2,0 4-9 oz
2,
5 oz
2,
7 oz
9 oz
10 oz

ic
—
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—

10

TM
TM
TM
STM
TM
TM
TM
TM
TM
TM
~M
~M
fM
TM,
TM,
TM,
TM,
TM,
TM.
TM.

lOoz
4oz
8oz
l2oz
I6oz
____________
20 oz
_____________

4 oz
8 oz
lOoz
l2oz
l6oz
l2oz
l6oz
4oz

_______________

BPI
. BPI
. BPI
. BPI
BPI
,BPI
,BPI
BPI
.

$0.2
$0.1:
$0.1:

BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI

,BPI
, BPI
,BPI
P1
BPI
BPI
P

$0.1:
$0.11
$0.11
$0.1
$0.1:
$0.1

$5.1

$4.6

$0.01

$5.6

$0.1’
$0.
$0:

5
$8.1
$86.2
$4.
$6.5
$8.9
$7.7
$9.3

_________

—

_______________

$0:
$0:
$0:
$0:
$0:

HC
HG-

odd Centric
odd Centric

‘anerl PLA Hot Cuo
‘anei
2-20 oz

ii Chem

‘LA Cold Cup Lid
‘LA Portion Cup Lid
‘LA Hot Cup Lid “Sipper Dome”
‘LA Cold Cup Flat Lid
‘LA Clear Souffle Gun Lid

HC-L-12-~
CU-P
CU-P-2-L-

$10.11

9-240z
9-24oz
9-24oz
32oz

1,

I,
1,

lIL.l~II1u11iu~i1Ii~I~

ui Chem
ui Chem
ui Chem
ui Chem
ui Chem
uiChem
s
s
paco

PLA Clear Cup Lid, Straw Hole

Paper Portion Cup
Paper Portion Cup
Paper Portion Cup
Paper Portion Cup
Paper Portion Cup
PaperPortionCup
Paper Portion Cup
PLA Portion Cup
Paper Portion Cups
aper Souffle Cups
LA Clear Souffle Cup
LA Clear Souffle Cup
LA Clear Tasting Cup
PLA Clear Souffle Cup
PLA Clear Souffle Cup

7

Soig
EcoProducts

1
W7
-

CUCU-

-

CU-P-3CU-P-4

.

ii Chem
ii Chem
ii Chem
ii Chem

5

—

~ Eco

2252075 P
1101522
1101511
1101509

-I paco
-I paco

~ —
~

BB-2
BB-~’
BO~
BC
BO
BO
BO-Il

P
P
P
P
P
P

—

c

—

B
BO-1

BO-24
BO-3
HB
HB-1
HB-1
HB-’

HB-3
P
P
P

~-

SB-I
SB-’
SB-3

ic

icc
s—
s—
s_
c
c

I9545,~,
1954551

_______________
__________________

oup Cup
oup Cup
oup Cup
oup Cup
agasse Soup Bowl
Oval Sugar Cane Take Out
ontainer
oup Cup
oup Cup
oup Cup
PLA Deli Container
agasse Bowl
agasse Bowl
urrito Bowl
urrito Bowl
eached Fiber Bowl
Bowl
Bowl
Bowl
Fiber Bowl
W Fiber Bowl
W Fiber Bowl
W Fiber Bowl
W Fiber Bowl
/PLASoup Bowl
/ PLA Soup Bowl
/ PLA Soup Bowl
/ PLA Soup Bowl
pe / PLA Soup Bowl
PLA lear Salad Bowl
LA lear Salad Bowl
LA lear Salad Bowl

.

i~IlI)

r

$0.10

SPI
BPI
,BPI
M,BPI

_________________

A
A
A

_____________

___________________

____________

________________

ij~w~y~~

~

ui Chem

BPI

2/4 oz

—

CU-P-L 32

A

BB-L-24
BB-L-3’
BO-L-7
BO-L-4
BO-L-8-1
BC-I
BO-L-PL~

C

c

LA C
LAG
LA
LA

r Lid Deli Container
r Vented Soup Lid
rVentedSoupLid
r Burrito Bowl Lid
r Bunito Bowl Lid
ed Fiber Lid
rLid
ed Fiber Lid
ed Fiber Lid
Lid for Fiber Bowls
Lid for Soun Bowl

—

—
—
—

1

5
3
2,
2,
2,
2,

—
1,0

/2 oz
3/4 oz
oz
.25 oz
2 oz
5.5oz
oz
2 oz
5.5 oz
2oz
oz
2 oz
3 oz
3.25 oz
4 oz

ASTM
ASTM,
ASTM,
ASTM,
ASTM,
ASTM,
ASTM,

BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI

8 oz
2 oz
6 oz
32 oz
2 oz

ASTM,
ASTM,
ASTM,
ASTM,
ASTM,

BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI

3

32 oz
6 oz
2 2 oz
8 oz
— 5
6 oz
—
6 oz
—
2 oz
—
24 oz
—
32 oz
2
2 oz
i
4oz
1
4oz
—
8oz
1
1.5 oz
—
2 oz
—
6 oz
—
24 oz
—
32 oz
1
8oz
—
2 oz
—
6 oz
—
24 oz
—
32 oz
—
6 oz
—
24 oz
—
32 oz

—
—

~4
4
2
I

5
5
5

/l6oz
/16/32 oz
oz
oz
oz
oz
4oz
lGoz
1-32 oz
-32 oz

-48 oz

e
e
e
none
none
none

BPI
BPI
, BPI
, BPI
, BPI
. BPI
. BPI
. BPI
. BPI
. BPI
.BPI
.BPI
,BPI
, BPI
, BPI
, BPI
, BPI
, BPI
,BPI
, BPI
. BPI
. BPI
. BPI
. BPI
. BPI
. BPI
,

A

A

BPI
, BPI
, BPI
,BPI
. BPI
BPI
,

BPI

$3.
$3.
$4.
$5.
$6.
$10.
$3.
$5.
$5.

$0.
$0.
$0.
$0.
$0.

$5.67
$4.17
$4.93
$6.44
$82.3

$0.
$0.
$0.
$0.
SO.

$82.16
$5.87
$4.84
$6.74
$11.52
$9.99
$8.99

$0.
$0.
$0.
$0.
$0.
$0.
$0.

$0.
$0.
$0.

$8.90

$0.18

$4.75

$0.10

aui Chem
auiChem
aui Chem
auiChem
auiChem
and Grocery
nd Grocery
nd Grocery
nd Grocery
nd Grocery
paco

P
P
P
P

(VIP)
(VIP)
(VIP)
(VIP)
(VIP)

1350510
8138404
1355512
2252095
2252099
947054
947056
~

—
—
—
—

tA, ~
UT-CSTX
UT-CSTX
UT-F
UT-F
UT-K
UT-S
UT-S-AS
UT-S-LG
UT-SET-N
UT-SPK
UT-STX-7
UT-TS

WortdCenlric
WortdCentric
WorldCentric
WorldCentric
WorldCentrtc
WorldCentric
WorldCentric
WorldCentric
WorldCentric
WorldCentric

hopsticks
t’opsticks
Wood Spoon
aste Spoon
astingForks
Bamboo Chopsticks
Wooden Chopsticks
LA Knife
LA Fork
LA Spoon
Wooden Spoons
amboo Chopsticks
amboo Chopsticks
PLA Fork
PLA Fork
PLA Knife
PLA Spoon
PLA Asian Spoon
PLA Soup Spoon
ForklKnife/Spoon/Napkin Combo
Spork
Wood Stir Sticks
1 aste Spoon - Cold Only

iW~
5

2404022 EcoProducts
UT-ST-8-W WorldCentric
UT-ST-8 WorldCentric

PLA Straws Wrapped
Straws Wrapped
Straw, Unwrapped

I
2,0
10,0
1
I

4”
4”

—

-

1
2,
2,
I,
1,
1,
1,

3”
9”
9”

—

1,
1.
5.
3.

—

I,
10,
10,

‘.5”

a”

not certified
notcertified
not certified
notcertified
notcertified
not certified
not certified
ASTM,BPI
ASTM,BPI
ASTM,BPI
notcertified

$2.82
$104.47
$118.80
$12.50
$12.1/
$3.19
$2.09
$4.69
$2.89
$2.89
$1.99

$0.0
$0.0
$0.0
$0.1
$0.1
$0.0
$0.0
$0.0
$0.0
$0.0
$0.0

$11.46

$0.01

ASTM,BPI
ASTM,BPI
ASTM,BPI
ASTM.BPI
ASTM,BPI
ASTM.BPI
ASTM,BPI
ASTM,BPI
ASTM,BPI
ASTM,BPI
ASTM, BPI
ASTM, BPI
ASTM,BPI

MAUI COMPOSTABLE I FOAM PRICE COMPARISON
stable products with their foam counterpart. Please keep in mind that this list was compiled with the off-shelf prices at local stores and what Is available online
ibutors do not wish to release their pricing Information for publishing because they depends on quantity and quality purchased as well as the current market. The
through buying In bulk from a wholesale distributor. One must also consider the hidden costs of Styrofoam to our environment when comparing the two.
‘Maui Huliau Foundation 4/21/2017. Please contact Ashley O’Coln,ain with any questions at ashley@mauihuliaufoundation.org, 808-777-8598,

Soup Cup
Soup Cup
3agasse Bowl
~aper Cup
DaperCup
Daper Cup
Daper Cup
Daper Cup

25 16 oz.
25 32 oz.
125 l2oz.

—

1000
50
50
50
50

8 oz.
lOoz.
l2oz
l6oz
20 oz.

ASTM, BPI
ASTM, BPI
ASTM, BPI
ASTM,
ASTM,
ASTM,
ASTM,
ASTM,

BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI
BPI

$4.9:
$6.4

—

$80.3
$5.6
$5.6
$6.5
$8.1

25
25

$0.20
$0.26
$0.07

20

$2.21
$2.87
$4.36

125

$9.82

$0.08
$0.11
$0.11
$0.13
$0.16

25
25
25
25
25

$1.09
$1.41
$1.60
$2.39
$2.89

~

$
$
$
$
$

0.11
0.22
0.08

$0.08
$0.04

-$0.01

0.04
0.06
0.06
0.10
0.12

$0.04
$0.06
$0.05
$0.04
$0.05

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) Please Ban
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
-

Adriane Raff Corwin <adriane raff-corwin©everyactioncustorn corn>
Thu

5/4/2017

10:33 AM

$

To:COunty Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

~

m-~
Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,

~

;~cn

~•

W

11

‘.‘~
—

Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawaii.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our island. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Adriane RaffCorwin
P0 Box 791180 Paia, HI 96779-1180
adriane.raff-corwin©sierraclub.org

Bill 127. Polystyrene Bill
begoniabarry@gmail.com on behalf of Barbara Barry <gardenmeister@msn.com>
Wed 5/3/2017 6:02 PM
To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Aloha Chair and Council Members,
I am writing to urge you to completely support Bill 127, the Polystyrene Bill.
Maui County can lead the State with this commonsense ban. We can and must do everything to reduce our un recyclable load in
the islands. We see these containers in the garbage, along side the roads, on the beach and floating in our oceans. There are
many states that are capable of recycling these terrible containers but Hawaii is not one of them. We are as a State, far behind the
most behind states. The clearest direction is to completely ban these unsustainable fast food containers.
I also want to mention that the direct contact with food and the polystyrene food is NOT healthy. There is contamination and if
these containers are microwaved there are very dangerous chemicals that contaminate the food.
So there are 2 reasons to ban these terrible, petroleum based containers. Environment and general health.
Please do the right thing for humanity and ban these polluting and poisonous containers. We can do better and people will pay a
few cents extra.
The tourists will be happy to support Maui’s sustainability.
Mahalo from the bottom of my polystyrene recycling heart!
Ms. Barbara Barry
1220 W. Kulaha Rd
Haiku, HI
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Megan Lamson <Iarnson@everyactioncustorn corn>
Fri 5/5/2017 10:12 AM
To:County Clerk <County.CIerk~mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawai’i.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterjiarts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our islands. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Megan Lamson
P0 Box 1127 Kealakekua, HI 96750-1127
lamson@hawaii.edu

Bill 127
Maren Anka <maren.anka@gmail.com>
Wed 5/3/2017 5:40 PM
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To:COunty Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Aloha Officials,
Just asking for your support of bill 127, regarding banning styrofoam.
We need to stop using such a toxic method of serving take out food. So much trash ends up on our oceans and the
use of styrofoam has deadly long term causes.
Maui must lead the way for Hawaii and BAN styrofoam use immediately.
Mahalo nui ba
Maren Anka
Makawao, HI

-

Sent from my iPhone
Typed on the go!

Bill 127 (banning the use of polystyrene)
Jamie Birrer <jamieb@zingmaui.com>
Wed 5/3/2017 8:55 PM
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To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Aloha County Clerk and Council Members,
Regarding Bill #127 (2016)
Banning polystyrene containers
We are writing to ask you to please pass bill #127 and ban the use of polystyrene containers on our beautiful island. We have a
small restaurant- Zing in Wailuku, and most of our food orders are served in take-out style containers. We have never used
polystyrene containers to serve our food and never will. We believe it is worth way more to use eco-friendly products than to
make an extra profit ruining the Earth with non-biodegradable products. We are still in business after two and a half years. With a
little planning most businesses should be able to figure out a way to make this work.
If there is a ban on the polystyrene products, there will be a larger demand for eco-friendly products, which should bring the cost
down for competing companies to sell more eco-friendly products. Then hopefully eco-friendly products would be more
affordable for businesses. Or we can work together to help get these
eco-friendly products shipped here more affordably.
Please help to keep our ama nice for this generation and future generations.
We appreciate your time and consideration in this matter.
Thank-you
Josef and Jamie Birrer
Zing Maui

Support Bill # 127
Arianna Feinberg <ariannafeinberg@gmail.com>
Thu 5/4/2017 7:22AM

To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;
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Aloha Council Members,
Please support Bill #127 to ban polystyrene foodservice containers.
Polystyrene is popular because it is cheap. The restaurants solely pay for the price of the polystyrene and delivery but they are not
responsible to pay the external prices of the cost of disposal and environmental impact to our marine environment. All Maui
residents pay these costs in the long run, no matter what personal decisions they make about using single use polystyrene to go
containers or not.
In my opinion, it is the job of the County Council to look out for the greater long term good of our society by creating regulations
that account for the environmental externalities that our regular capitalist economy will not react to. This regulation will not
completely solve Maui’s litter or waste management problems but it is a step towards a more waste conscious future. At this time
our Country and County needs strong leaders to take action to create the sort of society we want to live in. Please make Maui
more environmentally conscious, active and forward thinking by passing this bill to ban polystyrene disposable foodservice
containers. Our grandkids will thank you for making this bold step.
As an active Democrat, small business owner, and forward thinker, I strongly urge you to support Bill #127.
Thanks,
Arianna

Arianna Feinberg
ariannafeinbera@gmail.com
808-280-0988

Foods Killing You From The Inside
Nucific <policy@maiLnewstatement.org>
Wed 5/3/2017 8:08 PM
To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;
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Dear Councilmembers:
This letter is submitted in opposition to the proposed ordinance to limit or ban the use of
Polystyrene products in the County of Maui. I currently use Polystyrene products in my
business/establishment and have found such products to be economically feasible and practical.
The use of any other products will be expensive and not practical. Any added costs associated
with the use of any other products would ultimately be passed down to the consumer of our
products.
Please re-consider the proposed ordinance to ban to limit the use of Polystyrene products in the
County of Maui until an economically feasible and practical replacement alternative can be
found.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

Name/Title:
Address:
Phone:
Email:
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PETITION AGAINST BAN ON USE OF POLYSTYRENE PRODUCTS IN MAUI COUNTY
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Dear Councilmembers:
This letter is submitted in opposition to the proposed ordinance to limit or ban the use of
Polystyrene products in the County of Maui. I currently use Polystyrene products in my
business/establishment and have found such products to be economically feasible and practical.
The use of any other products will be expensive and not practical. Any added costs associated
with the use of any other products would ultimately be passed down to the consumer of our
products.
Please re-consider the proposed ordinance to ban to limit the use of Polystyrene products in the
County of Maui until an economically feasible and practical replacement alternative can be
found.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

Name/Title:
Business:
Address:
Phone:
Email.
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Dear CouncilmemberS:
This letter is submitted in opposition to the proposed ordinance to limit or ban the use of~
Polystyrene products in the County of Maui. I currently use Polystyrene products in my
business/establishment and have found such products to be economically feasible and practical.
The use of any other products will be expensive and not practical. Any added costs associated
with the use of any other products would ultimately be passed down to the consumer of our
products.
Please re-consider the proposed ordinance to ban to limit the use of Polystyrene products in the
County of Maui until an economically feasible and practical replacement alternative can be
found.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.
Sincerely,

Naftle~
Business: ~&~‘/a4-1J H-CUM ktw~er
Address: ~o ~
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Dear Councilmembers:
This letter is submitted in opposition to the proposed ordinance to limit or ban the use of
Polystyrene products in the County of Maui. I currently use Polystyrene products in my
business/establishment and have found such products to be economically feasible and practical.
The use of any other products will be expensive and not practical. Any added costs associated
with the use of any other products would ultimately be passed down to the consumer of our
products.
Please re-consider the proposed ordinance to ban to limit the use of Polystyrene products in the
County of Maui until an economically feasible and practical replacement alternative can be
found.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

(~Jc7U ~ I
Y~
Phone:
Email:
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Dear Councilmembers:
This letter is submitted in opposition to the proposed ordinance to limit or ban the use of
Polystyrene products in the County of Maui. I currently use Polystyrene products in my
business/establishment and have found such products to be economically feasible and practical.
The use of any other products will be expensive and not practical. Any added costs associated
with the use of any other products would ultimately be passed down to the consumer of our
products.
Please re-consider the proposed ordinance to ban to limit the use of Polystyrene products in the
County of Maui until an economically feasible and practical replacement alternative can be
found.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

Name/Title:
Business:
Address:
Phone:
Email:
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Dear Councilniembers:
This letter is submitted in opposition to the proposed ordinance to limit or ban the use of
Polystyrene products in the County of Maui. I currently use Polystyrene products in my
business/establishment and have found such products to be economically feasible and practical.
The use of any other products will be expensive and not practical. Any added costs associated
with the use of any other products would ultimately be passed down to the consumer of our
products.
Please re-consider the proposed ordinance to ban to limit the use of Polystyrene products in the
County of Maui until an economically feasible and practical replacement alternative can be
found.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

M~k~&
Name/Title:
Business:
Address:
Phone:
Email:
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Dear Councilmembers:
This letter is submitted in opposition to the proposed ordinance to limit or ban the use of
Polystyrene products in the County of Maui. I currently use Polystyrene products in my
business/establishment and have found such products to be economically feasible and practical.
The use of any other products will be expensive and not practical. Any added costs associated
with the use of any other products would ultimately be passed down to the consumer of our
products.
Please re-consider the proposed ordinance to ban to limit the use of Polystyrene products in the
County of Maui until an economically feasible and practical replacement alternative can be
found.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

Name/Title~
Business: ~wj~
¶_:~
Address: ~
Phone:
Email:
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Dear Councilmembers:
This letter is submitted in opposition to the proposed ordinance to limit or ban the use of
Polystyrene products in the County of Maui. I currently use Polystyrene products in my
business/establishment and have found such products to be economically feasible and practical.
The use of any other products will be expensive and not practical. Any added costs associated
with the use of any other products would ultimately be passed down to the consumer of our
products.
Please re-consider the proposed ordinance to ban to limit the use of Polystyrene products in the
County of Maui until an economically feasible and practical replacement alternative can be
found.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

Name/Title: a’Q4/~’// VV4~/
Business: ~ ‘~t/c~6~
~
Address:
Phone:
Email:
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Dear Councilmembers:
This letter is submitted in opposition to the proposed ordinance to limit or ban the use of
Polystyrene products in the County of Maui. I currently use Polystyrene products in my
business/establishment and have found such products to be economically feasible and practical.
The use of any other products will be expensive and not practical. Any added costs associated
with the use of any other products would ultimately be passed down to the consumer of our
products.
Please re-consider the proposed ordinance to ban to limit the use of Polystyrene products in the
County of Maui until an economically feasible and practical replacement alternative can be
found.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

_____

(Z~iG~Name/Title:
Address:
Phone:
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Dear Councilmembers:
This letter is submitted in opposition to the proposed ordinance to limit or ban the use of
Polystyrene products in the County of Maui. I currently use Polystyrene products in my
business/establishment and have found such products to be economically feasible and practical.
The use of any other products will be expensive and not practical. Any added costs associated
with the use of any other products would ultimately be passed down to the consumer of our
products.
Please re-consider the proposed ordinance to ban to limit the use of Polystyrene products in the
County of Maui until an economically feasible and practical replacement alternative can be
found.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.
Sincerely,

7B ri P.-en~cher, /Tha~o~i≥.
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Dear Councilmembers:
This letter is submitted in opposition to the proposed ordinance to limit or ban the use of
Polystyrene products in the County of Maui. I currently use Polystyrene products in my
business/establishment and have found such products to be economically feasible and practical.
The use of any other products will be expensive and not practical. Any added costs associated
with the use of any other products would ultimately be passed down to the consumer of our
products.
Please re-consider the proposed ordinance to ban to limit the use of Polystyrene products in the
County of Maui until an economically feasible and practical replacement alternative can be
found.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,
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Dear Councilmembers:
This letter is submitted in opposition to the proposed ordinance to limit or ban the use of
Polystyrene products in the County of Maui. I currently use Polystyrene products in my
business/establishment and have found such products to be economically feasible and practical.
The use of any other products will be expensive and not practical. Any added costs associated
with the use of any other products would ultimately be passed down to the consumer of our
products.
Please re—consider the proposed ordinance to ban to limit the use of Polystyrene products in the
County of Maui until an economically feasible and practical replacement alternative can be
found.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

NameITitle:~
Business:
Address:
Phone:
Email:
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Dear Councilmembers:
This letter is submitted in opposition to the proposed ordinance to limit or ban the use of
Polystyrene products in the County of Maui. I currently use Polystyrene products in my
business/establishment and have found such products to be economically feasible and practical.
The use of any other products will be expensive and not practical. Any added costs associated
with the use of any other products would ultimately be passed down to the consumer of our
products.
Please re-consider the proposed ordinance to ban to limit the use of Polystyrene products in the
County of Maui until an economically feasible arid practical replacement alternative can be
found.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

Name/Title~c~y ~t-~i
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Dear Councilmembers:
This letter is submitted in opposition to the proposed ordinance to limit or ban the use of
Polystyrene products in the County of Maui. I currently use Polystyrene products in my
business/establishment and have found such products to be economically feasible and practical.
The use of any other products will be expensive and not practical. Any added costs associated
with the use of any other products would ultimately be passed down to the consumer of our
products.
Please re-consider the proposed ordinance to ban to limit the use of Polystyrene products in the
County of Maui until an economically feasible and practical replacement alternative can be
found.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.
Sincerely,

Business:
Address:
Phone:
Email:
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Dear Councilmembers:
This letter is submitted in opposition to the proposed ordinance to limit or ban the use of
Polystyrene products in the County of Maui. I currently use Polystyrene products in my
business/establishment and have found such products to be economically feasible and practical.
The use of any other products will be expensive and not practical. Any added costs associated
with the use of any other products would ultimately be passed down to the consumer of our
products.
Please re-consider the proposed ordinance to ban to limit the use of Polystyrene products in the
County of Maui until an economically feasible and practical replacement alternative can be
found.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

Name/Title:
Address:
Phone:
Email:
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Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) Please Ban
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
-

C~)O
Kapulani Antonio <kapulani66@everyactioncustom corn>
Thu 5/4/2017 10:36AM

To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;
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Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Aloha.
Please accept this as my testimony in support of banning polystyrene single use foodservice containers on Maui. As
stewards of the ‘ama, it is our kuleana to do what is right for our environment. This includes banning man-made
things that are harmful to our beaches, reefs and marine life. As we did with plastic bags, let Maui County lead the
way in doing what is pono for our land and sea and all who call it home. It’s time for us to move away from a
consumption society and start thinking about renewable, sustainable ways of living. On a recent trip to Japan, I
noticed that there were no paper towels in public restrooms anywhere. Carrying their own handtowels works just fine
for them. In this same way, businesses and consumers can easily adjust to life without single serve polystyrene
containers as we already did with plastic bags. It’s an important step in not only protecting our beloved homeland
but in shifting our minds to more sustainable practices.
-

Mahalo for your time and consideration in this matter.
Kapulani Antonio
2710 ‘lolani St
Pukalani, HI 96768
Sincerely,
Kapulani Antonio
2701 lolani St Makawao, HI 96768-8734
kapulani66@gmail.com

Bill # 127 polystyrene
Nalani Clark <nalani.clark@gmail.com>
Thu 5/4/2017 10:57 AM
To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Council Members,
Polystyrene is a proven carcinogen activated by hot foods. From landfills it leaches into our drinking water and oceans. We are
reaching a tipping point poisoning our environment and our children and generations to come. You know the data. Its readily
available to you. You were elected to look out for the health and welfare of the people who gave you yourjobs. Please DO your
jobs rather than pander to special corporate interests whose only concern is making a few more cents off every plate lunch. Think.
Care. Then do the right thing.
Aloha,
Nalani Clark
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Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) Please Ban
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
-

Bud Antonelis <bantonelis@everyactioncustom corn>
-<

Thu

5/4/2017 12:31 PM

To County

Clerk <County Clerk@mauicounty us>
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Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Heres why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawai’i.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compôstable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our island. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Bud Antonelis
543 Ka Awakea P1 Kailua, HI 96734-3567
ba ntonel is @aol.com

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) Please Ban
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
-

George Burnette <ggb7676@everyactioncustom.com>
Thu 5/4/201711:13 AM

To:County Clerk <County.Clerk©mauicounty.us>;
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Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui
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Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawai’i.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our island. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
George Burnette
Sincerely,
George Burnette
27 Pohina St Unit 1404 Wailuku, HI 96793-3542
ggb7676@gmail.com

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) Please Ban
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
-

Karl Hyrenbach <khyrenbach@everyactioncustom corn>

00

ThuS/4/201711.45AM
To

County Clerk <County Clerk@mauicounty us>

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
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I am a researcher working on marine plastic pollution and seabird ingestion of plastic debris in Hawaii. I support BILL
NO. 127 (2016) becacuse I routinely find Polysterene debris in the stomachs of marine birds in the NW and Main
Hawaiian Islands.

I write to request your request your support of BILL NO. 127 (2016), which will phase out polystyrene food service
containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawaii.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our island. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Karl Hyrenbach
Oceanic Institute Waimanalo, HI 96795
khyren bach © h pu.ed u

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) Please Ban
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
-

Kaia Hill <kaia.k.hill@everyactioncustorn.com>
Thu 5/4/2017 3:17 PM
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To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
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Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawaii.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our island. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Kaia Hill
2887 Ualani P1 Makawao, HI 96768-8428
kaia.k.hill@gmail.com

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) Please Ban
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
-

Erick Tjom <erickt@everyactioncustom.com>
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To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,

Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawai’i.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our island. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Erick Tjom
~
Ma wao, Hi 96768-8010
erickt@aol.com

Support Bill No. 127
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Emma White <emmaharberwhite@gmail.com>
Thu 5/4/2017308 PM
To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;
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Aloha Council Members,
I urge you to support Bill #127, the ban on polystyrene containers. Here are some reasons to support the ban:
1. The ban will not hurt the economy and may even improve it. Studies show consumer activity will not be interrupted by
switching to alternative packaging.
2. A clean and green Hawaii attracts money. Our healthy environment and beauty is our wealth. Polystyrene hurts that
wealth.
3. Polystyrene lobbyists do not represent your constituents. The attempt by polystrene lobbyists to paint polystyrene as
part of the culture is cynical at best. The culture has been using healthy packaging (luau leaf, non, and now cardboard and
potato) for centuries. The polystyrene corporations are not part of the culture or any traditions. They are not the food.
In sum, the people are the culture, and it is your duty to protect us and our beaches/oceans from dangerous pollutants
like polystyrene, especially when such easy alternatives are available. Voting in support of Bill #127 is an easy choice. We
appreciate your efforts to improve and protect Maui County.
Mahalo,
Emma White
Kahului Homeowner and Voter
Longtime plate lunch eater who enjoys plate lunch without styrofoam.

Emma White, JD, MA

Dear Councilmembers:
This letter is submitted in opposition to the proposed ordinance to limit or ban the use of
Polystyrene products in the County of Maui. I currently use Polystyrene products in my
business/establishment and have found such products to be economically feasible and practical.
The use of any other products will be expensive and not practical. Any added costs associated
with the use of any other products would ultimately be passed down to the consumer of our
products.
Please re-consider the proposed ordinance to ban to limit the use of Polystyrene products in the
County of Maui until an economically feasible and practical replacement alternative can be
found.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,
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PETITION AGAINST BAN ON USE OF POLYSTYRENE PRODUCTS IN MAUI COUNTY
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Dear Councilmembers:
This letter is submitted in opposition to the proposed ordinance to limit or ban the use of
Polystyrene products in the County of Maui. I currently use~Polystyrene products in my
business/establishment and have found such products to be economically feasible and practical.
The use of any other products will be expensive and not practical. Any added costs associated
with the use of any other products would ultimately be passed down to the consumer of our
products.
Please re-consider the proposed ordinance to ban to limit the use of Polystyrene products in the
County of Maui until an economically feasible and practical replacement alternative can be
found.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

4vp~
Name/Title:~~
Address:
Phone:
Email:
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PETITION AGAINST BAN ON USE OF POLYSTYRENE PRODUCTS IN MAUI COUNTY
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Dear Councilmembers:
This letter is submitted in opposition to the proposed ordinance to limit or ban the use of
Polystyrene products in the County of Maui. I currently use Polystyrene products in my
business/establishment and have found such products to be economically feasible and practical.
The use of any other products will be expensive and not practical. Any added costs associated
with the use of any other products would ultimately be passed down to the consumer of our
products.
Please re-consider the proposed ordinance to ban to limit the use of Polystyrene products in the
County of Maui until an economically feasible and practical replacement alternative can be
found.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,
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Dear Councilmembers:
This letter is submitted in opposition to the proposed ordinance to limit or ban the use of
Polystyrene products in the County of Maui. I currently use Polystyrene products in my
business/establishment and have found such products to be economically feasible and practical.
The use of any other products will be expensive and not practical. Any added costs associated
with the use of any other products would ultimately be passed down to the consumer of our
products.
Please re—consider the proposed ordinance to ban to limit the use of Polystyrene products in the
County of Maui until an economically feasible and practical replacement alternative can be
found.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,

NamS’~’itle:
Business:
Address:
Phone:
Email:
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Dear Councilmembers:
This letter is submitted in opposition to the proposed ordinance to limit or ban the use of
Polystyrene products in the County of Maui. I currently use Polystyrene products in my
business/establishment and have found such products to be economically feasible and practical.
The use of any other products will be expensive and not practical. Any added costs associated
with the use of any other products would ultimately be passed down to the consumer of our
products.
Please re-consider the proposed ordinance to ban to limit the use of Polystyrene products in the
County of Maui until an economically feasible and practical replacement alternative can be
found.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.

Sincerely,
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PETITION AGAINST BAN ON USE OF POLYSTYRENE PRODUCTS IN MAUI COUNTY
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Dear Councilmembers:
This letter is submitted in opposition to the proposed ordinance to limit or ban the use of
Polystyrene products in the County of Maui. I currently use Polystyrene products in my
business/establishment and have found such products to be economically feasible and practical.
The use of any other products will be expensive and not practical. Any added costs associated
with the use of any other products would ultimately be passed down to the consumer of our
products.
Please re-consider the proposed ordinance to ban to limit the use of Polystyrene products in the
County of Maui until an economically feasible and practical replacement alternative can be
found.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.
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Sincerely,

Name/Title:
Business:
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PETITION AGAINST BAN ON USE OF POLYSTYRENE PRODUCTS IN MAUI COUNTY
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Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) Please Ban
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
oc.
-

Lina Gooley <Iinagooley@everyactioncustorn corn>
Thu 5/4/2017402 PM

To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;
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Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawai’i.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our island. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Lina Gooley.
249 Baldwin Ave Paia, HI 96779-9600
linagooley@hotmail.com

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) Please Ban
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
-

Danann Mitchell <dmitchell98@everyactioncustom.com>
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To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;
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Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
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Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
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Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing.
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawai’i.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our island. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Danann Mitchell
1001 Malaihi Rd Wailuku, HI 96793-8705
dmitchell98@gmail.com

Testimony supporting Bill 127
Tern Marina <marino_terri@yahoo.com>
Fri 5/5/2017 6:39 AM

To:COuflty Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Aloha,
I am writing to ask that Maui County Council ban the use of polystyrene in Maui in order to keep this from entering
our oceans.
My husband and I regularly volunteer to do beach cleanups and most of what we pick up is very small pieces of
plastic and foam. What ends up on our beaches is just a small percentage of what ends up in the ocean and can be
consumed by marine life.
There are simple alternatives to polystyrene so this should be an easy decision.
Thank you for your consideration and the work you do on behalf of Maui County.
Sincerely,
Theresa Marino
Sent from my iPhone
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Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) Please Ban
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
RECEIVED
-
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Courtney Thomas <suniover707@everyactioncustom.com>
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Fri 5/5/2017 5:48 AM
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To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawai’i.
-

The~~~price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference be~een
,rnany.compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our islands. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Courtney Thomas
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Testimony in SUPPORT of Bill No 127 (Ban on ~
Shane Aibritton <shanealbritton@gmaii.com>
Thu 5/4/2017845 PM
To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;
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Aloha Council Members,
lurge you to support Bill #127 the ban on polystyrene containers. Here are some reasons to support the ban:
1. The ban will not hurt the economy and may even improve it. Studies show consumers activity will not be interrupted by
switching to alternative packaging.
2. A clean and green Hawaii attracts money. Our healthy environment and beauty is our wealth. Polystyrene hurts that wealth.
3. Polystyrene lobbyists do not represent your constituents. The attempt by polystrene lobbyists to paint polystyrene as part of the
culture is cynical at best. The culture has been using healthy packaging (luau leaf, non, and now cardboard and potato) for
centuries. The polystyrene corporations are not part of the culture or any traditions. They are not the food.
In sum, the people are the culture, and it is your duty to protect us from dangerous pollutants like polystyrene, especially when
such easy alternatives are available. Voting in support of Bill #127 is an easy choice.
Mahalo,

Shane Aibritton

Testimony supporting Bill 127
RECEIVEI
Courtney Avichouser <makenaandhunter@icloud.com>

2017 H~Y —5 Mi 7: 5~

Thu 5/4/2017 9:56 PM

QFF1€E~

To:County Gerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Mahalo for protecting our precious ocean!
Courtney

~

THE

COUNTY G~LERK

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) PIease~~Ej VEt:
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
~ ~
~ 56
-

Wyatt Bartlett <wybart4@everyactioncustom.com>
Thu 5/4/2017 10:27 PM
To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawai’i.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our island. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Wyatt Bartlett
wybart4@gmail.com

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) Please
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
-

~ ~y ...5 ~j 7: 56

Yuri Cardenas <yurichop@everyactioncustom.com>
Thu 5/4/2017 6:30 PM

QFI~4CEQ~F TH~.
COUNtY GLERK

ro:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Heres why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. (There have been many birds, whales,
etc documented with plastic and trash lining their stomaches.)They are more than 90% air, causing them to break
apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawaii.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Many counties across the nation have banned polystyrene to protect the environment and our health. NO
BUSINESS has gone out of business or been negatively impacted from switching to compostable products.

-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our island. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Yuri Cardenas
7927 Sterling Dr Oakland, CA 94605-3621
yurichop@gmail.com

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) Please Ban FECF~V~•
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
-

2OI7iiAY*5 ~j 7:56

Prue Eade <prudence@everyactioncustom.com>
Thu 5/4/2017 9:52 PM

~ THE
COUN1 V c1~ERK

To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawaii.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our island. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Prue Eade
prudence@ bnecups.com.au

RECEIVED

Testimony in Support of Bill 127 to Ban Foam Containers:

2011 HAY —5 ~Jj 7: 56
Aloha Maui Council,

OFF1~.

QE TH.

COUNTY ~~LER
Let’s be the first county in Hawaii to ban foam containers! Please support Bill
127.
You may already know that wild life such as fish, birds, monk seals and sea
turtles eat plastic that they mistake for food.
In addition, as plastic debris floats in the seawater, it absorbs dangerous
pollutants like PCBs, DDT and PAH. These chemicals are highly toxic and have a
wide range of chronic effects, including endocrine disruption and cancer-causing
mutations. The concentration of PCBs in plastics floating in the ocean has been
documented as 100,000 to 1 million times that of surrounding waters.
When animals eat these plastic pieces, the toxins are absorbed into their body
and passed up the food chain. Plastics in our oceans are bad for people too!
Let’s do the right thing on Maui and ban foam containers!

Mahalo,
Sylvia Litchfield
Green Party of Maui
619-987-3722
sylvialitchfield@gmail.com
415 Dairy Rd Suite 414
Kahului, HI 96732

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016)
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County~7 ~ 5 ~ 7. ~
-

Alana Merry <a Ianamerry@everyactioncustom.com>
Thu 5/4/2017 4:49 PM
To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawai’i.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our island. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Alana Merry
Neptune Bea
alanamerry@yahoo.com

•

Testimony supoorting Bill 127
Bridgett Parker <jbparker4@gmail.com>

RECEIVED
~ Ij~y —5 Mi 7: 56

Thu 5/4/2017 7:53 PM
To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

OFF1C~OF TH~
COUNTY ~LER~(

Polystyrene cannot be recycled after use with food, and ultimately, LESS than 1% is recycled.
I LOVE Maui and want to see the clean water and healthy coral reef around for my childrens children.

I say NO to Polystyrene and YES to a cleaner Maui.

Bridgett Parker
Kahului, Hawaii

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) Please Ban
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
2017 H~Y —5 Mi 7: 56.
Lauren Tyler <Iaurentyler2l @everyactioncustom.com>
~ 04 TH~
-

Fri

5/5/2017 12:32 AM

C~UNtY €LERK

To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawaii.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our islands. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Lauren Tyler
10 ~p.~1<.a
ula,H196790-85P0
laurentyler21@gmail.com

Testimony supporting Bill 127
wolfgang@hawaii.rr.com
Thu 5/4/2017 9:23 PM

RECE~VED
1017 HAY .5 Mi 7: 56
OFF

e~G.F

THE
cOUNTV ~LBR1~

To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Keep our Sea Foam Free Please!
Polystyrene Bill Talking Points
1. Polystyrene, as a single-use toxic plastic, poses significant environmental harm to terrestrial and ocean
environment.
2. Polystyrene foam products do not biodegrade and instead break down into micro-plastics that are often
consumed by seabirds and other marine animals.
3. Over 80 municipalities across the U.S. have banned polystyrene, due to its significant environmental impacts.
4. Compostable containers are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in Hawai’i.
5 The re4sources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container could make 3 compostable containers.
6. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants or food providers going out of business because of
similar polystyrene phase outs.
7. Over 3 million tons of polystyrene products are disposed of annually in U.S. landfills.
8. Polystyrene cannot be recycled after use with food and ultimately, less than 1% of polystyrene is recycled.
Please stop the use of polystyrene in Hawaii.
Thank you!

TESTIMONY SUPPORTING BILL 127
bChiII AdoptTheAttitude <campbell.robia@gmail.com>
Fri 5/5/2017 8:18 AM
To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Aloha County Council,
Hope this finds you all well.
My name is Robi Campbell and I have been an avid beach cleaner here on Maui for 5+ years. I have also been the beach clean up
coordinator for Surfrider Foundation for 3 1/2 of those years. I have cleaned almost every beach on this island and I always find
reminisce of polystyrene food containers.
This past Earth Day I did a clean up at Kaehu beach. For 3 hours I dug through rocks and driftwood. Every time I moved a branch
or a rock a piece of polystyrene blew in the winds. I filled half a grain sack with little bits of polystyrene pieces. The streams over
there have a thin layer of polystyrene laying on the top. It is impossible to get it all up. These reminisce of lunches long ago are
going out to sea for the fish to eat. For us to eat. This problem is not just litter, it is a health crisis that no one seems to care about.
It is past time we stop the flow of this killer. I urge you to vote in favor of this bill. Not just for the environment but for the
community. Mahalo for you time.
-Aloha

Robi Campbell
bChill
AdoptTheAttitude corn
Kihe,, Maui
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Testimony Supporting Bill 127
Angela Sobolev <angela.sobolev@gmail.com>
FrI 5/5/2017 8:18 AM

To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

As a water sports enthusiast and resident of Maui, I stand with others in support of Bill 127! We are on this earth for a
mere moment, but we are ruining the planet and this island for generations to come. Styrofoam isn’t a necessity;
there are plenty of other alternatives to this harmful material!
It saddens me to see the devastation we are causing to our ocean and its inhabitants. Let Hawaii be the first to set an
example for others. We are better than this!
Much Aloha,
Angie Sobolev
Sent from my Pad
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Polystyrene Bill
Mike Donohoe <donohomd@gmail.com>
Fri 5/5/2017 9:03 AM
To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

7017 HAY —5 AN 9:23
OFFIcE OF TH

cO~’Nt~ ~4E~R

Aloha Maui County Council,
Please vote in favor of banning polystyrene on Maui. We have done things a certain way for a long time on this island and people
don’t always love change, however, we have the opportunity on Maui to be a model for sustainable living. In a place where we
don’t actually have a choice, we need to be showing the way.
Please do not let whichever lobbyist has been hired to lie to you (and potentially pay for your vote) about how this will impact
restaurants and local families convince you that people will be affected financially. The companies lobbying against the ban do not
care about how people will be affected, only their bottom line. You are intelligent and I know you know that.
If the container costs more, the meal will cost that much more and it will be on the consumer. People aren’t going to stop getting
plate lunches if their meal costs a quarter more and aunties and uncles will not go out of business. I know you know that. Please
do not let us down the way the Fed is letting us down.
Moving forward, we need to aggressively get back to the idea of our island as a canoe and focus on long term solutions that will
have positive impacts on the next 7 generations instead of quick fixes with quick returns, that will leave them with nothing.
‘Nuff already.
michael donohoe

mike donohoe

May5, 2017
Re:
Position:

~

THE,
€OUNtV~LERK

Testimony Related to Ban of Polystyrene Containers Bill 127
Support

I, Lisa Hinano Rey, on behalf of the Environmental Caucus of the Democratic Party of
Hawaii, as a member of the steering committee and a member of the Natural Resource
Subcommittee of the Environmental Caucus of the Democratic Party of Hawaii want to
urge you to vote in favor of Bill 127 to prohibit the use of polystyrene foodservice
containers.
The Environmental Caucus of Hawaii supports the protection of Hawaii’s Environment;
it’s resources and natural beauty for the benefit of our communities, our visitors and for
the benefit of future generations. The plastic pollution that is caused by polystyrene
food containers in Hawaii is significant and must be curtailed as soon as possible.
According to local scientists, when the Polystyrene pollution that is littering our beaches
becomes weathered it leaches several chemicals into our environment. These
chemicals may, over time,, pose health hazards to the public.
It is also important to speak on behalf of the fragile ecosystems in Hawaii, including the
threatened wildlife, which must be protected from the undesirable consequences of
polystyrene pollution and micro-polystyrene pollution. Researchers at University of
Hawaii are documenting the harmful effects on sea urchins and other marine life.
Polystyrene micro plastics are becoming a part of the food chain and are very
dangerous to Hawaii’s marine wildlife and birds.
The Environmental Caucus, along with our general membership, who voted to support
polystyrene, bans, urge you to please vote in favor of this important measure.
Sincerely,

‘t744(

~Th

Lisa Hinano Rey
Environmental Caucus Representative to DHP SCC
hinanorey@gmail.com

SURFRIDER

RECE[’ED

FOUNDATION

May 5, 2017
To: Mike White, Maui County Council Chair; Maui County Council

2017 HAY —5 AH 9: 23
OFFICE O~F TH~
COUNtY CLER~(

RE: Testimony Supporting A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE ESTABUSHING A NEW CHAPTER 20.26,
MAUI COUNTY CODE, PERTAINING TO POLYSTYRENE DISPOSABLE FOOD SERVICE
CONTAINERS
Dear Maui County Council,
Surfrider Foundation Maui Chapter, on behalf of its Executive Committee and Maui-based members,
supports a bill to establish a ban on the use and distribution of polystyrene disposable food service containers
in Maui County, and to close current loop holes in the plastic bag legislation.
Polystyrene products pose a serious threat to both the environment and public health. Polystyrene is highly
toxic and does not biodegrade in the environment. In fact, polystyrene can persist for thousands of years in a
landfill, and is commonly ingested by marine wildlife. During our monthly beach cleanups, Surfrider
members regularly find polystyrene products along the shoreline, which eventually end up in the ocean as
marine debris.
Polystyrene is made from styrene, a known carcinogen and neurotoxin that leach into hot, greasy food.
According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, l00% of Americans have styrene in their bodies.
These negative impacts have inspired many restaurants, organizations and even cities to use only
biocompostable products. Surfrider Foundation Maui Chapter has followed suit, and now uses on/y
compostable products at its events and beach cleanups. Compostable products are non-toxic, plant-based
and eco-friendly. The resources and energy used to make 1 polystyrene container, for example, could make 3
compostable containers. Compostable foodservice products also take up half the space of polystyrene
products and produce 40% more energy per container when burned.
Surfrider Foundation Maui Chapter fully supports a ban on polystyrene food service products and applauds
the County Council for considering this issue.
Sincerely,
Surfrider Foundation Maui Chapter Executive Committee
Andrew O’Riordan
Robi Campbell
Mike Ottman
Matthew Murasko
Charlie Quesnel
Magen Schifiliti
Pete Ferrer

Testimony in Support of BILL NO 127 (2016) Pleas
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
-

~iVED
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Sheila Murphy <srnurphy@everyactioncustom corn>
Fri 5/5/2017 10:14 AM

OFF1C~ OF TH
eOUN1~Y CLER

To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawaii.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our islands. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Sheila Murphy
10 ~
smurphy@shaka.com

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) ~
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
-

2017 HAY —5 AN 10:
Laura Parks <oceanrespectcampaign@everyactioncustom.com> OFF1C~ OF TH
C~UNf’? ~tER
Fri 5/5/2017 9:24 AM
To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawai’i.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our islands. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinancel
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
www.respectbumoersticker.com
www. Facebook.com/Ocean RespectCampaipn
Sincerely,
Laura Parks
609 Sunlit Ln Santa Cruz, CA 95060-9634
oceanrespectcampaign@gmail.com

Dear County Council,

Our names are Simon and Angela Tay. We own China Bowl Restaurant in
Kaanapali. We are a small business restaurant and we work very hard 7 days a
week just to stay in business. We are against the polystyrene ban. We cannot
afford to use the alternative products. They are too expensive 2.5 to 3 times
more expensive. See the price comparison below I received from my food
supplier HFM Morrad:
—

—

Earthchoice 3 compartment 8 inches by 8 inches: $61.76 for 200
Bridgegate 3 compartment 8 inches by 8 inches: $54.53 for 200
Polystyrene 3 compartment 8 inches by 8 inches: $21.95 for 200

These are very big price differences! We do mostly takeout food services and if
we can’t use polystyrene anymore than you will increase our expenses by
thousands of dollars! Please don’t do this to us! You will put all the small
restaurants out of business.
Also, the Earthchoice and Bridgegate products do not keep the food as hot as the
polystyrene (especially for our Chinese soups).
C) ~
0-u
C

Please do not pass this ban’
Sincerely,
SimonandAngelaTay
China Bowl Owners
KaanapaIi Fairway Shops
Lahaina, HI 96761
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FREE Delivery
with Minimum
Purchase of $50

7

____

Phone:
249-8833

Wailuku area only
Daily 9aiu-5pm only
1

~‘:

•‘

249-8834

xA,/t
1824 Oihana
Street
* Wailuku, HI 96793
Monday Saturday
9:00am
to 9:00pm
& Sunday 9:00am 8:00pm
-

-

Hot Noodle Dishes

Salad Entrée
(#1-2) Shredded cabbage, mint, tomato & onion flakes.

10.95
10.95
8.00

I. Chicken Salad
2. Shrimp Salad
*Green Papaya Salad
(Choice of Avocado, Chicken, Shrimp or Tofu)

Vietnamese Rice Entrée
(#3-7) Served w/Jasmine rice, sliced tomato, green salad
w/homemade dressing & Vietnamese macaroni salad.
(#8-12) Served with out Vietnamese style macaroni salad.
(#13) Does not come with sides.

3. BBQ Chicken
4. BBQ Short Ribs
5. Ba-Le’s Combo

10.95
13.25
11.50

(BBQ Pork Chop, Short Ribs & Chicken)

6. Beef Teriyaki
7. BBQ Pork Chop
8. Pork Chop wlShredded Pork
9. BBQ Sliced Pork
10. Sliced Pork wlShredded Pork
11. Spicy Lemon Grass Chicken
12. Sautéed Ginger Chicken
13. Fried Rice wlShrimp & Spam
*Char Siu Fried Rice
*Kim Chee Fried Rice

11.50
10.95
10.95
10.95
10.95
10.95
10.95
10.95
10.95
10.95

(Choice of Shrimp, Chicken, Char Siu ~ Spam)

Vietnamese Noodle Dishes
Thin loi~ice i~dles ~j~i mint, bean sprout, shredded
lettuce ~ucur~r, gaØ~i with onion flakes. Served with
famous ~etnai~e sau~ ,.j

14. Buf~r Ga~J~c Shrf~~
15. Por~or Chicken L1~1_
16. Pod r ~cken ~~redded Pork
17. Pc~or ~ckenMU~perial Rolls
18. !mperial ~lls 0 ~

11.50
10.95
10.95
10.95
10.95

*Side Order Spring Rolls

8.70

Sweet Potato French Fries
Small $4.75

Large $ 6.50

Egg noodles covered w/delicious shrimp, squid & chicken, sauce &
vegetables.

19. Crispy Fried Egg Noodles
*vegetarian Crispy Fried Egg Noodles (wlTofu)

11.30
11.00

20. Soft Fried Egg Noodles
*vegetarian Soft Fried Egg Noodles (wlTofu)
*Special RicelEgg Noodle

11.30
11.00
11.30

-

--

The best Vietnamese noodle soups are rich & clear, the freshest
marrow bones & brisket flanks are simmered overnight w/fresh herbs.
Served wlbean sprouts, basil, chili pepper, & lemon on the side.

21. Rare Steak Only
22. Rare Steak & Cooked Flank Steak
23. Chicken Pho
24. Special Pho
25. Seafood Pho
26. Tofu Pho (vegetarian broth available upon request)
27. Vietnamese Seafood & Rice Noodle Soup

10.95
10.95
10.95
11.50
10.95
10.95
10.95

Vietnamese Style Saimin
Made w!fresh egg noo~ ~ hr~tI, ~
w/green onions, cabbage, carrots, onion flakes or seasonal vegetables.

28. Seafood Saimin
29. Won-Ton Soup (no noodle)
30. Won-Ton Mm
31. Char Slu Saimin
32. Vegetable Saimin (vegetarian broth available upon request)
33. Special Saimin

9.90
9.90
9.90
9.90
8.00
9.99

Specialty Dishes
Garlic Opakapaka Plate and Opakapaka & Garlic Shrimp Combo
Plate are served w/ jasmine rice, green salad & famous Vietnamese
sauce. Katsu Plate is served with jasmine rice, macaroni salad &
homemade katsu sauce. Fish choices are based on availability.

Garlic Fish Plate (Choice of Mahi Mahi or Opakapaka)
Garlic Fish & Shrimp Combo Plate

12.50
12.95

(Choice of Mahi Mahi or Opakapaka)

Chicken Katsu Plate

10.95

‘—‘—i

LAHAINA
CANNERY MALL
FOOD COURT

V

61~5566
FAX: (808) 661-8162

1221 Honoapiilani Highway, Lahaina, HI 96761
Monday Saturday 9:30AM 9:00PM, Sunday 9:30AM 7:00PM
-

I~

-

-

VIETNAMESE NOODLE DISHES

SALAD ENTREES
(#1-2) Served w/shredded cabbage, mint, tomato & onion flakes.

1. Vietnamese Chicken Salad
2. Vietnamese Shrimp Salad
*Green Papaya Salad

10.45
10.45
7.75

(w/Avocado, Chicken, Shrimp ~ Tofu)

VIETNAMESE RICE ENTREES
(#3-7) Served w/Jasmine rice, green salad w/Our Homemade
Dressing & Ba-Le Macaroni Salad. (#8-12) Served without Ba-Le
Macaroni Salad.

3. Boneless Chicken
4. BBQ Short Ribs
5. Ba-Le’s Combo

10.45
12.75
12.75

(BBQ Pork Chop, Short Ribs & Chicken)

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
Ii.
12.
13.

Beef Teriyaki
BBQ Pork Chop
Pork Chop w/Shredded Pork
BBQ S~iced Pork
Sliced Pork wlShredded Pork

10.99

Spicy Lemon Grass Chicken

10.45
10.45
10.45

Sautéed Ginger Chicken
Fried Rice w/Shrimp & Spam
~Char Ski Pork Fried Rice

*C~cken Fried Rice
*Kr11 Chee Fried Rice

10,45
10.45
10.45

10.45

10.95
10.95
11.50

[ZZZ~~±~~Ms Z]
Specialty items are served with rice or rice noodle.

*Big A~ (Pork Chop, Short Ribs, Chicken & Opakapaka) 13.95
*BUt~r Gar~Pra~
11.25
*Chic~ K~u z g
10.45
*ChH~9~
&~
11.50
~

*~gg~ç~j T~u or
*Fish~9rr1Lf’
*Shri
Cu~,

~,jj≥~

.~Z

10.45
12.25
11.25
12.25
12.25

*Fish ~d S~imp ~
*Garlià Opa~pak~te
*Gariic Opakapaka & Shrimp Combo Plate 12.25
Fish
11.25
*5fe~

Smoked Shrimp
*~$~ & Sour Seafood & Chicken Soup
*Ler~or Grass Beef
~

12.30
11.95
11.95

Vietnamese Rice Noodles, Garnished w/Fresh mint, bean sprouts,
shredded lettuce & onion flakes’ Served wIBa-Le’s Famous Sauce.

14. Butter Garlic Shrimp
15. Pork or Chicken
16. Pork or Chicken w/Sh redded Pork
17. Pork g~ Chicken w/lmperial Rolls
18. Imperial Rolls
*Side Order Spring Rolls

[

11.25
10.45
10.45
10.45
10.45
8.45

HOT NOODLE ENTREES

Fried egg noodles covered w/fresh shrimp, squid & chicken,
vegetables & served with Ba-Le’s Famous Sauce.

19. Crispy Fried Egg Noodles

10.95

20. Soft Fried Egg Noodles
*Vegetarian (Crispy or Soft) Egg Noodle
*House Noodle

10.95
10.95
i 1.50

Choice of yakispba or udoi~ Noodles, smothered in teriy~ki sauce and
topped with shrimp, char siu pork, bean sprouts, brocaill & cabbage.

*Pad Nam Noodles

11.95

(Choice of Chicken~ Tofu or Shrimp)

[

VIETNAMESE SOUP ~PHOH
-

]

Vietnamese Pho Noodle Soup is Ba-Le’s Specialty, a Harty Clear
Broth simmered f~r 10 hours w!Fresh Brisket F~as~ks & Bone
Marrow. Garnished w/Fresh Basil, Bean Sprouts, Sliced Chili Pepper,
& Lemon.

21. Rare Steak Only
22. Rare Steak & Cooked Flank Steak
23. Chicken Pho
24. Special Pho
25. Seafood Pho
26. Tofu Ph 0 (vegetarian broth available upon request)
27. Seafood & Rice Noodle Soup

[

10.55
10.95
10.55
11,50
10.95
1 0.55
10.95

VIETNAMESE STYLE SAIMIN

Made w/fresh egg noodle & our own special chicken broth. Served
w/green onions, parsley, choi sum, carrots, or seasonal vegetables.

28. Seafood Saimin

8.95

29. Won-Ton Soup (no noodle)
30. Won-Ton Mm

8.75
8.75

31. Char Siu Pork Saimin
32. Vegetable SaImin
33. Special Saimin

8.75
7.75

34. Sparn Saimin
35. Kim Chee Saimin
36. Udon (Seafood or Special)

8.75

8.95
8.95
8.95

Support for bill 127
Sandy Callender <scallen14@yahoo.com>
Fri 5/5/2017 11:50AM

To:County C’erk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

I support bill #1 27.
Sandy Callender
Kihei, HI 96753

F.~ECEiV~ED
loll tøY —5 PH I: 13
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testimony in support of Bill 127

RECEiVED
2017 NAY —5 PH I: 13

Tova Callender <tovacallender@gmail.com>
Fri 5/5/2017 10:35 AM

OFPICE;OF
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E~t.ER

To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Council Members,
I am writing in support of Bill 127 that would prohibit the use of single use polystyrene food service containers in the
County of Maui.
As an ocean-recreating resident of Kihei, coordinator of an ocean health initiative and board member of a non-profit
tasked with removing trash from public places on the island, it is abundantly clear to me that we have a problem with
marine debris, and litter in general in Maui County. Many food establishments both locally and nationally have
moved to more environmentally sustainable alternatives to polystyrene packaging. Myself and many of my peers
would be willing to pay a premium for biodegradable packaging should the burden of transitioning away from
polystyrene be too high for small vendors to absorb. I therefore am unable to see any compelling case for allowing
the continuation of packaging that is clearly bad for our island ecosystem, harmful to the visitor industry that needs
litter free beaches to attract guests and damaging for many generations to come as polystyrene continues to persist
in our environment.
I respectfully ask that you support this bill that takes a step in a positive direction to reduce the use of single use
food service containers, and in doing so signals a new social norm that can compel further ecologically minded
actions by the citizens and businesses of Maui County.
Thank you kindly for the opportunity to speak in support of Bill 127,
Tova Callender
Tova Callender
Kihei Resident
(808) 214-4239

TESTIMONY SUPPORTING BILL 127

RECEiVED
2011 HAY —5 PH I: 13

Liz Foote <Ifoote@hawaii.rr.com>
Fri 5/5/2017

11:26 AM

QFI~{€.~ Q~F TH

couNtY ~

To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Aloha,
Please add my name to the list of Maui residents in support of Bill 127 to restrict the use of polystyrene.

Liz Foote
Wailuku, Maui
(808) 283-1631

Polystyrene Bill

RECEVED
2017 HAY —5PM I: 13

Tulsi Greenlee <tulsigreenlee@icloud.com>
Fri 5/5/2017 11:32AM

OFH~E:Q~F TH.:~
C~i~NT~

To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Aloha,
Please ban polystyrene. We need to use more environmentally friendly products which are readily available now.
Thank you for your time,
Tulsi Greenlee
Sent from my iPhone

TESTIMONY SUPPORTING BILL 127
Cathy Maxwell <cathyjsmax@gmail.com>

~iVED
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Fri 5/5/2017 11:49 AM
To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;
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To the Maui County Council:
I would like to add my voice to support Bill 127 to ban polystyrene food service containers in Maui county.
It is clear from research that polystyrene containers are bad for the environment. They do not biodegrade so they can contribute
significantly to our landfills. And they can break apart into smaller pieces that end up being ingested by seagoing birds, turtles,
and other pelagic animals, which can starve and/or kill them. Also, when we trash our ocean, especially with non-biodegradable
items which stay in the environment a long time, they can accumulate over time and make Maui a less desirable place for people
to live and for tourists to visit.
A simple solution is already available. For just a few pennies more a biodegradable alternative is available. To date there is no
evidence that any restaurant has gone out of business when changing over to biodegradable containers. And if you ask most
people, I am sure that most would be willing to pay a few cents more at a restaurant to take food home in a container that will not
trash the environment or hurt wildlife.
Please do the right thing and ban the use of polystyrene food service containers on Maui.
Thank you for your consideration.
Cathy Maxwell
142 Kahana Makai Rd
Lahaina, HI 96761

~~~Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) PIea~,~V~t~
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
~ni ii~Y —5 PH I: [3
-
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Victoria McGee <vmcgee808@everyactioncustom.com>

OF~iC~~

Fri 5/5/2017 11:28 AM

~OtiNTV GtE1~

To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawaii.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our islands. Our future generations will thank ybu for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Victoria McGee
~ luRd ~J!~YLH
vmcgee808@gmail.com

TESTIMONY SUPPORTING BILL 127
Alycia Rajendran <a.rajendranl l04@gmail.com>
Fri 5/5/2017 10:55AM
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To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear County of Maui in the beautiful State of Hawaii,
I am writing you today as a concerned citizen. Every day, I hear news of plastic pollution destroying our Earth. Even more so, I read
about agencies who just don’t care to do anything about it. The Ellen MacArthur Foundation recently reported that by 2050, we
will have more plastic than fish in our precious oceans. I think we can do much better than this--we have to do much better.
Polystyrene foam, though cost-effective, does not degrade. Instead, it gradually breaks down into micro-plastics that make their
way into our seas. Our marine wildlife don’t see their harm and consume them, causing illness, physical injury, and even worse-death. We can do much better.
Compostable containers are non-toxic and biodegradable. They are available state-wide. Did you know that the resources and
energy to make one polystyrene foam container could make three (THREE!) compostable containers? We can obviously do much
better.
Sustainability and the protection of our environment should be of the utmost concern to the State of Hawai’i. We must reduce our
negative impact on our ecosystems, reuse the resources we have (can’t do that with polystyrene foam--it is single use), and recycle
the things we use (polystyrene foam cannot be recycled). We can do better.
I must admit, I don’t live in Hawai’i; I live in Southern California. However, I felt it vital that I voice my concern. Recently, the State
of California enacted a plastic bag ban. It’s not a perfect system yet, but it’s a start. Many cities in California have now banned
polystyrene foam--I hope my city does soon. Imagine the impact this ban would have for not only Hawai’i, but for the United
States? You could continue to set precedence, putting other regions under pressure, all to make this Earth better for everyone.
I would love to visit Hawai’i soon. I’m afraid I won’t be able to if this ban, and other legislation, do not pass. How can tourists enjoy
your beautiful beaches and your awe-inspiring landscapes if we are surrounded by waste? When most think of Hawaii, they
picture your beautiful beaches and awe-inspiring landscapes. If those disappear, so will tourists. That, I can guarantee.
I urge you to think long-term here. The transition from single-use plastics to biodegradable and multi-use products can seem
daunting, but we won’t l.ook back and think “that was too hard” or “that was not worth it”. It is worth it. We can do better.
Mahalo,

Alycia Rajendran
MS. Geographic Information Systems
University of Texas at Dallas
[cj 817-657-2340
[e] a.raiendran1104~gmail.com

HAWAII FOOD INDUSTRY ASSOcIATION

Executive Officers:
John Erickson, Young’s Market Company —Chair
Beau Oshiro, C&S Wholesale — Vice Chair
Toby Ta niguchi, KTA Su perstores — Secretary/Treasurer
John Schilf, Rainbow Sales and Marketing - Advisor
Stan Brown, Acosta — Advisor
Paul Kosasa, ABC Stores — Advisor
Barry Taniguchi, KTA Superstores — Advisor
Derek Kurisu, KTA Superstores — Immediate Past Chair
Lauren Zirbel, Executive Director

1050 Bishop St. PMB 235
Honolulu, HI 96813
Fax: 808-791-0702
Telephone: 808-533-1292

TO: MAUI COUNTY COUNCIL
Councilmember Mike White, Chair
Councilmember Robert Carroll, Vice-Chair
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FROM: HAWAII FOOD INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION
Lauren Zirbel, Executive Director
DATE:
TIME:
PLACE:

‘-.0

C)

May 8, 2017
9:00a.m.
Council Chamber, 200 S. High Street, Wailuku, Hawaii

m
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RE: Bill 127 (2016)
Position: Oppose
The Hawaii Food Industry Association is comprised of two hundred member companies representing
retailers, suppliers, producers, and distributors of food and beverage related products in the State of
Hawaii.
HFIA opposes this measure for economic, environmental, logistical, and food safety reasons.
Biodegradable products are 30% more expensive than polystyrene options. Under Hawaii’s current
waste disposal system, biodegradable products will meet the same end as polystyrene because both
do not biodegrade in modern landfills. In order to protect the environment from liquids and gases
produced during degradation of organic material, landfills are specifically designed to minimize the
breakdown of garbage by limiting exposure to air, water and sunlight conditions essential for
degradation. As a result, without an investment in commercial composting facilities, the increased cost
of biodegradable containers forced upon food establishments and consumers will result in negligible
environmental benefits.
—

Unfortunately, no county in the state of Hawaii has a commercial composting facility where
biodegradable products can be composted. In addition, it is exceedingly difficult to successfully
implement a commercial composting system that accepts post-consumer food waste. Oahu has HPOWER, which can utilize polystyrene’s high BTU value.
Most of the trash debris seen on beaches is the result of haphazard disposal of waste from all over the
world and on the seas, which are brought here by ocean currents. Rather than focusing on product

prohibition, let’s focus on responsible waste management.
From a resource conservation prospective, source reduction is much more effective than recycling.
According to Franklin Associates, in order for polystyrene packaging and disposables’ recycling efforts to
save as much energy as the 408 million pounds that was source reduced in 1997, a recycling rate of 51%
would have to be achieved.
There are very real concerns associated with the manufacturing of biodegradable packaging, as
Smithsonian Magazine (2006) put forth, stating that biodegradable alternatives have considerable
drawbacks that haven’t been publicized. For example, the cultivation of corn uses more nitrogen
fertilizer, more herbicides and more insecticides than any other U.S. crop; such practices contribute to
soil erosion and water pollution due to nitrogen run-off from fields into streams and rivers. We must
acknowledge the environmental trade-offs associated with the use of any packaging material and
question whether a mandate to use one specific type of container or product will have the desired
outcome of reducing litter and/or marine debris.
All foodservice products regardless of the material from which they are made require the use of
various natural resources i.e. energy, water, etc. A 2006 Life Cycle Inventory study by Franklin and
Associates showed that polystyrene, when compared to other food service containers, is very efficient in
minimizing air emissions and energy used during the manufacturing process and in reducing the amount
of waterborne waste generated during the manufacturing process.
—

—

This bill makes the false assumption that products that would replace polystyrene are somehow
manufactured in a vacuum without the use of any raw materials, energy, or water, or~fuel to deliver the
product. This is especially important considering many bio-degradable options are produced in China
where labor, quality and environmental standards are known to be well below the labor, quality and
environmental standards practiced in plants that produce polystyrene in our state.
We must also consider the carbon footprint of shipping supplies from China, given that we have a
more economically viable product produced here in Hawaii, which provides 100+ jobs to our residents.
These jobs may be eliminated if the Council bans this locally produced, favorably priced, FDA
approved product. We invite all councilmembers to visit KYD’s recycling facility in Kalihi to see how this
locally owned company source reduces and streamlines production by reusing leftover production
materials.
With regard to styrene’s impact on health, extensive studies from the FDA, Health Canada and
Environment Canada conclude that styrene is “non-toxic,” “does not constitute a danger to human life
and health,” and “does not constitute a danger to the environment on which human life depends.”
Rather than allowing emotions and fear to cloud our sensibilities, let’s focus on the science.
Lastly, many of our members have found it impossible to find an alternative product that 1) maximizes
the time necessary to keep food at appropriate temperatures to limit microbial growth and ensure
maximal taste, and 2) is sturdy enough to protect customers from spills and burns. This desire to keep
takeout food in good condition and to ensure public safety are primary concerns for food retailers.
For these reasons, we ask that this bill be held. Thank you for the opportunity to testify.

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016)
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County

~
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Alan Espiritu <butchnbabe@everyactioncustom.com>
Fri 5/5/2017 2:38 PM
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To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawai’i.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our islands. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Alan Espiritu
46HoawaaWayK!hei,H196753-7708
butchnbabe@sbcglobal.net

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) PIe~,
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
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Deborah Kremins <soulmocean@everyactioncustom.com>
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Fri 5/5/2017 2:56 PM

COUNtY CLER

To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawai’i.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our islands. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Deborah Kremins
22 Laenui P1 Paia, HI 96779-8110
soulmocean@gmail.com

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) Please Ban
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
RECE1VED~
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Ann Strong <kaioii.pt@everyactioncustom.com>
Fri 5/5/2017 241 PM
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To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawai’i.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostabie, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our islands. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Ann Strong
15 -1014 KIAWE Rd Keaau, HI 96749
kaloli.pt@gmail.com

testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) ~
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
-

—

Denise Boisvert <infofordenise@everyactioncustom.com>
Fri 5/5/2017 3:42 PM
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To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
The evidence that polystyrene foam products are dangerous and harmful to the environment, wildlife and humans is
overwhelming; and now is the time to finally correct the damage and to protect the future.
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawaii.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our islands. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Denise Boisvert
225 Kalulani Ave Apt 1604 Honolulu, H! 96815-3060
infofordenise@yahoo.com

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016)
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
Donna Brown <donnabro@everyactioncustom.com>
Fri 5/5/2017

3:24 PM
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To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawai’i.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our islands. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Donna Brown
82 S Lauhoe P1 Lahaina, HI 96761 -5739
donnabro@hawaii.edu

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016)
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
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Marcy Cayton <marcycayton@everyactioncustom.com>
Fri 5/5/2017 3:47 PM
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To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawaii.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostabie products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our islands. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Si nce rely,
Marcy Cayton
P0 Box 567 Haiku, HI 96708-0567
marcycayton@rocketmail.com

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016)
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
Pam Daoust <daoust@everyactioncustom.com>
Fñ 5/5/2017 3:22 PM
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To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawai’i.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our islands. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Now is the time to become proactive in protecting our already severely stressed marine life and endangered
environmental heritage. We are counting on you to “do the right thing” and enact this ban.
Mahalo!
Sincerely,
Pam Daoust
190 Hauoli St Apt 305 Wailuku, HI 96793-9538
daoust@hawaii.rr.com

~

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016)
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County

-

Nick Drance <nick@everyactioncustom corn>
Fri 5/5/20173:11 PM
To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
I support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why I support the ban.
1. Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment.
2. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container could make 3 compostable,
biodegradable containers.
3. The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0.
4. Many of local, Maui-based restaurants have already switched to eco-friendly products.
5. Our future generations will thank you!
I support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Nick Drance
Sincerely,
Nick Drance
nick@imagedesigncom.com
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Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) Please ~E~CE1VED
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
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Diane Fell <difell@everyactioncustom.com>
Fri 5/5/2017 3:51 PM
To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. The~~ are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawaii.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our islands. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Diane Fell
235 Auoli Dr Makawao, HI 96768-9315
difell@icloud.com

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) ~1~QEE~
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
-
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Lauri Fritsch <Iauri@everyactioncustom.com>
Fri 5/5/2017 3:21 PM
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To:COunty Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Heres why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawaii.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our islands. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Lauri Fritsch

~
auri@mail.net

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) ~
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui Coun~ ~y ~ p~q q: ~
Laura Hagan <Irhagan@everyactioncustom.com>
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Fri 5/5/20174:17 PM

To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawaii.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our islands. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Laura Hagan
24s5WaipuaStPaia,H196779-9749
lrhagan@yahoo.~om

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) ~•i~’~
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
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debbie hollomon ~
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To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

•Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
NO HOME FOR FOAM! Seriously this is a non issue. Styrofoam is terrible for humans and the environment and its
negligent and outrageous that we have to fight so hard to get common sense legislation passed. BAN STYROFOAM.

Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Heres why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawaii.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our islands. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
debbie hollomon
431 Aki St Lahaina, HI 96761-1400
debbie.hollomon@live.com

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) ~
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
zon ~M 5 ~Ij ~28
-

Georgie Hunter <info@everyactioncustom.com>
Fri 5/5/2017 3:15 PM
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To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
This ban is good for Maui County and the oceans:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawaii.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING THIS BILL
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Georgie Hunter
137 Hana Hwy Paia, HI 96779-9745
info@mauihunter.com

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) ~
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
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Kim Jorgensen <infofordenise@everyactioncustom.com>
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Fri 5/5/2017 3:47 PM
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To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
One small vote for a council member; one giant vote for Maui’s citizens, wildlife and environment.
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Here’s why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawaii.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our islands. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Kim Jorgensen

~

infofordenise@yahoo.com

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127 (2016) ~
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
2017 HAY-5 PH 428’
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Lory Ono <keaieiani@everyactioncustom.com>
Fr~ 5/5/2017 4:13 PM
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ro:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Heres why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostabte and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawaii.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the manypositive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our islands. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Lory Ono
44 -022 Nohokai P1 Kaneohe, HI 96744-2543
kealelani@gmail.com

Testimony in Support of BILL NO. 127
Polystyrene Food Containers in Maui County
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Sara Patton <sarapattonmaui@everyactioncustom.com> QF~jcE OF THE
COUN1~Y CLERK
Fri 5/5/2017 3:28 PM
To:County Clerk <County.Clerk@mauicounty.us>;

Dear Maui County Clerk Maui County Council,
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and phase out polystyrene food service containers in Maui County.
Heres why the ban is good for Maui County:
Polystyrene foam products are bad for our environment. They do not biodegrade and instead break down into
micro-plastics that are often consumed by seabirds and other marine animals. They are more than 90% air, causing
them to break apart easily and litter waterways and blow out to sea.
-

Eco-friendly containers are better for our environment. The resources and energy to make 1 polystyrene container
could make 3 compostable and biodegradable containers. Compostable and reusable products are economical and
eco-friendly alternatives to polystyrene. Compostables are non-toxic, plant-based and carried by every distributor in
Hawai’i.
-

The price different between polystyrene and eco-friendly alternatives is virtually $0. The price difference between
many compostable products and polystyrene is negligible, and there are, in fact, a number of compostable products
that are cheaper than their polystyrene counterparts. To date, there have been no documented cases of restaurants
or food providers going out of business because of similar phase outs.
-

Recognizing the environmental impacts of polystyrene, a number of local, Maui-based restaurants have switched to
compostable, eco-friendly products and been happy with the results.
Maui County needs a full phase out to gain the many positive benefits that will come from eliminating single-use
polystyrene containers on our islands. Our future generations will thank you for supporting this important ordinance!
Please support BILL NO. 127 (2016) and vote yes to ban polystyrene food containers in Maui County.
Sincerely,
Sara Patton
160 River Rd Wailuku, HI 96793-5701
sarapattonmaui@yahoo.com
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Empowering Zero Waste!

Kerry Flickner
National Director Waste Solutions
—

As Director for one of the nation’s most forward thinking companies in the domain of environmental
sustainability and recycling for commercial and institutional foodservice, Kerry Flickner possesses
an extensive background in sustainable waste management practices, climate change, and circular
economics.
He began his career in environmental sustainability while serving in the country of Tanzania, Africa.
As a board member and program manager for an international non-profit organization focused on
building orphanages for HIV children, he worked in close partnership with FeedTheChildren, Red
Cross, UNICEF, and the Clinton Foundation-Malawi, as he developed and implemented clean
drinking water and renewable energy programs for local communities.
He has also worked extensively as a volunteer educator with Colorado Association of Black
Professional Engineers and Scientists (CABPES) as well as with Junior Engineering Technical Society
(JETS)
both non-profits dedicated to educating youth in their pursuit of science, technology,
engineering, and math (STEM).
—

Kerry has over 10 years’ professional experience in the field of renewable energy and sustainable
practices. During this time, he’s developed a passion as an educator and currently works with
primary and secondary education administrators, universities, Federal Bureau of Prisons, and U.S.
Military implementing practicable foam foodservice waste and food waste management strategies.
His expertise provides communities and institutions a frame work for education, advocating
responsible use of consumer products that minimize energy consumption and waste generation,
mitigates waste related GHG/C02 emissions while also diverting, recovering, and converting these
waste streams back into natural resources from which they originated.
—

Kerry has been a trade conference panelist and a presenter for multiple academic and community
sustainability organizations.

FoodService Sustainability Solutions, Inc. 1035 Cobb Industrial Drive, Marietta, GA 30066
800.351.8875 www.fs-sustainability.com info@FS-Sustainability.com

The Safety of Polystyrene Foodservice
Health Experts’ and Agencies’ Views
U.S. National Toxicology Program (NTP)
Dr. Linda Birnbaum, Ph.D., Director, U.S. National Toxicology Program was quoted widely in
Associated Press reports in June 2011: “Let me put your mind at ease right away about
polystyrene foam*”
[the levels of styrene from polystyrene containers] “are hundreds if not
thousands of times lower than have occurred in the occupational setting...In finished products,
certainly styrene is not an issue.” Source. news reports ofAssociated Press story, June 2011
...

John Bucher, associate director of the National Toxicology Program, was quoted in Associated
~ reports in August 2011: “The risks, in my estimation, from polystyrene are not very great,”
he said. “It’s not worth being concerned about.”
Source: news reports ofAssociated Press story, August 2011

U.S. National Institutes of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS)
NIEHS in June 2011 noted: “Styrene should not be confused with polystyrene (foam)*. Although
styrene, a liquid, is used to make polystyrene, which is a solid plastic, we do not believe that
people are at risk from using polystyrene products.”
Source: NIEHS web site

Otis Brawley, Chief Medical Officer, American Cancer Society
Bloomberg News in June 2011 reported that Brawley said, “Consumers don’t need to worry
about polystyrene cups and food containers...” Quote: “I see no problems with polystyrene foam*
cups.”
Source: Bloomberg News, June 2011

Food & Drug Administration
Based on scientific tests over five decades, FDA has determined that polystyrene is safe for use in
foodservice products. Polystyrene meets the FDA’s stringent standards for use in packaging both
to store and to serve food.
Harvard Center for Risk Analysis
A twelve-member panel of international experts selected by the Harvard Center for Risk Analysis
reported in 2002 that the very low levels of styrene present in foods whether naturally occurring
or from polystyrene foodservice products does not represent a concern to human health.
—

—

For more information on polystyrene foodservice: www.plasticfoodservicefacts.com
For more information on styrene: youknowstyrene.org
*

Original quotes used the term “Styrofoam”. STYROFOAMTM is a registered trademark of The Dow Chemical

Company that represents its branded building material products, including rigid foam and structural insulated
sheathing, and more. The brand name often is misused as a generic term for foam foodservice products.

County of Maui Polystyrene Bill #127
Testimony/May 8, 2017
—

Kerry Flickner
Foodservice Sustainability Solutions
kflickner@fs-sustainability.com
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PS Foam Foodservice Recovery &
Recycling
Annual Performance
• 200 programs fielded
• 240,000 trays daily
recovery

Performance 2012-16
• 60 million PS foam
trays

• 28 million foam trays
• 280 tons recovered
and diverted for
recycling.
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Reality of Commercial
Compostin.g
• The compost industry in the U.S. is not being
driven by demand for compost products.
• But by the increased cost of landfill disposal,
public support for resource conservation, and
local mandates on waste diversion.
• End Market demand for compost by the
consumer does not meet the growing supply.
(i.e. Peninsula)
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Maui 3-Can Guidelines
Mixed Recycling & Green Waste
“DO NOT PUT THIS IN THE CART”

•
•
•
•

No
No
No
No

Food Residue or Waste
Paper Plates
Shredded Paper
Food-Soiled Paper:

Towels & Napkins
~ Paper Plates
> Pizza Boxes, Cartons
~ Biodegradable Food Containers

4

55% MSW Composition is Organic
U.S. MSW Composition

Methane Impacts

Other?

Other
Manure
Ma nagement~~
9%

Rubber, leather /
&textiles9%

-.
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False Equivalency and
Conformity
• “Follow in the footsteps of nearly 100 other cities. ...by allowing
only items that are readily compostable or recyclable”
• “A ban on EPS will improve our quality of life, the natural
environment
and impacts on marine life and birds.

• “Alternatives to polystyrene food service that are renewably
sourced rather than fossil-fuel based are thus more
environmentally sound”
• “Prohibiting PS disposable containers would reduce amount of
liter entering the environment by displacing toxic material with
non-toxic biodegradable materials”
6

Follow the others

-

• Urban School Food Alliance
“Incorporating sound environmental practices”
• 5 of U S largest school districts
• 4,700 schools
• Switched from polystyrene trays to paper fiber compostable,
“cutting 225 million PS trays per year (9 months) from the waste
stream”
Noneof these trays are being composted.~
• Volume prohibits! Weak Infrastructure I Weak end-markets
• Landfilled = Methane = Ocean Warming
What are we teaching this next generation?
7

NYC Public Schools I 850,000 meals per day

Cost

—

Student Nutrition Budget

Waste Stream Weight Per Day

PS Foam

NYC Schools Foam Ban
Organic Based “Cornpostable”

$4 5 million

$8 million

>

4 Tons

11.5Tons

>175%

Waste Volume Reduction

0

Resource Recovery I Reuse

0

Transportation Demand

78%

Increase

Commercial Composting

NIA

No

Landfill Biodegradation

NIA

No Anaerobic Degradation

Equivalent Landfill Methane Emissions

NIA

Approx. 1700 lbs (CH4)

Sustainable Practice

—

Volume Prohibits

-

No
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International Union for Conservation
ICUN Director General Inger Anderson
“Ocean warming is this generations greatest hidden challenge and
one for which we are completely unprepared”. “The only way to
preserve the rich diversity of marine life, and to safeguard the
protection of resources the ocean provides, is to cut greenhouse gas
emissions rapidly and substantially” (IUCN World Conseivation Congress,
—

—

Hawaii— 2016)

“Most of the heat from human-induced warming since 1970
staggering 93% has been absorbed by our oceans, which acts as a
buffer against climate change, but this comes at a price We are
surrounded by the scale by the scale and extent of ocean warming
effects on the entire eco system” (Dan Laffoley, Marine Vice Chair of World
—

-

Commission on Protected Areas at ICUN, 2016)

9

Environmental Impact Feedback Loop currently
being observed, due to GHG and ocean warming.
• Coral Bleaching
• Ocean Acidification
• Fish migration
• Species die-offs
Example:
The Starfish Wasting Disease that decimated more than
20 species of starfish from Alaska to Mexico is now
understood to be the largest observed die-of of a wild
animal in the ocean. All due to warmer ocean
ternperatu res.

10

Transitioning to Practicable Solutions
+Transforming current systems instead of
banning.
+ Holistic and comprehensive approach to waste
management, litter control, public education
and accountability.
+Quantifying environmental impacts of
purposed alternative organic waste stream.
11

Kerry Flickner
kflickner@fs-sustainability.com
505.501.0661
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FOODSERVICE PACKAGING

Foocjservice
Packaging
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ABOUT FP~
• Established in 1933
• Only industry trade association in North
America solely focused on all single-use
foodservice packaging products
• Members include:
Converters and their raw material and
machinery suppliers (approximately 90% of
the industry);
Foodservice distributors and operators
—

—

FOODSERVICE PACKAGING
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HAWAJ~ FOAM PRODUCTI

• Manufacturing facility on Oahu, along with
K. Yamada Distributors
• In business for over 50 years
• Has contributed $millions to economy
through payroll and taxes
• Employs ‘~‘10O people
FOODSERV~CE PACKF~GING
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• Recyclables:
—

Only recyclable alternatives are PET and
aluminum (no paper, polypropylene)

• Compostables:
—

EKO Compost only accepts wood and yard
waste (no compostable cups and containers)
F000SERVICE PACKAGING
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Definition of “food service container”
Clear that it includes cups, containers,
dinnerware, trays
• Definition of “polystyrene”
Not clear whether scope is rigid and foam
polystyrene, or just foam polystyrene
—

—

~OODSERVICE PACKAGING
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DUCE UTTER

Top 10 Items Collected in Hawaii (2015)
5,000

10,000

15,000

20,000

25,000

30,000

Cigarette Butts
Food Wrappers
Plastic Bottle Caps
Metal Bottle Caps
Plastic Beverage Bottles
Beverage Cans
Other Plastic & Foam Packaging
Glass Beverage Bottles
Straws/Stirrers
Other Plastic Bags —
FOODS~RVICE PACKAGING

Source: Ocean Conservancy’s Coastal Cleanup Annual Report (2016)

WILL DO UTTLE TO REDUCE UTTER
Real-world example: San Francisco’s litter audits,
conducted before and after foam polystyrene ban
% of Total Large Litter
3.0%

2.5%

+32%

2.0%
1.5%

-31%

1.0%
0.5%
0.0%
Paper cups

Foam cups
U 2007 ~2008
FOODSERVICE PACKAGING

Source: City of San Francisco Department of Environment Litter Survey Report (2008)

LEARNING LEADS 1t~ SOLUTION S
Where does litter come from?
—

—

—

—

Motorists (52%)
Pedestrians (22.8%)
Improperly covered truck or cargo loads,
including collection vehicles (16.4%)
Improperly secured containers, dumpsters,
trash cans or residential waste or recycling
bins (1.5%)
F000SERVICE PACK4G!NG

Source: Keep America Beautiful’s Littering Behavior in America (2009)
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• Why do people litter?
—

—

—

—

Personal choice: Most littering (81%) was
committed “with intent” by the individual, e.g.,
flicking, flinging, or dropping.
Litter beciets litter: Individuals are much more
likely to litter into a littered environment.
Options to “do the right thing:” Availability of,
proximity to and distance between trash and
recycling receptacles.
It’s “not my responsibility.”
FOODSERVICE PACK&GING

Source: Keep America Beautiful’s Littering Behavior in America (2009)

MORE EFFECTWE UTTER REDUCT~ON
SOLUTIONS
• Consider a more comprehensive solution to litter
by focusing on the real problem: human
behavior
• Increase public awareness and anti-litter
education efforts by engaging your citizens,
visitors and businesses
A Guide to Reducing
and Managing Litter

F000SERVICE PACKAGING
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BEAUTiFUL

~ORE EFFEC1IVE LITTER REDUCIICN
SOLUTK~NS
• Increase the number of trash/recycling bins,
carefully considering where to place them and
what type of bins are needed (lidded!) and
decrease the distance between them
• Use carts not bags
trash and recycling
—

—

for curbside collection of

• Emphasize litter policies (like Hawaii’s Uncovered
Truck Law) and consider stricter enforcement of
existing litter laws

F000SERVICE PACKAGING

THANK YOU!
QUESIIONS?
Lynn Dyer
President
Foodservice Packaging Institute
Idyer@fpi.org
www.fpi.org

F000SERVICE PACKAGING

7700 Leesburg Pike, Suite 421, FaIls Church, VA 22043
tel (703) 592-9889 lax (703) 592-9864
FOODSERVICE PACKAGING

email fpi@fpi.org web www.fpi.org

Lynn Dyer
Dyer Biography: Short Version
Lynn Dyer is president of the Foodservice Packaging Institute, the trade association for the North American
foodservice packaging industry. At FPI, she advocates for the interests of the industry and champions its
efforts to expand recycling and composting of foodservice packaging. Prior to joining FPI in 1998, Lynn
worked with the European Food Service & Packaging Association (now Pack2Go Europe) in Brussels,
Belgium. Lynn holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Richmond.
Dyer Biography: Long Version
Lynn Dyer is president of the Foodservice Packaging Institute, the trade association representing the
foodservice packaging industry in North America. Members include packaging converters and their raw
material and machinery suppliers, as well as foodservice operators, distributors and group purchasing
organizations.
Lynn brings more than 20 years of experience to the field of foodservice packaging. At FPI, she advocates
for the industry through communications, market research, public affairs and technical initiatives. She also
champions the industry’s efforts to recycle and compost more foodservice packaging by collaborating with
dozens of stakeholders and tackling barriers to achieve sustainable recovery.
Prior to joining FPI in 1998, Lynn worked with the European Food Service & Packaging Association (now
Pack2Go Europe) in Brussels, Belgium.
Lynn holds a Bachelor of Arts degree from the University of Richmond.
Dyer Headshot May be found here https://fpi.smugmug.comlPersonnelli-Xb9nkRC/A.

Foodservice

MEGAN LAMSON
Megan Lamson is a marine biologist with a specialty in coral reef fish ecology and communitybased management projects. She received her Bachelor’s degree in Marine Biology from the University
of California in Santa Cruz and a Master’s degree in Tropical Conservation Biology and Environmental
Science from the University of Hawaii at Hilo. She is currently the Vice President and Hawai’i Island
Program Director for the nonprofit organization, Hawai’i Wildlife Fund. She also works with the Pacific
Cooperative Studies Unit within the Research Corporation of the University of Hawaii for the Hawai’i
State DLNR Division of Aquatic Resources in Kona, surveying fish and coral habitats along the West
Hawai’i coastline, Lamson has been working and volunteering for Hawai’i Wildlife Fund since 2008, and
during that time she has helped to coordinate the removal of 100+ tons of marine debris from the
shores of Hawai’i Island, Maui, and Lana’i. In 2016, Lamson participated in the Hawai’i County Council
sponsored Hawai’i Island Packaging and Sustainability Task Force.
In addition, Lamson has given presentations on marine debris and marine resources in college
classrooms, professional meetings, and at several international conferences around the world. She has
co-authored several papers and studies related to marine debris and coral reefs in Hawaii nei.
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Maui Polystyrene Food
Service Bill 127
Megan Lamson, Hawai’i Wildlife Fund
May 2017 megan@wildhawaii.org
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By NASA/Goddard. Space Flight Center
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Over 242 tons of
marine debris
removed from Maui,
Hawai’i Island,
Midway a French
Frigate Shoals.

From Marine Pollution BulLetin 92:1-2 pp. 170-179 (March 2015)
Marine Pollution Bulletin
Volume 92. issues 1—2, 15 March2015, Pages 170—179
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1) Science
*Negative impact to marine resources (fish,
turtles, seabirds, etc0)
*Global chemical contamination from polystyrene
2) Loca(Iy=sourced marine debris
*Sources vs0 Sinks paper
*llnternational Coastal Cleanup Data (Maui County)
*The success of the Maui plastic~bag ban (2011)
3) Common sense
*overflowing landfills and DOT report
*Solid Waste Management for ~sland Ecosystems

4

From Science Magazine 252:6290 p. 1213 (June 2016)
24-hour maximum of ij~ = 27 ± 4% (n 3)
(Fig. 3F). The achieved titers are higher than
previous reported values, and i~ values have
increased by a factor of at least 20 to 50(10, 18).
I?. eutmpka has demonstrated tolerance toward
isopropanol (fig. S14), állo~ng for enriched prod
uct concentrations under extended operation.
Our combined catalyst design mitigates bia
toxicity at a systems level, allowing water
splitthg catalysis to be intertl~Led with engineered
organisms to realize high CO2 reduction efficien
des that exceed natural photo~rnthe1ic ~stems,
Because E~ requinxi for wnter splitting is low
(1.8 to 2.0 ~1). high i~ values an~ achieved that
translate directly to hj~h solar-to.ehemic~il efficien
cies (it) when coupled to a typical solar4oelectricity device (~‘1SCE 1l.~ol~ x ri~). For a
~hotoveltaic device of ~ = 18%, the Co-P CoP~I
K entn~p’?a hybrid system can achieve TISCE
9.7% for biomass, 7.6% for bioplastic~ and 7.1%
for fusel alcohols. This approadi allows for the
development of artificial photosynthesis with
efficiencies well beyond that of natural photo
~nthesis, thus providing a platform for the dis
tributed solar production of chemicals.
REFERENCES AND NOTES
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ECOTOXICOLOGY

Environmentally relevant
concentrations of microplastic
particles influence larval fish ecology

C)

C)
C)

Oona M, L~3nnstedt~ and Peter Eldöv
The widespread occurrence and accumulation of plastic waste in the environment have
become a growing global concern over the past decade. Although some marine organisms
have been shown to ingest plastic, few studies have investigated the ecological effects
of plastic waste on animals. Here we show that exposure to environmentally relevant
concentrations of microplastic polystyrene particles (90 micrometers) inhibits hatching.
decreases growth rates, and alters feeding preferences and innate behaviors of European
perch (Peica fluviatilis) larvae. Furthermore, individuals exposed to microplastics do not
respond to olfactory threat cues, which greatly increases predator-induced mortality rates.
Our results demonstrate that microplastic particles operate both chemically and physically
on larval fish performance and development.
al plastic production is estimated to be
out 300 million metric tons (MM~1) anally and is increasing by 20 MMT per
f_s

-

years~ wheretheybreak down into smaller pieces
owing to ultraviolet radiation, physical fon~es, and
hydrolysis (4). Hence plastic partides continue to
I
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From Environmental Pollution 188:45-49 (2014)
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“Our results suggest the presence of new global chemical contaminants
derived from PS in the ocean, and along coasts0”

33HJ

From Marine Environmental Research 84 pp. 76-83 (2013)
St~rimo tiwuominarnal Res~oich 84(2013)

~6-.83

Gontonts lists avatlthlis ot SciVorso SnooDtroot

Marine Environmental Research
journal horrnapa~a: www.elseviar,com/loaatotrnaranvrov

Tracking the sources and sinks of local marine debris in Hawai’i
Henry S. catson~t’, Megan R. Lamsonb, Davis Nakashirnaa, Derek Tolournu~~ Jan Hafnert,
Nikolai Maximenko Karla J. McDerrnid a
~,
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ARTICLE INFO

ABST RACT

Ain& lery~
tieceived 14 july 2012

Mastic pollution has biological, dwmical, and physical effects on marine environments5
on coastal communities. These effects are acute on southeastern Kawai’i Island, ~°
remove Hi metric tonsot debris annually froma 15 km coastline. Although the majority is I
a portion is locally-generated. We used floating debris-retention booms in two urban
measure the input of debris trom Hilo, the island’s largest community, and released wool
nearl~j coastal Waters to track the late 01 thatdebris. In 205 days. 30 ldlugrarrtsotdebtis~
were retained trom two watersheds comprising 10.2% oL Hilo’s developed land area. O~
drifters released offshore of Hilo in tour events, 23.3% were recovered locally, 14% at disi
and 6.5% on other islands. Comparisons with modeled surtace currents arid wind were mi~
the importar~e at nearshore and tidal thy namies not included in the model. This study dent
local pollutants can be retained nearby, contribute to the isLand’s debris-accumulation ard
contaminate other islands.
se 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All ru

io

revund fums

3 Docember 2012

Accepted 4 I3orensber 2012
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FOAM Total MAUI

Total

%

Foam Pieces

3324

6.99%

Other Plastic!
Foam Packaging

886

1.86%

Take Out/Away
Containers (Foam)

436

0.92%

-

M%Mt ~QUft~ Nt~ lISA

I

\

~;
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~Clean Up Summary
Cigarette Butts
Ptastic Pieces
Food Wrappers (candy, chips, etc.)

Foam Pieces
~Bottte Caps (Metat)
Bottte Caps (Plastic)
Gtass Pieces

Other Plastic/Foam Packaging
~Fishing Line (1 yard/meter
~Beverage Bottles (Plastic)

=

1 piece)

Total

0/
/0

16628

34.96%
12.23%
7.28%
6.99%
6.60%
3.93%

5817
3462
3324
3139
1869
1645

886
792

749

3.46%
1.86%
1.67%
1.57%

4,646 foam
items I 9.77%
of total collected

2015
wortdwide
ICC data.
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From Marine Pollution Bulletin 105:292-298 (April 2016)
Marine Poihinon tkillerui lOr (2016) 202—205

Contents hats available at Scencelairoct

Marine Pollution Bulletin
iournal homepaBe: www~elseviar~cornulocate/marpolbul

Trends and drivers of debris accumulation on Maui shorelines:
Implications for local mitigation strategies
Lauren C. Buckley lens J. Currie, Gregory D. Kaufman
~,

I’ec4& Winds Losdanon. 300 Meelase lined. sons 211, Walnkix, Meet, HI 05103. USA

ARTICLE

INFO

Article hiswri:
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Ava8able online 28 Eebrietry 2016
Xeywerds.
Marina debris
Hawaii
Accumulation rates

ABSTRACT

Manna debris, particularly piastic~ is an identified concern for coastal areas and is known to accumulate in large
quantities in tine North Pacific. Here we present results trom the firti study to quantify and compare the types and
amounts of marine d~bri~ on Maui thorelines. Surveys were conducted monthly between May2013 and Decem.~
her 2014, with adibtiwial daily surveys conducted on Maui’s notili shore during january2015. Debris istcumula
tion rates, loads, and sources varied between istes, with plastics being the most prevalent type of debris at all
sites. Large debris loads on windward shores were attributed to the influence of the North Pacific Subtropical
Gyro and northerly trade winds. Daily surveys resulted in a smgmficantly higher rate of debris deposition than
monthly surveys. The efficacy of local policy in debris mitigation showed promise, but was dependent upon
the level of enlorcement and consorner responsibility.

“Over the course of 17 months, 78 debris clean ups, and a
total of 10,074 debris items, we did not collect any plastic
grocery bags0” Lauren BIick~ey
--

From Marine Pollution Bulletin 28:11 pp. 649-652 (1994)
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Land~Based Discharges of
Marine Debris: From Local to
Global Regulation
ANDRE NOLLKAEMPER
F~ieu1ty of Lan; Erasmus (~ i~r~ifv Rouerdwn,
P() Box 17383(09 DI?, Ronerdain. The Netlwrlands

This article outlines the major regulatory requirements
involved in the control of land-based discharges if
marine debris, and reviews the main developments in
the proeess tGwanis more appropriate international
controls of such discharges.
Marine deL~ris poses a continuing threat to marine
ecosystems. Most visibly, it has resulted in entanglement
of marine wildlife. Debris washing uz~ on beaches may

Sea, the Ba]tic Sea, the Black Sea and the Arctic) are
covered by more or less operational progratnines for
land-based pollution, whereas programmes ftr the
South East Pacific and the Persian Gulf arc as yet
dormant (Nollkernpcr. 1992). Equally significant, exisL~
ing programmes have been inadequate. They have not
addressed the full range of sources of marine debris;
they have treated land-based pollution too much as an
isolated problem, as if unrelated to waste generation;
and have provided insuffic~ent inducemerns by way
of informatior~ exchange, technical co-operation and
financial assistance to move marine debris higher on the
agenda of, in particular. developing states, Each of these
problems will be elaborated below
The bleak prospects for adequate regional solutions
rightly has set in motion a global process. Responding
to the imperatives set forth in Agenda 21 (adopted at
the 1992 UNCED), a global programme of action for
land~based sources of marine ool[ution is now beimi~

“The very policies that reduce generation of solid wastes will prevent
them from entering the environment.”

From NRDC Report “WASTE IN OUR WATER: THE ANNUAL COST TO
CALIFORNIA COMMUNITIES OF REDUCING LITTER THAT POLLUTES OUR

WATERWAYS” (2013):
Table 7: Total AnnLal Direct Cost of Debris Management

Largest

250,000 or more

$2,g77,400—$36,36o,669

$13~929,284

$11.239

Large

75,000-’249~999

$350,158—$2,379,746

$1,131,156

$&938

Midsize

15,000—74,999

$44,lOo—$2,278,877

$457,100

$1O.486

Small

Under 15,000

$3c0—$ggo,000

$144,469

$18.326

From Hawai’i State DOT “Trash Protection Plan” (2016)

6.4 Long~Term Plan Enhanced Control Measures (p. 73)
• Consider an ordinance to ban Styrofoam.
•
•
•
•
•

Expand the Plastic Bag Ordinance.
Increase school and community outreach related to trash.
Conduct additional outreach and/or inspections of businesses that may
exacerbate trash issues (e.g., fast food restaurants).
Review the street sweeping schedule to enhance the effectiveness of
street sweeping.
Install additional full trash capture d~ices, such as trash skimmers

From EPA.gov Advancing Sustainable Materials Management
2014 Fact Sheet
Figure 4. Management of MSW in the United States. 2014

Combustion with
Energy Recovery
12.8%

Figure LTetal MSW Recycling and Composting
(by matetial)~ 2~O14
89 Million Tons
Wood 2~9% ~‘ood22%
Plastics 35%
Glass
33%

Metals

According to Smithsonian Magazine
(2014): “Styrofoam or expanded
polystyrene is made of plastic #6. The
general rule is the higher the number of
plastic, the harder it is to recycle.”

From SpringerPlus 2:398 (2013)

Yousif and Haddad SpringerPlus 2013, 2:398
httpJfww~pringerpIus~comkGntent/2/1/398
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Photodegradation and photostabilization
of polymers, especially polystyrene: review
Emad Yousi( and Raghad Haddad

Abstract
Exposure to ultraviolet (UV) iaaiation may cause the significant degradation of many materials. liv raaiation causes
photooxidative degradation which results in brea~ing of the polymer chains, proouces free radical and reduces the
molecular weight causing deterioration of mechanical properties and leading to useless materials, after an
unpredicta~e time. Polystyrene (PS), one of the most important material in the modern plastic industry, has been
used all over the world, due to its excellent physical properties and low-cost. When polystyrene is subjected to liv
irradiation in the presence of air, it undergoes a rapid yellowing and a gradual embrittlement. The mechanism of PS
photolysis in the solid state (film) aepends on the mobility of free radicals in the polyme~ matrix and tneir
bimolecular recombination. Free hydrogen raaicals aiffuse very easily through the polymer matrix and combine in
aairs or abstract hvdronen atoms from oolvmer molecule. Phenvl radical has limited mobility. They may abstract

“Polystyrene waste requires the transportation of big large volume
of materials, which is costly and makes recycling economically unfeasible0”

*

According to Mauicounty0gov
Recycling, Refuse & Landfill Guide (pg0 4)
Plastics:
• #1 and #2 only
o Rinse clean, discard lids
o No food residue
o No toys
o No Styrofoam

Plastic #6 or PS
is NOT recyclable
on Maui

• No plastic bags
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A B S T R A C T

Plastic pollution has biological, chemical, and physical effects on marine environments and economic
effects on coastal communities. These effects are acute on southeastern Kawai’i Island, where volunteers
remove 16 metric tons of debris annually from a 15 km coastline. Although the majority is foreign-origin,
a portion is locally-generated. We used floating debris-retention booms in two urban waterways to
measure the input of debris from Kilo, the island’s largest community, and released wooden drifters in
nearby coastal waters to track the fate of that debris. In 205 days, 30 kilograms of debris (73.6% plastic)
were retained from two watersheds comprising 10.2% of Kilo’s developed land area. Of 851 wooden
drifters released offshore of Kilo in four events, 23.3% were recovered locally, 1.4% at distant locations,
and 6.5% on other islands. Comparisons with modeled surface currents and wind were mixed, indicating
the importance of nearshore and tidal dynamics not included in the model. This study demonstrated that
local pollutants can be retained nearby, contribute to the island’s debris-accumulation area, and quickly
contaminate other islands.
~ 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Plastic pollution in the marine environment impacts human
communities directly through reduced tourism income, increased
cost of cleanup, threats to navigation and safety, contamination of
food sources, loss of aesthetic value, and other public health
hazards (reviewed in Thompson eta!. 2009). It impacts those same
communities indirectly by threatening marine organisms and
habitats though entanglement and ingestion by invertebrates,
fishes, birds, turtles, and marine mammals, smothering of the
benthos, leaching of plasticizers, concentration of persistent
organic pollutants in seawater, changing the physical properties of
sediment, and the transport of organisms via rafting (reviewed in
Cole et a!. 2011, Gregory 2009).
These effects are particularly acute in the Hawaiian Archipelago,
in part because of its location proximal to the major debris accu
mulation zone of the North Pacific Gyre (Howell et a!. 2012).
In the northwestern portion of the island chain, the sensitive
habitats of the Papahãnaumokuakea Marine National Monument

~Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 808 933 3880; fax: +1 808 974 7693.
E-mail oddress: hcarson@lsawaji.edu (H.S. Carson).
0141—1136/S — see front matter 6 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
http://dx.doi.orgIlO.1016/j.marenvres,2012.12,002

are threatened by marine debris, especially derelict fishing gear
(Donohue et al. 2001). Marine debris also affects the marine envi
ronment and human communities on the southeastern inhabited
islands. Residents are tied to the ocean, not only through a depen
dence on tourism and shipping, but also via aquatic activities (such
as fishing, surfing, and canoeing) that are integral to their lifestyle
and culture. Near the southern end of the archipelago’s largest
island, Hawaii, lies Kamilo Point, an area famous for debris accu
mulation (Fig. 1). Since 2003, the Hawai’i Wildlife Fund (www.
wildhawaii.org) has removed an average of 16 metric tons of
debris per year from this 15 kilometer coastline.
The plastic debris at Kamilo consists of derelict fishing gear,
miscellaneous large items, and a high, but patchily distributed,
concentration of polyethylene and polypropylene fragments
(Carson eta!. 2011). The majority of identifiable items appear to be
of non-Hawai’i origin, as evidenced by heavily degraded or fouled
surfaces, foreign-language labels, markings, and logos on items not
labeled for sale in the United States, or aquaculture and fishing
industry equipment not in use on the islands (e.g. Ebbesmeyer eta!.
2012). However, some items do appear to be of local origin, as
evidenced by fresh, unfouled surfaces, and commonly used brand
names. The local-origin debris is unlikely to have been littered
directly on the coastline because the area is difficult to access and
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Fig 1. Map of the study areas around Hawaii Island, and inset picture of typical debris accumulation on Kamilo Point.

not a tourist destination. Therefore, the same hydrodynamic forces
which deposit large amounts of foreign debris on this coastline may
also carry local debris. We hypothesize that prevailing northeast
erly trade winds, and their associated surface currents Uia et al.
2012), make the east coast of Hawai’i Island the most likely
source of local debris to the Kamilo area.
Although plastic pollution from distant locations in the Pacific
poses a great threat to Hawai’i (Brainard et al. 2001, Donohue 2005,
Ebbesmeyer et al. 2012), this pollution is also more difficult to
prevent with local action than Hawaii-sourced debris. In this study,
we test whether or not waste from the island’s large population
centers washes up on the island’s main debris accumulation areas.
Specifically, we investigate the following two questions:
1) What is the amount, composition, and timing of debris reach
ing the ocean from the island’s largest population center, as
measured by floating debris retention booms in two urban
waterways?
2) What are the pathways of Hilo debris and debris from other
island areas once it reaches the ocean, as traced by drifters and
simulated by ocean models?

2. Design of experiments
2.1. Debris-retention Booms
One floating debris-retention boom was placed in each of two
waterways in Rib (Fig. 2), the largest population center on the
island of Hawaii (43,263 people as of the 2010 census). The first (#1
in Fig. 2) was placed in the Wailoa River watershed, which drains
the predominantly residential southern portion of the city. The
watershed area is 255.4 km2 extending to the top of the massive
Mauna Loa volcano; however, due to the highly porous nature of
the basaltic rock, surface runoff only becomes a relevant factor in
the movement of debris in the lower, developed 10.0 km2 of the
watershed (Parham et al. 2008). The boom spanned a 25-meterwide concrete flood-control channel at the mouth of the river as it

flows into Waiäkea Pond. The pond is a brackish-water, tidallyinfluenced water body that opens to Rib Bay 1.5 km north of the
boom.
The second boom (#2 in Fig. 2) was placed in the ‘Alenaio
Stream watershed, which drains a smaller portion of urban Rib,
including the southern end of the downtown commercial district.
The watershed area extends 187.3 km2 up the slopes of the Mauna
Loa volcano; however, only the developed lower 4.3 km2 (Parham
et al. 2008) is likely to produce significant synthetic debris runoff.
The boom crossed a six-meter-wide stone flood-control channel as
the stream empties into Waiäkea Pond. The bay entrance is located
1.2 km east of the boom.
The booms collected debris from only 10.2% of Hibo’s developed
land area, representing approximately 4,400 people. Northern
portions of the city are drained by the Wailuku River, a large
watershed (653.2 km2) of forested land that experiences extreme
flows during frequent storm events which would be likely to
destroy attempted boom placements with the force of water and
drifting logs. The majority of runoff from the downtown commer
cial district reaches the bay via a decentralized network of under
ground storm drains which are difficult to sample effectively. To the
south of the study area, the Keaukaha area is also drained via
groundwater and decentralized channels that would be impossible
to sample effectively for debris. These logistical considerations
prevented more of Rib’s drainage area from being studied. The
boom placements at the point where the two study watersheds
empty into Waiãkea Pond are advantageous because standing
water supports the booms during low flow while dissipating some
of the energy from high flow events.
The booms were anchored to either side of the two drainage
channels, and remained in place for 205 days from September 2011
to April2012. They consisted of flotation chambers extending about
0.3 m above the water surface (Fig. 2), and a solid, impermeable
curtain weighted with chain extending about 0.3 m below the
water surface. Debris was removed twice a week during the study
period, with additional checks after storm events. To collect the
debris, the booms were detached from one shoreline and pulled
across to encircle the debris close to the other shoreline where it
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Fig 2. Satellite photo of the study area in Rib, Hawaii Island. and pictures of the Wailoa River Boom (left) and ‘Alenaio Stream Boom (right) with typical debris shown in the
foreground.

could be easily removed with a dip net. In the laboratory, captured
items were separated from organic debris, rinsed, and then dried
for weighing and classification into one of ten categories (Table 1).
We have no quantitative data on the efficiency of debris capture by
the booms. Visual observations showed that the booms were most
efficient at capturing high-buoyancy items such as plastic bottles,
and could not always retain low-buoyancy items such as plastic
bags, especially during high flow conditions.
We used linear regression to test for a relationship between the
timing of plastic captures and local precipitation, as measured by
National Weather Service rainfall gauges. Cumulative rainfall that
occurred between debris samplings was compared to the total
weight of debris found in the booms during the corresponding
sampling period.

22. Drifter Experiments
Degradable wooden drifters were constructed to approximate
the movement of Hawai’i-sourced debris. The drifters were made of
pine blocks approximately 7.6 cm long, 8.9 cm wide, and 3.8 cm
high, branded with a message including release location code,
contact phone number, and email address. In seawater, the blocks
initially floated with approximately 1 cm of windage, which was
reduced to almost zero after several hours of water absorption. A
test block placed in a bucket of seawater remained positively
buoyant for approximately 80 days before sinking.
We released 851 blocks at the same Hilo Bay location (19° 45’
06” N, 155° 03’ 51” W) in two deployments, one in October 2011 and
another in March 2012. To assess the effect of hypothetical along-

Table I
Dry weight of debris captured by two floating retention booms in Rib, HI, USA over 205 days. Numerals in parenthesis below the weights are the number of items of that
category. ‘Misc.” = miscellaneous items that do not belong in the other categories, including plastic items and items made of multiple materials; PET = polyethylene tere—
phthalate; PE polyethylene.
boom

waiboa River
‘Alenaio Stream
Total

plastic items (kg)

/ lids

PET bottles

cigarettes

PE packaging

bags

cups

1.79 (69)
3.30 (121)
5.09 (190)

0.34 (1004)
0.07 (263)
0.41 (1267)

0.80
1.05
1.85

0.43 (50)
1.83 (121)
2.26 (171)

0.50 (15)
1.05 (53)
1.55 (68)

aluminum

glass

misc,

total

footwear

styrofoam

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

(kg)

0.15 (1)
2.04 (8)
2.19 (9)

0.76
0.63
1.39

0.13
1.08
1.21

0.01
2.08
2.09

5.60
6.29
11.89

10.52
19.43
29.95
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shore jets, induced by tides, each event was split into two tide-state
releases: at slack-before-flood (low tide) and at slack-before-ebb
(high tide). Prevailing westward flow around Hawaiian Islands
(Jia et al. 2012) reduces the probability of debris transport from the
west coast of Hawai’i Island to the Kamilo accumulation area. To
verify this hypothesis, we also released drifters near the island’s
second-largest population center at Kailua-Kona. We placed 230
drifters offshore of Kailua-Kona (19° 40’ 2” N, 156° 2’ 15” W) in two
tide-state releases in October 2011. Two additional release locations
not near population centers were used to help describe the
movement of debris around the island. We deployed 236 drifters
offshore of Pohoiki, near the eastern tip of the island, and 230
blocks offshore of Kaulana, near the southern tip of the island
(Fig. 1), each in two tide-state releases in October 2011. All releases
were made from watercraft approximately 1 km offshore, because
we were not interested in studying surf zone debris-movement
processes.
The telephone hotline and email account were monitored
continuously after releases to receive reports of recoveries.
Members of the public that located blocks were asked to report the
time, date, and location of the recovery event, as well as block
release code and whether or not they removed the block from the
shore (to prevent duplicate reports). First reports from certain areas
were used to calculate maximum drift speeds from release to
destination, and subsequent recoveries were assumed to have been
beached nearby and not recovered immediately.
2.3. Ocean Model of Surface Currents
The SCUD (Surface CUrrents from Diagnostics) model was
developed at the International Pacific Research Center (IPRC) to
assess surface velocities using global, near-real time satellite data of
altimetric sea level anomaly and scaterometric vector wind
(Maximenko and Hafner 2010). Sea level anomaly, referenced to the
mean dynamic topography found in Maximenko et al. (2009), was
used to compute absolute geostrophic velocity and wind to assess
Ekman currents. Geographically-varying coefficients of the model
were tuned using trajectories of almost 15,000 satellite-tracked
drifting buoys of the Surface Velocity Program and Global Drifter
Program (http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/dac/jndex.php). Model
velocities are calculated daily, on a 1/4° global grid. The accuracy of
the model deteriorates near shore due to higher errors in satellite
data and increased complexity of dynamics. It is challenging to use
the SCUD model to assess the movement of a wooden block, whose
design is very different from the drifters employed by the Global
Drifter Program. However, SCUD currents were found informative
to trace such differently shaped instruments as the whale-tracking
gear, operated by the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s (NOAA) Hawaiian Islands Humpback Whale
Sanctuary, and the experimental profiling float (during its visits to
the ocean surface) of the US National Aeronautics and Space
Administration’s (NASA) Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Specific to
marine debris, the solution of the statistical version of the model
corresponds satisfactorily to the distribution of plastic fragments in
open waters (Maximenko et al. 2012). Additionally, SCUD was
found helpful in simulating the motion of heterogeneous tsunami
debris from Japan, including its circulation in the North Pacific and
landing on shorelines of different countries (Maximenko and Haf
ner, unpublished data’). Despite the limited applicability of the
SCUD model to the motion of wooden blocks in the nearshore area,
the overall simplistic formulation of the drifter exchange between

Model results available at: http://iprc.soest.hawaij.edulnewslmarine_and
tsunamLdebris/IPRC_tsunamLdebris..models.phpl.
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different islands, and limited instrumental power, make reasonable
the use of the readily-available SCUD model as a framework for the
project.
The virtual release point for simulations was moved 24 km
offshore of the drifter release point to conform to the model space
of SCUD. 10,000 virtual drifters were randomly placed within the 1/
4° squared grid cell offshore of Hilo Bay on the October and March
drifter release dates. Their trajectories were computed for 14 days
to encompass the approximate period of first recoveries for the
wooden drifters. Duplicate simulations were run for each release
including a 2% windage factor to compare with the previous
simulations.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Debris-retention Booms
In 205 days, the two booms captured 29.9 kg of anthropogenic
debris, 73.6~ of which was plastic by weight (Table 1). The largest
defined category was polyethylene terephthalate (PET, “#1”)
bottles, which comprised 17% of the total by weight. They were
followed by disposable plastic bags (7.5%), footwear (7.3%), glass
(7.0%), and polyethylene (PE) packaging (6.2%). A large portion of
the total debris was miscellaneous items, including sports equip
ment, fishing gear, toiletries, household items, and fabrics. The
most numerous category was cigarette butts (1267 items), although
they only made up 1.4% of the debris by weight. Over a third (35.6%)
of the material included plastic, aluminum, and glass packaging for
which recycling facilities are readily available.
The accumulation of debris at the booms was significantly
related (p < 0.001) to precipitation events in a linear regression
(Fig. 3), although rainfall did not explain the variation in debris
weight collected to the extent that might be expected given that
surface runoff is the most likely transport mechanism to water
ways. Only 37% of the variation in total debris weight collected
could be explained by variation in rainfall. However, if littering
rates are more or less constant in time (Seco Pon and Becherucci
2012), the first precipitation event after a dry period is likely to
carry a disproportionate amount of debris compared to subsequent
rainfall events, regardless of their magnitude, that occur before new
litter can accumulate (Moore et al. 2011).
The amount of debris collected at each boom did not correspond
to the land area drained by the waterway. The Wailoa River drains
over twice the developed land area as ‘Alenaio Stream, but collected
half the debris (Table 1). Differing land-use within the urban area is
the most likely explanation (Seco Pon and Becherucci 2012), with
3.5
=

3.0

(1373

p <0001
300

200 ~

100

September

October

November December

January

February March

Fig 3. Total anthropogenic debris (filled diamonds, solid lines) at debris retention
booms in two watersheds and accumulated rainfall (open squares, dashed lines) in
between monitoring events at the booms. The ~ and p-values are from a linear
regression between accumulated debris and rainfall at each sampling.
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higher littering rates possible in the downtown commercial district,
partially drained by the ‘Alenaio Stream, compared to residential
districts. Because of the potential variation in litter by specific landuse, it is difficult to calculate the total input of debris from an urban
area on the basis of two retention booms. However, under the
reasonable assumption that littering rates do not vary significantly
with season (Seco Pon and Becherucci 2012), the booms captured
debris at a rate of 53.3 kg per year. Extrapolating that collection rate
from 10.2% of the city’s land area to the entire city yields more than
500 kg of marine debris produced each year for a city of over 43,000
people. This estimate does not include litter that is blown into the
ocean by wind, or litter directly deposited into the marine envi
ronment on beaches or from boats.
There are many reasons why that rough calculation may be
a significant underestimate of debris produced, and chief among
them is the inefficiency of capture by the booms. During high flow
events that are common in Hilo, we observed low-buoyancy items
such as plastic bags slide underneath the booms and avoid capture.
Estimates of the amount of high-buoyancy items such as capped
PET bottles are probably more accurate, as they seemed to be
retained on the surface even during high-flow conditions. Floating
retention booms with subsurface netting anchored to the bottom
would perform better at both quantifying debris and preventing its
entry into the ocean. Such devices were not possible at these
locations due to risk of sea turtle entanglement and other threats to
wildlife.
Several studies have attempted to quantify marine debris inputs
from stormwater runoff using a variety of capture devices, but few
are published in the primary literature (reviewed in Ryan et al.
2009). Our impermeable curtains across entire drainage channels
were better suited to prevent buoyant debris from entering the
ocean in moderate flows than they were to quantify all debris
inputs accurately under a variety of conditions. Sampling a portion
of the stream with fine-mesh netting, as did Moore et al. (2011) in
Los Angeles, would provide more accurate estimates of input rates,
especially for micro-debris in high flow regimes.
3.2. Drifter Experiments
Of the 1547 wood-block drifters released at four locations
around the island, 387 (25%) were reported recovered. Of those
recovered, 302 (78%) were found within 25 km of the release point.
The remaining 85 (22%) were found at distant locations on Hawaii
Island or on one of three other Hawaiian islands (Table 2, Fig. 4).
The two October 2011 releases from Hilo Bay had markedly
different outcomes. No recoveries were made from the low-tide
release, whereas 24.3% of the blocks released at high-tide were
recovered on the islands of Maui (42 blocks), Lanai (8 blocks), and

uninhabited Kahoolawe (5 blocks). The Maui recoveries, in
particular, were spread over the entire island, although a majority
were encountered in the Makena (22 blocks) and Kahikinui (10
blocks) portions of the southern coastline. The first recovery, at
Hana on the eastern tip of Maui, occurred eight days after release.
This corresponds to a 23 cm s1 mean drift speed. The first recovery
on the north coast of Lana’i occurred 10 days after release (30 cm
~ drift speed).
The two March 2012 releases from Hilo Bay had similar
outcomes, although they did not match the results of the earlier
releases. A large proportion of both the low-tide (51.5%) and hightide (46.8%) releases were retained within the bay, recovered on the
bay’s southern l<eaukaha coastline (Fig. 2) as soon as two days after
release. Only thirteen blocks from the high-tide release were
recovered outside the bay. One block drifted north to the north
ernmost tip of the island, and the other twelve drifted south,
reaching as far as Kamilo Point near South Point (Fig. 4).
Releases from the island’s other major population center,
Kailua-Kona, had no reported recoveries. Both releases from
Pohoiki on the eastern tip of the island were recovered locally
(within 10 km) in large numbers, 49.6% and 37.4% for the low- and
high-tide events, respectively (Table 2). Thirteen blocks from the
high-tide release traveled southwest and were found at the major
debris-accumulation area at Kamilo Point (Fig. 4). Only four drifters
were reported from the Kaulana releases at the southern tip of the
island. Two each from the high- and low-tide releases were
encountered on the island of Lana’i. In contrast to other drift block
recoveries on Lanai, these were all found 61 or more days after
release. These blocks, drifting at a considerably slower speed (5 cm/
s) than other Lana’i recoveries, could have taken an offshore path
through the field of eddies which often form in the lee of Hawai’i
Island (Jia et al. 2012).
The drifter results show that buoyant pollution from Hawai’i
Island’s largest population center can take a variety of paths. Tidal
cycles or other variations that occur on the timescale of hours can
cause strong dispersion of blocks released together, or result in
completely different trajectories. Hilo Bay drift blocks traveled
northwest, quickly beaching on three other islands, and they were
also retained locally, washing up at local beach parks after a short
residence in the bay. Although only one drifter out of over 800
released was recovered at Kamilo, this block establishes the drift
path for Hilo debris to beach at the island’s debris-accumulation
area. The same path was also demonstrated in two steps - Hilo
Bay blocks found at Pohoiki near the eastern tip of the island, and
blocks released at Pohoiki found at I<amilo (Fig. 4). Ongoing
experiments carried out while this manuscript was in review
support the Hilo to Kamilo pathway. Six of 200 blocks released from
Hilo Bay in late October 2012 have been recovered at Kamilo or

Table 2
Wood-block drifter releases and reported recoveries in the Hawaiian Islands.
release

recovery

location

tide

number

date

total

Hilo Bay I

low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high
low
high

220
226
200
205
121
115
115
115
115
115
1547

10/24/11

0.0%
24.3%
51.5%
53.2%
60.3%
37.4%
1.7%
1.7%
0.0%
0.0%
25.0%

Hawaii Island
local

Hilo Bay 2
Pohoiki (East Point)
Kaulana (South Point)
Kailua-Kona
total

03/23/12
10/24/11
10/27/11
10/26/11

51.5%
46.8%
49.6%
37.4%

Maui

Lanai

Kahoolawe

18.6%

3.5%

2.2%

distant

6.3%
10.7%
1.7%
1.7%

19.5%

1.7%

2.7%

0.8%

0.3%
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along this coastline at press time, with no recoveries elsewhere.
The eastern half of the island, including Rib, remains the most
probable source of the local debris that arrives at Kamibo.
No drift blocks were recovered from the Kailua-Kona releases,
and only four were recovered from Kaulana releases. The paucity of
recoveries for blocks released on the leeward (i.e. westward) side of
the island is not surprising. The same prevailing currents that
sweep debris from east Hawai’i westward would send west Hawaii
debris toward open water and keep leeward beaches relatively
clean. This finding matches the observation of larval dispersal by
direct detection of parent-offspring pairs in reef fish on Hawai’i
Island (Christie et al. 2010). Parents located on the eastern and
southern coasts of the island seeded recruits to the western coast,
but the reverse was not detected.
The 75% of blocks not reported recovered could have traveled to
a variety of destinations. SCUD model results (see below and Fig. 5)
show many could have been advected away from the islands into
the open ocean. These drifters will likely degrade or sink within
months. Others may have landed on seldom-visited parts of the
state such as much of the coastline of l<aho’olawe Island. Others
could be lodged or buried in sediment, rocks, or crevices and
difficult to see. Still others may have been found and not reported,
as suggested by some who called many weeks after recovery
because they forgot about the block for some time. Many blocks
may have beached one or more times, been refloated, and beached
in secondary locations, as evidenced by some blocks that appeared
more abraded (in pictures sent by recoverers) than others.
Although difficult to quantify, beaching and refloating is a common

Fig 4. Locations of all reported drifter recoveries. Multiple recoveries in one area are

represented by one symbol, with the adjacent numeral denoting the number of
recoveries in that area. Numbers in parenthesis in the figure legend are the total
number of blocks released at that event. Arrows connect release and recovery loca
tions, and do not represent drift paths. Not all of the release-recovery connections are
shown for clarity.
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behavior of the plastic debris the blocks are meant to represent
(Garrity and Levings 1993).
How representative our drifter results are to the drift of marine
debris depends on how well their trajectories reproduce the
motion of plastic pollution. Matching the ratio of surface area
exposed to the wind to the submerged drag area is the key criterion
for similarity (Wiese and Jones 2001). The complication with plastic
litter, of course, is the diversity of shapes and buoyancies repre
sented. We designed our drifters with minimal windage, similar to
a large amount of the debris captured by our booms (Table 1) such
as bags, fragments, and packaging. However, more buoyant items
with more windage such as capped PET bottles are likely not well
represented by the drift blocks. Heterogeneity of debris found on
some beaches and missing from others indicates significant
robustness of pathways of different objects on a local scale and
justifies the design of our drifter experiment.
3.3. Comparison with Ocean Model
The results of SCUD model simulation for Hilo Bay releases
(Fig. 5) corresponded generally to the observed drifter recoveries in
some cases. In October 2011, both the modeled particles and the
drifters were quickly transported northward. In the model,
however, they were swept past Maui toward the subtropical gyre
accumulation zone and did not make landfall. It is possible that
many blocks from both tide-state releases traveled the modeled
path, especially from the low-tide release for which no blocks were
recovered. Model-predicted current speeds of 20 - 30 cm/s corre
sponded well to the timing of first recoveries on the islands of Maui
and Lana’i. Including an estimate of the direct impact of the wind
changed the modeled results considerably, as the onshore winds
pushed most of the particles onto the shoreline north of Hilo (Fig. 5)
where no blocks were recovered. The actual block recoveries in
Maui represent a middle ground between the two scenarios, sug
gesting that both wind and surface currents affected the blocks’
drift. A small number of particles in SCUD traveled toward actual
block recovery locations on Maui (Fig. 5).
Ironically, the surface current model did predict a large amount
of Maui recoveries for the March 2012 release (Fig. 5), when there
were none. One block, recovered on the northern tip of Hawai’i
Island, conformed to the model prediction. The other 211 recov
eries, however, were local or southward. A major possible reason
for the discrepancy between model predictions and drifter obser
vations was the need to move the virtual release point offshore of
the actual release point. The SCUD model does not include nearshore processes, the same processes which necessarily transport
land-sourced debris for at least a portion of their journey. In the
case of the March release, many blocks retained in the bay probably
did not ever enter the model space of SCUD. In October, the blocks
were apparently quickly moved offshore and into the modeled
current area. Adding the effect of windage to the SCUD model for
the March release (Fig. 5) shows increased transport of the particles
onshore, closer to realized drift of the blocks.
The differences between the modeled particles and the drift
blocks can be partially attributed to the uncertain effects of
windage, especially before the blocks waterlogged and floated
lower in the water. This uncertainty increases when the. shape or
buoyancy of the floating object is unknown, as is often the case for
the variety of objects that constitute marine debris. Other
discrepancies may result because the SCUD model is a daily product
and does not account for differences in mixed, semi-diurnal tidal
state, which probably affected the drifter results considerably.
Most ocean models used to predict the spread of marine debris
operate on a larger-scale than the questions presented here
(reviewed in Potemra 2012). The development of ocean models that
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accurately describe the nearshore environment around Hawai’i
would aid in the study of the transport of marine debris around the
islands. Particles which enter the nearshore environment in the
SCUD model are considered beached (Fig. 5), despite the fact that
they are kilometers from shore in reality and would likely continue
their drift. Drifter experiments are useful tools, but cannot be
deployed continuously to describe hourly or daily fluctuations in
surface currents throughout the year as models can. With more
nearshore data from high-frequency radar or current meters,
models validated with episodic drifter experiments could better
describe the factors that control the local sources and sinks of
marine debris.
4. Implications
These results demonstrate the increased importance of East
Hawai’i’s waste management practices to the rest of the state. In the
prevailing currents, Hilo lies “upstream” of the state’s other
communities and habitats, and material entering the ocean there
can begin to pollute other islands quickly. Our October release of
drift blocks shows that pollutants entering the ocean at Hilo can
reach widespread locations around the islands of Maui County in as
little as eight days. Hilo is the only deepwater port for the island of
Hawai’i, and as such receives a large amount of shipping, cruise
liner, and oil barge traffic. Of course, the results of this study cannot
be automatically extrapolated to all kinds of pollution. For example,
oil spilled originally at the sea surface is known to gradually
evaporate, dissolve, change chemically, and, finally, sink. Based on
our observations, any pollutant surviving on the ocean surface for
a period of weeks has a good chance to spread among the Hawaiian
Islands.
The steady stream of plastic debris from Hilo and many
communities is an ongoing spill of solid-phase petroleum that
occurs with each rain storm. This spill is quite preventable. There
are no fees for domestic waste disposal at island transfer stations.
Several private and public recycling facilities in Hilo accept or
purchase materials that made up a third of the debris collected in
the booms. Much of the waste collected was single-use containers
or bags, most likely used for a short period of time (minutes or
hours) before being discarded. If such containers were designed for
multiple reuses, both the volume of waste and the impacts to
habitats and communities could be reduced. All four counties of the
State of Hawaii, for instance, have each recently passed legislation
to limit the use of disposable plastic shopping bags (Bly 2012).
Although waste that travels from local sources to local sinks is
the easiest to track and potentially mitigate, it is often a small
portion of both pollution produced and pollution received by
a given area. Even if all of the minimum 0.5 metric tons of marine
debris from Hilo traveled to Kamilo Point each year, it would only
make up 3% of the total debris removed from that coastline annu
ally. Similarly, plastic waste from Hilo, other parts of the island, or
the rest of the state still persists in the ocean even if it is not
beached on one of the inhabited or uninhabited islands of the
Hawaiian Archipelago. Local waste-management and consumer
choices that reduce the amount of plastic entering the ocean will
certainly reduce local impacts, but of equal importance is reducing
each community’s contribution to the global marine debris
problem.
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STATE OF HAWAII
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
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727 KAKOI STREET
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August 29, 2016

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen:
Subject: State of Hawaii, Department of Transportation, Highways Division (DOT-HWYS)
Oahu Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) Permit
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) No. HI S000001
Trash Reduction Plan
In accordance with the requirements of the DOT-HWYS MS4 NPDES Permit
No. HI S00000l, Part D. 1 .f.(1).(v), a draft Trash Reduction Plan has been developed.
According to MS4 NPDES Permit Part A.6, the plan is required to be made available to the
public on the DOT-HWYS website for a minimum of 30 calendar days for public review and
comment.
Persons wishing to comment upon the draft Trash Reduction Plan should submit their comments
no later than 30 calendar days after the date of this notice. Please submit all comments as a word
document attachment on our comment form (http://www.storrnwaterhawaii.cornlcontact/) or
email to info@stormwaterhawaii.com. All comments received on time will be considered.
Should you have any questions, please contact Kelly Lee Sato of our DOT-HWYS, Oahu District
Office at (808) 483-2569.
Sincerely,

Pratt M. Kinimaka
Oahu District Engineer
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TERMINOLOGY
Area-specific (with regard to control measures or reductions): Control measures which are
implemented within defined areas of the DOT-HWYS jurisdictional area (e.g., full capture
treatment devices or street sweeping).
Area-wide (with regard to control measures or reductions): Control measures which are
implemented throughout DOT-HWYS jurisdictional area (e.g., region-wide public education).
Baseline Implementation: The level of implementation for a specific trash control measure that
forms the starting point for tracking progress towards trash load reduction.
Baseline Load: Sum of trash volume from DOT-HWYS jurisdictional areas and adjusted for
baseline implementation of existing control measure.
Best Management Practices or Control Measures: Best Management Practices include any
schedules of activity, prohibitions of practices, maintenance procedures [40 CFR § 122.2], as
well as any technology, process, operational method or measure, or engineered system, which
when implemented prevents, controls, removes, or reduces pollutionltrash from entering waters
of the United States.
Clean Water Act 303(d) List: Under Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act, the States are
required to compile a list of impaired waters that fail to meet any of their applicable water
quality standards or cannot support their designated or existing uses. This “3 03(d) list” is
submitted to Congress every two years, and States are required to develop a total maximum daily
load (TMDL) for each pollutant causing impairment for waterbodies on the list.
Drainage Area: An area of land where all surface water from rain converges to a single point at
a lower elevation.
Enhanced (with regard to control measures): New or expanded control measures which have
been implemented after the effective date of the M54 Permit (October 28, 2013) baseline year.
Effectiveness (with regard to control measure): A measure of how well a control measure
reduces trash from entering the MS4.
Existing (with regard to control measures): Existing control measures which have been
implemented prior to the effective date of the MS4 Permit (October 28, 2013) baseline year.
Full Trash Capture Devices: Full trash capture devices have removal efficiencies of 100% up
to their intended design flow.
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Geographical Targets: Trash management areas where the pollutant of concern is observed in
high and very high quantities, and should be prioritized with future control measures.
Institutional Control Measures: Control measures that alter people’s behavior, either through
corrective actions, such as the implementation of new laws or better enforcement of existing
ones; or preventive actions, such as Public Education and Outreach.
Interception (with regard to control measures): The process of removing trash with an
area -specific or area -wide control measure.
Land-Based Interception Control Measures: Control measures that intercept trash on the
streets and roadsides, such as land-based trash cleanups and enhanced street sweeping.
Litter: As defined in the Revised Ordinances of Honolulu Section 29-4.1, “litter” means
rubbish, waste material, garbage, or trash; and includes improperly discarded paper, metal,
plastic, glass or solid waste thrown or deposited on the land and water. Litter does not include
non-manmade materials (such as branches, leaves, and other vegetation) naturally deposited in
the waterbodies.
Moku: Land division that sections the island into districts.
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) Network: A conveyance including roads
with drainage systems, catch basins, curbs, gutters, ditches, manmade channels, or storm drains
that is designed or used for collecting or conveying storm water, that is not a combined sewer,
and that is not part of a publicly owned treatment work [40 CFR 122.26(b)(8)J.
MS4 Load: Volume of trash estimated to enter the MS4 through storm drain inlets. Volume of
trash estimated to enter the MS4 after the implementation of Institutional Control Measures and
Land-Based Interception Control Measures, and available for interception via MS4 Interception
Control Measures.
MS4 Interception Control Measures: Control measures that intercept trash in the MS4, such
as full and partial capture devices, or enhanced MS4 structure inlet cleaning.
Outfall: The discharge point of an MS4 to a receiving State waterbody; and does not include
open conveyances connecting two MS4s, pipes, tunnels, or other conveyances which connect
segments of the same stream or State waterbodies and are used to convey State waterbodies [40
CFR 122.26(b)(9)].
Partial Trash Capture Devices: Partial trash capture devices may be similar to full trash
capture devices, but due to engineering challenges do not meet the full capture definition; or they
may be completely different types of devices (e.g., trash booms or retractable curb inlet screens).
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Reduction Credit: Institutional control measures, such as public education, can result in trash
reductions but remain challenging to quantify. Therefore, trash load reduction credits were
adopted for institutional control measures to reflect their trash reductions. The recommended
theoretical percent reductions from the trash baseline load were derived from discussions
amongst members of the Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Associations Trash
Committee in California (BASMAA 2011).
Reduction Formula: Trash load reduction formulas are applied to land-based, MS4, and
waterbody interception control measures, such as street sweeping and MS4 cleaning (BASMAA
20 11). The application of the trash load reduction formulas relies on readily available
information. In cases where information is very limited, assumptions are made and may be tested
and revised accordingly as methods evolve.
State waterbodies: Natural waterbodies, such as streams, bays, and estuaries, which receive
discharges from municipal storm water drainage systems.
Storm water: Runoff generated during rainfall events from roads and surfaces into the MS4.
Storm Drain Inlets: Part of the storm water drainage system where surface runoff enters the
MS4.
Street Load: Volume of trash estimated to enter the environment after the implementation of
Institutional Control Measures, and available for interception via Land-Based Interception
Control Measures.
Trash: Manmade litter that cannot pass through a 5 mm mesh screen; excluding sediment, sand,
vegetation, oil and grease, and exotic species (refer to Litter definition).
Trash Baseline Load: Total amount of trash that originates from DOT HWYS jurisdictional
area and enters a waterbody during a given time (e.g., cubic yards of trash per year), prior to the
implementation of enhanced or new control measures to target trash removal.
Trash Generation: Volume of trash that accumulates in a specific geographical area. Trash
generated is the sum of trash loads and trash intercepted by control measures.
Trash Interception: Volume of trash intercepted through implementation of control measures
(e.g., street sweeping).
Trash Impaired Watersheds: Waterbodies listed as impaired for trash on the State’s Clean
Water Act Section 3 03(d) list.
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Trash Load: Total amount of trash discharged from the MS4 and entering a waterbody during a
given time (e.g., cubic yards of trash per year).
Trash Load Reduction: The amount by which the trash load is reduced by implementing
enhanced control measures.
Trash Loading Rates: The rate in cubic yards per hectare per year for a specific land use type
at which trash is available to enter an MS4 outfall or waterbody.
Trash Management Areas: Delineation of DOT-HWYS ROW into six smaller management
units to track trash control measure implementation, and assess progress towards trash reduction
targets.
Trash Removal Efficiency (with regard to BMPs): A measurement that indicates how well a
BMP system removes trash from a designated treated area.
Waterbody Load: Volume of trash discharge to a receiving State waterbodies from the MS4.
Water-Based Interception Control Measures: Control measures that intercept trash in streams
or coastal waters, such as Water-Based Trash Cleanups or Partial Capture Devices.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Trash Reduction Plan (TRP) is submitted to satisfy Part D.l.f.(1)(v) of the State of Hawaii
Department of Transportation, Highways Division, Oahu District (DOT-HWYS) National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System
(MS4) Permit No. HI S000001, effective October 28, 2013, and modified April 1, 2016
(hereinafter MS4 Permit). The MS4 Permit requires DOT-HWYS to develop and submit a TRP
within three years of the effective date of the MS4 Permit (October 28, 2016).This TRP intends
to reduce trash discharged from the DOT-HWYS M54 and its associated impacts on receiving
State waterbodies to protect their associated beneficial uses.
The TRP includes the following six elements that describe how the MS4 Permit requirements
will be met:
1. Quantification of DOT-HWYS trash baseline load,
2. Description of existing trash reduction control measures.
3. Presentation of trash load reduction calculation method.
4. Delineation of trash management areas and identification of key geographical targets for
future enhanced control measures.
5. Presentation of an Implementation Schedule, which includes a Short-Term Plan and
Long-Term Plan, to reduce trash load from the MS4 by 50% and 100% from the baseline,
respectively.
6. Description of a monitoring plan to quantify trash load reductions.
DOT-HWYS conducted a literature review and a Trash Characterization Study to quantify the
trash baseline load discharged from the M54. The baseline year is 2013. The literature review
identified and assigned preliminary trash loading rates to these eight key land use types present
in the DOT-HWYS jurisdictional area: industrial, commercial and business, park land,
agriculture, mixed use, and residential (low, moderate, and high density). DOT-HWYS
conducted a Trash Characterization Study from May 2015 to May 2016, to evaluate whether the
trash loading rates from the literature review were applicable to Hawaii. The Trash
Characterization Study focused on residential high density, park land, and agriculture land use
types that constitute the majority (> 85%) of DOT-HWYS jurisdictional area. The selected trash
loading rates were extrapolated geographically to obtain a trash baseline load of 297 cubic yards
per year for the entire DOT-HWYS jurisdictional area.
DOT-HWYS used historical data on trash removed by existing control measures and Geographic
Information System tools to inform the development of this TRP and the proposed
Implementation Schedule. DOT-HWYS will utilize a comprehensive suite of feasible Best
Management Practices (BMPs), which include legislative actions, public education and outreach,
land-based cleanups, street sweeping, and Permanent BMPs to reduce trash discharged from the
MS4.
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DOT-HWYS adapted a quantitative tracking method to document compliance with the required
trash load reductions and avoid double counting. The DOT-HWYS Five Step Method applies a
combination of two trash load reduction methods to the trash baseline load, and demonstrates
trash load reductions attributable to specific control measures: 1) trash load reduction credits;
and 2) trash load reduction formulas. Due to natural variability, DOT-HWYS will report
compliance with required trash reduction goals using a three-year running average.
Given the geographical extent of DOT-HWYS ROW and the complexity of the MS4 network,
DOT-HWYS conducted a Geographical Targets Analysis to define trash management areas and
key geographical targets for future enhanced control measures, and attain the trash reduction
targets in the shortest practicable timeframe.
The proposed Implementation Schedule consists of a Short-Term Plan and Long-Term Plan to
meet the set trash reduction targets. The Short-Term Plan intends to meet a trash load reduction
requirement of 50% from the baseline by 2023, through the implementation of new programs
and enhancement of existing control measures, as described in the table below.

Legislative Action
Step 1
Institutional Actions’

Plastic Bag Ban

17.8

6.00%

Targeted Outreach

5.9

2.00%

PSAs

8.9

3.00%

Semiannual
Increase

91.0
14.4

30.64%
4.84%

Existing Permanent BMPs
Future Permanent BMPs

16 ha
30 ha

3.6
6.9

1.20%
2.32%

Not Applicable

N/A

0.0

0.00%

TOTAL ANTICIPATED REDUCTION

148.5

50.00%

REDUCTION REQUIRED

148.5

50.00%

Existing Public Education
Future Public Education

Step 2
Land-Based Interception
Step 3
MS4 Interception
Step 4
Waterbody Interception2
Step 5
Load Reduction

Land-Based Cleanups
Street Sweeping

‘These programs may result in trash load reductions on Oahu; however, reductions are not quant~fled at this time and therefore
considered as percent reduction in this TRY (refer to Section 4.2 on Institutional Control Measures).
‘DOT-HWYS does not anticipate using waterbody interception control measures at this time.

The Long-Term Plan intends to meet a trash load reduction requirement of 100% from the
baseline by 2036, through the implementation of new programs and enhancement of existing
control measures. The Long-Term Plan development will rely on an assessment of data collected
during the Short-Term Plan implementation.
DOT-HWYS will utilize a combination of existing monitoring procedures, as described in the
current Storm Water Management Program Plan (SWMPP), and a Visual Trash Rapid
Assessment to provide an evaluation of trash conditions and effectiveness of control measures.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

DOT-HWYS NPDES Permit

This Trash Reduction Plan (TRP) is submitted to satisfy Part D. 1 .f.( 1 )(v) of the State of Hawaii
Department of Transportation, Highways Division, Oahu District (DOT-HWYS) National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System
(MS4) Permit No. HI S00000l, effective October 28, 2013, and modified April 1,2016
(hereinafter MS4 Permit). The MS4 Permit requires DOT-HWYS to develop and submit a TRP
within three years of the effective date of the MS4 Permit (October 28, 2016).
Table 1 describes how the specific MS4 Permit requirements are addressed in the TRP Sections.
Table 1. MS4 Permit requirements.

Part D. 1 .f.( I )(v) Trash Reduction Plan Within three (3) years after the effective date ofthis permit, the Permittee
shall develop and submit to DOHfor review and acceptance, a trash reduction plan which assesses the issue,
identqIes and implements control measures, and monitor these activities to reduce trash loads from the MS4.
The plan shall include, at a minimum and be formatted consistent with thefollowing:
—

Quantitative estimate ofthe debris currently being discharged (baseline load) from
the MS4, including methodology used to determine the load.
Description ofcontrol measures currently being implemented as well as those needed
to reduce debris discharges from the MS4 consistent with short-term and long-term
reduction targets.

Section 2
Section 3 & 4

A short-term plan andproposed compliance deadline for reducing debris discharges
from the MS4 by 50% from the baseline load.

Section 6.3

A long-term plan andproposed compliance deadline for reducing debris discharges
from the MS4 to zero.

Section 6.4

Geographical targets for trash reduction activities with priority on water bodies listed
as impairedfor trash on the State’s Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 303(d) list.

Section 5

Trash reduction-related education activities as a component ofPart D. l.a.

Section 4.2.2

Integration ofcontrol measures, education and monitoring to measure progress
toward reducing trash discharges.

Section 4.2.2 & 6

An implementation schedule.

Section 6

Monitoring plan to aid with source ident~flcation and loading patterns as well as
measuring progress in reducing the debris discharges from the MS4.

Section 7

The Annual Report shall include a summary of its trash load reduction actions

(control measures and best management practices) including the types ofactions and

levels of implementation, the total trash loads and domninant types of trash removed by
its actions, and the total trash loads and dominant types oftrash for each type of
action.

Section 7.3

The plan shall providefor compliance with the above short-term and long-term
discharge limits in the shortest practicable timeframe.

Section 6
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INTRODUCTION

1.2

Definitions, Sources, Pathways, and Drivers

For the purpose of this TRP, “debris” is considered analogous to litter and trash (> 4.75
millimeter) as defined in the Revised Ordinances of Honolulu (ROH), but excluding sediment,
sand, vegetation, oil and grease, and exotic species. The ROH Section 29-4.1 defines “litter” as
rubbish, waste material, garbage, or trash; and includes improperly discarded paper, metal,
plastic, glass or solid waste. Litter also includes “refuse”, as defined in the ROH Section 29-1 .1,
as all solid wastes, such as animal feces, garbage, rubbish, ashes, street cleanings, dead animals,
abandoned automobiles, and solid market and industrial wastes capable (or not) of decaying.
Previous studies concluded that trash composition, deposition in the environment and
transportation to waterbodies are highly variable, and likely depend on both anthropogenic and
natural factors (Armitage and Rooseboom 1999, County of Los Angeles 2004). Trash originates
from automobiles and uncovered loads; inadequate waste management, such as overflowing
containers; and dispersion of household and business-related trash, before, during, and after trash
collection. Once trash enters the environment, it can deposit on roadways and street surfaces, and
be transported by the wind or through the M54 to receiving State waterbodies. The volume of
trash discharged from M54s is influenced by land use type, population density, existing control
measures, and climatic conditions (Marais et al. 2004, BASMAA 2012).

1.3

Characteristics DOT-HWYS Right-of-Way and MS4 Network

DOT-HWYS owns and operates approximately 250 miles of highways covering 2,031 hectares
on Oahu in terms of Right-of-Way (ROW). The DOT-HWYS MS4 network is complex and
consists of the following key structures to drain storm water from highway surfaces:
o

8,133 Inlets

o

1,588 Manholes
1,387 Outfalls
872 Culverts Entrances
868 Culverts

o
o
o
o
o

629 or 33 miles of Open Channels
7,421 or 150 miles of Pipes

Figure 1 shows the DOT-HWYS ROW map on Oahu with an inset of the M54 network.
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Inlet
Manhole

Outfall
Culvert Entrance
~ Culvert
~ Open Channel
Pipe

Figure 1. DOT-HWYS ROW map and inset of the MS4 network.
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INTRODUCTION

1.4

Trash Reduction Plan Overview

The TRP includes the following six elements that describe how the MS4 Permit requirements
will be met:
1. Quantification of DOT-HWYS trash baseline load.
2. Description of existing trash reduction control measures.
3. Presentation of the trash load reduction calculation method.
4. Delineation of trash management areas and identification of key geographical targets
for future enhanced control measures.
5. Presentation of an Implementation Schedule, which includes a Short-Term Plan and
Long-Term Plan, to reduce trash load from the MS4 by 50% and 100% from the
baseline, respectively.
6. Description of a monitoring program to quantify and track trash load reductions.
This TRP focuses on reducing trash discharged from the DOT-HWYS M54 and its associated
impacts on receiving State waterbodies to protect their associated beneficial uses.
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2. DOT-HWYS TRASH BASELINE LOAD
2. DOT-HWYS TRASH BASELINE LOAD
DOT-HWYS conducted a literature review and a Trash Characterization Study to quantif~y the
trash baseline load. The literature review identified and assigned preliminary trash loading rates
to the eight key land use types present in the DOT-HWYS jurisdictional area: industrial,
commercial, park land, agriculture, mixed use, and residential (low, moderate, and high density).
DOT-HWYS conducted a yearlong Trash Characterization Study from May 2015 to May 2016
to evaluate whether the trash loading rates from the literature review were applicable to Hawaii.
The Trash Characterization Study focused on the three land use types (residential high density,
park land, and agriculture), which constitute the majority (> 85%) of DOT-HWYS jurisdictional
area. Data from the literature review and the Trash Characterization Study were then
extrapolated geographically to derive the trash baseline load for the entire DOT-HWYS ROW.

2.1

Trash Baseline Load Quantification Method

Key land use types within DOT-HWYS jurisdictional area were defined and their associated
trash loading rates were quantified. The DOT-HWYS trash baseline load was calculated by
multiplying the total area of each land use type by its trash loading rate, using the following
equation (adapted from Armitage and Rooseboom 1999):

L =~(Li~A~)
Equation 1. Calculation of Trash Baseline Load.

where:
L
i
Lr,
A1

=

=

=

Trash baseline load discharged from the MS4 (cy/yr)
Total number of land use types
Average annual trash loading rate (cy/ha-yr) for land use type I
Total area of land use type I (ha)

2.1.1 Land Use Types Definition
DOT-HWYS utilized the Honolulu Land Information System (HoLIS) zoning layer that
geographically delineates Oahu into 36 classes. DOT-HWYS reclassified the HoLIS zoning layer
into eight practical key land use types for calculating trash loads.
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2. DOT-HWYS TRASH BASELINE LOAD
Table 2 describes these eight land use types and the corresponding HoLIS zoning classes in
terms of total area and relative percent within DOT-HWYS jurisdictional area.
Table 2. Total area and relative percent of land use types within DOT-HWYS jurisdictional area.
.., .~

—

1LnSJ_~J

S

1’.L~fl ~A ~fl)

/0 flflL4~1

Industrial

I-i, 1-2, 1-3, IMX- 1, Waterfront Industrial
Precinct

46.93

2.31%

Commercial and
Business

B-i, B-2, BMX-3, BMX-4, Aloha
Towers Project

56 18

2 77%

Residential Low Density

A-i, AMX-i, R-10, R-20

81.43

4.01%

Residential Moderate
Density

A-2, AMX-2, R-7.5

64.04

3.15%

Residential High Density

A-3, AMX-3, R-5, R-3.5, Apartment
Precinct

602.60

29.66%

Park Land

C, F-i, P-i, P-2

552.40

27.19%

Agriculture

AG-i, AG-2

617.00

30.37%

10.89

0.54%

2,031.47

100.00%

.

.

.

Mixed Use

TOTAL

.

*

.

.

Apartment Mixed Use Sub-precinct,
Kakaako Community Development
District, Mixed Use Precinct, Public Use
Precinct, Public Precinct, Resort Mixed
Use Precinct, Resort, Resort Commercial
Precinct
.

.

.

.

Land use that includes a mix ofIndustrial, Commercial, and Residential (low, moderate, and high density) land use types.

Figure 2 shows the HoLIS zoning layer and the reclassified eight key land use types on Oahu.
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2.1.2 Quantification of Trash Loading Rates
The trash loading rates for the eight land use types in DOT-HWYS jurisdictional area were
derived from both a literature review and the Trash Characterization Study.
2.1.2.1 Literature Review
Trash loading rates for the eight land use types were obtained from a literature review of trash
baseline studies around the world with similar climate, geographical proximity, and regulatory
management as Hawaii (e.g., California). Trash loading rates from selected studies were
averaged, or converted to provide a single trash loading rate per land use type, in cubic yards per
hectare (BASMAA 2011, 2012, 2014a, 2014b, 2014c; Black & Veatch 2013; and Cornelius et al.
1994).
Table 3 summarizes the trash loading rate values per land use type derived from the literature
review.
Table 3. Trash loading rates per land use type derived from the literature review.
L AND U SE T YPES

AVERAGE TRASH
(cY/HA-YR)
LOADING RATES

Industrial’

0.145

Commercial and Business’

0.103

Residential Low Density’

0.0 19

Residential Moderate Density2

0.530

Residential High Density’

0.128

Park Land3

0.140

Agriculture4

0.044

Mixed Use5

0.185

‘Average ofthe mean valuesfronz studies in Auckland, New Zealand (Cornelius et al. 1994); Los Angeles (Black & Veatch
2013); and San Francisco, Oakland, San Leandro, Sunnyvale, and Vallejo (BASMAA 2011, 2012, 2014a, 2014b, 2014c).
‘Mid-point between lower and higher values of the Residential land use loading rate range from studies in Oakland, San
Leandro, Sunnyvale, and Vallejo (BASMAA 2012, 2014a, 2014b, 2014c).
‘90th percentile ofthe Urban Park loading rate from studies in San Francisco, Oakland, San Leandro, Sunnyvale and Vallejo
(BASMAA 2011, 2012, 2014a, 2014b, 2014c).
4Valuefrotn Los Angeles study (Black & Veatch 2013).
5Average trash loading rates from Industrial, Com,’nercial, and Residential aow, moderate, and high density,) land use types.
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2. DOT-HWYS TRASH BASELINE LOAD
2.1.2.2 Trash Characterization Study
The Trash Characterization Study focused on the three land use types (residential high density,
park land, and agriculture) that constitute the majority (> 85%) of DOT-HWYS jurisdictional
area. The methodology to evaluate whether the trash loading rates from the literature review
were applicable to Hawaii required the following process: Site Selection; Data Collection; Trash
Characterization; and Calculation of Trash Loading Rates.
A. Site Selection
Ten sampling sites were selected according to land use type, average daily traffic (ADT) volume,
drainage area, and accessibility criteria.
Land Use. The land use types of residential high density, park land, and agriculture were
selected for the Trash Characterization Study as these land use types constituted the majority
(>85%) of DOT-HWYS jurisdictional area.
Average Daily Traffic Volume. Sampling sites were selected in varying traffic volume areas as
literature studies show a high correlation between levels of trash along highway segments and
ADT volumes (CalTrans 2003).
Drainage Area. Sampling sites were specifically selected in areas of DOT-HWYS ROW which
had a contributing drainage area of at least one acre. The drainage area for each sampling site
was delineated using a Geographic Information System (GIS). The drainage area of each
sampling site was assumed to consist of homogeneous land use to calculate the trash loading rate
for each land use type (i.e., composed of a single land use type).
Accessibility. Sampling sites were placed at outfall locations that allowed for safe accessibility
for weekly inspections and maintenance. By placing the sample sites at outfall locations, DOT
HWYS measured trash loading rates that account for existing control measures.
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Figure 3 shows the location of the ten sample sites of Trash Characterization Study

A

DOT Sites
• Agriculture

•
•

*

0

3

6

Residential High Density
DOT ROW

l2Mfles

Figure 3. Trash Characterization Study sampling sites location.

Table 4 describes the 10 Trash Characterization Study sampling site locations, land use types, the
annual ADT volumes, and the contributing drainage areas.
Table 4. Description of Trash Characterization Study sampling sites.
Siri~

,.

RoUii~

DEsciuprioN

~vlii.i~
Pos ~

.

LAND USL~ I \‘~

ANNU.U.

ADT

DR\IN,\;I~
ARLA (ii ~

1

1-12

Eastbound (left)

8.45

Agriculture

62,463

28.72

2

H2

Inbound (right)

7.85

Park Land

45,148

2.86

3

76

South (right)

6.30 Agriculture

29,408

9.15

4

H1/78

Westbound (right)

3.35

81,261

5.51

Residential High Density
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ANNUAL
ADT

DRAINAGE
AREA (HA)

5.90 ParkLand

47,254

17.14

Eastbound (right)

4.60 Agriculture

107,800

9.79

H2

Outbound (median)

7.85

Agriculture

91,547

1.45

8

Hi

Eastbound (right)

0.55

Agriculture

49,254

4.02

9

H2

Outbound fright)

0.90 Agriculture

98,952

1.52

10

63

Inbound (right)

2.70 Residential High Density

30,000

0.55

SITE #

ROUTE #

DESCRIPTION

5

H11750

Southbound(right)

6

Hi

7

LAND USE TYPE

Figure 4 provides an example of a typical trash trap.

:~i

~i

Figure 4. Trash trap located at Site #3.

B. Data Collection
The Trash Characterization Study collected organic debris and trash samples from the 10 sites
between May 2015 and May 2016 to account for any seasonal variability. The sampling sites
were inspected on a weekly basis or within 24 hours of any rainfall event greater than 1 inch.
Inspected traps less than 50% full received cleaning within 90 calendar days. Inspected traps
more than 50% full received cleaning within a week of the inspection.
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During the cleaning events, the accumulated material was separated into organic debris and trash
material. The volumes of organic debris and trash were recorded. Trash samples were stored for
further characterization. Overall, organic debris represented the majority of material accumulated
at the sample sites.
Figure 5 describes the total volume of organic debris and trash accumulated over the course of
the yearlong study, standardized by drainage area.

Volume of accumulated
material (cy/ha -yr)
>1.00
0.30- 0.99
<0.30

DOT Sites

o Agriculture
o Park Land
0 Residential High Density

Figure 5. Volume of both organic debris and trash accumulated at each sample site.
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C. Trash Characterization
Over the course of this yearlong study (May 2015 and May 2016), a total of 67 trash samples
were collected, sorted, and characterized according to the following 7 categories:
o
o

•
•
o
e

Single-use plastic bags and packaging
Polystyrene foam (Styrofoam)
Cigarette butts
Metal
Paper
Recyclable beverage containers
Miscellaneous

After sorting the trash samples into appropriate categories, the weight and volume of the
materials were recorded.
Table 5 describes the trash composition for each site in terms annual volume standardized by
drainage area.
Table 5. Trash composition in volume (x i03 cyiha-yr) per sample site.
SITE
~

BAGS AND
PACKAGING

POLYSTYRENE
FOAM

CIGARETrE
UTTS

METAL

PAPER

BEVERAGE
CONTAINERS

MISCELLANEOUS

1

0.19

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2

31.15

0.90

0.55

0.39

5.98

0.99

12.92

3

63.28

4.64

0.01

10.53

39.32

7.86

30.33

4

29.97

1.37

1.66

0.47

7.23

1.27

0.29

5

43.67

1.17

0.03

2.72

37.06

1.87

85.04

6

0.23

0.04

0.00

0.30

0.00

0.00

0.00

7

43.68

0.81

0.00

0.00

2.39

2.50

12.75

8

4.80

1.40

0.00

0.41

1.69

0.00

0.00

9

18.01

0.10

0.00

1.35

3.27

8.81

8.00

10

146.99

0.48

0.09

0.00

34.82

25.26

7.20
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Figure 6 shows the trash volume and composition at each sample site.

>0.05
0.01 -0.05

Trash Composition:
~ Plastic bags and packaging
~ Polystyrene foam
~ Cigarette butts
~ Metal
~ Paper
~ Recylable beverage containers
~ Miscellaneous
— DOT ROW

I~

DOT Sites:

o Agriculture

o

Park Land
O Residential High Density

Figure 6. Trash volume and composition at each sample site.

B. Calculation of Trash Loading Rates
Trash loading rates at each sample site were standardized by drainage area, as shown in
Equation 2.

Lr.

=

(1~/d~)365
DA1

Equation 2. Calculation of trash loading rates per sample site.

where:
Lr,

DA1

=

Annual trash loading rate (cy/ha-yr) of sample site i

=

Trash volume accumulated per sample site i (cy)

=

Number of days since the last cleaning of sample site

=

Contributing drainage area of sample site i (ha)
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2. DOT-HWYS TRASH BASELINE LOAD
Annual trash loading rates per sample site were averaged by land use type, as shown below:
o
o
o

Residential high density trash loading rate:
Park land trash loading rate:
Agriculture trash loading rate:

0.187 cubic yards per hectare
0.194 cubic yards per hectare
0.044 cubic yards per hectare

The Trash Characterization Study yielded trash loading rates for residential high density, park
land, and agriculture land use types, within the range of the values identified in the literature
review. For this reason, DOT-HWYS adopted these locally derived values and used the literature
values for the remaining five land use types to calculate the trash baseline load for the ROW.
Due to the variability observed in the data, the trash loading rates presented in this plan should be
considered preliminary estimates.

2.2

DOT-HWYS Trash Baseline Load

DOT-HWYS utilized the eight land use types and their respective trash loading rates, derived
from the literature review and the Trash Characterization Study, to calculate the DOT-HWYS
trash baseline load. DOT-HWYS utilized Equation 1 to obtain the annual trash load of each land
use type. The annual trash loads of the eight key land use types were summed to provide a trash
baseline load for DOT-HWYS of 297 cubic yards per year (rounded to the nearest integer).
Table 6 summarizes DOT-HWYS key land use types, areas, associated trash loading rates and
resulting trash loads.
Table 6. DOT-HWYS ROW land use types, areas, associated trash loading rates, and trash baseline loads.

L~\ND USi~ Typis

Aiu~s

Industrial

( I IA)
46.93a

Commercial and Business

Ti~~sn Lo1\DING R,vri~s
(UY/l 1A—YR)

ANNUAl. ThAsil LOAD
( UYIYR)

0145b

6.81

56.18k’

0103b

5.79

Residential Low Density

81.43a

0019b

1.55

Residential Moderate Density

64.04a

0530b

3394

Residential High Density

602.60a

0.187c

112.69

Park Land

552.40a

0.194c

107,17

Agriculture

61 7.OOa

0.044c

27.15

Mixed Use

10.89k’

0197d

2.15

TOTAL DOT-HWYS TRASH BASELINE LOAD

297.25

Values derivedfrom Table 2.
b Values derivedfrom literature review (refer to Table 3).
C Values derivedfrom DOT-HWYS Trash Characterization Study.
a

dAverage trash loading rates ofIndustrial, Commercial, and Residential (low, moderate, and high density) land use types.
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3. EXISTING TRASH CONTROL MEASURES
This section describes the control measures that DOT-HWYS implemented prior to the baseline
year (2013) to manage storm water runoff, and therefore current levels of BMP implementation
are considered part of the baseline. DOT-HWYS currently utilizes the following control
measures:
o

o

o

Institutional control measures that include legislative actions and public education and
outreach.
Land-based interception control measures that include HWY-OM Litter Removal and
Disposal Program, Adopt-A-Highway cleanups, and street sweeping.
MS4 interception control measures that include MS4 cleaning and Permanent BMPs.

These BMP programs are implemented to reduce trash discharges from the DOT-HWYS MS4 to
receiving State waterbodies. Due to the inherent variability in monitoring and measuring trash
generation and accumulation in the environment, DOT-HWYS used a three-year running average
to estimate current trash removal from existing control measures. These control measures are
also discussed in more detail in the comprehensive State of Hawaii Department of
Transportation, Highways Division, Oahu District Storm Water Management Program Plan
(SWMPP).

3.1

Institutional Control Measures

Institutional control measures prevent or reduce the potential of trash to be deposited into the
environment. DOT-HWYS utilizes two types of institutional control measures:
o
o

Corrective measures, such as legislative actions.
Preventive measures, such as public education.

3.1.1 Legislative Actions
Legislative actions correct societal behavior through the creation of new laws, improved
enforcement, and compliance with existing laws. DOT-HWYS trash reduction efforts benefit
from several existing laws aimed at reducing the amount of trash entering the environment.
Anti-Littering and Illegal Dumping Enforcement. The HRS § 291 C- 131 addresses spilling
loads on highways, HRS § 291C-132 addresses littering from vehicles, and HRS § 339 addresses
littering in public and private areas. Penalties for violation of any of these provisions may
include fines, community service, and suspension of license and registration.
The criminal littering law HRS § 708-829 addresses illegal littering in any public or private
property or waterbody, except in places designated by the Department of Health or the CCH for
State of Hawaii Department of Transportation, Highways Division, Oahu District
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the disposal of garbage and refuse. This law is cross-referenced in HRS
§ 291C-132 for Highways, and Litter Control HRS § 339-1 to 11.

§ 291 C- 131

and HRS

The ROH Chapter 29, Article 4 on Litter Control is an enforcement authority for litter control;
and states that any person who witnesses the disposal of litter in violation of this ordinance, may
report the date, time of day, license number, and location of the littering from the vehicle, which
shall constitute prima facie evidence.
3.1.2 Public Education and Outreach Program
The Public Education and Outreach Program (Public Education Program) increases the general
public’s awareness about how daily activities affect storm water runoff quality and prevent trash
from entering the environment.
3.1.2.1 School and Youth Outreach
DOT-HWYS has a long-standing partnership with the Department of Education which continues
to be mutually beneficial. Elementary school-aged children are the best target audience to
influence long-term change because they are able to take home the lessons learned, and share
them with their family.
Currently, as a part of the Public Education Program, DOT-HWYS actively engages these
students through school presentations, and provides an average of five events per year. The
school presentations include a PowerPoint presentation, a “Find the Storm Water Pollutants”
worksheet, and a hands-on demonstration with a storm water inlet model.
3.1.2.2 Community Outreach
Community outreach activities provide opportunities for hands-on learning and fun educational
experiences for a variety of target groups. Communities actively involved at events are more
likely to commit to sustainable activities at their workplace and at home.
Events are regularly held in partnership with various organizations throughout the year, and
DOT-HWYS provides an average of 10 events per year. Participation at past events proved to be
an effective way to deliver the Program’s message, and increase storm water awareness and
education. Typical event activities include an interactive storm water model, prize wheel, photo
booth, survey, and the distribution of education material.
In general, events are targeted in waste load allocation (WLA) watersheds, to engage audiences
likely to have a direct impact on DOT-HWYS ability to meet its WLA reduction requirements.
3.1.2.3 Advertising Campaigns
Advertising is an effective means to generate awareness through placement of advertisements in
mediums to reach a broader audience. Public Services Announcements (PSAs) are a constructive
way to use television or radio airtime to raise public awareness about storm water.
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DOT-HWYS has both television and radio Public Services Announcements in stock, and
continues to explore both paid and free options to air the PSAs on a biannual basis.
3.1.2.4 Media Relations
Mass media formats are cost-effective and efficient alternatives to deliver DOT-HWYS message.
Opportunities for media coverage include informational news stories, human interest stories,
guest commentaries, and social media. Expansion of media coverage through a planned,
proactive approach can help build and support new attitudes and changes in behavior.
In general, DOT-HWYS actively promotes creative story angles to obtain editorial coverage in
local print, broadcast, and online media. The news media has focused on reaching both targeted
and broad audiences, and communicating about watershed messages to support meeting the
WLA reduction requirements.

3.2

Land-Based Interception Control Measures

Once trash enters the environment, it may be intercepted and removed through land-based
interception control measures prior to reaching the MS4 network. Land-based trash cleanups
include those conducted by DOT-HWYS Oahu District Maintenance Section (HWY-OM) or
volunteer-based programs, and street sweeping control measures.
3.2.1 Land-Based Trash Cleanup Programs
Land-based cleanups are currently conducted by HWY-OM or volunteer-based programs.
HWY-OM Litter Removal&
Disposal Program. HWY-OM
implements a Litter Removal and
Disposal Program that maintains and
cleans the State highways.
The HWY-OM Litter Removal and
Disposal Program removes an average
of 11,300 cubic yards of trash, based on
data from 2013 to 2015 (see Figure 7).
Higher levels of trash removal occur
along the south shore and west side of
Oahu.

Trash Volume Removed by HVVY-OM
Lilter Removal and Disposal Program
2013 -2015
16000

12000
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Figure 7. Total volume of trash removed by HWY-OM
Litter Removal and Disposal Program on Oahu, 2013-2015.
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Adopt-A-Highway Program.

DOT-HWYS sponsors an Adopt-AHighway Program for volunteers from
organizations to remove trash along
State highways. Adopt-A-Highway
groups agree to adopt a two-mile
portion of a State highway for a
minimum of two years, and remove
trash at least four times a year. DOT
HWYS provides all safety materials and
trash bags, schedules trash pickups, and
erects highway signs to recognize the
organizations cleaning efforts.

Trash Volume Removed by Adopt-A-Highway
Program 2013 2015
-

300
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200
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100
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0
2013

2014

2015

The Adopt-A-Highway Program
Figure 8. Total volume of trash removed by Adopt-Aremoves on average 233 cubic yards of
Highway Program on Oahu, 2013-2015.
trash, based on data from 2013 to 2015
(see Figure 8). In general, higher levels of trash removal occur near densely populated areas such
as Haleiwa, Waianae, Laie, Kapolei, Honolulu, Waimanalo, and Kaneohe.
Since January 2013, there have been 104 Adopt-A-Highway groups responsible for cleaning
over 200 miles of highways around Oahu, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Adopt-A-Highway Program on Oahu in 2015.
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3.2.2 Street Sweeping Program
Street sweeping is a cost-effective
method to remove particulate debris
from streets and roadways. Street
sweeping focuses on the removal of
trash, leaves, and other large debris,
thereby reducing the potential to enter
the MS4 by storm water runoff events.
DOT-HWYS tracks debris removed
through street sweeping operations and
estimates the volume of sediment,
organic matter, and trash removed.
The Street Sweeping Program removes
on average 332 cubic yards of trash,
based on data from 2013 to 2015 (see
Figure 10). Higher levels of trash were
removed along the south shore.

Trash Vo’ume Removed by Sireet Sweeping
Program 2013 -2015
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Figure 10. Total volume of trash collected by Street Sweeping
Program on Oahu, 2013-2015.
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Street sweeping on Oahu follows three cycles:
o
o
o

Cycle A: Sweeping occurs once every 5 weeks.
Cycle B: Sweeping occurs once every 15 weeks.
Cycle C: Sweeping occurs twice every 5 weeks (enhanced Cycle A).

Figure 11 shows the current street sweeping cycles.

A

Street Sweeping Cycle
A
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Figure 11. Existing Street Sweeping Program schedule.
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3.3

MS4 Interception Control Measures

Once trash enters the MS4, it may be intercepted and removed through MS4 structure cleaning
and Permanent BMPs.
3.3.1 MS4 Inspection and Cleaning Program
The cleaning of MS4 structures is a proven cost-effective method to capture and remove gross
pollutants from storm water runoff. Portions of selected State routes are classified as high
priority due to relatively high traffic volume and their location in a High Priority Watershed
(designated by the Consent Decree Civil Action No. CV 05-00636-HG- KSC, and terminated on
April 14, 2016). Hence, these high priority inlets are inspected at least once every six months.
Portions of selected State routes are classified as low priority due to relatively low traffic volume
and their location in a Non-High Priority Watershed (designated by the Consent Decree Civil
Action No. CV 05-00636-HG-KSC, and terminated on April 14, 2016). Hence, these low priority
drains are inspected once per year and cleaned, if necessary.
Figure 12 displays the inlets and manholes with their respective inspection schedule.
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Inlet Priority
°
High (inspected twice per year)
a
—
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Figure 12. Existing MS4 Inspection and Cleaning Program schedule.
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DOT-HWYS tracks debris removed
through MS4 cleaning operations and
estimates the volume of sediment,
organic matter, and trash removed.
The MS4 Inspection and cleaning
Program removes on average 42 cubic
yards of trash, based on the data from
2013 to 2015 (see Figure 13). Higher
levels of trash were removed along the
south shore, west side, and near other
densely populated areas, such as
Wahiawa and Kaneohe.

Trash Volume Removed by MS4 C’eaning
Program 2013 2015
-
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Permanent BMP Program
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Figure 13. Total volume of trash removed from inlets and

DOT-HWYS implements a Permanent
manholes cleaning on Oahu, 2013-2015.
BMP Program to fulfill the MS4 Permit
requirements, and to address storm
water pollution associated with highway
runoff. DOT-HWYS utilizes both partial and full trash capture devices in the MS4 to reduce
trash and other land-based source pollutant runoffs, as shown in Figure 14.

Partial Trash Capture Devices. Partial trash capture devices have removal efficiencies that are
less than 100%. There is currently one partial trash capture devices in DOT-HWYS MS4 with a
grated-inlet skimmer box.
Full Trash Capture Devices. Full trash capture devices have removal efficiencies of 100% up
to their intended design flow. There are currently 10 full trash capture devices in DOT-HWYS
MS4: 9 hydrodynamic separators and 1 catch basin insert filter.
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A

Existing Permanent BMP
•

Full Trash Capture Device
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—
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Figure 14. Location of existing Permanent BMPs.

Section 3 summarizes the control measures that DOT-HWYS implemented prior to the baseline
year (2013) to manage storm water runoffs, and therefore this current level of implementation is
referred to as baseline implementation.
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4. DOT-HWYS FIVE STEP METHOD
TO TRACK FUTURE TRASH REDUCTIONS
This section describes the quantitative tracking methods to document compliance with the
required trash load reductions. A literature review was conducted to evaluate quantification
methods used by other agencies, which guided the development of DOT-HWYS trash reduction
calculation method.
Consistent with the MS4 Permit requirements, DOT-HWYS has established 2013 as the baseline
year for the DOT-HWYS TRP. Progress towards load reduction goals will be demonstrated by
applying the DOT-HWYS Five Step Method. This Five Step Method applies a combination of
two trash load reduction methods to the trash baseline load, and demonstrates trash load
reductions attributable to specific control measures: 1) trash load reduction credits; and 2) trash
load reduction formulas. This methodology should be considered preliminary and are subject to
revision based on additional information and implementation experiences.

4.1

DOT-HWYS Five Step Method

4.1.1 Overview
DOT-HWYS utilizes the Five Step Method to calculate trash load reductions and account for the
trash generation and transport process, as follows:
Step 1

—

Institutional Control Measures

Step 2

—

Land-Based Interception Control Measures

Step 3

—

MS4 Interception Control Measures

Step 4

—

Waterbody Interception Control Measures

Step 5

—

Calculate Trash Load Reduction

Step 1 utilizes trash load reduction credit implemented on an “area-wide” basis and therefore
load reductions are applied to the entire DOT-HWYS jurisdictional area.
In contrast, Steps 2 through 4 utilize trash load reduction formulas on an “area-specific” basis.
Reductions are generally applied in the sequence presented in Figure 15, although some
reductions may be applied “in-parallel” and are calculated during the same substep of the
method.
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DOT~HWYS
FIVE STEP METHOD
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-
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‘
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Increased Frequency

Enhanced Street Sweeping
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Figure 15. DOT-HWYS Five Step Method (adapted from BASMAA 2011).

4.1.2 Principles and Assumptions
The principles and underlying assumptions utilized in the Five Step Method are as follows.
Reduction Credits. Institutional control measures, such as public education, may result in trash
reductions but remain challenging to quantify. Therefore, trash load reduction credits were
adopted for institutional control measures to reflect their trash reductions. recommended
theoretical percent reductions from the trash baseline load were derived from discussions
amongst members of the Bay Area Stormwater Management Agencies Associations Trash
Committee in California (BASMAA 2011).

Reduction Formulas. Trash load reduction formulas were adapted for land-based, MS4, and
waterbody interception control measures, such as street sweeping and MS4 cleaning. The
application of the trash load reduction formulas relies on readily available information. In cases
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where information is very limited, assumptions are made and may be tested and revised
accordingly as methods evolve.
Data Availability. The application of the trash load reduction formulas requires DOT-HWYS to
track inputs to formulas using data that DOT-HWYS collects and submits as part of the Annual
Reports. To provide a holistic picture of loads reduced from DOT-HWYS storm water runoff
during a given year, additional information tracked by other public agencies or private entities
(e.g., volunteer groups) may needed.
Baseline vs Enhanced Control Measures. DOT-HWYS may only count trash load reductions
associated with the implementation of new or enhanced control measures after the baseline year
2013 or EDOP. Control measures level of implementation prior to 2013 is considered baseline
implementation.
Jurisdictional Area. DOT-HWYS jurisdictional area is defined as the ROW. DOT-HWYS will
receive “area-wide” trash load reductions credit for institutional control measures implemented
after the EDOP.
Double Counting. DOT-HWYS may implement multiple control measures within the same
geographical area. In these instances, trash load reductions from one control measure must be
accounted for in the reduction formula applied to subsequent control measures. The Five Step
Method addresses this issue.
Geographical Uniformity. A practical assumption is that studies conducted at specific locations
may be extrapolated to the island, drainage area, land use type, or other defining factors. Data
collected by DOT-HWYS will be considered spatially representative, and will be disaggregated
or aggregated, as applicable.
4.2

Step 1

—

Institutional Control Measures

Trash load reduction credits (RC) can be obtained from the implementation of institutional
control measures as they reduce the likelihood of trash being deposited into the environment.
Reduction credits include the following examples of area-wide control measures:
RC-1

Single-Use Carryout Plastic Bag Ordinances

RC-2

Polystyrene Foam Food Service Ware Ordinances

RC-3

Uncovered Loads Enforcement

RC-4

Anti-Littering and Illegal Dumping Enforcement

RC-5

Public Education and Outreach Programs
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Load reductions associated with institutional control measures are applied on an area-wide basis
and in parallel. Therefore, the trash baseline load is adjusted islandwide based on the
implementation of selected institutional control measures and their associated trash load
reduction credits.
The trash baseline load will be reduced by the implementation of enhanced institutional control
measures, and the remaining trash may contribute to the street load. The street load is the
volume of trash estimated to enter the environment and is available for transport into the MS4, if
not intercepted via the land-based control measures described in Section 4.3 (Step 2).
4.2.1 Legislative Actions
Trash load reduction credits are available for existing or potentially introduced legislative
actions, which includes single-use carryout bag ordinances, polystyrene foam food service ware
ordinances, uncovered loads enforcement, and anti-littering and illegal dumping enforcement.
4.2.1.1 Single-Use Carryout Plastic Bag Ordinances
Single-use carryout bags adversely affects streams and marine wildlife (United Nations 2009,
CIWMB 2007, County of Los Angeles 2007). Additionally, the prevalence of plastic bags in the
landscape compromises the M54 efficiency.
DOT-HWYS can benefit from a municipal ordinance designed to reduce the environmental
impacts of single use carryout plastic bags. Since ordinances may vary in scope, a tiered trash
load reduction credit system based on the anticipated magnitude of reduction was adopted
(BASMAA 2011). DOT-HWYS will receive trash load reduction credits for the implementation
of any of the following municipal ordinance control measures:
o

Tier 1 Prohibit Distribution at Large Supermarkets
Prohibit large supermarkets from distributing single-use carryout plastic bags within
their jurisdictional boundaries will receive a trash load reduction credit of 6 percent.

o

Tier 2 Prohibit Distribution at Retail Establishments that Sell Packaged Foods
Prohibit retail establishments that sell packaged foods from distributing single-use
carryout plastic bags within their jurisdictional boundaries will receive a trash load
reduction credit of 8 percent.

a

Tier 3 Prohibit Distribution at All Retail Establishments (with the Exception of
Restaurants)
Prohibit all retail establishments (with the exception of restaurants) from distributing
single-use carryout plastic bags within their jurisdictional boundaries will receive a
trash load reduction credit of 10 percent.

o

Additional Credit
DOT-HWYS will receive up to 2 percent of trash load reduction from the
implementation of a more far reaching ordinance that significantly reduces the

—

—

—
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distribution and usage of all types of single-use carryout bags. Actions may include
banning the distribution of, or charging a fee for, single-use paper bags in retail
establishments.
To receive the trash load reduction credits described above, DOT-HWYS needs to implement in
parallel with the ordinance/action, public education and outreach that focus on reducing the
distribution of single-use plastic bags.
4.2.1.2 Polystyrene Foam Food Service Ware Ordinances
Polystyrene foam is used as food ware in the food service industry and may impact human
health, wildlife, and the aquatic environment (USEPA 2002). Since ordinances may vary in
scope, a tiered trash load reduction credit system based on the anticipated magnitude of reduction
was adopted (BASMAA 2011). DOT-HWYS will receive trash load reduction credits for the
implementation of any of the following municipal ordinance control measures:
o

Tier 1— Prohibit Distribution at DOT-HWYS-sponsored Events and DOT-HWYS
owned Property
Prohibit food vendors from distributing polystyrene foam food ware at DOT
HWYS-sponsored events and on DOT-HWYS owned property will receive a trash load
reduction credit of 2 percent.

o

Tier 2 —Prohibit Distribution by Food Service Vendors
Prohibit food vendors from distributing polystyrene foam food ware within their
jurisdictional boundaries will receive a trash load reduction credit of 8 percent.

To receive the trash load reduction credits described above, DOT-HWYS will need to
implement, in parallel with the ordinance/action, public education and outreach focusing on food
service vendors,.
4.2.1.3 Uncovered Loads Enforcement
Currently, it is illegal to operate an improperly covered vehicle and uncovered loads remain a
major trash source. Vehicles that do not secure or cover their loads when transporting trash and
organic debris may be a major source of trash to the MS4 and local waterbodies. DOT-HWYS
will support local government actions that reduce improperly covered vehicles and receive trash
load reduction credits for increased compliance with the control measures described here.
o

Require Municipal Trash Haulers to Cover Loads
The development and inclusion of language in DOT-HWYS contracts requires haulers
to secure and cover loads when transporting material, and will result in a trash load
reduction credit of 1 percent.

o

Enhanced Enforcement Program for Vehicles with Uncovered Loads
An enhanced enforcement program for vehicles with uncovered loads will result in a
trash load reduction credit of 4 percent.
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4.2.1.4 Anti-Littering and Illegal Dumping Enforcement
Successful anti-littering and illegal dumping enforcement activities include laws and ordinances
which prohibit littering or dumping. Laws are enforced by various municipal agency staff (e.g.,
police and public works department staff) who issue citations in response to citizen complaints or
other enforcement methods (e.g., surveillance cameras, signage and/or physical barriers installed
at illegal dumping hotspots). DOT-HWYS will support local government actions that reduce
illegal littering, and will receive trash load reduction credits for increased compliance with the
control measures described here.
o

Anti-Littering and Illegal Dumping Enforcement Program
Municipal implementation of an active anti-littering and illegal dumping enforcement
program will result in a trash load reduction credit of 2 percent.

o

Use of Surveillance
Use of surveillance techniques to deter and prosecute illegal dumping will result in a
trash load reduction credit of up to 2 percent (based on the tiers described in Table 7).

o

Use of Physical Barriers or Improvements
Installation and use of physical barriers (e.g., fences, walls) or physical improvements
(e.g., maintenance) which eliminate or deter illegal dumping will result in a trash load
reduction credit of up to 2 percent (based on the tiers described in Table 7).

4.2.2 Public Education and Outreach
DOT-HWYS will continue to evaluate potential partnerships with agencies and other
stakeholders to more effectively promote anti-littering and affect behavioral change islandwide.
Public education and outreach efforts include developing and distributing brochures and other
print media, posting messages on websites and social networking media (e.g., Facebook, Twitter,
etc.), attending community events, and conducting media advertising.
Trash load reduction credits are available for the following new or enhanced public education
and outreach activities implemented by DOT-HWYS.
School and Youth Outreach. Enhanced implementation of outreach programs designed to
promote anti-littering behavior in school-age children (K through 12) will result in a trash load
reduction credit of 2 percent.
Community Outreach. Enhanced community outreach in high priority communities where trash
is prevalent will result in a trash load reduction credit of 2 percent.
Advertising Campaigns. Participation in advertising campaigns (e.g., print advertising and
PSAs) on trash issues will result in trash load reduction credit of 3 percent.
Media Relations. Participation in a media relations campaign (e.g., social media) which focuses
on trash issues will result in a trash load reduction credit of 1 percent.
All public education and outreach control measures may include an evaluation assessment (e.g.,
teacher or student survey) to determine the trash reduction effectiveness.
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4.2.3 Summary of Trash Load Reduction Credits
Table 7 provides a summary of potential available Institutional Control Measures and associated
trash load reduction credits
Table 7. Summary of potential available Institutional Control Measures and associated trash load reduction
credits.

CoN’mo~

Fn~Rs OR CoNn~oi MFAsURk

M1~As1 JRI~

Tier I

—

DJ~sc1uP1’1oN

RhDUQTION CRI~DI i

Prohibit Distribution at Large Supermarkets

Tier 2 Prohibit Distribution at Retail Establishments
that Sell Packaged Foods
—

Single-Use
Carryout Plastic
Bag Ordinances

Tier 3 Prohibit Distributio•n at All Retail
Establishments (with the Exception of Restaurants)
—

Additional Credit
Polystyrene Foam Tier 1 Prohibit Distribution at DOT-HWYSFood Service Ware sponsored Events and DOT-HWYS-owned Property
Ordinances
Tier 2 Prohibit Distribution by Food Service Vendors
Uncovered Loads
Enforcement
~

Anti-Littering
and Dumping
Enforcement

8%
10%
2%

—

2%

—

8%

Require Municipal Trash Haulers to Cover Loads
Enhanced Enforcement Program

1%
4%

Anti-Littering and Illegal Dumping Enforcement
Program

2%

Tier 1 20-50% of Identified Hotspots Under Camera
Surveillance
Tier 2
50% of Identified Hotspots Under Camera
Surveillance
—

1%

—>

2%

Tier 1 Physical Barriers or Improvements
Implemented at 20-50% of Identified Hotspots

1%

Tier 2 Physical Barriers or Improvements
Implemented at> 50% of Identified Hotspots

2%

School and Youth Outreach

2%

Community Outreach
Advertising Campaigns

2%
3%

Media Relations

1%

—

—

Public Education
and Outreach

6%
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4.3

Step 2— Land-Based Interception Control Measures

Once trash enters the environment, it may be intercepted and removed through area-specific,
land-based control measures prior to reaching the MS4. Trash load reduction formulas (RF) were
adapted for the following land-based control measures:
RF-1
RF-2

Land-Based Trash Cleanups
Enhanced Street Sweeping

Since land-based trash cleanups effect the amount of trash available to street sweepers, load
reductions associated with their implementation will be quantified first, followed by street
sweeping enhancements.
The street load will be reduced by the implementation of enhanced land-based control measures,
and remaining trash may contribute to the MS4 load. The MS4 load is the volume of trash
estimated to enter the MS4, if not intercepted via the MS4 control measures described in
Section 4.4 (Step 3).
4.3.1 Land-Based Trash Cleanups
DOT-HWYS may benefit from the following land-based trash cleanup programs:
o

Enhanced DOT-HWYS Land-Based Cleanups
DOT-HWYS may enhance land-based cleanup activities through the implementation of
the proposed Trash Removal and Prevention Program (TRAPP), or enhance existing
programs. The proposed TRAPP would remove trash that accumulates along highways
and areas where street sweeping is not feasible.

o

Enhanced Volunteer Land-Based Cleanups
DOT-HWYS may enhance the Adopt-A-Highway Program through the adoption of new
highway segments and/or increasing the frequency of volunteer trash removal activities.

Ongoing land-based cleanup activities conducted prior to the baseline year 2013 and continued
through current Permit’s term are assumed to be accounted for in the trash baseline load, and
cannot be used to demonstrate progress towards trash load reduction goals.
The trash load reduction formulas used to calculate trash load reductions that result from the
implementation or enhancement of the land-based control measures are described below.
4.3.1.1 Land-Based Cleanups Trash Load Reduction Formula
Based on a review of available data and information gained through literature reviews, the trash
load reduction formulas (RF) will provide DOT-HWYS with a method to estimate the volume of
trash annually removed from all applicable land-based cleanup activities conducted in a given
year. The trash removed from these land-based cleanups are tracked as a volume, as opposed to
mass; and only trash with the potential to enter the MS4 should be counted towards load
reductions.
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The load reduction variable is signified as Reductioncie~ups in the following RF-l formulas:
Reductioncieanups

=

Enhancedcieanups

—

Baselinecieanups

(RF-1)

where:
Enhancedcieanups

=

~

=

Volume of trash removed (cy) from all applicable land-based
cleanup activities in year of interest.
Annual average volume of trash removed (cy) from all applicable
land-based cleanup activities in years prior to the baseline year
2013.

and
Enhancedcieanups

Baselinecicanups

VolunteerEnhancedvol

=

StateEnliancedvol +

=

StateBaseilnevol + VolunteerBaselinevol

(RF-1)
(R}’... 1)

where:
StateEnliancedvol

=

VolunteerEnhancedvol

=

StateBaselinevol

VolunteerBaselinevol

=

Total volume of trash removed (cy) by DOT-HWYS land-based
cleanups in year of interest.
Total volume of trash removed (cy) by volunteer land-based
cleanups in year of interest.
Total volume of trash removed (cy) by DOT-HWYS land-based
cleanups in years prior to the baseline year 2013.
Total volume of trash removed (cy) by volunteer land-based
cleanups in years prior to the baseline year 2013.

4.3.2 Street Sweeping
Street sweeping is implemented by DOT-HWYS to remove trash and debris collected on the
highway, which may contribute to unsafe conditions and/or reductions in the capacity of the
MS4.
Trash removal effectiveness of street sweeping may be directly affected by sweeper operation
(e.g., speed of operation), and sweeping frequency. Additionally, rainfall storm events can
reduce the effectiveness of a street sweeper’s ability to capture trash (Sartor et al. 1974, Sartor
and Gaboury 1984, Walker and Wong 1999, Armitage 2001). Literature review concludes that
the street sweeper type (e.g., mechanical broom or vacuum assisted) does not influence trash
removal efficiency (BASMAA 2011). Therefore, changes in sweeper type are not considered as
an applicable trash control measure enhancement.
o

Enhanced Street Sweeping

DOT-H WYS may enhance the street sweeping program through an increase in street
sweeping frequency.
The trash load reduction formulas used to calculate trash load reductions that results from the
increased frequency of street sweeping activities are described as follows.
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4.3.2.1 Street Sweeping Trash Load Reduction Formula
Based on a review of available data and information gained through literature reviews, the trash
load reduction formulas (RF) will allow DOT-HWYS to estimate the volume of trash annually
removed from street sweeping conducted in a given year. The trash removed from street
sweeping is tracked as a volume, as opposed to mass.
The load reduction variable is signified as Reductionsweep in the following RF-2 formulas:
Reductionsweep

Enhancedsweep

=

—

Baselinesweep

(RF2)

where:
Enhancedsweep

=

Baselinesweep

=

Volume of trash removed (cy) due to enhanced street sweeping in
a year of interest.
Annual average volume of trash removed (cy) from all applicable
street sweeping activities in years prior to the baseline year 2013.

and
Enhancedsweep
Baselinesweep

=

=

HWYSsweep
HM7YSsweep

‘flSweepEnhanced

TlSweepBaseline

(RF-2)
(RF-2)

where:
HWYSsweep

=

Total miles swept by DOT-H WYS.

11 SweepEnhanced

=

Trash removal efficiency of enhanced street sweeping (cy/mi)

during the year of interest.
11 SweepBaseline

4.4

=

Trash removal efficiency of street sweeping (cy/mi) in years prior
to the baseline year 2013.

Step 3— MS4 Interception Control Measures

Once trash enters the MS4, it may be intercepted and removed through the area-specific control
measures prior to entering State waterbodies. Trash load reduction formulas (RF) were adapted
for the following MS4 interception control measures:
R1?-3
RF-4a
RF-4b
RF-5

Enhanced M54 Inspection and Cleaning
Partial Trash Capture Device Installation
Storm Water Pump Station Enhancements
Full Trash Capture Device Installation

The MS4 load will be reduced by the implementation of enhanced M54 control measures, and
the remaining trash may contribute to the waterbody load. The waterbody load is the volume
of trash estimated to enter the waterbody, if not intercepted via waterbody interception control
measures described in Section 4.5 (Step 4).
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4.4.1 MS4 Inspection and Cleaning
DOT-HWYS maintains and cleans the MS4 on a semiannual or annual basis, and may benefit
from the following:
RF 3: Enhanced MS4 Inspection and Cleaning
DOT-HWYS may enhance the M54 inspection and cleaning program through increased
frequency.

o

4.4.1.1 MS4 Inspection and Cleaning Trash Load Reduction Formula
Based on a review of available data and information gained through literature reviews, the trash
load reduction formulas (RF) will allow DOT-HWYS to estimate the volume of trash annually
removed from M54 inspection and cleaning in a given year. The trash removed from MS4
cleaning is tracked as a volume, as opposed to mass.
The load reduction variable is signified as ReductionMs4clean in the following RF-3 formulas:
ReductionMs4clean = EnhancedMs4clean

—

BaselineMs4clean

(RF3)

where:
EnhancedMs4cJe~

=

BaseIineMs4cle~

=

Volume of trash removed (cy) due to enhanced MS4 inspection
and cleaning in a year of interest.
Annual average volume of trash removed (cy) from MS4
inspection and cleaning activities in years prior to the baseline year
2013.

and
EnhancedMs4clean
BaselineMs4c~ean

=

DAMS4CIean

IjM54CleanEnhanced

(RF-3)

DAM54CIea11

llMs4CleanBaseline

(RF-3)

where:
DAMS4CIean

=

Trash removal efficiency of enhanced MS4 cleaning (cy/ha) during
the year of interest.

~M54CleanEnhanced

MS4CleanBaseline

Total drainage area (ha) of MS4 structures cleaned by DOT-HWYS.
DOT-HWYS used a conservative average drainage area of 0.6
hectare (1.5 acres) per inlet (adapted from BASMAA 2011).

=

Trash removal efficiency of M54 cleaning (cy/ha) in years prior to
the baseline year 2013.

4.4.2 Partial Trash Capture Devices
Partial trash capture devices are similar to full trash capture devices, however trash may bypass
these devices. For example, some devices may allow trash to bypass at higher flow rates due to
design constraints within the existing MS4. Partial trash capture devices are area-specific control
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measures, and may include curb inlet screens (e.g., automated retractable screens) and
enhancements to the pump station. DOT-HWYS may benefit from the following:
o

RF-4a: Partial Trash Capture Device Installation
DOT-HWYS may install additional partial trash capture devices that capture trash
moving through the MS4.

o

RF-4b: Storm Water Pump Station Enhancements
Enhancements to existing pump station structure may increase the effectiveness of trash
removal.

4.4.2.1 Partial Trash Capture Devices Trash Load Reduction Formula
Based on a review of available data and information gained through literature reviews, the trash
reduction formulas (RF) will allow DOT-HWYS to estimate the volume of trash annually
removed from all partial trash capture devices in a given year. The trash removed from all partial
trash capture devices is tracked as a volume, as opposed to mass
This load reduction variable is signified as ReductionpTcDevjces in the following RF-4a formulas:
ReductionpTcDev ices

EnhancedpTcDev ices

(RF-4a)

where:
EnhancedpTcDev ices

=

Volume of trash (cy) removed by all partial trash capture devices
implemented in a year of interest.

and
EnhancedpTcDevjces

=

TApTCDevices

(R}’..4a)

‘flPTcDevicesEnhanced

where:
TApTcDevices

=

TI PTCDevicesEnhanced

=

Total treated area (ha) by all partial trash capture devices in
DOT-HWYS jurisdictional area.
Trash removal efficiency (cy/ha) by all partial trash capture
devices in year of interest.

4.4.2.2 Punahou Pump Station Trash Load Reduction Formula
Reductionpump= Enhancedp~1~~

—

Baselinepump

(RF4b)

where:
Enhancedpump

=

Baselinepump

=

Volume of trash (cy) removed by pump station in year of interest.
Annual average volume of trash removed (cy) by pump station in
years prior to the baseline year 2013.

and
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Enhancedpump
Baselinepump

=

ilPumpEnhanced

(RF-4b)

llPumpBaseline

(RF-4b)

TApump

=

TApump

where:
TApump

=

11 PumpEnhanced

=

11 PumpBaseline

=

Total treated area (ha) by Punahou Station.
Trash removal efficiency (cy/ha) by Punahou Station in a year of
interest.
Trash removal efficiency (cy/ha) by Punahou Station in years prior
to the baseline year 2013.

Full Trash Capture Devices
Full trash capture devices are designed to retain all trash up to their intended design flow. Full
trash capture devices are area-specific control measures and may include baffle boxes. DOT
HWYS may benefit from the following:
4.4.3

o

4.4.3.1

RF-5: Full Trash Capture Device Installation
DOT-HWYS may install additional full trash capture devices that capture trash moving
through the MS4.
Full Trash Capture Devices Trash Load Reduction Formula

Based on a review of available data and information gained through literature reviews, the trash
load reduction formulas (RF) will allow DOT-HWYS to estimate the volume of trash annually
removed from all full trash capture devices in a given year. The trash removed from all full trash
capture devices is tracked as a volume, as opposed to mass.
This load reduction variable is signified as ReductionFTcDev ices in the following RF-5 formulas:
ReductionFTcDevjces

=

EnhancedFTcDevjces

(RF5)

where:
EnhancedFTcDev ices

Volume of trash (cy) removed by all full trash capture devices
implemented in a year of interest

and
EnhancedFTcDevjces

=

TAFTCDevices

~FTCDevicesEnhanced

(PJ~’-5)

where:
TAFTCDevices

=

11 FTCDevicesEnhanced

=

Total treated area (ha) by all full trash capture devices in
DOT-HWYS jurisdictional area.
Trash removal efficiency (cy/ha) by all full trash capture devices in
year of interest.
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Step 4— Waterbody Interception Control Measures

4.5

Once trash enters State waterbodies, it may be intercepted and removed through the area-specific
control measures. Trash load reduction formulas (RF) were adapted for the following waterbody
interception control measures:
RF-6
RF-7

Litter Booms and/or Curtains Installation
Stream and/or Beach Cleanups

DOT-HWYS, however, do not anticipate using these control measures at this stage.
The waterbody load will be reduced by the implementation of waterbody interception control
measures and may contribute to the remaining trash load. The remaining trash load is the
estimated volume of trash not intercepted via waterbody interception control measures.
4.5.1 Litter Booms and/or Curtains
Litter booms and/or curtains are similar to partial trash capture devices and remove floatable and
partially floatable trash from waterbodies.
•

RF-6: Litter Booms and/or Curtains Installation
DOT-HWYS may install litter booms and/or curtains that capture trash in State
waterbodies.

4.5.1.1 Litter Booms and/or Curtains Trash Load Reduction Formula
Based on a review of available data and information gained through literature reviews, the trash
load reduction formula (RF) will allow DOT-HWYS to estimate the volume of trash removed
annually from litter booms and/or curtains in a given year. The trash removed from all litter
booms and/or curtains is tracked as a volume, as opposed to mass
The load reduction variable is signified as ReductionBooms in the following RF-6 formula.
Reductionaooms

=

EnhancedBoorns

(RF-6)

where:
EnhancedBooms

=

Volume of trash (cy) removed from all litter booms and/or curtains
in the year of interest.

4.5.2 Stream and/or Beach Cleanups
Stream and/or beach cleanups are events periodically conducted throughout the year by
volunteers to reduce the amount of trash entering into waterbodies.
o

RF-7: Stream and/or Beach Cleanups
DOT-HWYS may benefit from stream and/or beach cleanups that reduce the amount of
trash in State waterbodies.
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4.5.2.1 Stream and/or Beach Cleanups Trash Load Reduction Formula
Based on a review of available data and information gained through literature reviews, the trash
load reduction formula (RF) will allow DOT-HWYS to estimate the volume of trash removed
annually from stream and/or beach cleanups in a given year. The trash removed from all stream
and/or beach cleanups are tracked as a volume, as opposed to mass
The load reduction variable is signified as Reductionstreamcieanups in the following RF-7 formula.
Reductionstreamcieanups

=

Enhancedstreamcaeanups

(RF-7)

where:
Enhancedstreai~cieanups

4,6

=

Volume of trash (cy) removed from all applicable stream and/or
beach cleanup activities in the year of interest.

Step 5— Calculate Trash Load Reduction

The application of the previous four steps will yield the estimated remaining trash load. Step 5
calculates the relative percent difference between the trash baseline load and the remaining
trash load, which will be used to assess progress towards the required trash reduction goals.
Equation 3 shows the calculation for the trash load reduction.

R=(TT0TT1)xlOO

T~0
Equation 3. Calculation of percent load reduction.

where:
R

Trash Load Reduction

(%)

Trash Baseline Load (cy/yr)
=

Trash Remaining Load (cy/yr)
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5. GEOGRAPHICAL TARGETS
DOT-HWYS ROW consists of approximately 250 miles of highways covering 2,031 hectares.
The ROW crosses 90 watersheds on Oahu, including all the listed impaired trash waterbodies on
the State’s Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 303(d) list (hereinafter EPA Trash Impaired
Watersheds). Given the geographical extent of DOT-HWYS ROW and the complexity of the
MS4 network, DOT-HWYS conducted a Geographical Targets Analysis to inform the
implementation of future control measures and reach the 50% and 100% trash reduction targets
in the shortest practicable timeframe.
This section describes the methods used to define and prioritize DOT-HWYS geographical
targets. This Geographical Targets Analysis resulted in the following two maps:
A map with trash management areas representing varying levels of trash accumulation
and interception in DOT-HWYS ROW (see Figure 16).
o A map highlighting potential trash accumulation hotspots in DOT-HWYS MS4 network
(see Figure 17).
DOT-HWYS will use these maps to visualize trash hotspot areas, and identif~’ locations in the
ROW and MS4 network to prioritize and target future control measures.
o

5.1

Delineation and Prioritization of Trash Management Areas

To delineate the trash management areas, DOT-HWYS subdivided the islandwide ROW into six
smaller management units, in accordance with the existing moku land subdivision of Oahu. Then,
DOT-HWYS quantified the total volume of trash generated in each management area. The
volume of trash generated by a trash management area is the sum of trash loads plus trash
intercepted by existing control measures within DOT-HWYS jurisdictional area, as shown in
Equation 4.

TG~

=

TL~ + TI]

Equation 4. Calculation of trash generated by trash management area.

where:
TG~

=

Trash volume generated (cy/yr) by trash management areaj

TL~

=

Trash load (cy/yr) discharged from the MS4 by trash management areaj

TJ~

=

Trash volume intercepted (cy/yr) by trash management areaj
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DOT-HWYS utilized two sources of information to estimate the total volume of both trash loads
and trash intercepted by trash management area, as follows:
o

Trash loads were calculated by multiplying the total area of each land use type by the
trash loading rate using an adaption of Equation 1 (see Section 2.1).

o

Historical data collected on trash intercepted over the past three years by existing
control measures (see Section 3).

Equation 5 calculates the trash load for each trash management area.

TL~ =~(Li~A1)
Equation 5. Calculation of trash baseline load for trash management area.

where:
TL1
i
Lr,
A1

=

Trash load discharged from MS4 (cy/yr) in trash management area j

Total number of land use types in trash management area j
= Average annual trash loading rate (cy/ha-yr) for land use type i
=

=

Total area of land use type i (ha) in trash management area j

Equation 6 calculates the volume of trash intercepted by existing control measures for each trash
management area.

TI~

=

R01~

+

R~H

+

~

+

R~~84

Equation 6. Calculation of trash intercepted by trash management area.

where:
TI~

Trash volume intercepted by trash management areaj

ROM

=

Trash volume intercepted by HWY-OM Litter Removal and Disposal Program

RMH

=

Trash volume intercepted by Adopt-A-Highway Program

R~8
RMS4

Trash volume intercepted by Street Sweeping Program
=

Trash volume intercepted by MS4 Inspection and Cleaning Program

Table 8 summarizes the trash loads and trash intercepted by trash management area.
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Table 8. Trash generated in terms of trash loads and trash intercepted by trash management area.
TRAsH
MANAGEMENT
AREA

TRASH LOAD
(C/YR)
TL

TRASH INTERCEPTED TI
(cY/YR)
Rss

ROM

Ewa

125

2,496

75

Kona

71

6,755

8

TRASH GENI3RATED
(cY/YR)

—

RMS4

TG

165

18

2,879

57

112

20

7,015

232

14

4

0

258

75

321

40

41

2

479

Waialua

9

224

27

7

0

267

Waianae

9

1,272

20

3

2

1,306

TOTAL

297

11,300

233

332

42

12,204

Koolauloa
Koolaupoko

The trash generated in each trash management area were ranked and assigned a trash level of
low, moderate, high, or very as high symbolized by four different colors, to derive the
geographical target map shown in Figure 16.
Trash Level

N

A

0

Low
Moderate
~ High
Very High
Trash Management Area
EPA Trash Impaired Watershed
DOT ROW

Figure 16. DOT-HWYS total trash generated by trash management area.
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Based on total trash volume, this map identifies Ewa, Kona and Waianae trash management
areas as geographical targets to focus future institutional and land-based interception control
measures.

5.2

MS4 Trash Hotspots

Once trash enters the MS4, it may be intercepted with control measures that target trash in the
MS4. DOT-HWYS created a map that highlights potential trash hotspots in the MS4 network to
inform the allocation of future MS4 interception control measures. DOT-HWYS used historical
cleaning data from the MS4 Inspection and Cleaning Program, and the locations of the EPA
Trash Impaired Watersheds (CWA Section 3 03(d) list), to identify areas to prioritize and target
with Permanent BMPs or MS4 cleaning.
The MS4 trash cleaning records were standardized into annual trash accumulation rates per inlet.
These annual trash accumulation rates by inlet were then interpolated in GIS to generate values
for the entire MS4 network. These annual trash accumulation rates were assigned a level of low,
moderate, high, or very high and symbolized by four different colors as illustrated in Figure 17.

5.3

Findings

The trash management area and MS4 hotspot maps will guide DOT-HWYS selection and
implementation of future control measures to most effectively intercept and reduce trash in the
ROW. This Geographical Target Analysis reveals that Ewa, Kona, and Koolaupoko trash
management areas, which also include most EPA Trash Impaired Watersheds, are priority targets
for future trash control measures. These areas correspond to central, south, and southeast Oahu
and are the most densely populated areas on Oahu.
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6. IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE
This section describes the implementation schedule, which consists of a Short-Term Plan and
Long-Term Plan, to meet the trash reduction targets set at 50% by 2023 and at 100% by 2036,
respectively.

6.1

Considerations of Uncertainty

The trash baseline load and load reduction estimates are based on the best available information
at the time of this TRP development and required a number of assumptions for calculations. Due
to this inherent uncertainty, the baseline load presented in this TRP is considered a preliminary
estimate. During the implementation of the Short-Term Plan and Long-Term Plan, additional
information may become available to reduce this uncertainty.

6.2

Trash Baseline Load

Section 2 describes the methodology and presents DOT-HWYS trash baseline load. The baseline
load was quantified using trash loading rates for eight key land use types derived from a
literature review and the Trash Characterization Study. This information yielded a trash baseline
load of 297 cubic yards per year.

6.3

Short-Term Plan Enhanced Control Measure

DOT-HWYS plans to adopt a suite of feasible control measures to efficiently meet the 50%
reduction from the trash baseline load, which corresponds to an annual trash reduction of 148.5
cubic yards. DOT-HWYS will benefit from existing and future enhanced control measures to
reach the set trash reduction target.
6.3.1 Existing Enhanced Control Measures
DOT-HWYS will receive trash load reductions from existing enhanced control measures. Since
2013, the following enhanced control measures were implemented.
Legislative Actions. On April 25, 2012, the Honolulu City Council passed a bill to ban all nonrecyclable paper and non-biodegradable plastic bags on Oahu. The Mayor signed the bill into
law on May 10, 2012, and the bill took effect on July 1, 2015. As a result of the plastic bag ban,
DOT-HWYS will benefit from a 6% annual reduction credit from the baseline, which
corresponds to 17.8 cubic yards of trash removed per year (rounded to the nearest tenth decimal).
Public Education. In addition to participating in outreach campaigns related to trash, DOT
HWYS continues the School Outreach Program that includes education on storm water issues.
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Since the EDOP, DOT-HWYS redeveloped the school activity book, Hawaii Storm Patrol: New
Recruits, and a companion website, with a refined focus on the importance of keeping the MS4
free of trash. The activity book was distributed to over 10,000 first graders in public and private
schools across Oahu. As a result of the trash-targeted Public Education activities, DOT-HWYS
will benefit from a 2% annual reduction credit from the baseline, which corresponds to 5.9 cubic
yards of trash removed per year (rounded to the nearest tenth decimal).
Permanent BMPs. There are currently 10 Permanent BMPs installed and 14 in design and
construction, which can function as trash capture devices, as shown in Figure 18. As a result,
DOT-HWYS will treat 16 hectares and anticipates an annual trash removal of 3.6 cubic yards or
1.2% reduction from the baseline (rounded to the nearest tenth decimal). In addition, DOT
HWYS recently constructed a series of bioswales and grassy swales, which can act as partial
trash capture devices. DOT-HWYS will monitor, maintain, and evaluate their trash removal
efficiency to estimate potential future trash load reductions.

A

0

Future Permanent BMP

4~
O

Planned Partial Capture Device
In Design Full Capture Device
• In Construction Full Capture Device
• In Construction Partial Capture Device
— DOT ROW

12 M6es

Figure 18. Sites of planned Permanent BMPs and their implementation phase.
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Table 9 summarizes trash removed by these existing enhanced control measures, in terms of
volume (rounded to the tenth decimal) and percent reduction (rounded to the nearest hundredth
decimal).
Table 9. Anticipated annual trash reductions based on existing enhanced control measures.

EXIS’flNG I3MP PROGR.\M

R)I’1\I ANTICIP.,\iBn
ENII\NCI~MI~N’l’

‘FRASI I RI~DuC’flON

cY/YR

PI~cI’N i’~\GI~

Plastic Bag Ban

17.8

6.0%

Existing Public Education*

Targeted Outreach

5.9

2.0%

Existing Permanent BMPs

16 ha

3.6

1.2%

27.3

9.2%

Legislative Action~

TOTAL EXISTING ENHANCED REDUCTION
*

These programs may result in trash load reductions on Oahu; however, reductions are not quant~Ied at this time and therefore
considered as a the oretical percent reduction in this Ti?P (refer to Section 4.2 on Institutional Control Measures).

6.3.2 Future Enhanced Control Measures
Enhancement of several control measures are needed for DOT-HWYS to meet a 50% trash load
reduction from the baseline. At this stage, several BMPs options are available to meet the stated
50% trash reduction targets.
Public Education. In addition to continuing the existing outreach campaigns related to trash,
DOT-HWYS plans to launch a PSA targeting trash reduction islandwide. As a result of the trash
targeted advertising campaign, DOT-HWYS will benefit from a 3% annual reduction credit from
the baseline, which corresponds to 8.9 cubic yards of trash removed per year (rounded to the
nearest tenth decimal).
Land-Based Cleanups. DOT-HWYS will initiate a new program TRAPP to perform extensive
land-based cleanups as described in Section 4.3.1. The proposed TRAPP will enhance existing
trash removal programs, such as HWY-OM Litter Disposal and Removal Program and the
volunteer-based Adopt-A-Highway Program.
The anticipated trash removal by TRAPP was simulated using data-driven models in GIS to
guide the Implementation Schedule; and the models utilize assumptions from similar existing
programs (i.e., Adopt-A-Highway). TRAPP will target trash reduction along highways and
grassy areas in DOT-HWYS jurisdictional area. With TRAPP, DOT-HWYS anticipates a trash
removal of 91 cubic yards per year, equivalent to a 30.64% annual reduction from the baseline
(rounded to the nearest hundredth decimal). The allocation of Land-Based Cleanups will be
determined by the priority trash management areas shown in Figure 16.
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Street Sweeping. High-priority areas are swept once every 5 weeks; other areas are swept once
every 15 weeks. Potential future changes to the Street Sweeping Program may include increasing

frequency in selected geographical targets to ensure compliance with the trash reduction
requirements. Based on historical trends, DOT-HWYS anticipates a 25% increase of trash
removal efficiency from this enhanced street sweeping activities, which results in an additional
trash removal of 14.4 cubic yards per year, equivalent to a 4.84% annual reduction from the
baseline (rounded to the nearest hundredth decimal). The allocation of enhanced street sweeping
will be determined by the priority trash management areas shown in Figure 16.
Permanent BMPs. DOT-HWYS may install partial and full trash capture devices, which may
include hydrodynamic separators, baffle boxes, and retractable inlet screens to intercept trash in
the MS4. Based on the trash loading rates per land use type discussed in Section 2, DOT-HWYS
anticipates treating an additional 45 hectares with planned and future full trash capture devices,
or approximately 65 hectares with partial capture devices. A combination of both corresponds to
an annual trash removal of 6.9 cubic yards, equivalent to a 2.3 2% reduction from the baseline
(rounded to the nearest hundredth decimal). The allocation of these devices will be guided by the
MS4 hotspot map shown in Figure 17.
Waterbody Control Measures. DOT-HWYS does not anticipate using waterbody interception
control measures at this time, but may do so in the future.
Table 10 summarizes anticipated additional trash removals, in terms of volume (rounded to the
tenth decimal) and percent reduction (rounded to the nearest hundredth decimal), to reach 50%
load reduction (rounded to the nearest hundredth decimal).

Table 10. Anticipated additional annual trash reductions based on future enhanced control measures.

Fuii JR1~ 13r’vlP PI~)(IRi\M

l’(YfAI. J\N1I( IP.Vl’N) ‘IRASI I RI~DucIIoN
ENI

IANCIMFN’I
( \/YR

Future Public Education~
Land-Based Cleanups
Street Sweeping
Future Permanent BMPs
Waterbody control measures

PSAs

8.9

3.00%

Semiannual

91.0

3 0.64%

Increase

14.4

4.84%

65 ha

6.9

2.32%

NA

0.0

0.00%

121.2

40.80%

TOTAL FUTURE ENHANCED REDUCTION
*

PI~RcnN1.~\uI~

These programs may result in trash load reductions on Oahu; however, reductions are not quant~fied at this time and therefore
considered as a the oretical percent reduction in this TRP (refer to Section 4.2 on Institutional Control Measures).
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6.3.3 Short-Term Plan Summary
A combination of enhanced existing and future enhanced control measures is expected to achieve
the required 50% trash load reduction by 2023, as shown in Table 11.
Table 11. Summary of anticipated annual trash reductions based on existing and future enhanced control
measures.

BMP

Tor1~i_ ANI 1C1I~,VfEJ) TRAS1-i RI~I)tJC
PROGRAMS

(‘Y!YR

Total Existing Enhanced Reduction’

I’I( )N

—______________________________________________

PERC]iN1A(iE

27.3

9.20%

Total Future Enhanced Reduction2

121.2

40.80%

TOTAL ENHANCED TRASH REDUCTION

148.5

50.00%

SHORT-TERM TRASH REDUCTION TARGET

148.5

50.00%

~ Values derivedfrom Table 9.
Values derivedfrom Table 10.

2

Based on the DOT-HWYS Five Step Method, Figure 19 presents the anticipated trash percent
reduction by types of control measures to achieve the required 50% trash load reductions.

Figure 19. Short-Term Plan anticipated trash load reductions.
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Table 12 combines the existing and future enhanced control measures, and their associated trash
removal, in terms of both volume (rounded to the tenth decimal) and percent reduction (rounded
to the nearest hundredth decimal), to efficiently reduce the trash baseline load by 50%.
Table 12. Short-Term Plan anticipated trash reductions by BMP Programs.

Step 1
Institutional
Actions’

Legislative Action
Existing Public Education
Future Public Education

Plastic Bag Ban

17.8

6.00%

Targeted Outreach

5.9

2.00%

PSAs

8.9

3.00%

Semiannual

91.0

30.64%

Increase

14.4

4.84%

Step 2
Land-Based
Interception

Land-Based Cleanups

Step 3
MS4
Interception

Existing Permanent BMPs

16 ha

3.6

1.20%

Future Permanent BMPs

65 ha

6.9

2.32%

Not Applicable (N/A)

N/A

0.0

0.00%

TOTAL ANTICIPATED REDUCTION

148.5

50.00%

REDUCTION REQUIRED

148.5

50.00%

Step 4
Waterbody
Interception2
Step 5
Load Reduction

Street Sweeping

~ These programs may result in trash load reductions on Qahu; however, reductions are not quanqjIed at this time and
therefore considered as percent reduction in this TRP (refer to Section 4.2 on Institutional Control Measures).
2DOT-HWYS does not anticz~ate using waterbody interception control measures at this time.

DOT-HWYS may amend or revise the level of enhancement for each BMP as new information
becomes available during implementation of the Short-Term Plan (e.g., reduction credits and
formulas). If revisions or amendments occur, a revised Short-Tenu Plan and implementation
schedule will be submitted to DOH in the Annual Reports.
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6.4

Long-Term Plan Enhanced Control Measures

The Long-Term Plan development will be based on an assessment of data collected during
implementation of the Short-Term Plan, to verify the efficiency of enhanced trash control
measures and revise key geographical targets. During the Long-Term Plan, DOT-HWYS plans to
enhance the successful control measures to meet the 100% trash load reduction from the
baseline, which corresponds to an annual trash reduction of 297 cubic yards.
The Long-Term Plan may include these enhanced control measures:
o
o
o
o

e
o

6.5

Consider an ordinance to ban Styrofoam.
Expand the Plastic Bag Ordinance.
Increase school and community outreach related to trash.
Conduct additional outreach and/or inspections of businesses that may exacerbate trash
issues (e.g., fast food restaurants).
Review the street sweeping schedule to enhance the effectiveness of street sweeping.
Install additional full trash capture devices, such as trash skimmers

Implementation Schedule

The TRP provides an implementation schedule to meet the 50% and 100% trash reduction targets
in the shortest practicable timeframe.
6.5.1 Short-Term Plan Schedule (2013 2023)
DOT-HWYS will implement the Short-Term Plan to meet the trash load reduction
requirement of 50% from the baseline by 2023, which will allow 7 years to create new
programs and significantly alter existing ones.
—

Implementation of the TRAPP will require approximately three years to mobilize funds and
design the pilot program. Upon completion of the pilot program, the TRAPP will be revised and
scaled islandwide. Due to the natural variability, a three-year average will be necessary to
establish the actual trash removal efficiency of this program.
Concurrently, street sweeping frequency will be increased in selected geographical targets. DOT
HWYS current contract for street sweeping ends in 2018, therefore enhanced street sweeping
will not take effect at the islandwide scale until 2019. Similar to the TRAPP, it will require three
years to evaluate the actual trash removal efficiency of the enhanced street sweeping program,
and whether additional enhancements may be needed.
Lastly, the remaining reduction gap will be addressed by Permanent BMPs. DOT-HWYS
anticipates that the design and construction of Permanent BMPs will be completed by the end of
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2023. It will require three years to evaluate the actual trash removal efficiency of the installed
Permanent BMPs, and whether additional enhancements may be needed.
6.5.2 Long-Term Plan Schedule (2013 2036)
DOT-HWYS will implement the Long-Term Plan to meet the trash load reduction
requirement of 100% from the baseline by 2036, which will allow an additional 13 years after
completion of the Short-Term Plan to create new programs and significantly alter existing ones.
—

The Long-Term Plan will be developed based on an assessment of data collected during
implementation of the Short-Term Plan. For instance, TRAPP implementation frequency may be
increased based on the actual trash removal efficiency of this new program, as more data
becomes available. In addition to TRAPP, the remaining reduction gap may be addressed by
treating more areas with Permanent BMPs.
Due to the natural variability, a three-year average will be necessary to establish the trash
removal efficiency of these programs after additional enhancements.
Figure 20 presents the proposed implementation schedule.
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7. TRASH LOAD REDUCTION MONITORING AND REPORTING
This section describes how DOT-HWYS will monitor and report compliance with required trash
reduction goals.
Monitoring trash generation and accumulation in the environment is challenging due to natural
variability in sources, transport processes, and deposition in waterbodies. Previous studies
showed that the volume of trash discharged from the MS4 is influenced by land use type,
population density, existing control measures, and climatic conditions (Marais et al. 2004,
BASMAA 2012). For example, there is strong evidence that rainfall in Hawaii is affected by the
occurrence of El Niño and La Nina events, which can result in high year-to-year variability
(Giambelluca et al. 2012). Due to these inherent challenges, DOT-HWYS intends to demonstrate
compliance with trash load reductions based on a three-year running average of trash reduction
data.
The TRP tracking and monitoring tools utilize a combination of existing monitoring procedures,
as described in the current Storm Water Management Program Plan (SWMPP), and a Visual
Trash Rapid Assessment to provide an evaluation of trash conditions and effectiveness of control
measures.

7.1

Trash Load Reduction Monitoring Plan

DOT-HWYS will monitor trash removal from selected enhanced trash control measures, as
described in the proposed Implementation Schedule, to demonstrate compliance with required
trash reduction goals, as follows:
o

Institutional Actions

o

Legislative Actions
Public Education and Outreach
Land-Based Interception Control Measures

o

Land-Based Cleanups
Street Sweeping
MS4 Interception Control Measures

-

-

-

-

-

-

Planned Permanent BMPs
Future Permanent BMPs
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7.1.1 Monitoring Institutional Control Measures
DOT-HWYS will monitor enhanced institutional control measures that benefit the TRP. For
instance, DOT-HWYS will monitor and report on the effectiveness of the existing and enhanced
Public Education and Outreach Program, as described in the current SWMPP Appendix B. 1
Public Education and Outreach Plan.
7.1.2 Monitoring Land-Based Interception Control Measures
DOT-HWYS will track the volume and composition of trash removed by TRAPP. Data will be
maintained in a database for future analysis.
DOT-HWYS will monitor trash removal from both existing and enhanced street sweeping, as
described in the current SWMPP Chapter 6 Pollution Prevention/Good House Keeping Debris
Control BMP Program.
7.1.3 Monitoring MS4 Interception Control Measures
DOT-HWYS will monitor trash removal from both planned and future Permanent BMPs as
described in the current SWMPP Chapter 6: Pollution Prevention/Good House Keeping Debris
Control BMP Program.

7.2

Visual Trash Rapid Assessment

In addition to the proposed monitoring plan that quantitatively tracks trash removal from
enhanced control measures, DOT-HWYS will adopt a Visual Trash Rapid Assessment (EOA
Inc., 2013).
This assessment provides qualitative estimates of trash conditions on selected routes and adjacent
land areas. This assessment serves the following two purposes:
o

o

Confirmation of trash geographical targets to confirm or redesignate priority
geographical targets assigned to specific areas via trash hotspots modeling (see
Section 5).
Assessment of changes in land-based trash conditions to provide a qualitative tool that
evaluates changes in trash levels in the environment.

The Visual Trash Rapid Assessment protocol involves the following actions:
1. Identify assessment areas to monitor. The assessment areas should include DOT-HWYS
jurisdictional area and adjacent areas where trash has the potential to enter the M54.
2. Identify trash levels in the assessment area and in the MS4.
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3. Rate the trash level observed in the assessment area based on the following categories:
Low:

Little to no trash observed.

Moderate:

Few pieces of trash evenly distributed observed.

High:

Trash widely distributed observed.

Very High:

Significant accumulation of trash observed.

Figure 21 shows examples of each trash category level.

Low trash level

Moderate trash level

High trash level

Very high trash level

Figure 21. Trash rate categories and visual indicators.

All findings will be accordingly documented, and utilized to monitor and assess trash conditions
in DOT-HWYS jurisdictional area.

7.3

Annual Reporting

DOT-HWYS will document implementation of the Short-Term Plan and Long-Term Plan and,
progress of trash load reduction goals in the Annual Report. The reporting details include the
following:
o

Brief summary of all trash load reduction control measures implemented to date.

o

Composition of trash removed via each control measure.

o

Quantity of trash removed via each control measure.

o

Status of trash load reduction progress.

DOT-HWYS will retain documentation on trash load reduction control measures at appropriate
levels consistent with the Five Step Method described in this Trash Reduction Plan.
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Cheryl King, MSc.
Cheryl King has a Bachelor’s of Science degree in biology/psychology from
Southampton College of Long Island University and a Master’s of Science degree in
marine biology from Nova Southeastern University Oceanographic Center (her master’s
research was a comprehensive study of Kaho’olawe’s sea turtle population). In addition
to being on research teams around the world, as a 17-year Maui resident she has
gained a vast amount of experience in ocean conservation and marine animal rescue
and management while working for the State, tourism and non-profit sectors. Cheryl
has been fascinated by marine debris and passionate about cleaning coastlines since
witnessing, for the first time in 2002, the tons that had accumulated at Kanapou Bay,
Kaho’olawe from Hawaii and all over the Pacific. Conducting annual cleanups there
wasn’t enough, so through a NOAA Marine Debris Program grant to the Kaho’olawe
Island Reserve Commission, Cheryl spearheaded the removal of 31 tons of debris in 10
cleanup campouts (2010-201 1). They sent 6.6 of these tons of marine debris (what
filled a 40-ft container) to the Museum fur Gestaltung in Zurich, Switzerland for an
exhibit that has since been traveling all around Europe and Asia (it is currently in
Stockholm, Sweden). Cheryl has observed seabirds dying from ingesting marine debris
in the remote Papahanaumokuakea Marine National Monument and started a marine
debris accumulation study on the even more remote Palmyra Atoll. She created
www.SHARKastics.org in 2010 to spread the word about the harmful impacts of marine
debris on multiple marine species. She is a member of the NOAA Hawaii Marine
Debris Hui and the Hawaii Environmental Cleanup Coalition, and she regularly reports
on the data she and her trash team collects during the community-based marine debris
cleanups on the 4th Sunday of every month at Ka’ehu, Walehu (since July 2012). She
also plays key roles in NOAA’s South Maui Marine Turtle Strandings Response Team,
the Hawaiian Islands Large Whale Entanglement Response Network and Maui Nui’s
Marine Mammal Health and Strandings Response Team. She runs the statewide
Hawaiian hawksbill photo-ID catalog that showcases research and recovery efforts for
the critically endangered Hawaiian hawksbill sea turtle (one of the most endangered
populations on the planet, that she has been working closely with since the year 2000):
www.Hlhawksbills.orci. Cheryl is currently on the Board of Directors for the Hawaii
Association of Marine Education and Research, whose mission is to conduct sound
research to better understand the health and status of our marine resources and how to
conserve them: www.HAMERinHawaii.org. She appreciates the opportunity and looks
forward to discussing the important topic of marine debris with the council to find
solutions!
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Polystyrene Data Summary from Ka’ehu Cleanups
May 2,2017
We spearhead community-based marine debris cleanups on
the 4th Sunday of every month at Ka’ehu, in Waiehu, to help restore
this important habitat for the marine and terrestrial resources that
utilize this special place. Marine debris is removed from a -~100 to
200 yard stretch of this rocky/sandy coast. The effort varies
depending on the participants, not due to the shortage of marine
debris- it’s always washing ashore! It comes from all over the Pacific
Ocean and from Hawai’i-based sources. To bring this global issue
into context with this Maui County polystyrene reduction bill, here are
some numbers to quantify this pollution problem we’re dealing with:
In addition to simply removing the debris from this coast every
month, we also sorted and counted each piece of marine debris at
our monthly cleanups from July 22, 2012 through June 28, 2015, on
September 27, 2016 (“Get the Drift and Bag It” campaign), and 4
months in 2017 so far: January through April. This process is very
time consuming with all of our specific categories we’re analyzing, but
collecting data during 40 out of the 56 monthly cleanups yielded:
o 175,825 pieces of marine debris collected/sorted/counted
4,395.6 pieces of marine debris on average per
cleanup
o The majority of the debris items were plastics followed by
polystyrene/foam, fabric, metal, rubber, glass, and
processed wood (see charts below).
~ 15,728 total pieces of expanded polystyrene foam
• 393.2 pieces on average per cleanup

This equates to a depressing reality that expanded
polystyrene foam pieces have been 8.9% of the
total marine debris items we’ve removed from
Ka’ehu.
These data are not published; but that process will be pursued
after all 2017 cleanups are completed. For the remainder of 2017,
we will be sub-categorizing the polystyrene/foam options so we have
a more specific summary of the debris types when possible. Please
let me know if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
“Ck~r~jL S. Ki~ej
Cheryl King, MSc.
SHARKastics.org Founder

2

Marine Debris Items Collected from
40 Ka*ehu Cleanups (2012-2017)

1%.

Polystyrene/Foam (n= 15,728)
~ Plastics (n= 137,410)
Glass (n= 1,501)
~~iRubber(n 5,418)
Processed Wood (n= 994)
Fabric (n= 8,386)
Metal (n= 6,388)

Daily Percentages of Marine Debris Items Removed from Ka’ehu
(2012-2017 Cleanups)
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1,333 species are affected by litter
(818 publications)
Spedes I genera were classified using the
and assigned to
habitats using e~.
and
Seals and seabirds were assigned to beach and
surfaces whales to pelagic and surfaces turtles to beach, surface and pelagic environments.
Organisms from flotsam were classified as benthic; bacteria and lower taxa were not assigned to
any habitat, Values are shown by clicking on pie charts.
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Aquatic life affected by titter
• (Cyano-)Bacteria
• Anemones, corals, jellies
Crustaceans
Echinoderms
• Fishes
Green., red, brown algae
• Mammals
Molluscs
• Moss animals
• Sea squirts
• Seabirds
Single-celled eukaryotes
Sponges
• Vascular plants. mosses
• Worm-like animals
• Other
© AW~-UTTERBASE
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Fig. 2. Above are two examp~es of obsrr~ctions fa~nd ~n stomach of green sea turtles Chetania mylar, in southern Brazil, composed by compacted food material and anthropogenic sodd
debns Obsotcoons cou?d aiso be found in ~ntesnnes. faeca~omas be’ow are found .n kntesnnes on~y, a~so composed by food and plastics or other debris, but food is at a more advanced
d~gesnon stage and wath a hardened cons1steac3, Phc cos: CRAM archives.

Plasticized animal species Ingestion
-

Number of species with documented records of marine debris ingestion

Marine
ducks
(7.7%)

Divers

4

Pelicar~s, gannets
and boobies,
tropicbirds

(60%)

Penguins

Dugongs
and
sea cows

True seals

3

4

(60%)

(21,1%)

Eared seals

Turtles

5

(27,8%)
Whales

~‘ ~

16
(23.9%)

(615%)

(61.5%)

(10096)

Invertebrates

48%)

~

~0,001%~

Toothed whales

84

92

55

(39.6%)

Gulls, skuas,
terns and auks

(596%)

Albatross and other
Procella~iformes

Source: Kuhn, S., et al., Deleterious Effects of Litter on Marine Life, in Bergmann, M., et al., Marine Anthropogenic Littei~ Springer, 2015

(0,28%)

Fish

[

!4~

V

~

.~
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Distribution of Ntter types in different
re&ms (612 pubhcations)
The proportion of different litter types contributing to the global composition was calculated as the
weighted means from all considered studies, irrespective of units. Values are shown by clicking on
pie charts.

Global composition of marine litter
• Biatic
• Fisheries (metal)
Fisheries
Glass/ceramics
• Metal
Miscellaneous types
• Paper/cardboard
Rope
• Textiles/fabrics

• Timber
• Cigarette buds
• Fisheries (plastic)
Plastic
Styrofoam
Other
© AWI-LITTERBASE

405 publications
1654 locations

Litter types affecting aquatic life
Styrofoam

1 Biotic
• Fisheries (metal)
Fisheries
Glass)ceramics
• Metal
Miscellaneous types
• Paper/cardboard
Rope
• Textiles/fabrics
• Timber
• Fisheries (plastic)
• Plastic
• Styrofoam
• Plastic film
• Plastic pellets
Cigarette buds
Plastic fibers
Other
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SHARkastics Marine Debris
Locatian: Ka’ehu
PLASTICS
FOAM fragments:
Plastic fragments (hard)
Plastic fragments (film)
Food wrappers:

Beverage baffles

Woather
Vols:
Date:
I#of pieces
TOTALI
foam food~related:

# of Bags:
Pounds:
I#of pieces
ITOTAL
insulationlpackaging:
buoys:
Food packagng:

GLASS

I # of pieces
Cleaning bottles:
oU bottles:
Beer or other bottles:
wine bottles:
Fishing containers/packaging:
Jars
Bottle or container caps/lids
Glass fragments
Cigaretteslfilterslcigars:
cigar tips:
Fibe,plass pieces
Cigarette lighters
Other~ Iightbulb
pack rings
Other~ ceramics
Bags
TO TALAII Glass
Plastic rope/small net pieces
Rubber
# of pieces
Buoys and floats
Flip flops/slippers
Fishing lures:
line:
Gloves
Cups:
plates:
Tires
Plastic utensils
Rubber fragments
Straws
Auto parts
Balloons:
ribbons:
Rubber toys ((un~u~ buS(s)
Sanitary: Diapers:
1st Aid: Per&Care:
TO TAL All Rubber
Toothbrushes
Processed Lumber
# of pieces
Combs/brushes
Cardboard cartons
~ ~ ~aper and cardboard
Oyster spacer Small
Paper bags
Oyster spacer Large
‘..umberlbuilding material
Hagflsh traps
TO 7AL All Lumber
Strappirtg bands
ClothlFabric
# of pieces
Weed whacker pieces
Clothing (~dudir~g hats)
Zbties
Shoes (non rubber)
rrigation tubing/parts (pvc too)
Gloves (rion~rubber)
Toys (plastic only)
Towelslrags
Firecracker remnants
Rope/net (non~nylon)
uct tape pieces
Fabric peces
Gaff balls
Carpet pieces:
padding:
hr)s~iflas trce p3(rafm)r~ts
Linoleum
Pens/markers/pencils
Vinyl pieces
TOTAL All ClotWFabric
Melted plastic
norkel/dive/surf/kayak/camping gea~Metal
# of pieces
VD/cd/casseite/,-ecords
Aluminum cans:
food tins:
~ooJs
Aerosol cans:
roofing:
Popsicle sticks
Metal fragments
he/gun shells
Auto parts
Light.sticks
Bottle caps
Gardening pots/trays
8atteries
Crates/trays:
large drums,jugs:
Fishing pole/gear
Auto parts
Wire, stakes & pipes
Shipping Tags
Fall
Drug:
personal stuft~
pet stuft
TO TAL All Metals
Misc, household items
GRAND TOTAL ITEMS
TOTAL All Plastics
Large debris or labeled Items baseription
Wldth(m Length (meters)
Status

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL
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Polystyrene Data Summary from Ka’ehu Cleanups
May 2, 2017
We spearhead community-based marine debris cleanups on
the 4th Sunday of every month at Ka’ehu, in Waiehu, to help restore
this important habitat for the marine and terrestrial resources that
utilize this special place. Marine debris is removed from a “100 to
200 yard stretch of this rocky/sandy coast. The effort varies
depending on the participants, not due to the shortage of marine
debris- its always washing ashorel It comes from all over the Pacific
Ocean and from Hawaii-based sources. To bring this global issue
into context with this Maui County polystyrene reduction bill, here are
some numbers to quantify this pollution problem we’re dealing with:
In addition to simply removing the debris from this coast every
month, we also sorted and counted each piece of marine debris at
our monthly cleanups from July 22, 2012 through June 28, 2015, on
September 27, 2016 (5Get the Drift and Bag It” campaign), and 4

months in 2017 50 far: January through April. This process is very
time consuming with all of our specific categories we’re analyzing, but
collecting data during 40 out of the 56 monthly cleanups yielded:

Marine Debris Items Collected from
40 K&ehu Cleanups (2012-2017)

1%~

Polystyrene/Foam (n= 15,728)
~ Plastics (n= 137,410)
A
II

Glass (n= 1,501)
Rubber (n= 5,418)
Processed Wood (n= 994)
Fabric (n= 8,386)
Metal (n= 6,388)

Daily Percentages of Marine Debris Items Removed from K&ehu
(2012-2017 Cleanups)
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Trends and drivers of debris accumulation on Maui shorelines:
Implications for local mitigation strategies
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at three sites using NOAA marine debris
shoreline survey methodologies...
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The developmental biogeography of hawksbill sea turtles
in the North Pacific
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Figure S3. Anthropogenic debris ingested by a pelagic Pacific loggerhead sea turtle (Carerta caretta), turtle ID LL554807.
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Figure Si Anthropogenic debris ingested by a pelagic Pacific green sea turtle (Chelonia n~das)~ turtle ID LL5 13310.
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Figure Si. Anthropogenic debris ingested by a pelagic Pacific olive ridley sea turtle (Lepidochelvs olivacea), turtle ID LL450502.
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To~brks
Gcorgc Cruzan, Ph.D., D.A,BT.

1153 Roadscown Road
liridgeton, NJ 08302
phonc~ 856-453.3478
fax: 856~453~3479
c.rnail: ToxWorks@acl.com

George Cruzan has a PhD in Biochemistry from Purdue University. He has been a
diplomate of the American Board of Toxicology from 1980 to 2015 and a Member of the
Society of Toxicology since 1987. After 3 years in Animal Health Research and 4 years
in Toxicology at Rohm and Haas, he spent 16 years in the Toxicology Department of
Mobil Oil Corporation. Since 1995 he has been the principle toxicologist at ToxWorks,
providing consulting services to petroleum, petrochemical and chemical industries.
Clients have included trade associations and individual companies. Projects have
included business unit interactions, literature reviews, toxicological evaluations,
regulatory interactions, litigation support, study design and monitoring.
Since 1988, styrene health and environmental effects has been a main focus of his
research and regulatory activities. Since 1995, he has provided science consulting and
project management to The Styrene Information and Research Center, Washington, DC.
He has authored 17 papers on styrene toxicity.

Polystyrene Health Effects
George Cruzan, PhD
TaxWarks

1

Incorrect Statement
• “polystyrene.......is a suspected human
carcinogen.”
• Polystyrene in NOT a suspected carcinogen
• It should not be confused with styrene

2

Are You Confused?
• Polystyrene is a solid; styrene is a liquid
• Polystyrene is u n reactive; styre n e is reactive

3

Chemical Reactions
• When chemicals react, the product has its
own properties, not those of reactants.
• Example
~Sodium very reactive solid metal
~Chlorine poisonous gas
>When sodium reacts with chlorine, table salt is
produced (sodium chloride)
—

—

4

Polymers Differ from Monomers
• Polymers do not have the same properties as
the monomers that compose them.
• Example
~GIucose sweet tasting
>Polymerize by joining glucose molecules together,
Prod uces cellulose wood or plant fiber
—

—

• Same for styrene and polystyrene

c

Sources of Styrene Exposure
• Ambient air (autombile exhaust, factory
discharge, cigarette smoking, etc) 80 ug/day
• Naturally occurring in foods 9 ug/day
• Migration from polystyrene food packaging
6.6 ug/day
Migration from foam food service items —4
ug/day ( of the 6.6 ug/day for all PS)
• 4 ug = lmillionth of a teaspoon
—

—

—

—

6

Styrene Health Effects
• US NTP (2011) lists styrene as “Reasonably
Anticipated to be a Human Carcinogen”
Based on suggestive increases in reinforced plastic
workers
Based on lung tumors in mice
No other tumors increased in mice
No tumors increased in rats
—

—

—

—

7

New Human Studies
• Since ROC listing, most human cohorts
(groups of workers) have been re-examined as
older workers have died
• Tumors suggested among earlier evaluations
are no longer increased

8

Mouse Lung Tumors
• 55 of 70 (78%) normal mice had preneoplastic
or neoplastic lesions in lung after lifetime (2
years) exposure to 120 ppm styrene by
inhalation.
• 0 of 70 mice without CYP2F2 had lung lesions

9

Mode of Action
• Key Events
Metabolism by CYP2F2
No evidence of genotoxicity
Metabolites damage and kill some lung cells
Metabolites stimulate production of new lung
cells
Increased cells produce hyperplasia (excessive
cells lining airways)
In some mice, tumors develop
—

—

—

—

—

—

10

• Normal metabolism of styrene is catalyzed by
CYP2E1 produces styrene oxide
• Mouse lung CYP2F2 metabolizes styrene to
different metabolites oxidation of aromatic
ring
• Styrene oxide is not toxic to mouse lung cells
without further CYP2F2 metabolism
—~

—

—

ii

CH,

Not toxic

CY P2 El
CY P2 F2

Styrene

Styrene oxide

CYP2 F2

CYP2 F2
~HD

Toxic
CYP2 F2

4-Hyd roxystyrene

4-Hydroxystyrene oxide

12

Summary of MOA
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lung tumors in mice, not in rats
Lung toxicity in mice, not in rats
Toxicity and metabolism in Club (Clara) cells in mice, not rats
Lung toxicity from 4HS in mice, not rats
Elimination of lung toxicity from styrene and SO in CYP2F2-KO mice
80% reduction on ring-oxidized metabolites in CYP2F2-KO mice
Lower level of CYP2F4 in rats does not produce toxicity
Greater lung toxicity in mice from 4HS than from SO
Limited toxicity from 4HS in 2F2-KO mice
3- or 4-methylstyrene do not cause lung tumors in mice
Enhanced expression of cell cycle genes in WT mice
No enhanced gene expression from styrene in KO mice

13

Human Relevance of Mouse Lung Tumors
• Rats have less CYP2F than mice; no toxicity, no
lung tumors
• Humans have less CYP2F than rats; no toxicity
no lung tumors

14

Risk Assessment
•
•
•
•
•

Reinforced plastics workers 2,000,000 ug/day
Ambient styrene —80 ug/day
Food-derived styrene —9 ug/day
Polystyrene food service styrene —4 ug/day
Total non-occupational exposure —96 ug/day
—

• Banning ps foodservice reduces styrene exposure by
less than 5%

15

Risk Assessment
• “Let me put your mind at ease right away about polystyrene
foam
[the levels of styrene from polystyrene containers]
“are hundreds if not thousands of times lower than have
occurred in the occupational setting...ln finished products,
certainly styrene is not an issue.” Linda Birnbaum, Director
NTP, 2011.
• “The risks, in my estimation, from polystyrene are not very
great. It’s not worth being concerned about.” John Bucher,
Associate Director NTP, 2011.
~“

...

16

Conclusion
• Very high exposures to styrene may or may
not present a risk
• USEPA acceptble exposure 20,000 ug/day;
exposure from PS 4 ug/day
5000-fold safety factor
• No government agency considers PS to be
carcinogenic
• Styrene from polystyrene products do not
present a measurable risk.
—
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• To~brks
Gcorgc Cruzan, Ph.D., D.A,B.T.

1153 Roadstown Road

Bridgcton, NJ 08302
phonc~ 856~453-3478
faa: 856.453.3479
e.rnail: ToxWorks~ao1.corn

Report from George Cruzan, PhD on proposed Bill 127
The proposed County of Maui Ordinance (Bill 127(20 16)), states in Section 1
“polystyrene has significant negative impacts on the environment, contributes to the
potential death of marine animals and avian populations through ingestion, and is a
suspected human carcinogen.” The last phrase is not correct. Polystyrene is not a
suspected carcinogen, nor should it be confused with styrene.
1. Credentials
George Cruzan, PhD. BA in chemistry 1965 The King’s College. PhD in biochemistry
1969 Purdue University. Professional toxicologist 1976 to present (41 years), Diplomate
of American Board of Toxicology 1980-2015. President of ToxWorks (toxicology
consulting firm) 1995 to present (22 years).
Studying health and environmental effects of styrene and leading $20 million research
program, 1989 to present (28 years)
2. Polystyrene
Polystyrene is a polymer synthesized by connecting many molecules of styrene together,
and should not be confused with the styrene. Styrene is a liquid; polystyrene is a solid.
Although the names sound familiar and may be confusing, styrene and polystyrene are
different and have completely different properties. Styrene is reactive; polystyrene is
inert. In other words, polystyrene does not have the properties of styrene. This is true of
all polymers; they are different from the monomer they are synthesized from. A common
example is the difference between sugar and wood. Sugar is a monomer with distinct
properties. Join many sugar molecule together and you get cellulose, the main polymer in
wood.
Thus the health effects of polystyrene should be based on polystyrene, not on styrene.
There are no adverse health effects on humans from polystyrene.

Polystyrene contains some residual unreacted styrene. Typical products contain less than
300 ppm. Thus a typical foam cup, weighing 1.6 grams, will contain less than 0.5
milligram (mg) styrene trapped within the polymer.
2. Sources of Styrene Exposure
Styrene is everywhere in minute amounts. Ambient air always contains styrene from
automobile exhaust, cigarette smoke, wood smoke, plant emissions. Average
concentration is about 4 microgram (ug)! cubic meter (m3). Typical human breathing is
20 m3/day. Therefore, normal inhalation of ambient styrene from air is 80 ug/day (4
ug/m3 * 20 m3/day).
Styrene is naturally present in several foods. It has been measured in foods that have not
had contact with polystyrene containers. It is present in the highest concentration in
coffee, cinnamon, beer and nuts. Based on average consumption, it is estimated that the
average person ingests 9 ug styrene per day from naturally occurring styrene in their
food.
There is a small amount of unreacted styrene within polystyrene; some of this may
migrate into food in the container. The residual styrene will migrate from areas of higher
concentration to lower areas of concentration. The only styrene that can migrate into food
or drink is the styrene that is at the interior surface of the cup. As this styrene migrates
from the surface of the cup into the food or drink, additional molecules of styrene migrate
to the surface and then into the food. About half of the unreacted styrene will migrate
over time to the inside surface and half to the outside surface.
The results of a 2013 study show that the maximum amount of styrene that could migrate
from polystyrene food-contact packaging is calculated to be 6.6 micrograms (about 1
millionth of a teaspoon) per person per day. As mentioned above, several foods (e.g.,
coffee, cinnamon) naturally contain styrene; the average consumption of styrene from
natural food sources is about 9 ug/day. The FDA’s acceptable daily intake of styrene is
calculated to be 90,000 micrograms per person per day. This demonstrates a safety factor
of more than four orders of magnitude (10,000 times). Link:
https://plasticfoodservicefacts.comlmainlSafety/Safety-of-PS-Foodservice-Products
Total styrene migration from all PS foam food service products results in ingestion of 4
ug/day styrene.
Total styrene exposure averages about 96 ug/day.
3. Health Effects of Styrene
Fiberglass workers have highest exposures, especially in the past. Exposure greater than
50 ppm for 8 hrs. may cause headaches, or slowed reaction time. Exposures greater than
30 ppm 8 hr./day for more than 10 years may cause a slight reduction in hearing.

US National Toxicology Program lists styrene as reasonably anticipated to be a human
carcinogen in Report on Carcinogens (ROC). This is based on suggestive increases in
cancer among highly exposed reinforced plastics works and on increased lung tumors in
mice exposed to styrene for 2 years.
The causes of deaths in most of the cohorts (or groups) of reinforced plastics workers
have been updated since the ROC in 2011. The further evaluations of these workers do
not support a conclusion that styrene induces cancer in these workers. Furthermore, even
if there were evidence of cancer in these workers, it would not imply a cancer hazard
from residual styrene in polystyrene. Exposure of these workers is 500,000 fold higher
than exposure from polystyrene products.
Recent research, since the evaluation by the NTP, has demonstrated that styrene-induced
lung tumors in mice is caused by specific metabolism of styrene in mouse lung, which
does not occur to a significant extent in rats or humans.
An enzyme CYP2F2 is present in high concentration in mouse lungs. In genetically
modified mice that do not produce CYP2F2, styrene has no effect in the lung (Cruzan et
al., 2012, 2017). In a recently completed study, 78% of normal mice (that produce
CYP2F2) exposed for their lifetime to a very high concentration of styrene had neoplastic
or pre-neoplastic lung alterations (Cruzan et al., 2017). There were no neoplastic or pre
neoplastic alterations in CYP2F2-deficient mice from lifetime exposure to a very high
concentration to styrene (Cruzan et al., 2017). Furthermore, assessment of gene
expression clearly demonstrated that these alterations were not caused by any genotoxic
reactions (Andersen et al., 2017). Rats and humans have much lower levels of CYP2F in
the lung and do not have any lung toxicity from styrene.
Metabolism of styrene by CYP2F2 causes the formation of different metabolites than
normal styrene metabolism. Styrene metabolism in rats and humans is mainly by
CYP2E1, which produces styrene-7,8-oxide. It has been postulated that any toxic or
neoplastic effects of styrene are caused by styrene-7,8-oxide. A recent study
demonstrates that styrene-7,8-oxide has no effect on mouse lung unless it is metabolized
further by CYP2F2 (Cruzan et al., 2012); i.e., in the absence of CYP2F2, styrene-7,8oxide has no effect on mouse lung.

Styrene

CYP2E1

Styrene-7,8-oxide

CYP2F2 cause oxidation of
the aromatic
ring of styrene, producing 4-hydroxystyrene, 3,4-dihydroxystyrene, and 4hydroxystyrene-7,8-oxide. 4-Hydroxystyrene was toxic to mouse lungs at a 50-fold lower
dose than styrene-7,8-oxide following 2 weeks of exposure (Cruzan et a!., 2005). Ring
oxidation of styrene by CYP2F2 could be expected because the normal function of
CYP2F2 is the oxidation of aromatic rings in the synthesis of Coenzyme Q.
~HD
CH

HO

Styrene

CYP2F2

4-hydroxystyrene

Summary of the mode of action

Lung tumors in mice, not in rats
Lung toxicity in mice, not in rats
Toxicity and metabolism in Club (Clara) cells in mice,
not rats
Lung toxicity from 4HS in mice, not rats
Elimination of lung toxicity from styrene and SO in
CYP2F2-KO mice
80% reduction on ring-oxidized metabolites in
CYP2F2-KO mice
Lower level of CYP2F4 in rats does not produce
toxicity
Greater lung toxicity in mice from 4H5 than from SO
Limited toxicity from 4HS in 2F2-KO mice
3- or 4-methylstyrene do not cause lung tumors in mice
Enhanced expression of cell cycle genes in WT mice
No enhanced gene expression from styrene in KO mice
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Rat
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Inconsistent and questionable increases in cancer deaths among workers with very high
exposures to styrene do not imply a cancer hazard from residual styrene in polystyrene
products because the exposures are 500,000 fold lower. Increased tumors in mice are not
indicative of human cancer risk from styrene because the effects in mouse lung are

caused by metabolism of styrene by CYP2F2, which does not occur in rats or humans to
a biologically meaningful extent.
4. Risk Assessment
Exposure of reinforced plastics workers has been 2,000,000 ug/day over many years. A
microgram (ug) is 1 millionth of a gram, about 1 4 millionth of a teaspoon.
Total styrene naturally in food results in ingestion of 9 ug/day styrene. Total styrene
migration from all PS foam food service products results in ingestion of 4 ug/day styrene
(about 1 millionth of a teaspoon). Inhaled styrene from ambient air results in intake of 80
ug/day styrene. The total styrene intake is about 96 ug/day. Banning PS foam products
would reduce that by less than 5%.
US EPA acceptable exposure is 20,000 ug/day. Exposure from PS foam is less than 4
ug/day. 5000 fold safety factor.
Dr. Linda Birnbaum, Ph.D., Director, U.S. National Toxicology Program was quoted widely in
Associated Press reports in June 2011: “Let me put your mind at ease right away about
polystyrene foam*”
[the levels of styrene from polystyrene containers] “are hundreds if not
thousands of times lower than have occurred in the occupational setting...In finished products,
certainly styrene is not an issue.” Source: news reports ofAssociated Press story, June 2011
...

John Bucher, associate director of the National Toxicology Program, was quoted in Associated
Press reports in August 2011: “The risks, in my estimation, from polystyrene are not very great,”
he said. “It’s not worth being concerned about.”
Source: news reports ofAssociated Press story, August 2011

U.S. National Institutes of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS)
NIEHS in June 2011 noted: “Styrene should not be confused with polystyrene (foam)*. Although
styrene, a liquid, is used to make polystyrene, which is a solid plastic, we do not believe that
people are at risk from using polystyrene products.”
Source: NIEHS web site

The amount of styrene migrating from PS foam foodservice products is so small that
there is no measurable risk. Styrene from foam is not a health issue. In conclusion, no
government agencies consider polystyrene to be a carcinogen, nor to pose any health risk.
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Report from George Cruzan, PhD on proposed Bill 127
The proposed County of Maui Ordinance (Bill 127(20 16)), states in Section 1
“polystyrene has significant negative impacts on the environment, contributes to the
potential death of marine animals and avian populations through ingestion, and is a
suspected human carcinogen.” The last phrase is not correct. Polystyrene is not a
suspected carcinogen, nor should it be confused with styrene.
1. Credentials
George Cruzan, PhD. BA in chemistry 1965 The King’s College. PhD in biochemistry
1969 Purdue University. Professional toxicologist 1976 to present (41 years), Diplomate
of American Board of Toxicology 1980-2015. President of ToxWorks (toxicology
consulting firm) 1995 to present (22 years).
Studying health and environmental effects of styrene and leading $20 million research
program, 1989 to present (28 years)
2. Polystyrene
Polystyrene is a polymer synthesized by connecting many molecules of styrene together,
and should not be confused with the styrene. Styrene is a liquid; polystyrene is a solid.
Although the names sound familiar and may be confusing, styrene and polystyrene are
different and have completely different properties. Styrene is reactive; polystyrene is
inert. In other words, polystyrene does not have the properties of styrene. This is true of
all polymers; they are different from the monomer they are synthesized from. A common
example is the difference between sugar and wood. Sugar is a monomer with distinct
properties. Join many sugar molecule together and you get cellulose, the main polymer in
wood.
Thus the health effects of polystyrene should be based on polystyrene, not on styrene.
There are no adverse health effects on humans from polystyrene.

Polystyrene contains some residual unreacted styrene. Typical products contain less than
300 ppm. Thus a typical foam cup, weighing 1.6 grams, will contain less than 0.5
milligram (mg) styrene trapped within the polymer.
2. Sources of Styrene Exposure
Styrene is everywhere in minute amounts. Ambient air always contains styrene from
automobile exhaust, cigarette smoke, wood smoke, plant emissions. Average
concentration is about 4 microgram (ug)/ cubic meter (m3). Typical human breathing is
20 m3/day. Therefore, normal inhalation of ambient styrene from air is 80 ug/day (4
ug/m3 * 20 m3/day).
Styrene is naturally present in several foods. It has been measured in foods that have not
had contact with polystyrene containers. It is present in the highest concentration in
coffee, cinnamon, beer and nuts. Based on average consumption, it is estimated that the
average person ingests 9 ug styrene per day from naturally occurring styrene in their
food.
There is a small amount of unreacted styrene within polystyrene; some of this may
migrate into food in the container. The residual styrene will migrate from areas of higher
concentration to lower areas of concentration. The only styrene that can migrate into food
or drink is the styrene that is at the interior surface of the cup. As this styrene migrates
from the surface of the cup into the food or drink, additional molecules of styrene migrate
to the surface and then into the food. About half of the unreacted styrene will migrate
over time to the inside surface and half to the outside surface.
The results of a 2013 study show that the maximum amount of styrene that could migrate
from polystyrene food-contact packaging is calculated to be 6.6 micrograms (about 1
millionth of a teaspoon) per person per day. As mentioned above, several foods (e.g.,
coffee, cinnamon) naturally contain styrene; the average consumption of styrene from
natural food sources is about 9 ug/day. The FDA’ s acceptable daily intake of styrene is
calculated to be 90,000 micrograms per person per day. This demonstrates a safety factor
of more than four orders of magnitude (10,000 times). Link:
https://plasticfoodservicefacts.comlmainlSafety/Safety-of-PS-Foodservice-Products
Total styrene migration from all PS foam food service products results in ingestion of 4
ug/day styrene.
Total styrene exposure averages about 96 ug/day.

3. Health Effects of Styrene
Fiberglass workers have highest exposures, especially in the past. Exposure greater than
50 ppm for 8 hrs. may cause headaches, or slowed reaction time. Exposures greater than
30 ppm 8 hr./day for more than 10 years may cause a slight reduction in hearing.

US National Toxicology Program lists styrene as reasonably anticipated to be a human
carcinogen in Report on Carcinogens (ROC). This is based on suggestive increases in
cancer among highly exposed reinforced plastics works and on increased lung tumors in
mice exposed to styrene for 2 years.
The causes of deaths in most of the cohorts (or groups) of reinforced plastics workers
have been updated since the ROC in 2011. The further evaluations of these workers do
not support a conclusion that styrene induces cancer in these workers. Furthermore, even
if there were evidence of cancer in these workers, it would not imply a cancer hazard
from residual styrene in polystyrene. Exposure of these workers is 500,000 fold higher
than exposure from polystyrene products.
Recent research, since the evaluation by the NTP, has demonstrated that styrene-induced
lung tumors in mice is caused by specific metabolism of styrene in mouse lung, which
does not occur to a significant extent in rats or humans.
An enzyme CYP2F2 is present in high concentration in mouse lungs. In genetically
modified mice that do not produce CYP2F2, styrene has no effect in the lung (Cruzan et
aL, 2012, 2017). In a recently completed study, 78% of normal mice (that produce
CYP2F2) exposed for their lifetime to a very high concentration of styrene had neoplastic
or pre-neoplastic lung alterations (Cruzan et al., 2017). There were no neoplastic or pre
neoplastic alterations in CYP2F2-deficient mice from lifetime exposure to a very high
concentration to styrene (Cruzan et al., 2017). Furthermore, assessment of gene
expression clearly demonstrated that these alterations were not caused by any genotoxic
reactions (Andersen et al., 2017). Rats and humans have much lower levels of CYP2F in
the lung and do not have any lung toxicity from styrene.
Metabolism of styrene by CYP2F2 causes the formation of different metabolites than
normal styrene metabolism. Styrene metabolism in rats and humans is mainly by
CYP2E1, which produces styrene-7,8-oxide. It has been postulated that any toxic or
neoplastic effects of styrene are caused by styrene-7,8-oxide. A recent study
demonstrates that styrene-7,8-oxide has no effect on mouse lung unless it is metabolized
further by CYP2F2 (Cruzan et al., 2012); i.e., in the absence of CYP2F2, styrene-7,8oxide has no effect on mouse lung.

Styrene

CYP2E i

Styrene-7,8-oxide

CYP2F2 cause oxidation of
the aromatic
ring of styrene, producing 4-hydroxystyrene, 3,4-dihydroxystyrene, and 4hydroxystyrene-7,8-oxide. 4-Hydroxystyrene was toxic to mouse lungs at a 50-fold lower
dose than styrene-7,8-oxide following 2 weeks of exposure (Cruzan et al., 2005). Ring
oxidation of styrene by CYP2F2 could be expected because the normal function of
CYP2F2 is the oxidation of aromatic rings in the synthesis of Coenzyme Q.
~HD
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Styrene

CYP2F2

4-hydroxystyrene

Summary of the mode of action

Lung tumors in mice, not in rats
Lung toxicity in mice, not in rats
Toxicity and metabolism in Club (Clara) cells in mice,
not rats
Lung toxicity from 4HS in mice, not rats
Elimination of lung toxicity from styrene and SO in
CYP2F2-KO mice
80% reduction on ring-oxidized metabolites in
CYP2F2-KO mice
Lower level of CYP2F4 in rats does not produce
toxicity
Greater lung toxicity in mice from 4HS than from SO
Limited toxicity from 4HS in 2F2-KO mice
3- or 4-methyistyrene do not cause lung tumors in mice
Enhanced expression of cell cycle genes in WT mice
No enhanced gene expression from styrene in KO mice

Mouse

Rat
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Inconsistent and questionable increases in cancer deaths among workers with very high
exposures to styrene do not imply a cancer hazard from residual styrene in polystyrene
products because the exposures are 500,000 fold lower. Increased tumors in mice are not
indicative of human cancer risk from styrene because the effects in mouse lung are

caused by metabolism of styrene by CYP2F2, which does not occur in rats or humans to
a biologically meaningful extent.
4. Risk Assessment
Exposure of reinforced plastics workers has been 2,000,000 ug/day over many years. A
microgram (ug) is 1 millionth of a gram, about 1 4 millionth of a teaspoon.
Total styrene naturally in food results in ingestion of 9 ug/day styrene. Total styrene
migration from all PS foam food service products results in ingestion of 4 ug/day styrene
(about 1 millionth of a teaspoon). Inhaled styrene from ambient air results in intake of 80
ug/day styrene. The total styrene intake is about 96 ug/day. Banning PS foam products
would reduce that by less than 5%.
US EPA acceptable exposure is 20,000 ug/day. Exposure from PS foam is less than 4
ug/day. 5000 fold safety factor.
Dr. Linda Birnbaum, Ph.D., Director, U.S. National Toxicology Program was quoted widely in
Associated Press reports in June 2011: “Let me put your mind at ease right away about
polystyrene foam*”
[the levels of styrene from polystyrene containers] “are hundreds if not
thousands of times lower than have occurred in the occupational setting.. .ln finished products,
certainly styrene is not an issue.” Source: news reports ofAssociated Press story, June 2011
...

John Bucher, associate director of the National Toxicology Program, was quoted in Associated
Press reports in August 2011: “The risks, in my estimation, from polystyrene are not very great,”
he said. “It’s not worth being concerned about.”
Source: news reports ofAssociated Press story, August 2011
U.S. National Institutes of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS)

NIEHS in June 2011 noted: “Styrene should not be confused with polystyrene (foam)*. Although
styrene, a liquid, is used to make polystyrene, which is a solid plastic, we do not believe that
people are at risk from using polystyrene products.”
Source: NIEHS web site

The amount of styrene migrating from PS foam foodservice products is so small that
there is no measurable risk. Styrene from foam is not a health issue. In conclusion, no
government agencies consider polystyrene to be a carcinogen, nor to pose any health risk.
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F R 0 M: Gary Saldana
Legislative Analyst

SUBJECT: POLYSTYRENE RESEARCH
As a follow-up to our discussions relating to the Council’s deliberations on
Bill 127 (2016) entitled “A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING A NEW
CHAPTER 20.26, MAUI COUNTY CODE, RESTRICTING THE USE AND SALE OF
POLYSTYRENE FOOD SERVICE CONTAINERS,” research was conducted with
the Environmental Protection Agency and the Food and Drug Administration.
Below is a review of statements, observations, studies, and reports that
relates to potential impacts of polystyrene to health and safet~.r of humans,
animals, and the environment.
The following inquiries were forwarded to Timonie Hood, Building Waste
and Green Building Coordinator for the Southwest Region of the EPA, in an effort
to identify potential toxicity of polystyrene; substantiate and determine the
source of statements and observations found during research; and identify
various positions on polystyrene:
Question One1. Can you reiterate if the EPA has an official position on the use of
polystyrene food containers?
Answer:
a. Under the Pollution Prevention Act, Congress clearly established a
preference for reducing pollution at the source (“source reduction”).
EPA’s Waste Management Hierarchy supports this framework:
https: I /www.epa. govJ smm I sustainable-materials-managementnon-hazardous-materials-and-waste-management-hierarchy
b. “EPA does not have a specific policy statement on polystyrene food
containers; however, the EPA has supported projects to reduce
disposable plastic food packaging,” specifically:
i. The Marine Debris and Plastic Source Reduction Toolkit (May
2015) supported the source reduction of disposable plastic
(including polystyrene) food service items. The Toolkit provides
numerous polystyrene ban policies.
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ii. The Rethink Disposables project targeting source reduction of
takeout food packaging, the largest documented source of
trash in urban runoff that in turn ends up in our bays and
oceans.
Question Two2. Can you identif~r the source or reference the EPA utilized to make the
following statements or observations?
Statement or Observation Onea. Organization: Clean Water Action California;
Document:
“Health Effects and Regulation of Styrene”
(CASRN 100-42-5);
Statement:
“According to the US EPA, 100% of Americans
have styrene in their bodies.” “The principle form
of styrene exposure [is].. .consuming food items in
contact with polystyrene foam packaging and togo containers.”
Answer:
i. The Source of this statement was the U.S. EPA Broad
Analysis of the FY82 National Human Adipose Tissue
Survey (1986).
ii. The Study was a broad scan chemical analysis of
composite of human adipose tissue samples, conducted by
the Office of Toxic Substances for estimating the general
population exposure to toxic organic chemicals.
iii. The Study observed that “several compounds, including
styrene, the xylene isomers, 1 .4-dichlorobenzene, and
ethylphenol, were detected in all composite samples.”
iv. Which confirms that statement that “100% of Americans
have styrene in their bodies”.
V. However, the Study does not address the cause of the
exposure.
V

V V

Statement or Observation Twob. Organization: City and County of San Francisco (SF0);
Document:
Ordinance Number 140-16 (C): “Findings”~
(November 2016);
Statement:
“Due to the physical properties of polystyrene
foam, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) states: “that such materials can have
V

V

V
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serious impacts upon human health, wildlife and
aquatic environment, and the economy.”
Answer:
i. The source of the statement was, from an EPA study
entitled “Assessing and Monitoring Floatable Debris,”
August 2002.
ii. The Study is based on floatable materials, debris and
trash, which is defined as “foreign matter that may float or
remain suspended in the water column and includes
plastic, aluminum cans, wood, projects, bottles, and paper
products.”
iii. In. its discussion of the floatable debris the Study states:
“Unless we better control the disposal of trash and other
wastes, it is likely that the amount of such debris entering
our waterways will increase.” It further states: “It has now
become evident, however, that such materials can also
have serious impacts on human health, wildlife, the
aquatic environment, and the economy, and therefore the
problem of floatable debris should be addressed.” This
confirms the statement from the SF0 Findings Ordinance
140-16, which was used in part according to the reference
source.
Statement or Observation Three
c. Organization: “Way to Go”;
Document:
“Polystyrene Fast Facts” copyrighted 2008;
Statement:
“Polystyrene food containers leach the toxin
Styrene when they come into contact with warm
food or drink, alcohol, oils and acidic foods
causing human contamination and posing a
health risk to people.”
Answer:
i. Unfortunately, EPA was unable to substantiate this
statement, however, please refer to question 5 below
referencing a report by the Agency for Toxic Substances
and Disease Registry.
Question Three3. Can the EPA substantiate the above referenced statements?
Answer:
a. See responses to Questions Two and Five.
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Question Four4. Has the EPA made a determination that polystyrene food containers are
a hazard to the health of humans, marine or wildlife?
Answer:
a. The EPA points to two reports on this matter, they are:
i. “Summary of Expert Discussion Forum on Possible Human
Health Risk from Microplastics’ in the Marine
Environment,” April 2014.
1. The
report received
recommendations and
perspectives on possible human health risks from
the ingestion of seafood contaminated with
microplastic-derived persistent bioaccumulative,
and toxic chemicals (PBT).
2. Participants concluded:
a. A split of opinion on the connection between
PBT to aquatic life tissue and to human tissue.
b. More research is required on this subject.
c. Research is needed to determine if the PBT’s
in seafood are derived by microplastics or
other sources.
d. Research is needed to identify sources of other
PBT into marine life tissue.
ii. “State of the Science White Paper: A Summary of the
Effects of Plastic Pollution on Aquatic Life and AquaticDependent Wildlife,” December 2016.
1. The report focused on the science of chemical
toxicity of ingested plastic and associated chemicals
on aquatic organisms and aquatic-dependent
wildlife. The report noted the following:
a. There is growing concern about the
toxicological impacts of chemicals associated
with plastics on aquatic-organisms.
b. The report noted various studies that identify
marine and wildlife that have ingested plastics
which have impacted reproduction, feeding,
and growth.
c. One study, referenced Layers et al. (2014),
found that body condition is negatively
influenced by the amount of ingested plastic
in flesh footed shearwaters.
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d. Another study by Avio et al. (2015) observed
neurotoxic effects and genotoxicity on
mussels.
e. In a study by Rochman et al. (2013), certain
fish were found to have induced liver toxicity,
glycogen depletion, fatty vacuolation, and
single cell necrosis.
2. The report concluded the following:
a. “Numerous research studies demonstrate that
plastics are ingested by aquatic, invertebrates,
fish, seabirds, sea turtles, and marine
mammals.”
b. “Plastics in aquatic systems contain chemicals
originating from the plastic material,
chemicals added during the manufacturing
process.”
c. “Many of these chemicals have been found to
have harmful effects once in the aquatic
environment, the potential toxicological
impacts of these chemicals associated with
plastic once ingested by aquatic organisms
and aquatic-dependent wildlife is an area of
concern.”
d. “There is evidence that aquatic organisms and
aquatic-dependent
wildlife
accumulate
chemicals from ingested plastics.”
e. “Because organisms in the environment can
accumulate the same classes of chemicals
from other sources, further research on the
relative role plastics play in chemical
contaminant to the• tissues of organisms
compared to other exposure pathways is
needed.”
Question Five5. Beyond the obvious that polystyrene can be ingested by marine and
wildlife, is there any conclusive scientific/unbiased studies you can
identify that prove toxicity of polystyrene food containers?
Answer:
a. Under the Pollution Prevention Act and EPA’s work to advance
Sustainable
Materials
Management,
EPA
encourages
consideration of the full lifecycle impacts of products. Polystyrene
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is made from styrene, and the toxicity of styrene has been well
documented:
i. “EPA lists styrene in our Toxics Release Inventory, and has
found red blood cell, liver, and central nervous system
effects but has not evaluated styrene as a carcinogen”:
1. Styrene
EPA Toxics Release Inventory
https: / /www.epa. gov/ sites /production/ files / 201609 / documents/ stvrene pdf
2. Styrene EPA Integrated Risk Information System
https: I / cfpub. epa. gov I ncea/ iris2 / chemicalLanding
.cfm?substance nmbr= 104
—

-

.

—

-

b. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the Agency
for Toxic Substances and Diseases Registry provided the
following report in response to this question:
i. “Toxicological Profile for Styrene,” November 2010.
ii. The profile explores various issues associated with styrene,
such as: effects on health, what is styrene, exposure, how
it enters or exists in the body, and impacts to children.
iii. Section 6 of the profile focuses on “Potential for Human
Exposure,” this includes such observations as:
1. Contaminated indoor air, tobacco smoke, emissions
from building materials, emissions from laser
printers and photocopiers.
2. Additionally, it states that “most styrene associated
with food is the result of packaging of the food
material in polystyrene containers.”
3. The profile further states that the migration of
styrene is not only from polystyrene food containers,
but also has been found in yogurt, dairy products,
corn and sunflower oil, alcohol, coffee, and tea.
4. The profile also states “smokers and those eating a
high proportion of foods packaged in polystyrene,
may have above average exposure to styrene.”
c. Another resource provide by the EPA was a document entitled
“Polystyrene: A review of the Literature on the Products of
Thermal Decomposition and Toxicity,” January 1987.
i. The report is an accumulation of 11 studies on the effect
of heat on polystyrene and the toxicity of gases associated
with combustion.
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ii. The various studies in the report utilized different forms of
polystyrene, such as crystal, impact, or expandable, rigid,
and sheet foam.
iii. In each study, laboratory rats were used to determine the
toxicity of gases produced when polystyrene was heated.
iv. The conclusions of the various studies were:
1. The main volatile product is the styrene monomer.
2.. Carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide (CO and C02)
were formed during the heating process and
appeared to be responsible for the subject animals’
deaths.
3. Effluents produced during flaming of the polystyrene
were more toxic than those produced under nonflaming conditions.
4. In non-flaming conditions of polystyrene, CO and
C02 were not attributed to deaths, however, “other
toxicants, perhaps styrene, was responsible.”
Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
According to the FDA, Code of Federal Regulations, Title 21, Food and
Drugs, Chapter 1 Food and Drug Administration, Department of Health and
Human Services states the following:
Section 177.1640 Polystyrene and rubber-modified polystyrene.
“Polystyrene and rubber-modified polystyrene identified in this section
may be safely used as components of articles intended for use in contact with
food, subject to the provisions of this section.
a. Polystyrene is identified as basic polymers produced by the
polymerization of styrene.
b. Polystyrene polymers shall contain not more than 1 weight percent
of total residual styrene monomer
In response to an inquiry of the FDA, Catherine McDermott, FDA/Office of
Foods & Veterinary Medicine, provided the following response in answer to a
question relative to FDA performed studies on impacts of polystyrene on health
of humans, marine or wildlife and environment:
“In evaluating the safety of an intended food contact use of a
substance, FDA reviews the toxicology information submitted by the
proponent of the use. This includes toxicological studies on any chemicals
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that might migrate into food as a result of the intended use of a food
contact substance.”
“In addition to the toxicological information provided by industry
when submitting their intended use for approval, FDA also reviews
applicable publicly available information on substances that migrate to
food as that information becomes available.”
International Agency for Research on Cancer
Report titled “Styrene 1, Exposure Data”, noted the following:
1. “Polystyrene and its copolymers have been used widely as food
packaging materials, and residual styrene monomer can migrate into
food from such packaging (WHO, 1983).”
2. In a United Kingdom study, it noted that “Within each food type, higher
levels of styrene were generally found for products with high fat contact
or packed in small containers (ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food, 1994).”
3. The report concludes: “Exposure to the general population occurs at
levels of micro-grams per day due mainly to inhalation of ambient air
and cigarette smoke and intake of food that has been in contact with
styrene-containing polymers.”
The above research summary is submitted to assist the Council in its
consideration of Bill 127 (2016). Should your require additional research, or
would like copies of any of the documents referenced in this memorandum,
please let me know.
paf:grs: 17-1 OOa
cc: corporation counsel
Deputy County Clerk
Director of Council Services
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MEMO TO: Mike White, Council Chair
F R 0 M: Gary Saldana
Legislative Analys
SUBJECT: POLYSTYRENE RESEARCH (PAF17-100B)
During research on Bill 127 (2016) entitled “A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE
ESTABLISHING A NEW CHAPTER 20.26, MAUI COUNTY CODE, RESTRICTING
THE USE AND SALE OF POLYSTYRENE FOOD SERVICE CONTAINERS,” review
included various communities throughout the United States to determine the
extent of restrictions cities and counties have imposed on the use of polystyrene
food containers.
Surfrider.org and The SGyres Institute provide interactive lists of
communities that have adopted some level of restriction on the use of polystyrene
containers. The 5Gyres Institute snotes, within the State of California, 100 cities
and counties have enacted polystyrene bans.
Many communities focus their restrictions on polystyrene foam containers
(expanded and extruded polystyrene), and typically do not include polystyrene
containers utilizing a plastic polymer (clear or colored container).
The City and County of San Francisco is considered to have one of the
most restrictive Polystyrene Bans in the country.
San Francisco in 2007 initially passed a ban on “polystyrene foam food
ware for food prepared and served” in the City and County.
In 2016 San Francisco increased the ban to include polystyrene foam
(extruded and blown) containers to include:
1. meat, fish trays and egg cartons
2. packaging material
3. cooler, ice chests *
4. pool toys*
5. dock floats, mooring buoys or anchor and navigational markers*
* That are encased in a more durable material.
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The San Francisco ban does not restrict polystyrene containers that are
non-foam because they are not known to break into smaller pieces like the foam
containers and become potential health hazards.
At its meeting of December 16, 2016, the former County Council (Term
2015-2017) when discussing Bill 127(2016), voted to require food prepackaged
outside of the County to comply with the provisions of Bill 127. However,
concerns were noted relative potential “Commerce Clause” and possible defense
of the Bill.
Accordingly, during the research and while consulting with the
aforementioned entities that are keeping a tally of communities with polystyrene
bans, to date no community has restricted the use of pre-packaged polystyrene
food containers where the item is sealed prior to receipt of the local food service
provider or store.
In fact, many communities state in their ordinances “restrictions not apply
to prepared food packaged outside the city and sold or otherwise provided to the
consumer in the same food service ware in which it originally was packaged.”
Additionally, many such ordinances also have a statement that reads as
follows: “Businesses packaging prepared food outside of the City are encouraged
to use food service ware that is compostable or recyclable and is not made, in
whole or in part, from Polystyrene Foam.”
The above research summary is submitted to assist the Council in its
consideration of Bill 127 (2016). Should you require additional research, or
would like copies of any of the documents referenced in this memorandum,
please let me know.
Paf:grs: 17-bOb
cc: Deputy County clerk
Director of Council Services
Corporation Counsel
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F R 0 M: Gary Saldana, Legislative Analystj4
SUBJECT: POLYSTYRENE RESEARCH (PAF 17-100C)
Below is an assessment of definitions of polystyrene food containers from
various cities and counties that have enacted polystyrene food container bans.
The definition of “Polystyrene” in the County of Maui Bill 127(2016) is
identified followed by definitions from the City of San Jose, Montgomery County
in Maryland, Alameda County in California and City and County of San
Francisco.
You will note that some language is highlighted in red. The red highlighted
language will identify wording that is the same in the County of Maui Bill 127
definition of polystyrene. The wording in black is language that is not include in
Bill 127.
Please note there exists a lot of similarities in each of the bills to Bill 127.
Also, all of the communities that have been identified below are ordinances that
restrict polystyrene foam containers and they do not restrict clear or colored
polystyrene containers.
Maui“Polystyrene” means a thermoplastic petrochemical material utilizing a styrene
monomer, including all polystyrene, meaning any styrene or vinyl chloride
polymer which is blown into a foam-like material. Polystyrene may be
processed by any number of techniques, including fusion of polymer spheres
(expandable bead polystyrene), injection molding, foam molding, and extrusionblow molding (extruded foam polystyrene).
San JosePolystyrene foam” means a thermoplastic petrochemical material made from a
styrene monomer and expanded or blown using a gaseous agent (expanded
polystyrene) including, but not limited to] fusion of polymer spheres
(expandable bead polystyrene), injection molding, form molding, and extrusion
blow molding (extruded foam polystyrene). “Polystyrene foam: is commonly
made into disposable food service ware products. Polystyrene foam: does not
include clear or solid polystyrene (oriented polystyrene).

May 4, 2017
Page 2
Montgomery County, MD“Expanded polystyrene” means blown polystyrene and expanded and extruded
foams that are thermoplastic petrochemical material utilizing a styrene
monomer and processed by a number of techniques, including fusion of
polymer spheres (expandable bead polystyrene), injection molding, foam
molding, and extrusion-blow molding (extruded foam polystyrene).
Alameda County, CAPolystyrene” means a thermoplastic petrochemical material utilizing styrene
monomers. It includes all Polystyrene, meaning any styrene or vinyl chloride
polymer which is blown into a foam-like material. This includes the
thermoplastic petrochemical material utilizing the styrene monomer, which may
be marked with resin symbol #6. sometimes referred to as Styrofoam, a Dow
Chemical Company trademarked form of Polystyrene insulation
Polystyrene is generally used to make cups, bowls, plates, trays, clamshell
containers, meat trays and egg cartons
San Francisco“Polystyrene Foam” means blown polystyrene and expanded and extruded foams
which are thermoplastic petrochemical materials utilizing a styrene monomer
and processed by any number of techniques including, but not limited to, fusion
of polymer spheres (expandable bead polystyrene), injection molding, foam
molding, and extrusion-blown molding (extruded foam polystyrene). Polystyrene
foam is generally used to make cups, bowls, plates, trays, clamshell containers,
meat trays, and egg cartons.
Paf:grs: 17-lOOc
cc: Deputy County clerk
Corporation counsel
Director of Council Services

Prof. Douglas McCauley began his career as a fisherman working as
a deckhand in the sport fishing industry but migrated to marine
science and now serves as an Assistant Professor at the University of
California Santa Barbara.
Prof. McCauley has a degree in political science and a degree in
biology from the University of California at Berkeley. His PhD
research was done at Stanford University where he studied the
ecology of sharks, manta rays, and coral reef ecosystems in the
tropical Pacific. Prof. McCauley did postdoctoral research at Stanford University, Princeton
University, and UC Berkeley.
Prof. McCauley served as the Midway Atoll Acting Deputy Refuge Manager in the
Papahãnaumokuakea Marine National Monument and has conducted research across the Pacific
Remote Islands Marine National Monument. McCauley also served as a biologist with NOAA
observing bycatch in the Hawaiian long line fishing fleet.
Prof. McCauley is a Sloan Research Fellow in the Ocean Sciences. He serves as the Director of
the Benioff Ocean Initiative.
Research from the McCauley Lab has been published in journals such as Science, Nature, and
the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA and has been featured in media
outlets such as the New York Times, BBC, Time, and US National Public Radio.
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Prof. Hillary Young
Young works
works on
on seabird
seabird foraging
foraging ecology
ecology in
in the
the central
central
Pacific Ocean.
Ocean. She
She serves
serves as
as an
an Associate
Associate Professor
Professor at
at the
the University
University
of California
California Santa
Santa Barbara.
Barbara.
of
Prof. Young has
has aa B.A
BA in
in Ecology
Ecology and
and Evolutionary
Evolutionary Biology
Biology from
from
University (2001)
(2001) and
and aa Masters
Masters in
in environmental
environmental
Princeton University
from Yale
Yale University
University (2004).
(2004). Her
Her PhD
PhD research
research was
was
management from
Stanford University
University where
where she
she studied
studied the foraging
foraging ecology
ecology
done at Stanford
of tropical seabirds,
seabirds, with a strong
strong focus in
in the Pacific Remote
of
Islands and Papahanaumokuakea monuments. Prof. Young conducted her postdoctoral research
at Harvard
Harvard University
University Center
Center for
for the
the Environment
Environment and
and Smithsonian
Smithsonian Institution,
Institution, in
in the
the division
division of
of
at
Vertebrate Zoology.
Society of
of America and a curator at the
Prof. Young is an Early Career Fellow at the Ecological Society
Center for Conservation Biology and Ecological Restoration.
Research from
from the
the Young
Young Lab
Lab has
has been
been published
published in
in journals
such as
as Science,
Science, Proceedings
Proceedings of
of the
the
Research
journals such
of Sciences USA, Ecology Letters and has been featured in a wide range of
National Academy of
media outlets
outlets such
such as
as the
York Times,
Times, BBC,
BBC, Time,
Time, and
and US
US National
Public Radio.
Radio.
media
the New
New York
National Public
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This can
This
can cause
cause secondary
secondary poisoning
poisoning in
marine animals,
animals, including seabirds
1
Table 1
Trace
concentrations in
in Flesh-footed
Flesh-footed Shearwater
Shearwater fledgling
fledgling
Trace element concentrations
breast feathers
feathersfrom
fromLord
Lord Howe
Howe Island
Island during
duringApril
April 2011.
2011. Sample size
breast
(number of samples
samples above
Limit of
of detection)
detection) is
is provided
provided in
in
(number
above the
the limit
parentheses.
Element

(~‘gIg)
Concentration (%nig

Aluminium (Al)
(AL)
Antimony (Sb)
(Sb)
Barium
(Ba)
Barium(Ba)
Beryllium (Be)
(ile)
Bismuth
Bismuth (Bi.)
(Si)
(As)
Arsenic (As)
Cadmium (Cd)
(Cd)
Chromium
Chromium (Cr)
(Cr)
Cobalt (Co)
((o)
Copper (Cu)
Lead (Pb)
Mercufy (Hg)
Mercury
Silver (A)
(Ag)
Thallium
(TI)
Thallium (TI)
Tin (Sn)
Uranium (U)
Zinc (Zn)

112.53 ± 72.79
72.79 (37)
112.53
0.08 (11)
0.02 ± 0.08
0.82±
1.16(37)
0.82
± 1.16
(37)
0.76 ± 0.08
0.08 (2)
036
0.03 ± 0.01
0.01 (9)
0.03
0.13 (29)
0.22 ± 0.13
0A9
±
0.17 (6)
0.49 0.17
251 (9)
1.82 ± 2.51
33.28 ± 22.27 (38)
33.28
14.64 ± 16.99 (38)
14.64
0.30 ± 0.29 (37)
2.40 ± 1.76
130(37)
(37)
0.62 ± 1.04 (8)
0.01 ± 0.01 (3)
7.70 (37)
22.62 ± 7.70
0,05 ± 0.06
0116 (11)
0.05
1L23 (37)
91.70 ± 11.23

aymi Heimboch
Jaymi

i.L. Layers
J.L.
Laverset
et al.,
al., 2014

This can
can cause
cause secondary
secondary poisoning
poisoning in
marine animals,
animals, including seabirds
• Mortality
• Reduced Body
Body Size
Size
• Infertility
•• Disrupted Neurological
Function
•• Altered Sex
Sex Ratios

Jaymi Heimboch
Jaymi

J.L.
J.L. Layers
Layerset
et al.,
al., 2014

Polystyrene also causes mechanical
‘fullness’,
blockages, false feelings of 'fullness',
and interrupted breathing

98%
of dead albatross
albatross chicks are
are found
98% of
to have plastics in their stomachs

Polystyrene ~seabird
seabirddeclines
declines
Polystyrene

PHYSICAL
~S1CAL EFFECT
- starvation
starvation and:
or
and/or
dehydration
dekidration
- perforatti
perforates and.'or
and/or blocks
digestive
thgestive tract

I

■to

abundance
Decreased abnndance
CHEMICAL EFFECT
introduces trace metal
and!or
andlor organic
oroanic pollutants
blood stream
into )~iood

Disrupted ph■
Disrupiolog3
altered sex iatio
ratio
~altered
.neurological impairment
~neurotogical

0

J.L.
Laverset
et al.,
al., 2014
i.L. Layers

conservation
Cultural as well as conservat
o
significance

Seabirds have important
roles in Hawaiian culture
~eabirds~h~
ortantTok
~— e

including traditional wayfinding roles for voyagers

Results show
of respondents (81.0%) are in favor
Results
show that
that the majority
majority of
favor of a
ban on
takeout food containers
on EPS
EPS takeout
containers.

.

Barnes
Barnes et
et al.
al. 2011
2011
of Environmental Protection
Journal of
Consumer Preference
Preference and Willingness to Pay
Pay for
for Non-Plastic
Honolulu, USA
USA
Food Containers in Honolulu,

Ruth M. Lunn, Dr..P.H.

N

Director, Office of the Report on Carcinogens
Ruth Lunn, Dr.P.H., is the director of the Office of the Report on Carcinogens. The RoC is a congressionallymandated document, prepared on behalf of the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services that
lists and discusses substances that cause or are anticipated to cause cancer. Preparation of the RoC follows a
formal, multi-step process that includes scientific review and opportunity for public comment. Lunn provides
scientific expertise needed for the overall evaluation of substances for their potential to cause cancer in humans
and is responsible for preparing the final draft of the RoC. She has worked with the RoC since 2000, initially as a
staff scientist, and more recently as director. During this time, she has contributed to the preparation of numerous
scientific background documents that are used in the scientific review process.
Prior to joining the RoC, Lunns more recent research interests were molecular epidemiology studies evaluating
carcinogenicity and genetic susceptibility. She completed postdoctoral work at the National Institute of
Environmental Health Sciences in Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, and received a Dr.P.H. in environmental
health sciences from Columbia University, New York, New York. She also earned a M.S. in microbiology and
immunology and a Master of Clinical Microbiology (M.C.M.) from Hahnemann University, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
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H, Schwingl P, Walker TD, Thayer KA, Lunn RM. How credible are the study results? Evaluating and applying
internal validity tools to literature-based assessments of environmental health hazards. Environment
International 2016 92-930:617-629 [Abstract]
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of glutathione 5-transferase P1 by promoter hypermethylation and its relationship to environmental chemical
carcinogens in hepatocellular carcinoma. Cancer Left, 221(2):135-143, 2005. [Abstract]
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Styrene and the Report on Carcinogens
(RoC)
Ruth M. Lunn, DrPH, Director Office of the RoC
Division of the Nationa’ Toxicology Program
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences
Maui County Council
May 9,2017

Purpose and OutNne
Styrene was first Nsted ~n the 12th Report on Cardnogens
as Reasonably Anticipated to be a Human Carcinogen
What is the National Toxicology Program and the Report
on Carcinogens?
What does reasonably anticipated to be a human
carcinogen mean?
What was the process used and the scientific evidence
for the styrene listing?
How are people exposed to styrene?
What is the potential exposure to styrene from
polystyrene containers?
2

Ci’)

Nat~ona~ Tox~co~ogy Program

Expands the scuentuf~c basIs for makung pubhc heath
deds~ons on potent~& toxicity of envfronmentai
agents
a

a

a

a

Interagency program
—

—

o

a

US Department of Health
~ and Human Services (DHHS) /
-

Established in 1978
Headquartered at NIEHS

Research
—

a

-.

dV

NlEH~

1~ios~,

~‘!~siCTj~0

Thousands of agents evaluated in
comprehensive toxicology studies

~ Analysis activities
National Toxicology Program
~
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Office of Report on Carcinogens (ORoC)
http://ntp.niehs.nih.gov
Office of Health Assessment & Translation (0 HAT)
NTP Interagency Center for the Evaluation of Alternative Toxicological
Methods (NICEATM)
—~

—

—

—

3

‘0
The Report on Carcinogens (RoC) is
congressionaNy mandated
Public Health Service Act, Section 301 (b)(4) (1978,
amended 1993)
—

—

Report on
Carcinogens 2016

Directs Secretary, Health and Human Services (HHS) to
publish a list of carcinogens for people in the United States

4

Defines the language and number of listing categories: “known” or
“reasonably anticipated human carcinogens”

—

Does not define the listing criteria or process for listing a substance

• Cancer hazard evaluation; does not address “risk”
o

National Toxicology Program (NTP) prepares the RoC for the
HHS Secretary using a four-part formal process and established
listing criteria

• Each edition of the report is cumulative
http://ntp.niehs. n~h.gov/go/roc

4

(E’)

Report on Cardnogens

Reasonably anticipated to be a human carcinogen
means00000
0

o

o

o

0

Causal relationship in humans has not been clearly established
NTP has established to standards (RoC Listing Criteria) for listing
substances
Examples of other substances listed as reasonably anticipated to
be a human carcinogen
—

—

—

—

Acrylamide
Di(2-ethylhexyl) Phthalate (used in plastics)
Lead and lead compounds
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons

5

Report on Cardnogens
NTP dev&oped cntena for each hstrng category
Known to be a human carcinogen
Sufficient evidence of carcinogenicity from studies in humans

Reasonably anticipated to be a human
carcinogen
• Limited evidence from studies in humans
OR
• Sufficient evidence from studies in experimental animals
OR
• Belongs to well-defined structurally related class of substances listed in
the RoC or demonstrates convincing mechanistic evidence
Conclusions based on scientific judgment using all relevant information

6

Preparation of the 12th RoC foNowed an estabNshed
process
(sdent~flc hiput, externail peer review, pubNc comments)
Nominations and Selection of
Candidate Substances

Scientific Review of
Candidate Substances

Peer Review of Draft
Substance Profiles

Invite nominations

Prepare & release draft
background document

Prepare & release
draft substance profiles

‘Ir

I

Propose nominations
for review

L

Select candidate substances

Expert Panel
(public meeting: peer review
draft background document &
recommend listing status)
Release final
background document

____

Preparation of R0C and
Transmittal
Prepare draft RoC

‘
4
Director, NTP

NTP
Executive
Committee

+
NTP Board of
Scientific Counselors
(public meeting: peer review
draft substance profiles)

Secretary, HHS
(transmit R0C to
Congress and public)

4,

Release NTP
response documents
(NTP’ s response to the expert
Interagency Scientific
Review Group

panel peer review report,
the BSC peer review report, and
the public comments)

(closed meeting:
recommend listing status)

NI EHS/NTP
Scientific Review Group
(closed meeting:
recommend listing status)

BSC = Board of Scientific Counselors
HHS = Health and Human Services
NIEHS = National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences
NTP = National Toxicology Program
7
RoC = Report on Carcinogens

NTP Eva~uation of Styrene
Styrene is reasonably anticipated to be a human
carcinogen
Rationale for NTP conclusions (2009)
—

—

—

°

Studies of styrene-exposed workers show an association between
exposure to styrene and Iymphohematopoietic cancer and genetic
damage in their lymphocytes (limited evidence)

Styrene causes lung tumors in laboratory mice by two routes of exposure
(sufficient evidence)
Styrene is metabolized to styrene-7,8-oxide, which is listed as a
reasonably anticipated human carcinogen in the RoC

National Academy of Sciences (National Research Council) (2014)
—

Endorsed listing of styrene in the 12th RoC as reasonably
anticipated to be a human carcinogen and agreed with NTP
conclusions for each type of evidence (human, animal and
mechanistic)
8

Peop~e are potentiaNy exposed to styrene in the workp~ace,
from the environment, indoor air, food and tobacco smoke
Workplace

High exposure
Parts per million
(PPM) range

Occupational exposure to styrene (PPM)
Reinforced plastics (after 1980)
Styrene-butadiene

Blood levels

Production

(pgIL)
8.9 to 83

0

20

40

60

80

100

120

I ppm =1000 ppb

General
public

Low exposure
Parts per billion
(PPB) range

Blood levels
(pgIL)

0.13 (95
percentile)

Styrene exposure to general pubhc (PPB)
tobacco smoke*
food**
indoor air
near industry*
outdoor air*
0

*

lifetime; **most 0.05-119

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

Low exposure to styrene from food in po~ystyrene containers

~I’1w’

Styrene ~eve~s (pg/kg)
food packaged with PS

Styrene Deve~s (mg/kg) in
po~ystyrene containers

butter
cookies

high
i m pa..
extrud
edPS
expand
ab~e...

coffee lids, yogurt cups
Styrofoam cup
take out containers
0

200

400

600

beverages
raw meat

800
0

200

400

600

800

1000

Summary
Styrene is listed as reasonably anticipated to be a human
carcinogen in the Report on Carcinogens
—

—

o

o

Cancer studies in workers exposed to high levels of styrene reported
an increased risk of cancer
Lung tumors developed in mice exposed to 20 to 160 ppm (almost
lifetime)

NTP evaluation is a cancer hazard evaluation and does not not
estimate cancer risks to individuals associated with exposures in
their daily lives
The general public is exposed to low levels of styrene (orders of
magnitude lower than workers) from the environment, indoor air,
food, and tobacco smoke
—

Low levels of styrene in food can occur from the environment,
natural sources, mold contamination (e.g. cinnamon), or contact with
polystyrene

